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Compact Disc.
Are the other
discs slipping?
Ever since we invented the
compact disc system our competitors have struggled to keep up
with us.
Our new generation player,
the CD- 104, could leave them
even further down the track.
It's been developed with
its own midi system, capable of handling the full audio
response produced by the
compact disc. (Though of course
the CD- 104, like all our players, is
still completely compatible with
any hi-fi.)
Fully featured, the CD- 104

allows tracks to be programmed in
any order and repeated.
A 6-digit display provides track
and time information.
And, of course, the CD- 104 has
one feature no other manufacturer has been able to
reproduce. The original
Philips compact disc sound.
In fact, Philips compact disc
players are widely regarded as
having the best error correction
and sound quality available.
Moreover, this unique Philips
sound has been reproduced in our
complete range of new generation

compact disc players that boast
every conceivable feature from
music scan to remote control.
No wonder the other discs seem
to be slipping.

PHILIPS. Sounds like
we've done it again.
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HY is so much hi-fi gear
black? To illustrate the
amplifiers reviewed in
this issue, Art Editor John Gash
and photographer Tony Petch
jumbled up shots of the more
colourful interiors to make astriking collage.
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NEXT MONTH
To
celebrate
the
second
anniversary of the Compact Disc
launch, the March issue of HFN/
RR features some of the latest
Japanese
machines,
from
Yamaha, Pioneer, Technics, Ferguson and Toshiba, but also
Sony's tiny CD Walkman. The
latest CDs will also be examined
in depth, but the other media are
not ignored, with James Michael
Hughes reporting on Teldec's
OMM LP production process, and
lfan Payne listening to the Decca
Solti Rheingold on cassette.
Ken Kessler spent his Christmas with valve amps from conrad-johnson and cassette decks
from Denon, Akai, and Nakamichi, and his New Year at the
CES in Las Vegas. Martin Colloms
will be taking a detailed look at
the
new
Iverson- designed
Robertson
Forty
Ten
power
amplifier from Singapore. And
the Accessories Club will be
offering an unusual HFN/RRbranded tweak.
On the music side, our usual
thorough record review section is
accompanied by a look at the
music of Jerome Kern and David
Bowie. Reserve the March issue
with your newsagent now.
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New NAD 3020B
The world's most acclaimed
amplifier has been I
I
I
proved!

At every stage in its
development che NAD
3020 series has been far
ahead of all other budget
amplifiers — in sound
quality and in features.
And with the new 3020B.
NAD continue to leave
the competition standing.
In line with NAD

philosophy, mere cosmetic
changes have been
rejected. Only when truly
important features were
ready for incorporation
did NAD produce the
3020B. In their published
specifications, NAD have
rated the 3020B very
conservatively at 20 watts

Heavy-duty oinding posts ensure
optimum power transfer to the
speaker cables.

per channel. In fact, our
own laboratory tests show
the power output to be 40
watts per channel! And
new features such as
binding posts, separable
pre amplifier and power
amplifier, and impedance
selector are all of real
value to the true

Impedance selector increases the
amplifier's output by approximately
one-third for 8- ohm speakers.

NAD 3120

audiophile. Come to
Hi Fi Markets and
audition the NAD 3020B.
It continues the NAD
tradition of unbeatable
price/performance
value.

£129.00

Separable pre amplifier and power
amplifier

Many audiophiles prefer
not to have tone controls
on their amplifier and
indeed several reviewers
have suggested that a
version of the NAD 3020
without tone controls

would provide an excellent
alternative. NAD have
responded by producing
the NAD 3120 which is the
same as the 3020B but without
tone controls. At just £ O9 it's
another world beater.

£109.00

hIFI MARKETS1111111
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care about hi-fi

NAD 4020A Tuner
This superb AM/FM tuner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including a
dual- gate MOSFET front end
system for an excellent
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload. The NAD
4020A is the best sounding tuner in
its class and it's at Hi -Fi Markets
now!

£125.00

-

"I cannot think of any other anginal at the
ice which is an all rotmd
NAD 3150 Amplifier
The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo,
and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo. In addition the
3150 contains avariety of circuit
features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and highly musical sound quality.

£225.00

NAL7 41»
Through numerous refinements in
front-end and I.F. circuits, and
NAD's new Dynamic Separation
circuit, the NAD 4155 is nearly
twice as sensitive as other FM
stereo tuners. High AM rejection
and low capture ratio suppress
multipath interference in both
strong and weak signals and there's
exceptional immunity to
strong- signal overload. Other
features include convenient
high- precision digital tuning with
5FM and SAM presets.

£219.00

NAD 1020A Pre Amplifier

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

The 1020A offers NAD 's unique
combination of modest price,
uncomplicated controls, advanced
engineering and state-of-the-art sonic
performance. The wide- range pholo
preamplifier section is anewly
designed discrete- transistor circuit
whose performance matches that of
far more expensive units. There's
infrasonic filtering, musically useful
tone controls, digital- ready dynamic
range and high current output buffer.

Power output conservatively rated at
50 watts per channel into 8, 4, or 2
ohms. + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
for peaks. 100 watts per channel at
8oims, over 100 watts per channel at
4and 2ohms. Bridging circuit yields
125 Watts continuous, 225 Watts IHF
dynamic output. High- current output
stage ensures accurate control of voice
coil motion regardless of speaker
impedance.

£89.00

£179.00

Theplacewhere

careabout hi-fi

"Easily the most outstanding
receiver know below £200"
//
IANOW April 1984 \

NAD 7125 AM/FM
Receiver

A compact receiver with
low- profile design which is elegant
and modern yet highly funct.onal.
Its advanced engineering and
sophisticated circuitry mark it as a
no- compromise product, one
whose sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate tuners
and amplifiers costing much more.

£199.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck
The NAD 6125 cassette deck has a
slim line, low wow and 'gutter
transport mechanism. There's an
MX head for wider frequency
response, superior wear
characteristics and excellent
head room.
£149.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Receivers

NAD 7140 Receiver

Features exclusive NAD impedance
selector which delivers maximum
power into any speaker impedance.
Bass EQ circuit augments the
deep- bass response of speakers
wh e infrasonic filter preserves
maximum power for music. The

NAD 7140 is nearly twice as
sens.tive in FM stereo as other
receivers. Power output
conservatively rated at 40W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(80 W/ch) for peaks.

£339.00

NAD 7155 Receiver

Offers all the features of the 7140
plus independent input selectors
for recording and listening. 50a13
stereo quieting sensitivity is
typically only 22µV and maximum
stereo quieting 80dB. A dynamic
separation circuit maintains full

subjective stereo separation while
improving the quieting of weak
stereo signals. Power output
conservatively rated at 55 W/ch.
with + 3dB II-IF Dynamic Headroom
(110 W/Ch) for peaks.

£389.00

20
own"

"Best Buy"

HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1983

r1983

NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck

Complementary cassette deck to
the 3020A amplifier and 4020A
tuner, the 6050C incorporates a
host of advanced features including

Dobly C. Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch
buttons and review/cue. Your local
Hi -Fi Markets wiil be pleased to
give you ademonstration.

£159.00

NAD 5120

The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance and exceptional
freedom from resonant ccloJration
and feedback at an amazingly

HI•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

modest price. Complete with
tubular tonearm and cartridge.

£109.00

Also available with ' fine tune' flat
tonearm at £109 excluding
cartridge.

HI- Fl MARKETS EXCLUSIVE PURCHASE

Superb 111128LS Speakers
only £00.00 per pair
(NORMAL PRICE E1129.90)
No company in the world
has alonger more
respected reputation for
building speakers than
AR. Thanks to high quality
standards, unwavering
sonic accuracy and
constant refinement, AR
speakers have continually
won the critics' admiration.
And the AR28LS is no
exception. In May 1983,
Hi Fi Today wrote " the
AR28LS comes out best of
all in this test". Now,
thanks to Hi Fi Markets'
huge purchasing power,
we are able to offer the
superb AR28LS speakers
at the unrepeatable price
of only £99.90 per pair.
Hurry along to Hi Fi
Markets and take
advantage of this fantastic
offer, while stocks last.
SPECIFICATIONS

•

SYSTEM TYPE Bookshelf or floor- standing acoustic suspension 2- way system
with drive units in avertical array.
DRIVE UNITS 200 mm long throw woofer. 32 mm liquid- cooled cone tweeter.
POWER HANDLING ABILITY Up to 100 watts per channel.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE-3db (
half power) points at 52 Hz and at 22,000 Hz.
IMPEDANCE 8ohms nominal.
CROSSOVER FREQUENCY 2000 Hz.
CABINET VOLUME 14.75 litres.
DIMENSIONS 508 mm x279 mm x221 mm deep ( inc. grill).
CABINET FINISH Walnut grain vinyl veneer.

Hi Fi Markets recommend

- 111011SITLCULE.

for the best performance from your speaker system

HUI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

INTRODUCING THE NEW YAMAHA A-320

Atrue audiophile amplifier
for an incredible £99.50
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When we first listened to
the new Yamaha A-320
amplifier we could hardly
believe our ears. But when
we saw the price we
definitely could not
believe our eyes! Yamaha
have achieved anew level
of value for money with
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the A-320. Realising that
the high current amplifier
has been recognised by
UK reviewers as being the
most musical, Yamaha not
only used the concept to
produce the A-320, but
did so at aprice which is
absolutely unbeatable.

New Yamaha T-320
AM/FM Tuner

Power output is a
powerful 30 watts per
channel (8ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05%
total harmonic distortion.
And the A-320 boasts an
impressive list of features.
Low noise phono
equalizer. Pure current

servo amp. Built-' n
subsonic filter. Gold plated
phono terminals. At Hi -Fi
Markets we anticipate that
the Yamaha A-320 will be
one of the success stories
of 1985. Come along and
hear for yourself.

£99.50

New Yamaha K-320
Cassette Deck
000 •

The T-320 is abeautifully
styled AM/FM analogue
tuner offering sound
quality and features once
available only on more
expensive tuners. There's a
3LED signal meter, FM
stereo indicator, FM
muting. 50dB quieting

sensitivity is 1.55/N for
mono, 21/N for stereo.
Sigral to noise ratio is 81dB
for mono, 76dB for stereo.
And stereo separation at
1kHz is 40dB. Audition the
new Yamaha T-320 at your
local Hi -Fi Markets.

£99.50

Outstanding sound
reproduction quality and
sophisticated features make
the K-320 the highest
performing cassette deck in
its class. There's ahigh
sensitivity hard permalloy
head and Yamaha's original
2motor transport with

HUI MARKETS
The.

ewhere

care about hi-fi

micro computer controls.
The K-320 also offers Dolby
Band C, 7segment LED
peak meter, intro scan
forward and reverse, music
search facitity, record
return, auto record mute
and auto source change.

£155.00

Sophisticated Yamaha
technology at exceptional
value prices

Yamaha CD- 2Compact
Disc Player

Yamaha K-700 Cassette
Deck

compact 3- beam laser pickup
system, two original LSIs, and a
high- precision digital filtering
system result in breathtakingly
pure, life- like music reproduction
and exceptional reliability. There's
simplified 10- key operation, easy
Memory programming, and
convenient music search
functions. And acordless remote
control unit gives full control over
all player operations.

offers the ultimate in operating
convenience and aspecial
high - precision rotating head
mechanism assures precise
independent adjustment of head
azimuth in both directions.
Incredible spec includes unique
2+1 motor transport drive
mechanism, 15 selection
programmed recording and
playback, remaining tape time
indicator.

£429.00

£295.00

Advanced technologies such as a

Auto reverse recording/playback

New Ariston RD20 aBritish
turntable with all these
features for under

The riston philosophy has always
been to produce turntables that
retrieve the maximum amount of
information from the vinyl disc
without adding any colouration or
distortion to the sound. Now, with
the RD20, this remarkable British
company has notched up ahuge
success by incorporating their
unique isolation techniques in a
turntable at only £ 9.50. The RD20
is abelt drive, semi automatic
turntable with an extremely quiet
electronic governor motor. It has a
heavyweight die cast aluminium,

suspension isolated, concave patter
with integral record clamp —
features unheard of at this price!
But Ariston haven't stopped
there.They've added astatic
balanced straight tone arm with a
fixed headshell of only 10 grams
effective mass ( approx). And the
RD20 comes complete with superb
Goldring Astron Cartridge. The
RD20 has broken the price barrier
by offering superior Ariston quality
at abudget price.

£99.50

"With the RD40 they have
beaten all records"
AUDI() ReifiV *

ember 1983

Ariston RD40

New Yamaha CD-X2
Compact Disc Player
The CD-X2 is the updated version

of the critically acclaimed CD-X1
which is itself a ' Best Buy' in the
latest issue of Hi Fi Choice. This
new model features music search
(track, index and normal), repeat

(full track, programme), random
memory and play (9selection),
and headphone output ( variable).
The Yamaha CD-X2 is areal
thoroughbred with enough
advanced technologies to satisfy
the most advanced audiophile.

£29.00

Basically
the REMO system
consists of three
substantial aluminium
castings. These castings
make up the base, the chassis
and the platter which is ' dished'
slightly concave. A record clamp, in
conjunction with the concave platter,
laminates the disc mat and platter
interface. reducmg the vinyl resonance
and creating one impedance for the

entire assembly as opposed to the more
common two from disc and platter.
£139.95 Without Arm

£189.95 With Opus Arm

"I would not hesitate
to recommend this latest
Ariston RD80"
r1983

New Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner

Another exciting new model from

Yamaha, the T-520 offers many
advanced features including digital
PLL tuning system, LED preset
station indicator, 8AM/8FM preset
stations, and auto/manual tuning

mode. 50db quieting sensitivity is
1.55µV for mono 21 j
uV for stereo.
Signal to noise ratio is 81dB for
mono, 76dB for stereo. And
stereo separation at 1kHz is 40cIB.
Call into Hi -Fi Markets for a
demonstration.

£129.50

The place where people care about hi-fi

Ariston RD

The RD80 is atwo speed
manual turntable with AC
Synchronous Motor. There's a
two piece fully machined
concave platter with record
clamp, and precision made
single- point bearing.

£239.95

with Opus Arm

HI-FI Markets bp Value
Headphone Range

"A super cartridge
at abargain
basement price"
HI- Fl FOR PLEASURE November 1984

"The best £18 you've
ever spent
HI- Fl NEWS November 1984

"The EPIC is awinner"
WHAT HI- Fl July 1984

NAD 830

NAD has become abyword for all that's
best in sound reproduction and the NAD
830 certainly upholds this reputation.
These headphone are extremely
compact and lightweight without
sacrificing frequency response. In fact
they reach at least one octave below
standard lightweight headphones.

£21.00
Sennheiser HD410

The HD410 is aprime example of why
Sennheiser headphones are so popular
with HiFi Markets customers. They offer
high quality and balanced, natural sound
and are also very light and comfortable.
Like all Sennheiser headphones the

4

Monster Cable

Goldring
EPIC

A new magnetic
cartridge of advanced
design which delivers die
performance and quality of much more
expensive models. The diamond tip
'bonded to asapphire shank yields a
.
Goldring

G920

Employs abonded elliptical stylus
mounted in ahard aluminium, low
compliance cantilever assembly making
it suitable for the widest possible range
of pick up arms.

lower tip mass for accurate high
frequency tracking.

£16.50
Goldring ELECTRO Il

A superb moving coil cartridge which
features the famous Van den Hul stylus
geometry with high- definition tip set in
ashort light cantilever.

£135.00

£39.00

The New Shure
'Encore' Range

"ahead of any of
the cartridges
discussed so far"
WHAT HI-FI October 1983

1
.

You can significantly improve the
performance of your sound system
simply by switching from conventional
wire to Monster Cable. With Monster
Cable the problems associated with
conventional wires are eliminated by
using more copper finer strands, higher
purity materials, and aunique winding
configuration that directly couples your
amplifier to your speakers without loss.
Without distortion.
From

60p

per foot.

NAD Mat

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface which
makes uniform contact with the entire
platter area, and is made of carefully
selected soft- rubber compound with
optimum density and pliancy for
efficient absorption of most
audio- frequency vibrations.

£9.95
EXstatic Disc Cleaner

A highly effective record cleaning brush
consisting of one million carbon fibre
filaments. These fine conductive
filaments not only reduce the static
charge on the disc but can penetrate
deep into the groove, dislodging dirt and
dust particles trapped there.

£6.00

AO
020

Hi- Fi Light

NAD 9200

A high trackab. lity cartridge based on
the famous Shure M7OB — now at a
greatly reduced price thanks to new
production techniques.

This highly acclaimed cartridge has
taken its place amongst our foremost
budget cartridges due to its excellent
performance and value for money.

Beautifu:ly styled in matt black plastic,
the Hi- F. Light is fitted with alow
intensity lamp, which can be angled onto
the record and is easily attached to most
turntable covers. It lights úp
autoinatically when the cover is raised,
providing adequate light to change
records without accidentally damaging
them.

£10.95

£25.00

£14.00

Shure ME7OB

Mil MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

HD410 is fitted with well- proven,
extremely durable steel connectingcable.

£17.99
Yamaha YH L-006 Headphones

Available in black, red or grey, the
YHL-006 offer anew dimension in
headphone performance — and fashion.
Designed by Porsche, they feature
unique wrap- around styling that's
contemporary, yet functional. Extremely
lightweight and compact, their formfitting headband and earpiece design •
provides optimum pressure for maximum
listening comfort. And they roll up
tightly to fit easily into pocket or purse.

£27.00
2.e4e
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HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON

Bath
C. Milsoms
11/12 Northgate St. Tel: 0225 u5975
Bristol
Hi Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 29.183
Radford Hi Fi
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel: 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio- Comm
76 Bedford Road. Kernpston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Dunstable
Target Electrical
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
8& BHi Fi
The Pavilion, Princess Square
Tel 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi Fi Markets
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Newbury
B & B
62 Northbrook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
B& B Hi Fi
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 5113730
Windsor
Radford Hi Fi
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Hi Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street. Tel 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B & B Hi Fi
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keyn«
JCV HiFi & Video Superstore
1Viscount Way. Dukes Drive.
Bletchley
0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hi Fi Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
42 Cowgate. Tel:0733 41755

CHESHIRE
Warrington
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios. Kingsway Worth.
Tel: 0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 Sr Annes Parade Tel: 0673 526213

CLEVELAND
M iddlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Redcar
McKee na & Brown
135/137 High Street. Tel: 0642 477356

CORNWALL
Truro
E.T.S. Electricentres
25 King Street. Tel: 0872 79809

CUMBRIA
Bamow in Fume«
Searle Audio
223-225 Rawlinson St. Tel: 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audioscene
132 Chatsworth Road. Brampton.
Tel: 0246 204035
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osinaston Road, The Spot.
Tel 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 378E8
Plymouth
Frampton' Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St. Tel: 0752 27600

DORSET
Bournemouth
Suttons Hi Fi Centre
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 255'2
Christchurch
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901

Gillingham
Blackmore Vale Shops
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel: 0202 432143

DURHAM
Darlington
McKenna & Brown
11 Bondgate. Tel: 0325 465990

Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks HiFi & Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543

LANCASHIRE
Blackburn
Practical Hi Fi
10 Preston New Road. Tel: 0254 698185
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057

LEICESTERSHIRE

ESSEX
HyperBarkin g
28-32 Loingbridge Road.
Tel: 01-591 6961
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6Market Street. Tel: 0376 29060
Chelmsford
Rush Hi Fi & Video Centre
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Colchester
Golding & Co
14-16 Culver Street West.
Tel: 0206 48101
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Hornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel: 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
LOUght0f1

Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
Soundtrack Hi Fi Video Market
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheitmharn
Absolute Sound 8. Video
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Gloucester
Robbs of Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Bryants
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco
7Queensmead. Te: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins Hi Fi Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamsted
Berkhamsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel: 04427 5943
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 34537
Watford
Hi Fi Markets
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
Super-Fi Grimsby
71 Carter Gate Tel: 0472-43539
Hull
Simply Hi Fi
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

Leicester
Mays Hi-Fi
27 Chu rchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
SuperFi Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green Hi Fi
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Park Eli
Kimberley
698 Rumford Road Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
Myers Audio
7Central Parade. Hoe Street.
Tel:01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi Fi
175-177 Holloway Road.
Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London W1
K.J. Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W2
Kimberley Hi -Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel:01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Hi -Fi Centre
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London W14
Hi Fi Markets
204 North End Road.
Tel: 01-381 5174
London 5E13
Bill Ven Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-3183755
London SEIS
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi & Video
162 Pcwis Street. Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW7
Unilet
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 Sc. Johns Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
London SW19
M. O'Brien HiFi Ltd
95 High Street, Wimbledon Village.
Tel: 01-946 1528

Bromley
Halcyon Electronics
38 Widmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury
Canterbury Hi Fi Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks HiFi & Video
4Railway Street. ,e1: 0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
111 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555

NORFOLK
Norwich
Scarfe Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering
Kettering HiFi
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
Unit 12, Fountain Centre,
College Street. Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
Best Hi Fi
24 Kingsgate Street. Tel: 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham H
120-122 Alfreton Rd. Tel: 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street. Head region.
Tel: 0865 65961
Absolute Sound 8. Video
256 Banbury Road, Summertown.
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi -Fi
441-445 Holburn Street.
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The HiFi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0182 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
Russ Andrews Hi -Fi
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
The Gramophone
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
Maeto Musik
14 The Toll. Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel:041-638 8252
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel: 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 Cadzow Street. Tel: 0698 283193
Inverness
Nairn Music
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440

Stiirl
ing
(GREATER) MANCHESTER H
Fi
Corner
Bolton
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
156/158 Blackburn Rd.
Tel: 0204 31423
Manchester
Shannons Sound & Video
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel: 061-747 5181
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone HiFi & Video
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Stockport
Fairbotham & Co
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872

73-75 Murray Place. Tel: 0786 5053

STAFFORDSHIRE
Stoke-on-Dent
Purkiss Hi- Fr Systems
51/53 Piccadilly Hanley
Tel: 0782 265010

Chichester
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
East Grinstead
John Rees HiFi
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Hastings
Hastings HiFi
32 Western Road. Tel: 0424 442975
Haywards Heath
Hi Fi & Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333

TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High Street. Tel: 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
(CV
& Video
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796

WEST MIDLANDS

Birmingham
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021-622 2323
Perfect Audio
504/516 Alum Rock Road.
Alum Rock. Tel: 021-328 2103
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hit
Tel: 0203 458946
Walsall
Bridge HiFi
Tudor House. Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473

WILTSHIRE
Devizes
Louis J. Rutter
17 The Britton. Tel:0380 2268
Salisbury
Blackmore Vale TV a Audio
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Castleford
Eric Wiley
64 8. 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street.
Tel: 0484 44668
Leeds
Super Fi
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
Image Hi Fi
8St. Anne's Road. Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Baslow Rd.Totley. Tel: 0742 360295

SUFFOLK

pswlch
Eastern Audio
41 Bramford Road. Tel: 0473 217217

SURREY

Birkenhead
Peters HiFi of Chester
11 St. Werburgh Square.
Grange Precinct. Tel: 051-647 5626
Liverpool
W.A. Brady & Son
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 0359
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel:051-709 9898

Croydon
Spald ings
352- 354-Lower Adchscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Vision Store
96-98 North End. Tel: 01-681 7539
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway Tel: 04862 4926
New Malden
Unilet
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

MIDDLESEX

SUSSEX

Enfield
A.T. Laboratories
15% Chase Side Tel- 01-367 3132

Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi
55 Preston Street Tel- 0273 733338

MERSEYSIDE

KENT

Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tel: 01-863 0938
Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street. Tel: 0895 33474

HIFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Head Office Cousteau House,
Greycaine Road, Watford. WD2 4SB.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the Hi-fi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press (12/12/84) but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturen' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.

SURREY'S HI-FI A D VIDEO CENTRE

WP
All this and music as well —

Qt \ I)
ESI, Speakers

352-4 LOWER ADDISCO1VIBE ROAD
HEYBROOK
TT2
Turntable

MAGNEPLANAR
A Revolution in
sound reproduction

CROYDON, SURREY

TEL: 01-654 1231 or 01-654 2040 I
=rdimm
Akai • AKG • ARC • A&R Cambridge • Ariston • Asak • Audio Phile • Beyer • B8iiitY • Celet • DCM Time Windows • Decca • Denon • Dual • Elite • Entre •
Exposure • Gale • Genesis S Glane • Gpldring • Grace 111 Grado • Hadcock • Harbeth • IMF • Isobank • Ittok • JBE • JPW • JR • JVC S KU' • Koetsu • Koss
• Lantek • Linn • Lux • Mayware • Meridian • Mitchell • Mission • Mordaunt Short • NAD • Nagaoka • Nairn • Nakamichi • National eNightingale • Nytech •
Oracle • Orloton • Philips • Pioneer • Profile • QED • Quad S Radford • Reference • Regs • Revcx • Rogers • Sansui • Satin • Sennhetser • Shure • SME •
Sony • Spendor • STD • Sugden • Syrinx • Systemdek • Tandberg • Teac • Technics • Thorens • Threshold • Ultimo • Video

HI•FI MARKETS

ALL CREDIT
FACILITIES
PLEASE PHONE
FOR DETAILS

VISA

•

Turntables
\

• 0

SANSUI T505L SLIMLINE
ANALOGUE TUNER WITH FM
STEP £0
LW/PAW

£44.95

Cassette Decks
B: Dolby Et / BC: Dolby B & C / M:
Metal Tape / ST: Soft Touch / SS:
Search System / 3: 3 Heads / AR:
Auto Reverse

Technics RSMO7 8, S
£ 109.95
Teac V400X B, M, ST, DBX £109.95
Teac V66C 8, C, M. ST £ 109.95
Trio KX41 8, C, M, ST £ 109.95
Sony TCF66 B, C, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Technics M229X B, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Yamaha K300 B, C, M, ST £ 119.95
Marantz S0340 B, C, M, ST, AR
£119.95
JVC KOD55 B, C, M, ST, 3 £ 129.95
Sony TCFX77 B, C, M, ST, SS
£129.95
Teac U80 8, C, M, ST. SS £ 129.95
Trio KX71R 8, C. M.
SS £ 149.95
Marantz SD430 8, C. M, ST, SS
£159.95
JVC KDW5 8, C. M, ST. Double

ST,

£159.95

HITACHI DE33
SUPERB DECK
£ 69.95
WITH DOLBY
&C

Amplifiers
............ ..........................

SHARP RT150

SOFT TOUCH DECK
WITH DOLBY £ 69.95

MARANTZ P11310
A RENOWNEDAMPLIFIERAMONG
ENTHUSIASTS THANKSTO ITS
SUPER SOUND QUALITY
25 WRMS
X2
.Z
ALSO AVAILABLE: MARA
PM350
38 WPC

B&r2.

£59 95
£75.95

TEAC V80 AN EXCELLENT 3HEAD DECK WITH DOLBY BANDA
UNIQUE ELECTRONIC COUNTER
THAT INDICATES
MINS AND
SECONDS

TAPE RUN IN
129.95

0 =

30 WPC. minimum RMS, both
channels driven at 8ohms from

JVC KDD55 TOP CLASS 3- HEAD
DECK WITH Jim 129.95
DOLBY B C. X.

£119.95

e

111111r-

YAMAHA K300
C. DECK

DOLBY B.
£119.95
JVC DM3 B, M, Mini, ST

£49.95
NEC K-315 B. M
£49.95
Teleton C820 8, M, ST £54.95
Sharp RT100 B, M
£54.95
NEC K33513, M
£59.95
NEC K450 B. M, ST
£59.95
Hitachi DE33 B, C, M, ST £69.95
Toshiba PCG2 B. M, ST £69.95
Sanyo R040013, C, M, ST £69.95
Sharp RT150 B, C, M ST £69.95
JVC KDV100 B. M, ST £69.95
Pioneer CT301 B, M. ST £79.95
Marantz SD320 8, C, M. ST £79.95
£79.95
Akai HX3 B, C, M, ST
Fisher CR78 B, C, M. ST £79.95
Technics R55 B, M, ST £79.95
Dual C802 B, M, ST
£79.95
Sansui D59M B. M, ST £79.95
Teac V300 B, M. ST
£89.95
Trio KX77 B. M, ST
£89.95
Sony TCFX45 B, C, M, ST £99.95
Technics RSM216 B, M. ST £99.95
Dual C808 B, C. M, ST £99.95
JVC KDV33 8, C. M,
Technics
M. ST £

ST. AR £99.95
RS55 B.
1099

gemmeir

Amplifiers
Pioneer SA130 20W
Onkyo A05 20W
Marantz PM310 30W
Toshiba SBM20 30W
Hitachi HA1 30W
Onkyo A06 30W
Sanyo JA300 30W
NEC A230 25W
Sanyo JA400 40W
Pioneer SA330 30W
NEC AS20 30W
Marantz PM350 38W
Trio KA71 30W
Pioneer SA620 45W
Onkyo A08 40W
Sony TA-AX35 35W
Fisher CA350 50W
Sanyo A35 55W
Trio KA70 SOW
Rotel RA820B 30W
Trio KA51 50W
NAD 3020A 20W
Marantz PM330 40W
Rotel RA840
Trio KA71 65W
Pioneer SA940 65W

£49.95
£49.95
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95
£69.95
£69.95
£69.95
£74.95
£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£99.95
£99.95
£99.95
£99.95
£99.95
£99.95
PHONE
£ 109.95
£ 109.95
£ 124.95
£ 129.95

Compact Disc
Hitachi DA 1000 £ 199.95
Hitachi DA 800
£279.95

Marantz CD73
Marantz CD638

£299.95
£289.95

Tuners

SONY PSLX 22
DIRECT DRIVE £ 69.95

SANYO PLUS T35 ANALOGUE

TURNTABLE

&DIGITAL TUNER WITH FM
STEREO
LW/MW
£69.95

ALSO AVAILABLI
SONY
PSLX33
£5

CARTRIDGE

Tuners
A: Analogue Tuning / D: Digital
Tuning / PR: Pre Sets
Sony STJX22 A, 3
£39.95
Fisher FM100 A, 3
£39.95
Trio KT33L A, 3
£39.95
£44.95
Sansui T505L A. 3
Fisher FM350 A. 3
£49.95
Sanyo JT400 D, PR
Teleton T850 D, PR
Pioneer P56, D, PR
Sanyo Plus T35 A. D. 3
£69.95
Trio KT31L A, 3
Hitachi FTM70D. PR
£79.95
Onkyo 725L D, PR
£79.95
Sanyo Plus T55 D. PR
£79.95
Technics ST5L D. PR
£89.95
Akai ATS61L D, PR
£99.95
Yamaha T760 D, PR
£99.95
Marantz ST430, D, PR
£99.95

£59.95
£59.95
£69.95
£69.95

Quartz

Onkyo CP1015 D
Pioneer PL320 D
NEC P635 D
ADC TD885L
(
Sanyo Plus

(Z)

Sony PLX22 D
£69.95
ADC 1OLT Lin ( inc cart) £71.95
Dual CS505 MK2 B
PHONE
Akai APM7 D
£79.95
Sony PLX33 Q
£79.95
Sanyo QD40 D.
£79.95
Sony
PSO7
£89.95
Marantz TT52 ,
5Lin

0
Speakers (per pair)
Rotel RL820 30W £29.95
(
Inc cart) £99.95
Sanyo HF220 30W
£29.95
Marantz TT320D £99.95
Teleton L5820
£39.95
Marantz
TT530
Lin
(
inc cart if129.95
Rotel RPM20 40W
£49.95

Videotone DM1312 40W £49.95
Wharfedale Spectrum SOW £49.95
Marantz HD250 40W
£49.95
Pioneer SX10 40W
£49.95
Toshiba SS20 40W
£59.95
Hitachi HSG2 40W
£59.95
Wharfedale Spectrum 200 75W
£69.95
Wharf edale W20 75W £69.95
Wharfedale Monitor 100 75W £69.95
KEF Chorale 40W
PHONE
Videotone DG201 60W £69.95
Hitachi SW500 40W
£69.95
Marantz HD300 SOW £69.95
Marantz LD20 60W
£79.95
Onkyo S15 60W
£79.95
Videotone Minimax SOW £79.95
Marantz HD400 60W
£79.95
KEF Coda 3SOW
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS20 80W PHONE
Tannoy
Titan
£89.95
Sony £55 55W
£89.95
Onkyo S25 45W
£89.95
Marantz LD30 100W £89.95
AR 18LS 100W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS30 80W PHONE
Hitachi SW1000 60W £99.95
Hitachi SS8500 100W £99.95
KEF Cantor 60W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS40 90W PHONE
Mordaunt Short Carnival III 80W
PHONE
NEC 5527 100W
£ 119.95
KEF Caprice 80W
PHONE
Fisher ST275 100W £ 119.95
Pioneer C5767 100W £ 129.95
Hitachi HS530 120W £139.95
NEC
£149.95

01 486 9981

Sats 930 Spm -

PIONEER PK7
WATER
RESISTANT,
REC/PLAY,
PAUSE
BUTTON

PIONEER--.
SYSTEM

3BAND AUTO REVERSE
£49.95

MARANTZ CAR411
CAR STEREO WITH EXTERNAL
SA2020 POWER AMPLIFIER. LW,
MW & FM STEREO. DOLBY,
DIGITAL CLOCK, PRESETS

£119.95
Personal Stereo
& Portable
in gersol XK601 Personal £29.95

Sony WM22
£29.95
Hitachi TRK5351 RAD/CASS £29.95

ALL GOODS
BRAND NEW
BOXED AND
GUARANTEED
FOR ONE YEAR
UNLESS STATED
M.O.R = MAIL

TIADVLEICITIS eCIAD

ml
OD-1
,1
SUIPtU
III
VTIOUT11

1,1 •

SANYO FT222

me IN

PA

£69.95

£ 17.99 PR
£30.95 PR
£4.95 PR
£7-95 PR

e

5637 120W

111-FI SIMMS

TAPE

In Car Speakers
Pioneer TS-162DX
Pioneer TS- 167
Sanyo SP2
Sanyo SP3

STEREO

STORE

£59.95
£59.95
£59.95
£64.95

PIONEER PK5
WATER RESISTANT
AUTO REVERSE
DOLBY. MUSIC
SEARCH,
NORMAL
i
ll
METAL
CROz
ANTI
ROLLING
MECHANISM i

Lin inc cart)
025 D. 0 £69.95
Marantz TT21D £69.95
TRIO KD4OR D
£69.95
Teac PC707 D, Q
£69.95

Graphic
Equalisers
I
Fisher EC/100
£31.95
Fisher E0275
C39-95
----------J Yamaha GE3 £89.95
KT33L THREE BAND ANALOGUE
ADC 55115 £99.95
TUNER - MW/LW/FM
Akai 711-AG
£99.95
&FM
£ 39.95
ADC .i5215
£ 179.95
ADC 55315
£
239.95

62 Weymouth St. WI

£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£39.95

Hitachi HT1 B
£39.95
Pioneer PL130 B £39.95
Onkyo CP1000A B £49.95
Akai APM3 B
£49.95

£ 5995

40 WRMS

Turntables
D: Direct Drive / 0:

B: Belt Drive I
Lock
Rotel RP-820 8
Sanyo TPB2 B
Teleton TRP390 B
Toshiba SRB2

HITACHI HS-G2 3 WAY

SPEAKERS

£79.95

DUAL C5505-IMP ONE OF OUR

Speakers

ee

PIONEER PK3
AUTO REVERSE, METAL, CROz
NORMAL TAPE SELECT, ANTI
ROLLING MECHANISM £ 59.95

BEST SELLING BELT DRIVE TURN
TABLES PHONE FOR PRICE

FtIC,

THE

ccess. Visa welcome M F 9 30 6pm

•

D

.

SHARP RT1010
DOUBLE C. DECK WITH
DOLBY B. METAL TAPE, HIGH
SPEED DUBBING, AUTO
PROGRAMME SEARCH

01r Ion'

00

I1

TRIO KA31

20Hz to 20.000Hz with no more
than 0.09% total harmonic distortion. Bass. Treble. Loudness
control. Two
jr• 71)95
Speaker System M.

••

3

•

Hitachi TRK5380 RAD/CASS £29.95
Ingersol XK606 Personal £32.95
Hitachi CP2OOR Stereo £39.95
Sony M80 Stereo £39.95
Hitachi TRK7011 RAD/CASS £59.95
Dual PCP1 Personal Stereo £59.95
Toshiba KTUS2 Personal Stereo
£69.95
Sanyo M-S200F RAD/CASS £79.95
Sanyo M7880 RAD/CASS £79.95
Sharp GF7450 RAD/CASS £ 110.95

T

ORDER
RETURN FULL
GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR

PIONEER XA3
32W PER CHANNEL
COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDING
SPEAKERS & RACK
£269.95
ALSO AVAILABLE PIONEER
X2000 SYSTEM 50W PER
CHANNEL COMPLETE SYSTEM
INCLUDING SPEAKERS & RACK

£299.95

Holiday voucher worth
£5 with any purchase
over £20.
Vouchers redeemable by
any ABTA tour operator
when you book your
flight or holiday.
Collect vouchers and save
up to £ 10 per person for
holidays in Europe, £20 per
person for holidays outside
Europe.
Vouchers valid till
31st December 1985
*1113 IM
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NEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTION
From DC to LC cables, the breadth
of new technology during the last
12 months has generated much
needed enthusiasm in specialist
equipment. Meridian's MCD
compact disc player has broken
new ground and Audio Technica's
speaker cable has quickly acquired
reference status, particularly in
multi-amp systems.
There also remains products whose
continuing reputation is often overlooked by this new publicity. The
Audio Vois remains a quite
exceptional amplifier for the cost,
the Logic Tempo and Pink Triangle
turntables continue to provide the
basis for high quality systems and
PS Audio and Magnum amplifiers
now achieve genuine versatility in
all price brackets. British loudspeakers continue to dominate the
market and current models from
A & R Cambridge, Dean, and
Royston Acoustics are all well
matched to ancillaries of this
calibre.

MONITOR
SOUND

Ge e
02991

Fee

introducing

AILSÉlt

Cambridge

Come and listen to the A & R Cambridge equipment, which is
now on permanent demonstration together with other high quality
products.
Monitor Sound has two
showrooms displaying the
best in British and Japanese
hi-fi equipment.
• Single- speaker
demonstrations by
appointment
• Two-year guarantee
• Free home installations
QUAD products on
permanent display together
with the ELS-63
rur
Ie"....."7
1.1
Q' loudspeakers for the
discerning listener.
Remember that we share your interest so do not hesitate to ask us for
help or advice.

MONITOR SOU ND-Audio Consulta nts
54 Chapel Street. Chorley. Lancashire Tel ( 02572) 71935

Yeah! But does alittle back street hifi shop in
CAMBRIDGE
stock all the latest equipment?
Have they got full demonstration facilities?
Can you expect advice?
In fact
have they got

For demonstrations oithese products contact:

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpinghant Road, l'utne,
London SVt13. Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.—Fri. 10am- 1pm, 3.30-8pm. Sot.

Oom-bpm

Demonstrations by appointment, please.
Systems delivered and installed free of charge
Full Export facilities available
41 VICTORIA ROAD CAMBRIDGE Tel (
0223) 68305
1-i

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Buy with confidence fromYour Nearest BADA Dealer
Ii AUDIO EXCELLENCE
134 CRWYS ROAD
CARDIFF
CF2 4NR
TEL: 0222 28565
9HIGH STREET
SWANSEA
SOUTH WALES
TEL: 0792 474608

4 BARTLETTS

HIFI & VIDEO CENTRE
175 HOLLOWAY ROAD
LONDON
N7 EUB
TEL: 01 607 2296

3 AUDIO

& VISUAL SYSTEMS
PINE COURT
KINGSWOOD ROAD
PENN
BUCKS
TEL: 049 481 5316

6KINGS STREET
MANCHESTER
TEL: 061 835 1156

248 LEE HIGH ROAD
LEWISHAM
LONDON
SE13 5PT
TEL: 01 318 5755

6 W.A. BRADY

& SON
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD
LIVERPOOL
L15 3JJ
TEL: 051 733 6859

At Labs
442-444 CRANBROOK ROAD
GANTS HILL
ILFORD
ESSEX 162 6LL
TEL: 01 518 0915
At Labs
191 CHASE SIDE
ENFIELD
MIDDX
EN2 OQZ
TEL: 01 363 7981

156-8 BLACKBURN ROAD
BOLTON
BL1 8DR
TEL: 0204 31423

5 BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS

2AUDIO T.

190 WEST END LANE
WEST HAMPSTEAD
LONDON
NW6 150
TEL: 01 794 7848

9CLEARTONE HI-FI

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS
KINGS WAY NORTH
WARRINGTON
TEL: 0925 828009

*7

*8

CAM AUDIO
110 MILL ROAD
CAMBRIDGE
CB1 2RD
TEL: 0223 60442
CHICHESTER HIGH FIDELITY
40 LITTLE LONDON
CHICHESTER
W SUSSEX
TEL: 0243 776402

13 ASTON AUDIO LTD
THE OLD COTTAGE
HOUGH LANE
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE SK9 7JD
TEL: 0625 582704

14

52 DRAKE STREET
ROCHDALE
TEL: 0706 524652

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO UMITED
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD
CHANDLERS FORD
HANTS
SO5 2FU
TEL: 042 15 2827/65232

10 EASTERN AUDIO
41 BRAMFORD ROAD
IPSWICH
IP1 2W
TEL: 0473 217217

15 HOLBURN HI-FI LTD
441-445 HOLBURN STREET
ABERDEEN
SCOTLAND
TEL: 0224 585713

11 ERRICK'S OF BRADFORD
FOTOSONIC HOUSE
RAWSON SQUARE
BRADFORD
YORKS BD1 3JR
TEL: 0274 309266

16

12

GRAHAMS HI-FI LIMITED
86-88 PENTONVILLE ROAD
LONDON
N1 9HS
TEL 01 837 4412

16 HILL AVENUE
AMERSHAM
BUCKS
HP6 5BW
TEL: 024 03 89419
29 ST PETERS STREET
BEDFORD
BEDS
MK40 2PN
TEL: 0234 46058
59 KING STREET
MAIDENHEAD
BEAKS
SL6 1DU
TEL: 0628 73924
45-47 HIGH STREET
OLD TOWN
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HEATS HP1 3AS
TEL: 0442 47755
AUDIO MART
5OLD TOWN
WINDSOR ROAD
SLOUGH
BEAKS SL1 2DJ
TEL: 7537021
8BOURBON STREET
AYLESBURY
BUCKS
HP20 2RR
TEL: 0296 89419

HOULDENS
35 THE HAYES
CARDIFF
MID GLAM.
TEL: 0222 44011

17 JCV HI-FI CENTRE

JCV SUPERSTORE
UNIT 7-8 WHARF STREET
WARWICK
CV34 5F0
TEL: 0926 493796
JC V HI-FI VIDEO SUPERSTORE
DUKES DRIVE
BLETCHLEY
MILTON KEYNES
TEL: 0908 367341

18

JEFFRIES HI-FI
4ALBERT PARADE
GREEN STREET
EASTBOURNE
EAST SUSSEX BN21 1SD
TEL: 0323 31336
69 LONDON ROAD
BRIGHTON
SUSSEX
BN1 4JE
TEL: 0273 609431

19 THE MUSIC ROOM

221 ST VINCENT STREET
GLASGOW
G2 50Y
TEL: 041 221 2527

STEREO SHOWCASE
98 BATH STREET
GLASGOW
TEL: 041 332 5012

20 NEW DAWN HI-FI

1 & 3CASTLE STREET
LOWER BRIDGE STREET
CHESTER
CH4 8BL
TEL: 0244 24179

21 RADFORD HI-FI

4SUMMERSVILLE ROAD
BRISTOL
BS7 9AA
TEL: 0272 40878
43 KING EDWARD COURT
WINDSOR
BEAKS
TEL: 07535 56731
28 COWICK STREET
ST THOMAS
EXETER
TEL: 0392 218895

22 READING HI-FI CENTRE LTD
6HARRIS ARCADE
FRIAR STREET
READING
BEAKS RG1 1DN
TEL: 0734 585463

23 SPALDINGS

352-4 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON
SURREY
CRO 7AF
TEL: 01 654 1231

24 STUDIO 99 LTD

78-81 FAIRFAX ROAD
SWISS COTTAGE
LONDON
NW6 40Y
TEL: 01 624 8855/6
82 HIGH STREET
HARPENDEN
HEATS
TEL: 058 27 64246

25 SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD

2-4 CAMDEN HIGH STREET
LONDON
NW1 OJH
TEL: 01 387 8281

*26 THE SOUND ORGANISATION
1CATHEDRAL STREET
LONDON BRIDGE
LONDON SE1
TEL: 01 403 2255,3088

ETIV " THE SYMBOL OF SECURITY"
P.O. Box 229.
London N1 9HB

*Associate Members

NOW YOU CAN ENJOY
ALL THE VERY BEST

COMPACT DISCS

10%

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY

classical

FROM THE

Mahler Dat klagende Lied
- Rattle £ 10.75

AND CELEBRATE OUR

*25th BIRTHDAY
WITH AN OFFER OF

The moment you join the new WSL Compact Disc Library is
the moment you have a compact disc collection most people
only dream of. Classical, Rock, Jazz, Opera, Pop - the WSL
Compact Disc Library has the lot. And when you join the
entire collection is available to you.
Compact discs are expensive and if you buy and find you
don't like what you have bought, you've made an expensive
mistake. Using the WSL Compact Disc Library you can try
before you buy. And if you decide to buy any CD on loan from
us you don't pay the loan charge. Also you can buy it at a
huge discount

SAVE UP TO 20% ON C.D.,

L.P. 8it CASSETTE PURCHASES
We can supply any recording available in the U K. Ordering
from us is very simple. Send us a list of what you want and a
crossed open cheque made out to WSL for not more than £ X.
We will send the CD's. LP's or cassettes to you with a
detailed account showing the discounts, etc. Orders over £ 20
are post free in U.K. and over £ 100.00 anywhere else. You
will also receive our catalogue of recommended recordings,
free of charge, with your first order.

Complete the
coupon today or
give us aring for
your free CD
catalogue and
three months
free membership

TO: THE WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LIMITED,
54 SEA ROAD, BEXHILL- ON- SEA,

Bach Well-Tempered Clavier
- Richter ( 4 ditcs) £ 57.50
Orff Carmine Butane
- Mati £ 10.75
Mosert Symphonie. 40 4 41
- Toecaoini £ 15.95
Verdi Faletaff
- Fiecher-Dietkau/Bernstein
(2 diece) £ 35.95

FREE MEMBERSHIP

0424 221028 1Z24 hr answering service

and
It
perrnanentl

It... ordered from our
etock dlapetched within 41
hours - new rel
supplied as 'soon at
received from manufacturer.

Largest
selection
In town

dire.ount

Bruckner Symphony 5
- Furtwaengler £ 15.95

Gladys Knight and the Pip./
17 Greeteet Mite £ 14.95

Beethoven Sonatas 7 6 32
- Arreu £ 13.95

Stevie Wonder/songe in the
Key of Life £ 17.95

Dvorak ' Cello Concerto it
Tchelkovsky Rococo
- Roetropovich/Karajan £ 8.95

Rick Jene•/Reflections £ 14.95

Haydn Symphonie* 91 6 92
- Davis £ 8.95

Earth Wind • nd Fire/
Powerlight £ 17.95

Travel. with my ' Cello
- Lloyd- Webber £ 8.95

Barbra Strtisland/Emotions
£17.95

PoPular

Vengeli./Antartica £ 17.95

Eric Clepton/Slowhand £ 8.95

CDs are 'pant Pont free
within UK. owe aaaaa at cost
At.. and Vita card.
eccepted - telephone your
order. eaten day. • week
Pigott an toy tine - we are
open seven days • week.
including ell bank holiday.

Cromble prices
are
the lowest I

Tomita/The PI aaaaa £ 17.95
Andy Williana/Greeteet
Love Claseice £ 10.75

',neon/Night et the Opera
£10.75
Chris Mee/Wired to the noon
£14.95

Our import range le growing
rapidly - tend 17p neap
for your copy of our
catalogue

Diane Rost/Swept Away £ 10.75

Hinkle Lou Jones/Pi
£14.95

Dove Valentine/Keleher
£15.25
Dave Gouda/Mountain Dance
£15.25

Ghootbuetert/Soundtrack
£17.95

Oecer Petereon/Silver
Collection £ 8.95

Cyndi Lauotr/She's to
unusual £ 17.95

Ella Fitsgerald/Cole Porter
Songbook £ 8.95

Bob Dylan/flood on the
treat £ 17.95

MJQ/Echoes £ 17.95

Ulnae/Bead on the Run £ 17.95

Count Betio/Basic aaaaa £. 95

112/W. £ 17.95

Lee Ritenour/On the LiM14
£17.95

•
Prices ahem ere the
Crombie permanent
connect discount price

•
trad• enquiriee welcome*

Oliver Cronbl•
Recods&
9650480.0 Gwen Rood
London NVI11
lode/phone 09.4565666

e-RADLETT AUDIO

-‘

Why travel into town with it's bustle, traffic, parking meters
and pollution, when all you need is right here in the
Hertfordshire countryside!!
Radien is so easy to find on the A5, just south of St. Albans,
east of Watford, and the parking is free!!

F 1
L

For sensible advice, excellent demonstrations and installation
of the worlds finest audio equipment, come to the people who
care. You'll get our best attention whether you have £ 30,000
or only £ 30 to spend.

EAST SUSSEX TN40 1JP.
Please send me:
I:1 Free leaflet - " The W.S.L. Compact Disc Library and
W.S.L. Catalogue of recommended disc recordings".

T]

Audio

The C.D.'s or Records or Cassettes from the list enclosed.
Ienclose an open cheque for a restricted amount and I
expect to have up to 20% discount.

Name
Address

I

Ienclose £

/ or an open cheque not to exceed £

Research *

Krell *

Linn

Products *

Rega *

Audio lab * Oracle * Helius * EMT * ProAc * Creek *

HFN 2/85

Musical Fidelity * Koetsu * Magneplanar * Counterpoint *
SD Acoustics * Burmester * Pink A * A&R etc.

RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.
Tel: 09276 6497
mn

\ p

The Height
of Fidelity!
The incredible Minimax 2speaker is just 11" high.
Which makes it ideal for just about any size of room.
What makes the Minimax so special, however, is not its size
but its sound.
In arecent Hi Fi test the Minimax scored an excellent 84% for sound
quality. And the low retail price of around £ 80 netted it a90%
accolade from the same publication.
Their verdict? " Still too good for the competition" was the final
conclusion.
Proof that the Minimax may only be 11" tall, but its fidelity is higher
than anything else in the class.

VU

01)TON

Lln[6]

For further details contact: Videotone Ltd,
1st Floor, 55 North St, Thame. Oxfcrdshire, OX9 3BA. Telephone: ( 0844 21) 6929.
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Beyond doubt the world's most
technically advanced cassette deck.
A tape headroom expansion system called HX
Professional, developed by Bang & Olufsen,
gives you metal tape quality from ordinary,
cheaper tapes.
A real-time tape counter with adual
HX PRO function indicator showing elapsed and
remaining time, so you can plan recordings
right up to the end.
A computerised tape calibration system measures the
bias, equalization, sensitivity and distortion parameters of
each individual tape and adjusts the machine's own
recording characteristics to match them exactly.
A battery-supported RAM for storage and future

accessing of tape calibration data.
Dolby Band Dolby C noise reduction systems.
These are some of the impressive extra features you get
with Beocord 9000. They make your recordings better,
your life easier and (if you wish) your tape expenditure smaller.
Replay performance is amatter for demonstration, not
discussion, but as aguide we can tell you that wow and
flutter is <0.045% WRMS, speed deviation is <± 1% and
signal:noise from >80dB (on chrome tape with Dolby
CNR) to >56dB (on normal ferric tape without Dolby).
Discover the full significance of Beocord 9000's
advanced technology by sending for our free 28 page
Design Story and copies of recent reviews.

I

BEOCORD 9000

I

TYPICAL HIGH
DUALITY DECKS

1

HOW COMPUTER- CONTROLLED CALIBRATION ENSURES ACCURATE RECORDING AND OPTIMUM USE OF TAPE
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BIAS ADJUSTMENT
The Beocord ,000 covers the entire bia. range, by means ol an
automatic adjustment to the particular lee interim'.
Adjustment Is on 0.5 dB steps
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The Eleocord 9000 measures the tape's treble sensdivity and
adlosts tecording.egualisation te the individual lape in steps
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The Beocord 9000 measures the rapes distortion level and uses
it as Me reNrence lor 0dB on the Peak Programme Meter
Adiustmen1 Is in 0.5 dB steps. 30 steps
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the Beocord 9000 measures the rape's sensitivity in the medium
range and adiusts the recording level to that relerence ( the current
Ihtough the recordIng headl Adiustment is In 05dB steps

See and hear Beocord 9000 in action by visiting your nearest Bang & Olufsen dealer or send for free Design Story to us,
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HFN 1, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang & Olufsen
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COMMENT
/

TWAS EXACTLY A YEAR ago that Martin
Colloms and Idiscussed aproject ;or
HFN/RR that turned out to be one of the
more controversial series of features to
appear in the magazine. The subject to be
investigated was the influence of signal
interconnect and loudspeaker cable on
sound quality, and as the project got under
way, Martin found himself going along some
unexpected pathways. In particular, the
performance of the so-called ' linear crystal'
copper ( LC OFC) was asurprise to all of us,
and Martin publishes both his latest
experiences with this material, and some
interesting findings by ateam of Japanese
engineers, on p59.
But what acan of worms he opened.
'Pretentious rubbish' thundered an article in
the trade magazine ERT, and the letters from
readers and engineers Reg Williamson and
John Wilson on p23 — the former taking a
swipe at Christopher Breunig, the latter by
implication indicting all HFN/RR contributors
apart from Angus McKenzie— are typical of
much of what dropped into my 1984 in-tray.
The fact remains, however, that the minor
components of ahi-fi system, and some
apparently inconsequential aspects of
reproduction such as absolute phase, will,
under the right circumstances, produce an
audible effect. The quality and integrity of
mains and earth wiring, mains distribution
and connection, signal wiring and
connectors, and the solidity of support for
the turntable and loudspeaker, and even CD
player and amplifier, can all affect the
ultimate system performance. It was Russ
Andrews who first demonstrated to my
satisfaction that attention to these matters
can turn agood system into an exceptional
one; and how neglect in these ' unimportant'
areas will produce unmusical, flawed
sounds, no matter how expensive and how
potentially excellent the equipment.
Iwill give you an example. As Iwrite this I
am listening to CD via aMeridian player,
which differs from its parent Philips CD- 101
in that it has extensively reworked power
supply, earthing and analogue circuitry. The
Meridian, with a3kg permeable ' brick' sitting
over its mains transformer, rests on an
lsoplat and the signal finds its way to the
preamp ( which also sits on an lsoplat) via
Monster Interlink Reference, correctly
'sexed' and with connections treated with
'Tweek'. The speakers are on lead and
sand- filled Foundation stands, securely
spiked to the floor through the carpet. Iput in
aseparate mains spur for the hi-fi system,
the mains socket is an unswitched type to
reduce the number of contacts, and the
player mains plug is aRATA Superclamp
sans fuse. To add insult to injury, there are
two CDs spinning round in the player, the
top one passively sitting on the one which is
actually being played.

Ican imagine the smiles already creeping
over some faces...
Harry Pearson once said to me in aslightly
different context that ' You have to know
when to listen to the crazies'. If listening to
the crazies is what it takes to get musical
enjoyment from asystem, then I'm listening.
Iam listening to the Nimbus Elgar
Introduction and Allegro. It is sounding
wonderful. Forget the chants of ' digital
destroys ambience'. This CD is actually
placing me in Birmingham University's
Great Hall. It didn't used to. It used to have its
share of CD ' nasties'— it now gets nearer to
the sound Ihad imagined we would get from
adigital medium from the start.
It's not perfect, of course, but Iwant to
continue to enjoy this sound. Iwant to share
it, and would like you to enjoy it. Idon't want
to be told that the ' tweaking' can't possibly
introduce any audible improvement. If that
were the case, then why didn't Ienjoy the
sound of this CD as much in the more
conventional past?
Admitting that Ican enjoy the sound of a
CD is undoubtedly adangerous topic, so let's
return to the subject of cables. Ivor
Humphreys and Irecently took part in some
listening tests where the only variable was
the 1m length of interconnect between preand power amps. The connections had been
made and remade enough times to discount
contact tarnishing as afactor; the replay
level was constant; yet the audible
difference introduced by substituting
Randall for Hitachi LC OFC was, how can I
say it, not subtle. ( Ipreferred the Randall.)
Ican't begin to say why there was a
difference...
Ivor Humphreys: ' It would be more
peaceful to live in aworld where we didn't
hear adifference between these cables...'
Bob Dylan: ' Something is happening here
and you don't know what it is'.
Apocryphal engineer: ' If it can't be
measured, it doesn't exist'.
Ivor Humphreys: '... but Iheard a
difference'.
Well, if it can't be measured, but many
people report the same experience, the man
behind the instrument may be looking in the
wrong direction.
Iremember KEF's Laurie Fincham talking
about his investigation of the subjective
upper bass 'thickness' of the original R105.
The problem turned out to be the woofer
exciting apanel resonance, and was cured
by using adecoupling gasket in the R10511.
The resonance was adding spurious
information which was audible, despite its
low level, because it occurred after the event.
Superficially, nothing could be seen on the
speaker's measured frequency response -- it
actually turned out that it was one little
winkle amongst all the other little wrinkles
that correlated with the sound quality failing.
Laurie had to look in other directions to find
the problem before he could solve it.
The time or pulse performance of any item
in the hi-fi chain probably has more
relevance to real- life listening than what is
observed under steady-state conditions. The
subjective vocabulary is full of words —
'boomy', 'tizzy', ' honky', ' overhang' and even
'tunefulness' — which imply an association
with time problems, and perhaps it is in the
'wrinkles' in the time response that the
reasons for, and clarification of, the effects of
'tweaking' should be sought.
More on this subject next month. In the
meantime, following the pioneering work by
Walt Jung, Richard Marsh and JPeter
Moncrieff in the USA, Martin's project for
1985 is to investigate the effect of ' passive'
components -- resistors and capacitors -- on
sound quality. Iam looking forward to
reading the letters that are going to appear in
my mailbag later in the year. John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters with
SAE) should be marked for the attention of Crossover who will reply in due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News &
Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two binders ( Jan- June and July- Dec), while 1983/4 require one binder each. Price f3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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AT Labs
Enfield
....ITS 7.41(54/ '/5 /5V5,112S
TO MOVE 60 elkag.

Established in 1969, A. TLaboratories has built an enviable
reputation since its inception. From its small original premises the entire
operation has now been transferred to more modern and considerably larger
premises. " We have spent several years looking for asite which would
satisfy not only our, but increasingly our customers, stringent criteria','
says manager Graham Risley "It's taken us 15 years to move 60 yards,
but we feel its been worth the wait"
A. TLaboratories can now offer two single speaker dem rooms (one
bookable) and awide selection of quality HiFi, together with the friendly
enthusiasm which has always been their trademark. Graham and his staff of
four intend to keep the friendly corner shop atmosphere — "so often the choice
of up market HiFi is made unnecessarily complicated and hard work it needn't
be, if we do our job properly it can be apainless, pleasurable experience.
A. TLaboratories, Enfield, certainly has alot going for it. A desire to
give the customer an easy trip through the HiFi jungle
— alove of music and years of experience.
PS. They also operate an in-house service department and acustomer car park.

AT Labs
159 Chase Side
Enfield
Middlesex EN2 OPW
01-3673132

.about the Kessler
Foundation

line and HE knew All About Electrics. As the
film was not very good anyway, Istood
aside, confident of better entertainment. The
diagnosis came with absolute assurance.
The motor was over- heating and if cooled
quickly, All Would Be Well.
Iwatched in fascinated disbelief as willing
hands brought abucket of cold water and a
large sponge. Copious amounts of water
were spread liberally around the internals of
the unfortunate projector till it was
announced that the Motor had now been
Cooled and all was well. It was switched on
and there was aloud bang. An instant
diagnosis was ready- alas, we were too late.
The motor had already shorted because of
the overheating and the remedial measures
were - ahem - too late. We all departed for a
prematurely early tea, to the generally
expressed murmurs of ' How fortunate we
were to have an expert on hand ... '
Yours faithfully

From: B Fleming, Letchworth, Herts
Dear Sir, Isee from my newspaper that The
Jewish Chronicle has set up acontrolling
charity called The Kessler Foundation. Does
this reflect an increasing readership for
'Classical Glass' and ' The Anachrophile'?
Yours faithfully

. . . about ICK's love affair with
tubes
From: LH Garner, Torrance, California, USA
Dear Sir, Iread on amonthly basis, usually
with no small amount of amusement ( and
sometimes also amazement), about KK's
continuing love affair with tube ( sorry, valve)
amplifiers. His piece in last August's issue,
prompted me to write.
About six months ago afriend gave me an
old Dynaco Stereo 70 which he ' had no use
for'. After opening the thing and making
some measurements, Idecided to refurbish
it abit. Ipurchased two matched pairs of
EL34s, replaced the coupling capacitors with
larger value polypropylene units, added
filtering to the bias supply, and turned it on. I
was genuinely surprised; it sounded quite
good. My regular amp, asolid-state unit of
my own design, has more than twice the
power of the Dyna and afar wider
bandwidth, but it also sounded marginally
cleaner on music.
At the time of writing, the Dyna is sitting in
the corner of my living room - my regular
amplifier back in its accustomed location. To
paraphrase Charlie Brown: ' Happiness is a
cool amplifier'.
By the way, isn't it alot less expensive to
heat your flat with regular heating instead of
relying on the amplifier?
Yours faithfully

. . . about thermionic feedback
From: D Harman, Brighton, East Sussex
Dear Sir, Gordon Hill (' Views', December) is
incorrect in claiming that WA Ferguson was
the first to apply 26dB of negative feedback.
In the April and May 1947 issues of Wireless
World, DTN Williamson ( now living in
Umbria, Italy) put forward adesign where up
to 30dB of negative feedback could be used.
Although primarily intended for home
construction, it was commercially available
from firms such as Goodsell of Brighton.
Considering the popularity of this design
both here and in the US, where 6L6s were
used in the output stage, it must rank as one
of the milestones in the development of high
fidelity.
Yours faithfully

. . . more about thermionic
feedback
From: James Moir, Amersham, Bucks
Dear Sir, Isee that dates around 1950 are
being quoted for the early use of high levels
of negative feedback in audio amplifiers. The
70W amplifiers employed in the B-itish
Thompson Houston sound film equipment,
installed in the Odeon cinema, Leicester
Square, in 1936, had two feedback loops to
provide about 35dB of negative feedback,
one loop embracing the large output
transformer. Distortion correction between
stages gave afurther reduction of about
10dB.
The earlier 35W designs used separate
output stages for HF and LF speakers,
passive networks being employed before the
1-11-E1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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output stages to separate the bands. This
design was produced in about 1932 or ' 33,
the amplifiers being in quantity production
for the next seven years. Towards the end of
1934, experimental amplifiers employing
negative feedback were being investigated,
possibly to replace the separate HF/LF
model.
Yours faithfully

. . . about a once competent
magazine
From: John Wilson, Technical Director,
Lowe Electronics, Matlock, Derbyshire
Dear Sir, Iwould urge you to ignore the letter
from Alan Watling (' Views' November) and
continue in your present style. My staff and I
would otherwise be deprived of our laugh- aminute, read it again John' sessions as we
digest the latest meaningless drivel
concerning mains plugs, thick and thin cable,
floppy and rigid stands, cable sexing (??) and
other vitally important matters of moment.
Thank goodness for Angus McKenzie, but I
do wonder how he has managed to stay
sane in the company he is forced to keep in
your once competent magazine.
Yours faithfully

. . . about self-styled `experts'
From: Reg Williamson, Norwich, Norfolk
Dear Sir, Isincerely hope the Editor's riposte
at the end of Alan Watling's letter (HFN/RR
November) is with tongue well in cheek
Alan's academic background is such he
could drown the unfortunate and misguided
Mr Breunig in certified qualifications and
experience. It's rather like going to adoctor
and, on being told the malady and the
remedy, to have the diagnosis questioned by
the patient on the grounds that he/she had
read in amagazine ' so and so... '
However ( as the natives say in my part of
the country), it reminded me of an
experience long ago, my first lesson in
Beware of Self Appointed Experts. Iwas at a
musical weekend many years ago, avery
new boy. Part of the programme was afilm
of La Boheme and half- way through, the
projector started to slow down and finally
stopped. Consternation! Iguessed the
cause; the brushes were worn and had
chosen that moment to part company with
the commutator. With some hesitancy, I
started to offer my help but no, it wasn't
necessary. Iwas brushed well to one side by
aregular, who announced that before he
retired, he was an Officer on HM's ship of the

. . . about mains nasties
From: AO Buss, Llanelli, Dyfed, Wales
Dear Sir, It is understandable for Alan
Watling (' Views', November) to cast doubt
on Christopher Breunig's mains plug
modification, for we are on relatively
untrodden ground. Isuspect that the reason
nasties generated in the mains supply away
from the house don't cause too much havoc
is that, being of high frequency, they are
attenuated by the inductive and capacitive
impedance of the wires, and are also
bypassed to earth by the line/earth
capacitance. Any nasties generated in the
vicinity of the hi-fi equipment, however, may
well cause problems, due to the relatively
short lengths of mains wiring and their
consequently smaller self- attenuating effect.
There seems agood case for running
one's equipment from asuitably rated 1:1
isolating transformer with, preferably, a
centre-tapped secondary connected to a
separate earth. Iuse this method and have
found amarked reduction in mains- borne
interference. However, Iwill readily concede
that this may be ineffective where the mainsborne rubbish is radiated directly into the
circuitry.
Yours faithfully
Ifind it hard to give credence to
suggestions that alterations to the mains
supply connections can bring about small
but positive improvements in sound quality,
when every item of hi-fi equipment has the
filter of its power supply between mains and
circuitry. It does seem to matter, however Iwish it didn't— and Iwould recommend
those in doubt to try the effect of replacing
their multiway adaptor or distribution board
with the Marbo screw connection block
available from electrical retailers. Only one
connection is removed from the mains
supply, but Iurge you to try it, especially if
you are using one of the miniature 6amp
boards. ( See also ' Comment', p.19) Ed

. . . about audible differences
From: Michael Lloyd, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, James Boyk's fascinating views on
how we perceive what's good and bad in
audio ( December p33) are fatally flawed.
I'd go along with him when he says that
some people are sensitive to the differences
between hi-fi components and others are
not. Unfortunately he goes too far when he
suggests that if one person — an expert? —
hears adifference and another —
presumably an oafish layman? — does not
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No, the answer isn't Steve Reichert even though we
admit he is very big and very friendly! But even bigger and
even friendlier than Steve is the A. TLaboratories HiFi shop.
A. TLaboratories at Gants Hill is definitely the place to visit if you want
friendly unbiased and constructive advice on all aspects of Hi-H Steve, the
manager of the store, believes in leading by example. Indeed his friendly
informal approach certainly seems to rub-off on all his staff
To assist you in your choice of HiFi, you can listen to the best
equipment in every price range, from the budget to the high end, in two single
speaker demonstration rooms.
The Gants Hill shop is just as easily accessible as its staff by Central
Line tube or by road, being at the convergance of several major routes.
So now you know, for all that's best in HiFi
phone or visit big Steve, Dave, Mark or Ian, and be
prepared for apleasant surprise.

A TLabs
442-444 Cranbrook Rd.
Gants Hill Ilford
Essex IG2 6LL
01-518 0915

then the first person is right. It is not
that simple. For astart, what if there are two
experts and they disagree whether there is a
difference? Then again, how do you judge
what that difference means? To talk about
live and recorded sound and suggest that the
nearer they come to each other, the better
the hi-fi, is really ared herring.
As many of your correspondents have
pointed out, the subjective nature of
listening — and the imperfections of all live
venues, including studios — rule out any
absolute judgements.
What Mr Boyk really appears to be
suggesting is akind of ' priesthood' to guide
the true— analogue? — believers.
Personally, I'm happy to judge for myself: if I
prefer my CD player to aLinn Sondek, it
doesn't worry me in the least. Nor do Ithink I
am ' right' to hold that preference, Isimply
do. God forbid that we should ever be as
burdened with ' hi-fi snobbery' as wine lovers
are with 'wine snobbery'.
Yours faithfully
...about a Golden Turkey
From: Alasdair Beal, Leeds, West Yorks
Dear Sir, Idid enjoy the Golden Turkey
Awards in September— although how the
late and great Dr Velikovsky got pulled in
wasn't clear. Actually, JA missed the final
twist in the Transcriptors Vestigial saga — it
was only low mass if fitted with alow- mass
pickup ( like the ADC XLM pictured). With
heavier- bodied cartridges it was nearer
medium mass because the counterweight
moved further away from the pivot and there
wasn't the usual 6:1 or so ratio between the
lever arms of cartridge and counterweight. I
don't remember the exact figure but with a
7-8gm cartridge, the arm had afairly
significant effective mass.
Yours faithfully
... about the new BBC
loudspeaker
From: John Hawkins, Manager, BBC
Engineering Publicity
Dear Sir, In October, Angus McKenzie
mentioned the BBC's LS5/9 loudspeaker as
being asuccessor to the LS3/5A. It is, in fact,
an addition to the range of high- quality
loudspeakers designed by BBC engineers,
not areplacement. Spendor, Swisstone and
Goodmans are licensed to manufacture the
LS3/5A [ see ' Starting Point', p65 — Ed], while
Spendor and Swisstone have recently been
granted licences for the manufacturé of the
LS5/9.
Yours faithfully
. . . about freedom of
information
From: David G Prakel, Barbican, London
Dear Sir, The letter from Decca recording
engineer Simon Eadon (' Views', December)
raises matters outside the traditional
pastime of one professional telling another
how to do his job. Mr Eadon suggests that in
getting the facts right ' communication is the
name of the game', and ' it seems apity that
reviewers, if they have queries about
technical aspects of recordings, can't.. .
give us aring'.
It's never quite that simple, as many
record companies and their technical staffs
do not encourage telephone enquiries,
though Decca, and EMI, have proved
exceptions in the past.
What is more important, though, is the
provision of details of recording venue,
recording personnel, dates, and equipment
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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used on aregular basis, not only to record
reviewers but also to the general public. The
purposeful obscurantism indulged in by
many record companies over such simple
matters as recording dates, in an attempt to
dress perfectly good mutton as rather
questionable lamb by using copyright and
production dates in sleevenotes, is no help
whatsoever to archivist or enthusiast. The
Japanese subsidiaries or licensees of the
major labels always provide full recording
information, and it is often from aJapanese
import thatl learn the details of afamiliar
UK- made recording.
Rather than let Simon Eadon's letter
become apoint of contention between
reviewers and engineers, I
would suggest
that it should be used as an opportunity to
make public an appeal to all record
companies, large and small, to provide
details of the circumstances of every
recording on aregular basis. Iwould suggest
the following information as aminimum:
Producer, Engineer, Recording venue ( not
just city), Dates, Mics and Recorder ( stating
whether analogue or digital) used.
Yours faithfully

. . . about unexpected
improvements
From. Donald JClarke, Director of Studies,
Chetham's School of Music, Manchester
Dear Sir, I
would regret any expunging of
Kessler's ears or socks ('Views', December),
since his enthusiasm led me — anon hi-fi
fanatic, content with what Ihave if the sound
is reasonable— to try the mysterious
Mission lsoplat. Despite some scepticism on
my part, it did markedly and audibly improve
and clarify the sound, and did so under
turntable, cassette deck and CD player. So
impressed was Ithat Ifollowed in his
footsteps and wrote off for two more.
With time to wait after this impulsive act, I
then thought of that roll of left-over
underlay, made from firm black sponge
rubber backed with hessian, in the cellar.
Could this simulate an Isoplat? Irose, armed
with aStanley knife, and hewed out two
rectangles. Iput the lsoplat under the
amplifier, where it would improve
everything else, and the double layer of
underlay, fabric outermost, under the
turntable. There was indeed another marked,
audible improvement, and this was repeated
under CD player and cassette deck. Ihope
that Iam not too sanguine — since it is too
late to cancel my order — in believing that
the Isoplats, when they arrive, will be
superior in effect and look better.
A friend, Colin Walker, maker of the
excellent C&J Walker turntables, consulted
and informed of my experiments, mentioned
that two CDs put into aplayer instead of one
was also said to improve the sound. Ibegan
to see the logic of the extra inertia stabilising
the movement, and tested the idea. Iwas
apprehensive that the CD player might react
unfavourably to the extra mass, but, indeed,
the improvement was clear to my ears.
Having got this far, Ibegan to feel that the
cassette deck presented achallenge. The
analogous improvement in acassette deck
to using two CDs must be to reduce
vibrations of the cassette housing. A small
rectangle of my versatile underlay slipped
between the cassette and the retaining
window, with the fabric facing the cassette
and holes cut out to avoid fouling the
spindles, would, Iargued, effectively damp
vibration. Since this, as far as Iwas
concerned, represented my only original
contribution to the research, Iwas delighted

to find my hopes realised. In Previn's
L'Enfant et les Sortileges cassette, Iwas
quite bemused by the improvement as Iwas
hearing words with atotal distinctness that
had never been possible before.
Yours faithfully
.about Habits & Habitats
From. Aaron Proctor, Scunthorpe, South
Humberside
Dear Sir, Iread with considerable interest the
article ' Habits and Habitats' and Martin
Colloms' cable assessments in HFN/RR.
Spurred on by these featuresl have recently
changed all my interconnect cables and
speaker cable in my system, which
comprises aTechnics SL 120 MkIldirectdrive turntable, SMEIIIS tonearm, Shure V15
Ill cartridge with the HE stylus, Quad 33/303
amplifier, and Castle Pembroke
loudspeakers on QED SD15 stands.
The supplied interconnect cable was
replaced with Tandy microphone cable. This
is ascreened twisted pair cable which 1use
with afloating screen grounded at the
sending end. The speaker cable was
originally 15A mains cable, then I
tried QED
79 strand and finally QED lncon in 2m
lengths which is the best of the lot. This
combination works extremely well; it is very
quiet (tested with Ortofon disc), the bass and
treble parts of the music are properly
integrated, the dynamic range and stereo
image are also improved.
Ialso discovered that cleaned connecting
plugs do benefit from acoating of Vaseline,
as one of your correspondents has
mentioned. Finally, Iwould like to say how
much Ienjoy your magazine ( Ilook forward
to KK's contributions) and what agood idea
the Accessories Club is.
Yours faithfully
. . . about the Karma dc the
Trek
From: Charles Brennan, Sales Manager, Linn
Products, 236 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow
G45 9SZ
Dear Sir, Iwould like to thank Martin Colloms
for his recommendations of the Linn Trak
and Karma cartridges in your December
issue.1 must point out some factual errors,
however.
Martin's main criticism of the Trak
involved the possibility of sample variations
due to the lack of quality control on this
model in Scotland. This is erroneous: the
final quality control and assembly of every
m-ccartridge takes place in our Glasgow
factory in order to maintain our desired
standards. No dealer has ever complained to
us about sample variation and to imply this
without checking the facts is unprofessional.
The Vital stylus which receives such praise
in the Karma review is the same shape as
that used in the Trak, but the review
strangely ignores this.
In the conclusion, Martin quite rightly
points out that either of these cartridges is
capable of showing tonearm limitations.
This principle also applies to most other
cartridges, and is an indictment of many
modern tonearms rather than of the
cartridges.
In general, lam not unhappy with the
recommendations received, but the results
reveal more about the ancillary equipment
used than the cartridges reviewed. It just
seems apity that alittle more background
work, by way of aphone call, could have
prevented any embarrassing inaccuracies.
Maybe next time?
Yours faithfully
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Behind the unimposing shop front at 190 West End Lane is hidden ahaven for
both the HiFi enthusiast and the newcomer, baffled by the plethora of HiFi products
available today
Audio Tcaters for both, using ano-nonsense approach with facilities and a
friendly attitude guaranteed to make your purchase of HiFi astraight forward and pleasant
experience.
We know that being around for nearly twenty years does not automatically mean
that you should make abee- line for West Hampstead, but luckily we do have agreat deal
going for us besides our longevity.
Firstly, we all know what we are doing — quite essential if we are going to
dispense advice freely which may eventually influence you to make asubstantial purchase.
Secondly, we all like what we are doing. Perhaps not so obviously important as
our first point — but our enjoyment of music enables us to keep sight of what is, and is not,
important in our own choice of equipment
And lastly, we really are friendly. We are not out to trip
up the uninitiated or make your choice difficult We hope you
find us approachable, helpful and above all FRIENDLY
We hope to see you soon — but not all at once please.

AudioT
DEMONSTfiON

190 West End Lane
London
NW61S0
01 794 7848

NEWS
THE NEW BOSS

Link House, publishers of this
magazine for most of its life, have
been taken over by United Newspapers, who made an agreed bid
of £82.4m on November 26, 1984.
UN, best known perhaps as publishers of The Yorkshire Post and
Punch, are afast-growing media
group who have been diversifying rapidly through US acquisitions, and see Link as the opportunity to strengthen and widen
their UK base.

FREE RADIO!
CASSETTE/RADIO
Satisfaction must come in bucketloads for the manufacturer who
creates a new market. Bose, better known for their loudspeakers
than anything else, have entered
the portables market, but with
something quite apart from the
mainstream.
Cynics will dismiss the Bose
Acoustic Wave Music System as
a glorified ghetto blaster, but
those who have heard it known
that it's much more. The goal was
to design ano-compromise portable, one that would appeal on
sonic grounds to those who have
been ' spoiled' by proper hi-fi,
who'd appreciate the convenience of music in every room, but
who cannot abide the tinny
sound and near- mono effect of
present portable offerings.
The Acoustic Wave is a manageable 18Ibs) cassette/radio unit
which offers genuine bass and
ample spl by virtue of some
clever new design and advanced
manufacturing methods. The unit
takes its name from the loading
of the bass driver, a rather complex labyrinth developed over the

ELECTRONICS
GROWTH
Strong growth is forecast for the
UK electronics market, increasing
from $ 18.6bn last year to $25.5bn
by 1988 at 6% pa to equal West
Germany as the biggest in Western Europe, according to areport
published by Benn Publications.
However, the engine of growth
is likely to be the computer and

A report by the Economist
Informatics consultancy, comFROM BOSE
missioned by the Association of
past four years by Dr Bose and a Independent Radio Contractors,
team of equally surprised desig- found no evidence that the
ners — surprised because the con- reduced level of regulation which
cept delivers even more than pertains in many other countries
they anticipated. In addition to had resulted in a lowering of
yielding copious amounts of bass standards, nor any conflict in
from small enclosures, it optimises the drive unit's sensitivity,
and the portable will provide
ICEA/BADA/
sound levels in the region of JOINT
106dB at one metre. All this is FBA
SHOW COMfrom a bi-amplified unit bearing
one bass driver and a pair of MITTEE
midrange/tweeters, driven by no The unlovely collection of initials
more than 50watts in total.
in the title represents the first
We heard the unit at Bose's time that ( six) representatives of
Framingham, Massachusetts fac- these three important industry
tory and left impressed, for here — groups have got together in order
finally — is a truly portable unit to assess the Hi Fi Show strategy
that can offer decent sound to that will most benefit the hi-fi
more than the person using a industry, and hopefully bring an
headphone- based personal. awareness of high fidelity to a
Power is via mains or battery, wider public than hitherto.
and the back sports line level
Those enraged or exasperated
inputs for a CD player or one of by the contemporary addiction to
Technics' new linear trackers the acronym might note that the
with built-in phono preamp. The the Federation of British Audio
first year's production is earmarked for the USA, with $650 as
the planned selling price, so
NAIM CHALLENGE
expect UK versions in 1986.
KK

NAKAMICHI?

its peripherals, telecommunications and industrial requirements, with established consumer electronics sectors sluggish. An alarming trend is that
the UK electronics trade deficit
increased from $ 1bn in 1979 to
$4.1bn in 1983, increasing from
25% to 45% of the total for Western Europe, so the growth may
prove of limited benefit to
domestic manufacturers.

24% increase to the LP's 9%
drop, both categories representAccording to BPI sources, ing 10.15m units, though vinyl
recorded music sales increased demand was maintained through
9.1% in the third quarter of 1984 singles rising 9.4% to 18.8m
over the same period the pre- units. Compact Disc sales trebled,
vious year; cassettes showed a but only represented 0.19m units.

RECORD REVIVAL

AMBISONIC
SURPRISE

CD

The first Ambisonically-mixed CD
has been produced by KPM
Music Library in collaboration
with Nimbus. Surprise Surprise is
composed and played by Eddie
Chin and Matthew Cang, with 18
tracks running for 49 minutes,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

and was recorded and produced
with ex- Studio Sound Editor,
Richard Elen. Ambisonic material
has hitherto consisted largely of
classical works recorded using
simple miking, and the KPM disc
is considered to be the first to use
new mixing technology working
from conventional multitrack
master tapes.
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Implicit in the steadily increasing
sales of prerecorded cassettes
against LPs is that there exists
strong demand for a convenience- based high quality audio
medium. Having dismissed Compact Disc as utterly inadequate at
this stage of its development,
Naim Audio are looking very
closely at the capabilities of the
nicely mature Compact Cassette
medium, which has shown
impressive advances and potentials in the latest tape formulations. Unlikely to be available
before 1986, Naim's machine will
undoubtedly be expensive, and

making a profit and serving the
public good.
In comparing regulatory
alternatives, the report concludes
that the present high level of
regulation is inherently unstable
unless action is taken over the
pirates operating in major conurbations, but that under the
'light' regulation alternative there
was ' no reason why all of the
current onshore illegal operators
should not become legitimate'.
By way of contrast, ILR's Radio
Mercury is planning legal action
against the most popular and
established South London pirate,
Radio Jackie, an action
apparently endorsed by the AIRC
and IBA. ..The controversy over
the continuing operation of the
pirates is thought to go to ministerial level, with Home Secretary Leon Brittan believed to be
concerned at the lack of action
taken by the DTI, whose secretary
Norman Tebbitt is regarded as
sympathetic to liberalisation.
represents domestic specialist hifi manufacturers; the British
Audio Dealers Association is a
(fast growing) pressure group of
specialist dealers without commercial links but with acommon
commitment to the long term
future of their industry; the International Consumer Electronics
Association represents a much
broader base of domestic and
overseas manufacturers and distributors, extending well beyond
the boundaries of hi-fi and is
naturally altogether much larger
in scale. Notably absent from the
committee is any representative
from the organisers of extant hi-fi
exhibitions.
will probably be based on ahigh
quality industrial transport.
Naim might regard a typical
customer as aJaguar-owning hifi connoisseur ( living in the South
West), who is totally ' pissed off'
with the standard of prerecorded
material and wants to take decent
tapes of his own recordings on
the road.
The company has now
received outline planning permission for further expansion of its
Salisbury factory, much needed
to accommodate the extra staff
required to build on e 31% current growth rate ( which comprises asubstantial 50% increase
in exports against 17% in the
home market).

ducts have launched a gold
banana with the same facility for
We thought that the Michell gold a quarter of the price of the
banana plugs and the Monster Monsters, and they'll take cables
X- terminators pretty much as fat as you can find without
covered the market, but a new needing spade terminations.
connector has just landed on a While the finish isn't up to the
lucky staffer's desk and it looks Monster standard, the effect is
promising. The main strength of much the same, and two pairs
the ultra-expensive Monster X- plus the necessary screwdriver
terminators is the locking capa- will only set you back £ 17.50. The
bility afforded by a screw that initial supplies are available
spreads the 4mm pin apart. This exclusively from Custom Cable
guarantees the tension and is as Services, 35 High Street, New
secure afit as you can get short Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY.
of hard wiring. Now Milty Pro-

MILTY BANANAS
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THE NEW GRADO

CLEAN PLAYBACK SIGNAL

MASTER SERIES
4400,

Some things just get better
and better. Take the LP disc for
example. Recent competition
to its superiority as aplayback
medium has only emphasised
its musical potential and
assured it along and popular
future.
But in discovering just
how good adisc can sound wê
realised that it takes aspecial
kind of pickup cartridge to
meet the expectations of
increasingly sophisticated
listeners.

At Grado, our approach
has been to re-evaluate the
reproduction capabilities of
commercial recordings — we
began all over again. By
exploiting test procedures
unheard of even afew years
ago we have defined new
performance criteria. We have
introduced technical disciplines
and specialist skills to master
these challenges and create a
new standard in cartridge
production. The Grado Master
Series.
The introduction of the
Grado Master Series has
dramatically shortened-theevolution process e
ge
performance and
lleve
we have add
every
up design for
aspee o
severe ears to come.

By re-calculating the
composition and disposition of
magnetic materials in
generator systems we have
created aspectacularly '
Clean
e
,
‘
yback Signal'. While new
fofmula plastics and special
epoxies combine to provide
structural rigidity and
mechanical resolution more
than matching the ability of any
current pickup arm. The new
Grado is atruly universal
cartridge.

Choosing apickup
cartridge is aserious matter —
system planning which does
not take into account
technological advance in
cartridge design cannot hope
to be successful.
The Grado Master Series
is atrit4mPh of technological
achi‘Vement in which each
model asserts emphatic
authority in its performance
against predecessors and
competitors alike.
Discover how the new
Grado '
Clean Playback Signal'
enhances your listening
pleasure. You'll not be listening
to cartridges any longer, now
with the Grado Master Series
you hear only the music.
The Grado Master Series.
Because some things just get
better and better.

GRADO
GRADO PRODUCTS ( UK) LTD., LYNCH HOUSE, ALWALTON, PETERBOROUGH PE7 3UY

Telephone (0733) 236562

BRIEFING
THE FBA have anew chairperson
in the form of Ivor Tiefenbrun of
Linn Products. Opinions vary on
the likely outcome, but agree
1985 should be anything but a
dull year!
BULLISH noises regarding the
seasonal surge of CD player sales
are countered by statistics which
show dealer purchases are well
below earlier projections.

ARCAM ALPHA, the £ 130 ' baby'
amplifier from A&R Cambridge
previewed to the trade at Penta,
is on schedule for deliveries in
early 1985.
NOEL CLONEY Audio Consultants, well-known Dublin Dealer
and distributor, have renamed
themselves Cloney Audio and
moved to 34A Main Street, Blackrock, Co Dublin ( tel: 889449).
SOTALINX cables have been
reduced in price some 15%.
Further information from Soundcraft, 2 Dalforgan View, Kerry,
Newtown, Powys SY16 4DZ. ( tel:
0686 88 611).
JECKLIN FLOAT headphones,
including models at £60, £80, and
the famous £300 Electrostatic are
being re- introduced to the UK by
Presence Audio, Eastland House,
Plummers Plain, Horsham, W
Sussex RH13 6NY ( tel: Warninglid 0444 85 333).
SONY claim that Beta Hi Fi videograms are outnumbering the VHS
competition nearly 3:1, with 112
titles as of December ' 84 and an
anticipation of 140 by the end of
January 1985.
TORLYTE LIVES! The £70 RATA
Torlyte turntable stand ( a table
without a top, and definitely not
to be confused with the Torlyte
table top marketed by QED),
which created such interest in
prototype form during mid ' 84,
has been beset by production
difficulties, but is now slowly
appearing in small quantities in
the dealers.
MANTICORE Systems Engineering, manufacturer of the new
£200 Mantra turntable have
moved ( all of 20 yards) to The
Courtyard, 56c Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds ( tel: 0767
318437). The irrepressible Doug
Hewett has produced a75p newsletter Mumbo Jumbo, scheduled
bi-monthly.
MUNRO ELECTRONICS of Edinburgh have substantially revised
and improved their pre- and
power amplifier designs, which
are priced around £ 250 each,
depending, in the case of the pre
amp, on the number of type of
input modules.
A T4P MOVING-COIL cartridge,
model MCP100P Super, has been
launched by Ortofon at £ 55,
111-1 .1 \ I
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based on the new higher output
technology developed for the
successful MC10 Super ( though
still needing a conventional 20dB
step-up stage of some description).
REVOX' new semi- pro PR99 Il
recorder uses microprocessor
control to enhance its studio production capabilities.
DISCWASHER accessories ( notably the SC2 stylus care system)

ary. Details regarding tickets and
venue tel: 0533 393607.
SOUND DESIGNS, who distribute
the £99 DBS4 II and £95 DBS5
loudspeaker kits designed by
Dave Berriman, are moving to
East Barn, Thorpe Morieux, Bury
St Edmunds, Suffolk IP30 ONW
(te): 0284 828926).
ULTIMATE is the name of a new
out-of-town electrical chain being
started by Harris Queensway and
Debenhams with the first store in
Dagenham. Demonstration facilities are being provided ' where
appropriate', though appropriateness would appear more applicable to microwave cookery and
computing than to the Pioneer
rack hi-fi.
ACORN's involvement in Meridian is only the beginning of their
plan for further diversification
into a broader base of consumer
electronics beyond computers.
Involvement in projects such as a
DBSatellite receiver, and a home
control system controlling and
sensing via mains wiring, are
well advanced.
JAPANESE VCR sales appear to
have now peaked, with sales
declines now established in the
three major markets of Europe,
Japan and ( to alesser degree) the
US. South Korea will be a rival
supplier from March 1985, so
early 1984 may prove to have
been the all-time peak.
AMSTRAD is sueing the BPI over
the latter's criticism that the twin
transport high-speed dubbing
cassette decks fitted to Amstrad
systems were encouraging the
illegal copying of records and
tapes. Coleridge once commented that 'the first defence of
weak minds is to recriminate.'

are again available in the UK
from JAW, 1st Floor Suite, 55
North Street, Thame, Oxfordshire, ( tel: 0844 21 6929.)
SONY have underlined their
strong commitment to the tape
business by creating a separate
Magnetic Products division to
handle sales and distribution in
the UK.
PANASONIC have attempted to
bridge the gap between the upmarket portable and the shelf
mounting mini- rack, by introducing a record player with special
rack. An aesthetic disaster, it will
probably sell in huge numbers.
THE DOMESDAY BOOK's ninth
IAS, of 18 High Road, Swaythling,
centenary in two years' time will
Southampton ( tel: 0703 553473),
be celebrated by a 20th century
look set to become Britain's
videodisc version from the BBC,
answer to California's Mod
on two LaserVision discs which
Squad, offering ' Aftermarket
will use a special computer-conModifications' on AR 8/18 loudstrolled player being developed
peakers, RIAA amplifier input
jointly by Philips and the BBC.
stages, and bass loading/dampWARNER & POLYGRAM have
ing conversion for medium-sized
dropped the proposed merger of
loudspeakers.
their international record
VISONIK have announced the interests after stron opposition
'Convection' series of loudspeak- by the US Federal Trade Commisers as ' David's big brothers'. The ,sion on anti-trust grounds.
three models are priced at £ 135, PIONEER have reported sharply
£154 and £ 190, with further increased profits of 3.7% sales
details from Uher Sales and Ser- growth, the recovery substanvices Ltd, Unit Q1, Cherrycourt
Way, Leighton Buzzard, Beds LU7
8UH.
HEYBROOK have announced two
new accessories — the £45 TS1
Turntable shelf ( right) for general
turntable support duties, and the
£65 TT2 turntable set-up jig,
aimed primarily at the trade, but
doubtless interesting for those
who spend alot of time re- setting
up their turntables.
tially due to the gradual acceptVHS HI-FI: how good is it? is the ance of the LaserDisc system.
title of an AES lecture un January OPTICAL DISCS for computer
22 1984, delivered by Peter Wall data storage may be commerof Akai UK, to be held in Keighley cially more important than ComYorkshire, further details from pact Discs, with estimates of
the AES Secretariat, Lent Rise $27m marketed in Europe in 1984
Road, Burnham, Slough SL17NY. with rapid subsequent growth,
ARISTON have Mark II'd the RD40 according to areport by Frost and
turntable, which is now supplied Sullivan, though the recent finanwith acover and is also improved cial troubles of market leader
in detail, tolerance and finish, Storage Technology makes an
priced at £ 160.
embarrassing hiccup. With many
AUDITION HI- Fl of Leicester will major computer and electronics
be holding a series of Tuesday manufacturers vying for a share,
'Hi Fi Nights', featuring a wide the pace of technological
range of mainly British equip- development is rapid, and will
ment, during January and Febru- surely produce audio spin-offs.

IIIiItt .\ It1

LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGY
1978-1983 is the scope of a new
AES publication Loudspeakers
Volume 2, comprising 49 seminal
papers on the subject, expertly
edited by current President
Raymond E Cooke. The 464pp A4
book, and its predecessor cost
$27.30 each or $49.55 the pair for
members/non-members from 60
East 42nd St, Am 2520, New York,
NY 10165. In Europe from Ms
TKS Bakker, PolyGram BV, PO
Box 23, NL-3740AA Baarn,
Netherlands at 1570/1735 BEF for
either, 2825/3095 BEF for both ...
No we don't have any idea what a
BEF is either ( or both), or how
many BEFs make an ECU ( or for
that matter a bushel of Euro wheat). When we were last in
Holland they had things called
Guilders, which were very expensive ... plus ça change.. .
CONRAD JOHNSON'S legendary
range of tube ( valve) amplification from the US is available in
the UK from Automaton Sciences, 5B Eton Avenue, London
NW3. Tel 01-435 8210.
BSR BAROMETER The first six
months of ' 84 show how small
BSR's loss- making audio division
has become in relation to their
profitable electronics division.
Audio turnover at £7.8m is only a
third of 1983 figures, and contrasts with £ 110m in electronics.
PERSONAL PUBLIC ADDRESS
using individual radio headsets
costing about £ 20 each has been
successfully ( and tri lingually)
used to combat that most hostile
of audio environments, the motor
racing circuit. Anything which
reduced dependence on nasty
open-air squawkboxes is as good
news for the audio connoisseur
as it is bad for conventional PA
suppliers, so here's hoping for
some international standardisation on frequencies, and cheap
enough headsets for the idea to
spread.
THE NEW TRIO Electronics UK
operation's ' phone number is
Slough ( 0753) 36916.
FULHAM LIBRARY are adding a
Compact Disc catalogue, with
loans at 45p. Sounds a fine
development, and at least the
audiophile will not have to fear
for the safety and sanitation of
his stylus whilst enjoying music
centre recuts. 598 Fulham Road,
London SW6. Tel 01-736 1127.
PS AUDIO's transistorised USdesigned audiophile amplification, beginning with the cheaper
models, is to be assembled for
the European market by a new
UK subsidiary at Lynch House,
Alwalton, Peterborough PE73UY.
Tel ( 0733) 236562.
BURMESTER'S MODEL 846 high
level preamplifier is now available to supplement the 838 disc
preamplifier. Price at £890, an
optional additional £ 2000 buys an
expensive special filter, claimed
to enhance CD replay by compensating for phase distortion and
other anomalies.
CREEK AUDIO's popular 4040
budget integrated amplifier has
just risen in price to £ 125, and is
expected to be joined shortly by a
slightly more expensive stablemate, featuring improved power
supply, earthings, and layout.
KEF have ventured into the in-car
market with the launch, at Las
Vegas, of two purpose- designed
speakers, the GT100 satellite and
GT200 door- mounted models.

Magneplanar

Freude

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"1 have the simplest of tastes . . .
Iam always satisfied with the best".

Oscar Wilde
Apogée, Audio Research, Counterpoint,
Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle,
Randall Research, Robertson Audio, Sumiko,
Talisman, United Sounds of America.

Write or phone for perceptive
advice and details of nearest
dealer.

N

AMED AFTER THE WELL-KNOWN
Koetsu model (!), and priced at the
level of aLinn Asak, the £215 Claro
Black is Logic's upmarket version of the £95
Gold, which Ifound quite to my taste the
other month. It could be one of the most
overlooked cartridges around, as Imyself
concentrated on the Gold, and Martin
Colloms didn't manage to get round to it in
his recent major review either. And because
it seems to take an unusually long time to
run in and settle down ( 10 hours is Logic's
estimate), it didn't really get afair crack in
the recent Cartridge HiFi Choice which I
have been compiling.
The Black is really a ' high-tech' version of
the Gold, with afancy cantilever material
and ' ridged' line- profile stylus. Although the
basic measurements derived from Ortofon's
test computer looked promising enough, the
sound quality ( after ahalf-hour running in)
was decidedly fierce and aggressive when
mounted in aLinn Basik LVX on Sondek
(with Cyrus Two and KEF R104/2s). It was
almost as if one had managed to combine
the least, rather than the most, palatable
attributes of aMission 773HC and Linn Trak.
Iwas then warned of the running in
problem, and received asecond sample
which had had plenty of use. Though I
couldn't reproduce the same conditions
precisely, the new sample showed none of
the earlier ' fierceness' when in aRega RB300
arm; indeed, the whole system ( Linn,
Mission and KEF) sounded remarkably nice.
Treble was slightly ' noticeable', though very
sweet and detailed. Dynamic range and
stereo were well up to the standards
expected of an expensive moving-coil, while
bass was controlled if atrifle ' soft' and
lacking ' bounce'.
Specification-wise it is similar to anumber
of other models, tracking at 1.8gm with a
fairly stiff compliance. It's heavy, but the
body shape indicates pretty good rigidity,
and can be fixed tightly in the tonearm.
However, the measurement— indeed the
'feel' of the cartridge — suggested that the
compliance was significantly higher than the
spec, and that it was quite heavily damped.
Logic are investigating the former with their
Japanese suppliers, but it does imply better
results with the Rega arm than the Basik, and
the Mission 774 could prove better still.
Ironically, Logic's own Datum has too high
an effective mass for serious consideration
until the compliance is back on spec.
Though generalisations are apt to be
arrogant and foolhardy, the effect of fairly
heavy damping on the low frequency
resonance of acartridge does seem inclined
to reduce the ' liveliness' of the sound
somewhat, but Ibelieve it can also improve
the stability of the system and help
counteract weaknesses in turntables and
arms. And weaknesses there are in even the
very best players, so the combinations that
are good enough for the lightly damped
cartridges ( notably the Decca, but also the
Grado, Linn, Koetsu and Supex designs to a
lesser degree) are strictly limited.
The Claro Black provides an obvious, well
balanced solution for those who want to go
moving-coil without some of the attendant
aggravation and cost of state-of-the-art
ancillaries. That said, it would be nice to see
aslightly lower compliance and ascertain
that the currently good tracking margins are
not compromised by this.

Hot Bats
Transcending in irrelevance even my
previous forays into the world of coffee
brewing (' Subjective Sounds', December ' 83
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SUBJECTIVE

SOUNDS
Paul Messenger
and February ' 84), this section is about table
tennis bats ( or ping-pong paddles, for those
of you who still use needles in your
gramophones). In fact, it is about abat which
bears the Rega name, being designed by Roy
Gandy ( who has an even more fanatical
interest in the sport than myself), in
association with one David Stagg_
Though superficially irrelevant to hi-fi, the
analogies with turntable and hi-fi design run
deep and wide, limited only by the
imagination of the reader ( or writer). And the
tale also provides anew perspective upon
one of the truly creative engineers operating
in our particular field.
Ishall treat the bat as Iwould anormal hi-fi
product, but alittle background is necessary
first. My own involvement in the sport is a
once- a-week appearance — at alowly rank —
in the local league. At this level, some
players show alittle interest in bats, but
most, like myself, have awoeful ignorance of
their subtleties.
Any conversation on the subject is
devoted exclusively to discussion of the
merits and demerits of certain types of
facing rubber, which are available from
Japanese sources through specialist outlets
in abewildering variety of spin and speed
characteristics.
Roy had similar experiences when he
became involved some years previously, but
his enquiring mind and inquisitive nature led
him to investigate the whole subject rather
more deeply, unearthing some surprising
contradictions between theory and practice.
This in turn has led to atypically heretical
re-examination of how the bat actually
works, which is uncannily redolent of the
British turntable revival in recent years.
The core of Roy's observation was that the
blade of the bat was actually more important
than the rubber used — in the same sort of
fundamental way that the hi-fi world has
been forced to recognise the primacy of the
turntable in controlling the overall sound —
simply because it is the key element in the
transfer of energy, in this instance between
bat and ball.
Most sports have generated their own
materials mythology over the years — one
would hardly attempt to play cricket with
other than willow. But ( new and expensive
carbon-fibre composites apart) table tennis
blades are almost invariably simple
plywood, which is convenient to
manufacture and usefully strong. All the

emphasis is placed on the rubbers.
At avery simplistic level, the choice of
rubber is atrade-off between control and
speed, so the philosophy behind the solid
hardwood Rega/Stagg blade was to provide
controlled speed by energy conservation in
the wood. This in turn allows slower rubbers
with their enhanced control to be used for
the same speed of play. By researching a
variety of likely wood, it was found that not
only was the type of wood important, but
also its country of origin.
Having used the bat for three months, Ican
confirm many of these claims, far-fetched
though they may seem to the uninitiated.
Simply handing the new bat and an old one
to someone and asking them to bounce a
ball on the face with similar force brings
surprise, because the ' bounce' of the new is
nearly twice that of the old.
Actually playing with it is forcing some
reappraisal and adjustment of my own
game, but is substantially validating the
claims nonetheless. For the first few weeks
many forehand shots comfortably cleared
the end of the table without bouncing, and
my forehand defensive chop still loses many
points as Istruggle to get it under control.
However, the amount of spin Ican put on the
ball has been dramatically enhanced, so the
backhand chop has become amost effective
weapon; my service is now sufficiently
difficult that its return is almost invariably
defensive; and Ican now switch easily into a
defensive half-volley game which opponents
find quite unsettling. The bottom line, of
course, is that Iam winning more games
now, against opponents who are rather
better than those Iplayed the previous year!
Those who have stuck with this
parenthetical non- sequitur should be able to
draw parallels between the problems of
driving and controlling asmall cellulose
spheroid, and those of driving an even
smaller, poorly located chunk of diamond.
It is now pretty well accepted that
loudspeaker cabinets need firm, spiked
support despite the fact that the enclosure
and magnet masses are so much higher than
the moving parts of the drive units. By the
same token, aplayer of reasonable
experience and sensitivity is quite able to
detect qualitative differences in the floor
(carpeted, rigid/suspended, etc) when
playing on the surface of ahundredweight of
table tennis table with a2.5gm ball. Clearly,
spiked table feet are needed here, or a
couple of sets of the Mod Squad's
appealingly named 'Tiptoes' cones! Any
interested table tennis players can get
further information on the bat from David
Stagg, 179 Moulsham Drive, Chelmsford,
Essex.

Hot Mats
This is acautionary, albeit thoroughly
unseasonal, tale for those whose turntables
find themselves in direct sunlight at some
part of the day, asituation which has
become increasingly common with the
advent of low-rise turntable tables. Now
there doesn't seem to be any particular
problem in playing adisc with the sun
shining on it, or indeed leaving adisc on a
rotating platter in sunshine ( apart from the
fact that it shows up how dirty the disc is),
presumably because the rotation causes
sufficient cooling through air convection.
But there are few surfaces more suited to
absorbing solar radiation than astationary
black felt turntable mat, and mine had
obviously heated up to afair degree when I
came to play an LP recently. To my horror,
after afew minutes playing Inoticed that the
29

The better the cartridge, the
more music you hear.
This tiny component exerts
an influence out of all proportion
to its size.
Think about it.
It's the only point of contact
between the information carved in the
groove and the sound you finally hear.
Anything lost at this point can
never be replaced no matter how
esoteric the rest of the system. So it
follows that the choice of cartridge is
crucial to the ultimate sound.
And within the cartridge itself,
the stylus plays acritical role. The
perfect stylus will extract maximum
®

information from the groove with
minimum wear to the record.
But what is the perfect stylus?
Goldring engineers were quick
to appreciate the revolutionary
thinking of Dutch physicist van den Hul.
With the aid of acomputer, he
modelled his stylus on the shape of
the recording cutter.
Because the contact radius is
small, 3.5 microns to be precise, it
closely approximates the radius of
the original cutter.
Groove tracing is so accurate,
it follows almost exactly the record
modulations, revealing all the detail
of the music.

The same commitment to
advanced design is applied throughout the entire Goldring range.
Each cartridge we produce is
handmade with all the care and skill
that 75 years experience can provide.
and each product is individually
tested, before leaving the factory.
So if you want to hear more,
telephone or write to us.

pylove 14,12

Goldring
tie audible improveneet

Goldring Products Limited, 8Greyfriars Road, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX. Tel: (0284) 701101.

vinyl had developed enormous, nearly
unplayable warps, Iassume because the
heat from the mat had perversely, though
with hindsight predictably, transferred itself
to the underside of the disc.
Although it was temporarily unusable,
happily the disc had returned to its original
shape by the next day, so Iguess Iwas lucky
on this occasion. But if you, too, have a
turntable that enjoys sunbathing, please
make sure it is either rotating or that the mat
is removed, so that it doesn't heat up 20 or
so degrees above the ambient temperature.

The 45 imperative
It has long been my contention that the years
of economic doldrums which have afflicted
the hi-fi industry have their roots in the
rather uninspired quality of current pop
music, so the best news of 1984 for the hi-fi
industry was that sales of recorded music
are increasing again,
While classical music will happily chip in
its 15 per cent or so, pop music is where the
volume business lies, where the public goes
out and buys 30 million copies of aparticular
album if the music and/or hype are good
enough. Having suddenly found some
interesting new music to play, one's next
thought can easily be to find something
decent to play it on, scraping the rust from
the cantilever or cassette head and cobwebs
from the tweeters. Without the musical
interest, it's back to Dallas and the computer
games.
The 1984 emphasis was somewhat
different to 1974 or 1964. It can be argued
quite convincingly that the most significant
commercial innovation of the last decade
has been the 12in. single, not the Compact
Disc. (There may be also astrong case for
the rock video.) The ' 60s and ' 70s showed
that pop musicians had outgrown the simple
three- minute single musically, and also that

THE ART OF THE
BEATLES by Mike Evans.
144 pp. Soft covers. Price
f6.95. Hard covers. £ 10.95.
Published by Anthony
Blond/Merseyside County
Council, 55/57 Great
Ormond Street, London
WC1N 3HZ.

BOOKS

Finding anew Beetle
topic about which to
write is areal achievement, especially if it's
not something trivial, like ' Interviews With
The Beatles' Postmen'. This work, a
'souvenir' of last year's exhibits in Liverpool,
deals with the visible manifestations of the
Beatles, covering all of the graphic,
photographic, and cinematic
representations. The topic is wider than
most would think, and Evans does an
amazing job making it cohesive. Areas
covered include publicity visuals, LP
packaging, artists' impressions, cartoons,
and every other area you can name - and it's
done with style and class. If you only buy
one Beetle book this year, The Art Of The
Beatles should be it. It will give you so much
pleasure you'll want to scan it again and
again, so go for the hardback.
Ken Kessler
MUSICAL QUOTES & ANECDOTES by Robert
Giddings. Hardback 155pp. Price £3.95. Published by
Longman, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM20
2JE.
One of Longman's ' Pocket Companions', this
slim volume is an essential adjunct to
Slonimsky's Lexicon of Musical Invective
and Jacques Barzun's Pleasure of Music.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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20 minutes tended to be too long for the
musical ideas.
The ' long play single' is, in many respects,
the ideal vehicle for pop, though we in
Britain are alittle unlucky that the disc
jockeys have saddled us with a45rpm
standard. ( It is probably inferior to 33.3
because the warps which occur in the
cooling cycle are by definition at ahigher
frequency- afactor Ifeel to be more
important than the extra high frequency
level obtainable at 45rpm.)
The crucial fact which makes the format
important is, as ever, that some of the best
rock music around is now on maxi-singles.
The Frankie Goes to Hollywood bubble may
have burst in the wake of their mediocre first
(double) album ( Welcome to the
Pleasuredome, 12 ZTAS 3), which shows,
alas, how much more they have in common
with the Monkees than the Beatles. But the
Annihilation mix of 'Two Tribes' is one of the
most extraordinary things cut onto vinyl ( or
in fact miscut on one of my copies; be
warned). Those who go for the 33 LP with the
three hit tracks on one side will end up with
an embarrassingly pale shadow of the real
thing.
And if the whole Frankie thing sticks so
hard in your gullet you can't even consider a
donation to the megahype of the decade,
then go get ' Blue Monday' ( FAC 73) by New
Order, and use that to terrorise the family,
neighbours, visitors, or indeed anybody who
passes within earshot.
Not that the 33 is dead, or even slightly
passé. China Crisis (
China Crisis V2286),
Lloyd Cole and the Commotions
(Rattlesnakes, ICLP1) and New Order (
Power
Corruption & Lies, FACT 75) may show their
roots in Bowie, Lou Reed, Roxy Music and
Talking Heads, but are three excellent
examples which show that rock hasn't lost
its spark, and can still boldly go, etc, etc.
Nevertheless, the 45 is back. And UK
Opinions on just about every musical subject
under the sun - from Amateur Musicians to
the Zither- have been collected by someone
who clearly feels music to be amore vividly
real world than the rather mundane one
inhabited by most people. Some examples:
from HL Mencken, ' Said Oscar Wilde: " Each
man kills the thing he loves". For example,
the amateur musician.'; from Chopin:
'Nothing is more beautiful than aguitar,
except possibly two.'; and from an
anonymous American musician on George
Szell: ' He has an enormously wide repertory.
He can conduct anything, provided it's by
Beethoven, Brahms or Wagner. He tried
Debussy's La Mer once. It came out as Das
Merde. Recommended, and abargain at
the price.
John Atkinson
GRANTA 12: THE TRUE ADVENTURES OF
THE ROLLING STONES by Stanley Booth.
Paperback. 257pp inc. other articles. Price £3.50. Published
by Penguin Books Ltd, 536 King's Road, London SW10 OUH.

turntable manufacturers who have
increasingly tended to provide the facility as
an afterthought are going to have to
reconsider their act if they are not to alienate
the emergent generation of record and hi-fi
buyers. Ifor one have no objection to paying
an extra thirty or forty quid on atwo-speed
Valhallakit, instead of twelve quid followed
by endless messing around changing belts
and pulleys!
Hi-Fi Video raison d'être?
Not being an opera buff, Ihave been
searching for asensible excuse to invest in
one of the new FM soundtrack VCRs, but pop
music is not well served on TV. Channel 4
does make an effort, it's true, but the Tubetype format requires excessive use of fastforward to weed out the padding.
Now Ihave discovered to my surprise that
the moribund monstrosity The Old Grey
Whistle Test has arisen Phoenix- like from
oblivion. New presentation and time-slot has
turned it into afine one- hour magazine
programme, which at last provides the
intelligent rock listener with amuch needed
alternative to the ( appalling) weekly papers.
Moreover, the long, if less than illustrious,
history of the programme has bequeathed a
wealth of valuable material from the vaults.
Recent weeks have included classic footage
from Jimi Hendrix and Little Feat, so if the
standards are maintained, Imay well have to
treat myself to anew VCR.
Incidentally, it is interesting to note that
despite launching later, the Sony Beta Hi Fi
format seems to be making much more of
the Hi Fi running than it managed against
VHS when battle was originally joined. It is
probably benefiting from the tendency to
buy, rather than rent, premium machinery,
but perhaps VCR owners are also opting to
cover both formats rather than trade in an
old machine when going ' hi-fi'. -I'Norman is enjoyable and thorough ( if
annoyingly wrong on little points of detail
such as Bill Wyman's spare amplifier when
he joined the band being a 'Vox 850' - surely
it must have been aVox AC50?) but does
give the impression of being an outsider,
albeit an enthusiastic one, looking in. Booth,
however, whose ' New Journalism' writing
style is much more effective at recalling the
period atmosphere, was part of the milieu.
His 89- page Granta narrative ends with
Altamont and sums up the whole business
nicely: ' Ispent agreat deal of time with the
Stones on later tours, and they were always
good, but there never seemed to be so much
at stake.' Both books are essential reading
for anyone fascinated either by the Stones or
by ' alternative' culture, but for me Robert
Greenfield's Stones Touring Party (
Michael
Joseph, 1974) remains the ultimate ' looking
under arock' examination of both issues.
John Atkinson

THE STONES

by Philip Norman. Hardback. 373pp inc.
photographs. Price £9.95. Published by Elm Tree Books,
Garden House, 57 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JZ.

FAB! THE SOUNDS OF THE SIXTIES by Tony
Jasper. 285pp. Soh covers. Price £ 2.95. Published by
Blandford Press, Link House, West Street, Poole, Dorset.

Two very different books, one afull
biography, the other a15-year- late, failed
attempt at the same, reveal similar thinking
on the Rolling Stones phenomenon - that
everything they have done worth writing
about occurred up to and including the
disastrous Altamont free concert in
December 1969. Philip Norman's follow-up
to Shout, his Beatles biog, does bring the
story up to the present day, but the period
from ' 70 to ' 83 takes up amere 44 pages of
the book's 373.

Looks like the other wing of our parent
company has its ear to the ground. Now that
the game Trivial Pursuit has stormed the
Western World, books like this will end up
well-thumbed and regarded as sanity savers.
There's so much crammed into it in the way
of facts and details that it seems abit too
manic and disorganised (just like the decade
it chronicles), but trivia freeks will love it.
This is the kind of book you'll love reading in
the loo. Great fun.
Ken Kessler
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WARSAW -

Yes! a decisive victory to Naim Audio in
the Tuner Games. Years behind schedule,
Naim Audio have made a late run and
scored a fine win.
Ring or write to arrange ademonstration.

MAGNEPLANAR
We have the entire
range of Magneplanars from the
new SMGA to the
superb MG Ill pictured here.
We can demonstrate
the " Maggies" alongside Quad ESL 63
and Linn Isobarik.

SPOILT FOR CHOICE
A&R
AUDIOLAB
ARISTON

LINN PRODUCTS

BURMESTER
BRIER
BREUER

MERIDIAN
MISSION
MICHELL
MORDAUNT-SHORT
MYST

CELESTION
CREEK

NYTECH
NIGHTINGALE

DAIS
DUAL

ORACLE
OAK
ONIX

ELITE TOWNSHEND

PERREAUX
P.S. AUDIO

GOLDRING
GRADO
GALE

QUAD

KOETSU

REGA RESEARCH
ROGERS
ROTEL

KRELL

SYSTEMDEK
SUPER : ZETA

J.P.W.

KISEKI

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RG1.1DN. TELE ( 0734) 585463
Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LUNCH 2to 313m, EXCEPT SAT.;
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED'
Closed all day Monday

BADA

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
MISSION DAD 7000
Set to make waves — out of digits— the new
Mission DAD 7000 can be auditioned by
appointment at either of our shops. To see
just how good CD can sound give us acall.
LINN SONDEK: You need not have bought your LP 12 from
us in order to take advantage of our setting
up service. Whether your deck just
requires re- adjustment or a complete
rebuild with the " Vahalla", later " Nivana"
and the new glued sub- chassis, we will be
happy to book you in.
A.

DOUG
sj::{"2ajt.\Dçy

r

&SON
401 Smithdcrwn Road,
Liverpool 115 3JJ.
Tel: ( 051) 733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday

VISA

it&

Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington.
Padgate 828009
Closed all day Thursday

_

You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new

tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a

"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREC
GAIN 159dB F to B 13 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for guaranteed

years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

AMERKAN
DPR55
=AL.fadme

Hal

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

iltliFTS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11
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T MAY BE a strange quirk of human
nature, but we all have a tendency to
enjoy the discomfort of others — hence
the popularity of compilation programmes
playing and replaying radio and television
'gaffs'. Iwas lucky enough (!) to hear an
'original' on October 6th when listening, as
usual, to Radio 3's weekly ' Record Review'
programme. To begin with, Iwas aware of a
slight sense of deja vu, but put this down to
being still half asleep. I soon woke up,
however, when after 15 minutes or so the
disc we were currently listening to was faded
out soon after it had started, and an embarrassed announcer apologised for the fact
that the previous week's programme was
being relayed by mistake, and that we would
now start again with the current tape. The
programme thus finished 15 minutes late.
I'm afraid Inever did find out how they got
back on schedule.
On the 24th November there was another
serious error in the progamme, this time on
compilation. The third section included a
review of new orchestral releases and Iwas
stunned to hear three new EMI discs —
Balakirev and Sibelius symphonies and
Brahms' 1st Piano Concerto — all reproduced
in mono, whereas the other discs in the
programme were played back properly in
stereo. It may be just a coincidence, that the
discs were played on a turntable which had
been carelessly left in mono and not
checked. It's not the first time it has happened, though, and Ifeel a little more care
should be taken by the producer and studio
managers when compiling programmes.
Surely an engineer could have seen that the
difference channel meter wasn't moving!

Radio Spectrum
During the last year Ihave often included
comments about the unsatisfactory performance of many tuners and transistor radios on
long and medium wave AM. Ifeel it is high
time Iprovided some evidence, which may
indicate to manufacturers the very high
signal strengths encountered in the north
London area, and which is fairly typical of an
important area that happens to be fairly
close to some powerful medium-wave transmitters.
Irecently had the opportunity to experiment with aprototype of an astonishing new
British RF spectrum analyser which will be
on the market around March. And Ithought it
would be a good idea to publish a spectrum
analysis of the received signal strengths —
OkHz to 2MHz — from adipole Ihave running
from the front of the house, over the roof to
the bottom of my garden, and then across
the bottom to a tree: a 180ft, inductivelyloaded antenna which can give excellent
reception of the lower RF frequencies. The
antenna is primarily designed and is
resonant on 1.9MHz; its centre point feeds to
the lab via a 75ohm balanced feeder, being
converted then to a coax feed with a 1:1
balun. The output from this was connected
directly to the 50ohm input of the spectrum
analyser; thus no matching was attempted
to obtain the plot shown.
The highest levels are from Capital Radio
on 1548kHz at + 6dBm ( 4mW), BBC Radio
London on 1458kHz at OdBm ( 1mW), LBC on
1152kHz at -3dBm ( 500pW), BBC R3 on
1215kHz at -2dBm ( 650pW), BBC R2 on
909kHz at -4dBm ( 400pW) and BBC R1 on
1089kHz at - 1dBm ( 800pW). The BBC stations
are all at Brookmans Park ( 8 miles away)
near Potters Bar, whereas the IBA stations
are at Saffron Green ( 5 miles away). There
are two important points concerning interpretation of the plot. The first is, of course
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we were able to transfer a level of approximately + 18dBm ( 65mW!).
Realising that this was an incredibly high
level, we then loaded the ATU into a germanium diode, across which we fed a pair of
Sennheiser headphones. It was just like
going back to the old crystal set days, except
that Capital was so loud it could be heard the
other end of the room from the headphones!
It can be seen that lower frequencies are very
weak where the antenna matched very
poorly, so again we undertook a matching
test using both an inductance and acapacitor box to obtain an optimum match. Both
the standard frequency transmission from
Rugby at 60kHz, and BBC R4 on 200kHz, LW,
came up between 30 and 40dB, providing
very strong signals. If we consider amodern
ferrite rod antenna in a transistor radio or
tuner then this should match perfectly over
the entire tuning ranga, thus making up for
its small size by power transfer efficiency.
It is true to say that around 80% of
medium wave radios show bad overloading
problems from stations such as Capital,
which supports my claim that modern-day
manufacturers take grossly insufficient care
in the design of their AM sections. It is all the
more absurd that long-wave is very frequently the only wavelength transmitting
Radio 4 when VHF is used for schools and
Open University programmes, etc.
Returning to the plot once more, you can
well imagine the total energy received in the
2MHz bandwidth, and the amount of punishment the average tuner ' received' from all
this. AM radio design has to be acompromise between very good front-end selectivity
and the received bandwidth of any one
station, and to be fair to the designers, it is a
difficult balance to achieve if you want 5kHz
of response (
ie, 10kHz bandwidth) with
superb selectivity and image rejection.
Incidentally, too many sets may well introduce very bad images on long-wave from
stronger medium-wave stations, and this
makes matters even more problematical+

Angus McKenzie
that, my antenna is vastly superior to that
fikely to be used by the average reader, and
the second is that since no attempt was
made to match the antenna to the analyser,
maximum power was not extracted from the
antenna.
Dealing with the latter point first, we tried
matciirg Capital Radio for maximum power
transfer using an ATU aerial tuning unit,
which incorporates an enormous variable
inductor called a rollercoaster and two variable capacitors, one of them split into two
sections. This unit costs around £350 and is
intended for transmitter matching. Of
course, it makes a smashing ATU for receivers! It will not, however, match below
around 1.3MHz. We were amazed to find that
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LC-OFC
AUDIO CABLES
A
NEW CONCEPT
IN LISTENING
CABLE STRUCTURE
To minimise minute vibrations in
the conductor caused by signal
energy, the conductor is
wrapped in self- shrunk
polyolefin tape which applies a
steady concentric pressure as
shown.

Stranded Conductor
Elastic Memory Tape
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"The sound appeared to improve
in many areas, such as bass
clarity and ' tunefulness', mid
range focus and depth, and
treble detail."
HiFi News & Record Review,
October 1984.

LC-OFC Crystal Structure
(0.18mm Conductor shown Ix 200])
For perceptive advice and details
of your nearest stockist, contact:

Imported by:
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL: 01-947 5047
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Optical Technology

since have bankrupted any other company.

The future relies on optical technology.
Whether it's video, audio or computer data,
optical storage is the way to go. The first
generation of optical technology was, of
course, videodisc with FM sound. Then came
Compact Disc with PCM. Computer
manufacturers are already using optical
discs for large volume program storage and
astandard is expected soon for CD ROM, the
version of Compact Disc which stores
computer programs instead of, or as well as,
PCM audio, text and graphics. In the grand
scheme of things, the obvious failure of
videodisc as adumb carrier for feature films
doesn't really matter. Royalties already roll
in from use of the same technology for
industrial and military videodisc, Compact
Disc, and the data storage. In the future,
these royalties will grow and grow. This is
why RCA's CED videodisc system was
doomed to failure. The grand plan began
and finished with the primitive grooved disc
as acheap and cheerful carrier for feature
films. So obviously whoever holds the
patents on optical readout technology is
assured considerable future reward.
It all began in 1965. David Gregg of Los
Angeles and Keith Johnson of Topanga
Canyon, filed apatent application which they
subsequently assigned to MCA, the Music
Corporation of America, which now owns
Universal Studios. The Gregg patent, which
was eventually granted in 1970 as US3 530
258, claims the basic principle of reading
optical signals from adisc with servo control
to keep the head in line with the track. Gregg,
known as the ' grandfather' of optical disc,
never earned any real money from his work.
Two scientists at MCA's research
laboratories, Ray Dakin and John Winslow,
took up Gregg's work after MCA bought out
Gregg's own company in the late ' 60s. This
company had been concerned mainly with
high speed cassette duplication. MCA sold
Gregg's company, but held on to his patents.
Dakin and Winslow built an FM video and
sound recorder, using aflexible disc pressed
from abismuth- coated glass master.
Meanwhile, similar work was going on
inside Philips in Holland. In September 1972
journalists were taken to Eindhoven and
invited into the conference room. They were
told of Philips' successful development of a
disc which could record video, using optical
technology. Until then the only videodisc on
the horizon had been Teldec's TeD, a
grooved mechanical system even more
primitive than RCA's CED. It gave less than
ten minutes playing time and produced poor
quality pictures. The Philips VLP, as it was
then known, used alaser and spelled instant
doom for the Telefunken and Decca Teldec
venture. During the press conference Philips
screened pictures off adisc. The journalists
had been shot by acamera hidden in the
bushes as they entered the room. Philips
claimed 45 minutes playing time per disc,
but did not demonstrate afull recording.
In December 1972 MCA announced anew
division called DiscoVision and
demonstrated its flexible disc on the
Universal Studios sound stage where ILove
Lucywas normally filmed. The disc shown
ran for seven minutes. Meanwhile, IBM were
conducting similar research, with aview to
developing an optical disc for computer data
storage. Later, IBM would start highly secret
dealings with Columbia to issue films on the
IBM disc system, but the deals fell through
when aColumbia executive was caught with
his hands in the company till.
In June 1973 MCA showed a20- minute
disc to its shareholders and in 1974 MCA
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Barry Fox
gave athird demonstration at atechnical
convention in Los Angeles, with playing time
up to 40 minutes. The same year, the
inevitable happened: MCA DiscoVision and
Philips joined forces. MCA's ' official' story
on this rings true. According to MCA, Philips
were not as far along the road in hardware
development as MCA, and the American
company sent aplayer to Holland ' to assist
Philips in their research and development'.
Philips have afine track record for inventing
new technology but they consistently fall
behind when it comes to developing
commercial, saleable products.
MCA DiscoVision and Philips agreed a
common standard and in New York, in
March 1975, the two companies
demonstrated compatible discs and players.
The companies then hand- built some experimenta; players and sold some to the CIA.
In June 1977 Pioneer signed with MCA and
in 1979 IBM joined in to form apartnership
called DiscoVision Associates ( DVA). This
joint venture built an optical disc pressing
plart in California, but it failed dismally to
produce good discs. In 1981 DVA sold the
plart to Pioneer but held on to its valuable
patents. In all, there are over athousand.
According to DVA, IBM was developing a
different technology, so did not bring much
into the partnership by way of developed
technology. There is cross licensing between
Philips and MCA, because neither company
could operate without infringing the other's
patents. Pioneer's licence is, of course, allembracing, which is why the company can
now start selling ( in Japan soon) acombinec
digital audio disc and videodisc player.
Numerous other firms have patents on
optical disc refinements. Some Hitachi
adverts have, for instance, read as if the
company invented the Compact Disc system.
But the MCA and Philips patent folio is such
aminefield that no company can hope to
manufacture and sell any kind of optical disc
technology without first taking alicence
from the Philips, MCA and IBM partnership.
Interestingly, this parallels the situation
with video games. Philips holds the master
patents on any game which involves
creating an artificial blip on aTV screen.
The Dutch company coyly declines to talk
about the massive financial rewards it
receives from other video games
marufacturers, and other manufacturers of
optical disc technology. But this is the real
reason why it can afford to continue losing
money on commercial blunders made by
mediocre middle managers who would long

Matsushita, better known as PanasonicTechnics, has come up with afascinating
new idea for loudspeaker design. Although it
has been developed for aspecial use,
focusing highly directional beams of sound
at visitors to the big science exhibition due to
open in Tsukuba in the spring, it might well
have some very interesting spin-offs into
hi-fi, especially concert amplification.
High audio frequencies are relatively easy
to concentrate into atight beam, even
though the wavelength is still very long
compared to light. This is because short
wavelength radiation tends to travel in
straight lines, but long wavelengths can
bend and loop around corners. Hi-fi tweeters
can be made directional and HF horns are
used for beaming high power sound. Cone
drivers are virtually omni-directional at
middle to low frequencies and the only way
to beam low frequency sound is to build an
enormous horn. This is impractical,
especially inside an exhibition hall. And this
is just where engineers often want to beam
sound in atight cone, so that acommentary
is heard only in aselected area. Speech is, of
course, relatively rich in low frequencies.
Matsushita has done some brilliant lateral
thinking. When apropellor aeroplane flies
overhead, you hear apulsating drone which
is the beat frequency from two props
running at not quite the same speed. It's the
heterodyne principle, on which radio
demodulation relies. When iwo slightly
different frequencies are mixed, they
produce sum and difference signals.
Matsushita has built ahoneycomb matrix of
6,600 piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers,
radiating ahigh level of sound at around
40kHz. This sound is too high pitched to be
heard but it can be very accurately focused
into abeam. When some of the transducers
are modulated with low frequency audio,
they produce an audible beat which is the
low frequency signal. In other words, there is
audio heterodyne in the air. The result is low
frequency sound in atightly defined area.
The snag is that around 140dB of
ultrasonic radiation is needed to produce
around 91dB of low frequency audio. This
level of ultrasound is very definitely abrainscrambling health risk to the listener. So as
an essential part of the system, a
polyurethane foam filter is placed between
the listener and the ultrasound generators.
This cuts the 40kHz signal, but lets through
the low frequency beat. Matsushita will be
using this at the Tsukuba exhibition, but
what's the betting it turns up sooner or later
in adomestic or PA sound system?
Iwas interested to learn at last year's
Technics seminar that the Japanese
company has developed aconcentric
speaker, using flat, honeycomb panels.
Several Japanese makes now use flat,
honeycomb designs, but to the best of my
knowledge Matsushita-Technics were the
first. The idea of using several flat cones, in
coaxial arrangement may well prove sound
and novel.But Idid wince at Technics'
advertising slide show which proudly
proclaimed, over apicture of the coaxial
speaker: ' and thus the coaxial construction
was born'. At the time the press were
watching the slide show at aScottish hotel.
It's afew glens removed from the factory
where several years ago Iwatched Tannoy
making coaxial loudspeakers of the type they
have been making since before the younger
Technics engineers were born! -vt35

as one official put it 'Why pay £2+ per hour
for low tech labour in the UK when we can
get the same productivity for 30p per hour in
Taiwan?'. Jobs? What do they matter?
However, thanks to the tenacity of asmall
number of dedicated engineers and entrepreneurs, the UK audio industry has survived,
and one of the foremost pioneers is PJ
Walker ( Quad to the uninitiated) who in 1949
Stanle Kell
produced his ' Corner Ribbon Enclosure'.
conch • es his histor of ribbon and ionic buds • eakers
This used aconventional moving-coil direct
radio, gramophone, or television set. I radiator for bass and middle frequencies,
remember being awestruck at the magniand anew ribbon high frequency transducer
ficence of the 4- storey 100,000ft. 2 machine for extended treble reproduction. The sysshop with the most modern machine tools, tem was intended to be placed in the corner
which was the epitome of excellent of a room. Fig.8 shows the ribbon speaker.
engineering. Sadly, after the War, EMI
together with most of the other major companies, were taken over by the City, whose
two aims are asset-stripping and a quick
profit, in which the product is a dirty name
and the customer a necessary evil. Production of domestic radio equipment ( except
gramophone records) at Hayes virtually
ceased, the machine shop became a warehouse for packaged cereals, and the laboratories were reduced to token levels.
By the middle 1950s, EMI had been decimated, but one of the last audio developments to come from their laboratories was ( I
believe) the world's first commercial Ribbon
Loudspeaker, shown in fig.7. It was, and is
(because Istill have asample given to me in
the early 1950s by Berth-Jones) a beautiful
piece of engineering. The magnet is aclassic
HE GENESIS of the ribbon loud
speaker began with Schottky and Gar
design — dimensions: effective length 6in.
land of Siemens & Halske, who
and cross-section 21/4 x 11
/ in. — working into
4
patented the system in 1923. It consisted of a Swedish iron pole pieces, flux density
single metallic ribbon which served as the
0.5Tesla. Peter Dix tells me that when it was
conductor and also the sound radiating
designed they had to make aspecial magneHowever, unlike the EMI, the Quad unit used
surface. It was planar and was situated in a
radiation from both sides of the ribbon, that
magnetic field established between
from the rear being deflected upwards and
extended pole pieces. Transverse corrugabackwards into the corner of the room,
tions reduced the stiffness of the ribbon to
increasing the ' presence' considerably. The
such a small value that its motion was
cut-off frequency was 2kHz, and the direcsubstantively inertia-controlled over a very
tional characteristics were: vertical disperwide frequency range. It was very much
sion 270° and horizontal dispersion 90° for
ahead of its time, and there was no commerhigh frequencies. The system accepted a
cial incentive to produce a loudspeaker of
maximum music power of 12watts. Like the
this type; the idea therefore lay dormant.
EMI, it was way ahead of its time, and
However, the importance of a very low
continued into production until the famous
inertia transducer was recognised by HF
Quad Electrostatic made its debut. In econoOlsen, who in 1932 developed the system
mic terms the ribbon was acostly speaker to
into a bi-directional pressure gradient micproduce beçause of the very large magnet
rophone which has virtually dominated stuneeded to obtain the required flux density.
dio microphone design for 50 years.
Actually, Quad used a Magnetron magnet,
During the 1930s, British radio engineering
and in 1950 the magnet alone cost about £8
led the world! As an example, the standard
(the average centre pole lin, diameter magdomestic British 'wireless' set was a4-valve
net slug then being produced for tweeters
superheterodyne consisting of atriode-heptising jig for it, and having magnetised it
was about half acrown!), the probable cost
tode frequency changer, RF pentode IF
there was no way they could get it off the jig
today being about £50.
amplifier, double diode-triode second detecexcept by putting a small reverse current
Ideveloped aribbon loudspeaker in 1954,
tor, AGC and audio amplifier and apentode
through the coil and prising it apart. The
of which more anon, and the only other
output valve giving about 3.5watts at 5%
diaphragm is about 1/4 x 2in., is corrugated
production ribbon loudspeaker Iam aware of
THD with a 6in. diameter moving-coil loudlengthwise, and is connected to the matchwas produced by Fane. This was the brain
speaker. The average mutual conductance of
ing transformer via gold-plated leads; the
child of Mr. Faulkus ( as before mentioned,
these valves was between 3.5 and 7mAN,
horn has mouth dimensions of 6in. 2 and
the 'front half' of Fane) and George Whiteley.
and the overall sensitivity was of the order of
length of 5in., giving a cut-off frequency of
In the interests of economy, the magnet
2pV input for 50mW output at 30% modula1kHz. Over the band 3-15kHz the frequency
system consisted of a centre pole magnet
tion. This specification related to receivers at
response is better than ± 1dB. It was origiwith two soft iron yokes folded round to
the bottom end of the market, retailing for
nally produced in 1946 for use on the HMV
form two parallel gaps, anc twin ribbons
about £ 10. The equivalent American receiver
Electrogram series, and continued in smallwere fitted into these gaps. The ribbons were
had aminimum of eight valves ( the average
scale production until the formation of the
separated by about 1in., and were indimutual conductance of the American valves
British Radio Corporation in the ' 50s. This
vidually acoustically loaded by separate
was less than 0.9mAN) for the same perlatter organisation, being dedicated solely to
horns, the mouths of which were planar and
formance, and cost twice as much. Many
improving the shareholders' returns, dropcomplementary. Fig.9 shows this unit. It had
greybeards will remember the great names
ped all pretence at high quality engineering
a power handling capacity of 30watts,
of Echo, Pye, McMichael, Murphy, et al, but
and concentrated on the cheapest bottom
speech and music, and a crossover freby far the largest was EMI at Hayes. They
end of the mass market, only to fall prey to
quency of 1700Hz was recommended. Horn
had probably the finest research developthe insidious Far East producers. The sword
cut-off frequency was 550Hz, and it had aflat
ment and engineering team assembled anyof Damocles finally fell a few years ago,
response to about 16kHz. Development was
where, and it was their boast ( adequately
when the British Radio Corporation
started after the demise of the lonoFane, and
substantiated) that raw material came in at
(renamed Thorn EMI Ferguson) closed down
production started in the late 1960s, but was
one end of the factory and afinished product
all UK Radio and Audio production plants
abandoned round about 1975 because of
went out at the other, be it arecord, portable
and moved the operation to Taiwan because,
high manufacturing costs.

LOW INERTIA
LOUDSPEAKERS

T
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4 The Kelly Saga
The development of the ribbon loudspeaker
actually started as a ' spin off' from the
development of the Medresco hearing aid. In
the late 1940s Iwas engaged on the development of microphones and receivers for the
Government- sponsored hearing aid.
Although the basic specified microphone
frequency response was only 300Hz-4kHz, I
had a second objective, which was to
develop a free-field microphone flat to at
least 25kHz, and to this end Ihad to produce
a known sound level of 100dB spl ± 1dB
under free- field conditions to this upper
frequency limit. Although an anechoic chamber was available at the Post Office Research
Station, Dollis Hill, absolute measurements
of sound pressure were difficult and laborious. Indeed, at both Dollis Hill and the NPL
the absolute standard for measuring sound
pressure was the Rayleigh disc, originated
by Lord Rayleigh in the latter half of the 19th
century. A practical disc is formed from
aluminium foil 25mm in diameter and
5microns thick, being very slightly curved to
form aconvex mirror. The angular displacement of the disc ( which is proportional to
intensity) is measured by the movement of a
spot of light on a graticule in a manner
analogous to the reflecting galvanometer.
Because of the susceptibility of this system
to draughts, it is almost always used in a
resonant tube, the sound source being
placed at one end, the Rayleigh disc in the
centre, and the microphone under measurement at the far end, the spacings usually a
quarter of awavelength. Overall accuracy at
medium frequencies is of the order of a few
tenths of a dB, but it is time consuming,
taking about 20 to 30mins per measurement.
Thus, if the microphone or loudspeaker
sensitivity being measured exhibited more
than very minor variations in sensitivity, it
could take upwards of a week to plot the
response curve of a single unit! However,
having calibrated, say, a primary microphone, this could then be used as a
secondary standard for comparing other
microphones. Again, one is faced with the
problem of providing a soundfield in which
the intensity is independent of frequency.
At that time, close- coupled reciprocity
measurements were just coming into being,
and whilst it was possible to calibrate standard capacitor microphones, of which the
Western Electric 640 series were accepted by
the Bureau of Standards and the NPL as
calibration standards, it was very difficult, if
not impossible, to calibrate crystal or
magnetic types of microphone by this
method because of varying ( and unknown)
acoustic impedances presented by the test
microphone in the closed coupler. Additionally, the dimensional limits of the coupler had to be accurately known, and with
finite couplers presented an upper frequency
limit of 1-2kHz unless the coupler was filled
with hydrogen. Thus, by 1948-49 all microphone measurements were effectively
pressure measurements and the question of
free-field calibration microphones was carefully brushed aside.
With the introduction of a suitable capacitor microphone mentioned above, it became
theoretically possible to produce a soundfield in which the pressure was independent
of frequency by using the microphone as a
pressure sensing device and controlling the
gain of the amplifier feeding the loudspeaker. This was developed commercially
by Bruel & Kjaer, and the system has now
become an almost world-wide standard.
However, there are limits: entirely apart
from the interference presented by the mic111-F1 NEWS éSz RECORD REVIEW
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rophone at high frequencies, there is an
obvious maximum range of AGC that can be
usefully obtained, and to be successful the
speaker sensitivity with frequency should
not vary by more than a few dB — certainly
not more than ± 10dB relative to the standard level. In 1948 this was a difficult problem at low frequencies and almost insuperable at frequencies above a few kHz. At that
time Iwas using a piezo-electric radiator
consisting of a block of Ammonium Dihydrogen Phosphate ( ADP) as a sound source.
This was smooth from 3kHz to about 28kHz,
but the efficiency was disappointing.
It became apparent that in order to obtain
a smooth soundfield, the radiator must be
driven with equal force over the whole of its
area; thus a standard moving- coil or crystal
drive unit was completely out of court
because of the various resonances associated with the physical dimensions of the
diaphragm. This left either electrostatic or

electro dynamic systems in which the force
was applied equally over the whole of the
diaphragm area. The electrostatic has a
number of attractive features: in theory if it
operates at a true constant charge it is
distortionless; the radiator could be made of
one of the very thin plastic materials in
which the mass reactance compared with
the air loading is of a very small order. In
practice, however, a number of difficulties
became apparent: to obtain a reasonable
power output the potential gradient had to
be high, almost at ionising point; the electrical impedance, which is largely acapacitative reactance, made the matching transformer design difficult, with a turns ratio of
several hundred-to- one necessary; and the

On paper, the electro dynamic system
presented a number of advantages. It was a
low impedance device both mechanically
and electrically. No external polarising
source was required, and in theory, because
the moving conductor was the radiator the
efficiency should be high.
The first Ribbon unit I made used a
Magnetron magnet to provide the polarising
field. At that time they were in plentiful
supply ( Government surplus) costing about
10/- each. This was a purely uneconomic
price because they weighed several pounds,
and the basic magnet price for Ticonal in
those days was 5p ;ye. ounce! Despite the
fact that they were the wrong shape and the
wrong size it was possible to get a sensibly
constant field of about 5kilogauss over agap
3
/
8in, wide x 2in. long. A number of units
were made up using a horn approximately
12in. long with acut-off at 700Hz. The overall
frequency response was extremely gratifying. It was flat and smooth to beyond 25kHz —
how much above was impossible to check
because our microphones started rolling off
at frequencies slightly above 30kHz. Transient response appeared to be good within
the limitations of the measuring equipment,
but the most important thing was that one
now had asound source which was infinitely
better than the microphones we were
attempting to measure. A number of units
were built with various sized ribbons, it
being my hope, ultimately, to provide awide
range system from, say, 50Hz upwards.
Possible, but it still remains a pious hope!
About that time, Gilbert Briggs brought
out his Super Ill Tweeter and he forwarded
me some samples to check for him.
Although as far as tweeters went it was
good, Iwas unhappy with the upper high
frequency response. Itherefore cemented a
small aluminium dome directly on to the
voice- coil assembly, which improved it
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problems of obtainirg a low distributive
capacitance and an extremely low leakage
inductance are formidable. Other minor difficulties presented themselves: the polarising electrodes had to be acoustically transparent and infinitely rigid at one and the
same time, and after several months of
experimental work the project was abandoned. In view of Peter Walker's very successful wide- range electrostatic loudspeakers, though, perhaps Ishould have pursued
the problem further!
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"the TORLYTE platform is
the clear first choice
offering the most relaxed
and encouraging listening".
HiFi NEWS, August 1984

THE GARROTT BROTHERS work on the Decca
cartridge is known well enough — especially since
the advent of the Garrott Micro- Scanner stylus.
What is not sufficiently well known is that the sort
of improvement wrought upon the Decca by
Garrotts can also be enjoyed with most other MC
and MM cartridges.
Some recent quotes from client's letters:
"I find that the Micro-Scanner has produced a
major improvement in asystem that was pretty
good before"
SUPEX 901

It is now an undisputed
fact that turntables ( and amplifiers) work best
when mounted on light rigid surfaces isolated from the adverse effects
of heavy tables or cabinets.
TORLYTE is QED's solution to the problem as it is both incredibly light
and extremely rigid. It also has avery low Q so it will not alter the
frequency response of the turntable.
TORLYTE isolating platforms are available in three sizes, all fitted with
four adjustable point supports which act as an effective low frequency
filter and easy levelling method.
Price £ 35.00
There are three sizes available:
TP1 400 x340 x20mm finished in graphite grey
TP2 445 x350 x20mm finished in black ( LINN / REGA size)
TP3 480 x370 x20mm finished in black ( P.T. size)
Made in England
QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
UNIT 12, ASHFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. SHIELD ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDX TW15 1AU

QED
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"I have amuch improved bass output, and avery
detailed sound. Ican actually hear sounds on old
records that Inever noticed before"
SUPEX 900

"What can Isay more than SUPERB! Beautiful
clarity, almost total silence from record surface,
and perfect tracking ability"
GOLDRING 910

"The Micro- Scanner is quite distinctive in the
beauty of clarity and spaciousness that it gives the
reproduction"
DENON, KOETSU, SUPEX

Full details from:
THE PARABOLIC STYLUS CO,
P.O. Box 38,
TORQUAY TQ1 1BW.
Tel: 0803-26791
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somewhat, and the unit then went into
production. However, Itold Gilbert that it
bore no resemblance to ahigh fidelity tweeter such as my ribbon, which at that time,
although primarily developed as a measuring tool, was in use at home as part of the
domestic hi-fi equipment. To this end Ihad
fitted two horns, one facing forward and the
other backward into the corner of the room,
which gave a very nice overall distribution.
Gilbert was intrigued and suggested that I
take the sample up to Bradford and if
practical he would put it into production and
we would share the proceeds. Ipacked the
unit in acardboard container, took the train
to Bradford, was met by Gilbert and went
over to his factory at Idle. With a flourish I
pulled the loudspeaker out of the carton ...
but unfortunately I had forgotten a fundamental law of physics, and in pulling the
loudspeaker out of the carton Icreated a
partial vacuum at the back end which effectively sucked the ribbon not only out of the
gap but from its supports! Gilbert was
sympathetic, but said that such flimsy toys
were not for honest Yorkshiremen to produce and there the matter rested.
In 1954 Iconcluded that the overall performance requirements for high fidelity
equipment were such that there were both
technical and commercial requirements for a
good high frequency loudspeaker, the basic
parameters being a smooth high frequency
response with atotal deviation not exceeding ± 2dB from 3-20kHz, atransient response
in which the rise-time was better than 30ps,
negligible overshoot and power handling
capacity of 10watts. By power handling
capacity I mean an ability to handle the
speech and music power from an amplifier
of 10watts continuous rating. This would
give maximum levels of 15watts for short
periods of time. This particular type of
specification is necessary because of the
extremely low thermal capacity of the ribbon. With these parameters in mind, the
design falls into a number of basic components: horn, ribbon, magnet, transformer,
and filter network. It is generally acknowledged that over a relatively restricted frequency range a horn- loaded drive unit will
give a higher overall efficiency than adirect
radiator. Also, within limits, it is possible to
get avery much better acoustic impedance
match between the driving source, that is,
the diaphragm, and the load. This fact has
been known empirically for several millenia,
as evinced by all wind instruments in which
the end of the tube has been flared. It is,
however, only within the last few decades
that the principles of horn design have been
seriously investigated.
In order to obtain the best impedance
match near cut-off frequency Idecided to use
a catenoidal horn. The throat was
0.375x2.25in., this being determined by the
ribbon dimensions. Then there was the
question of the exact horn contour: the
original mouth dimensions had been set at a
maximum width of 4in. in the horizontal
plane in order to get optimum high frequency distribution, but it will be remembered that in 1954, before stereo, the majority of loudspeakers were placed in the corner
of a room, and a total polar bandwidth of
approximately 90° was usually aimed at up
to frequencies of the order of 12 or 14kHz.
Using these parameters, awidth of 4in. was
about optimum. The question of the height
of the horn was automatically determined by
the total mouth area. In the original design
the length of the horn was made 3.75in. and
the projected mouth area was then about
24in. 2.A number of curves were then tried to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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get the optimum flare in both the vertical and
horizontal directions. During those drawing
board exercises it soon became apparent
that if the length of the horn were to be
slightly increased, and the height-to-width
ratio of the mouth made 2:1, the rates of
flare in both the lateral and horizontal directions were sections of a circle within the
limits of 2%. That discovery was very important, because in tool-making it is possible to
generate straight lines or radii to very close
tolerances on standard milling machines,
but where a curve of any other shape is
required the tool has to be filed by hand
against a template which has previously
been cut by hand, and this is adifficult and
costly operation. In the case of horns of
circular cross-section it is somewhat easier,
because once the template has been made
the horn can be turned on a copying lathe;
but for rectangular horns the die sinking
must inevitably be done by alinear process.
The final dimensions of the horn were
overall length 4.125in., mouth 8x4in., throat
2.25x0.375in. The vertical walls were 5.4in.
radius, and the horizontal walls 8in. radius.
All of the foregoing philosophy is good for
the soul, but there is the practical problem of
'does it work?', followed immediately by
'how do we measure it?'. Isolved the latter
problem first by adopting the ' Standing
Wave' method of measuring impedance in
transmission lines ( particularly wave
guides). Fig.10 shows the principle, and
fig.11 is aphotograph of the equipment. The
rectangular tube is the same cross-section as
the horn throat ( the horn under test is shown
on the left of the photograph) and is driven
by apressure drive unit ( actually aWE 666)
via the curved section, which is filled with
glass-fibre to give the correct acoustic generator impedance. The sound pressure is measured by aprobe tube microphone ( the small
cylinder on the right). The tube ( Olin. bore)
extends the full length of the transmission
line, the distance of the tube from the end
(where the load, in this case, the horn) can be
measured on the scale on the right of the
instrument, and the voltage generated by the
microphone is directly related to sound
pressure at the end of the probe tube and
thus the pressure in the transmission line at
that point in space. From the equation of
fig.10, mod.z, phase 0 can be determined at
all relevant frequencies, and the soundness
(or otherwise) of the design proved. Fortunately, my prognostications on horn theory
were correct.
Primarily, the ribbon dimensions are
determined by the amount of power it will
absorb before melting. The maximum width
of the ribbon is determined by the linearity of
the magnetic field in which it is situated.
Thus, if the field is non-linear — that is, the
flux density is less at the centre than at the
edges — when acurrent passes through the
ribbon the velocity at the edge will be
proportionally greater than that at the centre,
and in time the ribbon will crack down the
centre line. In this design, the width of the
ribbon is 0.312in. The length of the ribbon is
determined by the total radiating area
required, and is in fact 2.25in. In theory, the
thickness should be determined by the total
mass of the ribbon as dictated by acoustic
requirements; in practice, some compromise can be allowed and the ribbon thickness
is determined by the required cross-sectional area required to carry the current at
the maximum rated input. The thickness
used is 2.5microns, that is %thou, giving a
static mass of 3.75mg.
A variety of materials were used, the initial
foil being of pure aluminium produced by

beating in exactly the same way as gold leaf.
It is stable and consistent, and providing that
it is not overheated the corrugations remain
indefinitely. It is basically a ' limp' material
and because of this, parasitic vibrational
modes are few. However, during the beating
process large thin crystals of aluminium are
produced which sometimes flake off. These
crystals can be seen during the corrugating
process and the sample scrapped at that
stage. The pure aluminium foil suffers from
the disadvantage that because it is limp it
has to be supported at the mid- point, usually
by two blobs of silicon grease, these having
no effect on the performance but acting as a
good mechanical support during transit and
in subsequent mechanical shocks.
The magnet system consisted of two
Ticonal magnets, 1.75x1.75x0.75in., giving a
flux density of 0.5Tesla in the gap.
The net result of all the above verbiage
was the RLS/1 loudspeaker which went into
production in late 1954, and made its debut
at the BSRA Convention in May 1955. It sold
for 12 guineas and, although Isay it myself, it
was a modest success.
In the light of production experience, I
retooled it in 1959, and it was sold as the Mk11
Ribbon, the major difference being in the
magnet layout, which enabled me to ' pot'
them in a cast box, and the unit took its

Fig. 12 Mkii/DK30 Ribbon US

Fig. 13 Acoustic Lens

present shape ( now the Decca DK30).
The early 1960s saw an upward trend in
amplifier output, and it was decided to
increase the power rating to 30watts. This
meant increasing the ribbon thickness to
handle the extra current, and concomitantly,
the ribbon mass! One good spin-off was that
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Koss Stereophones. The Professional Performers.
Koss invented the very first
stereophone back in 1958.
Since then we've been contin
ually improving our products.
Take our versatile Porta Pro
for example. Weighing only
2.5 ounces it features an Jtrathin state of the art acoustical
diaphragm that offers a
frequency response range of
15-25,000 Hz.

Porta
Pro

So wherever you go or whatever you do, the Porta Pro can
travel with you. A movable
feast in music.
For more information
contact Koss ( UK) Ltd., Unit 4,
Tavistock Industrial Estate,
Ruscombe, Nr Twyford,
Berks. Tel: ( 0734) 343621.

COMPLEAT RECORDIST
E-1
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Ton Faulkner's
column for the ta e
recorder enthusiast

M

Y FIRST DUTY is to
apologise to readers for
the non-appearance of
this column in the recent past due
to pressure of work. Your interest
in live recording and this series in
particular has turned out to be
much greater than I expected,
with a regular mailbag of intelligent questions and comments.
My commercial recording schedule in the last six months has
consumed a lot of time, petrol
and blank tape, including projects
with several orchestras/ensembles often just as well known by
their initials as by their full titles,
so as peace offerings to HFN/RR
reader- recordists I propose to
send some prizes for correct solui.ons to these sets of initials:
ASMFCE, BPO, BP0 ( a second
more difficult one), COE, ECO,
ENO, RPO and VPO. Ishall send
six top-quality high- bias C90
audio cassettes to each of the
first six correct replies.

Amateur awards
In November at Mullard House in
London the awards presentation
of the British Amateur Tape
Recording Contest took place,
where I was privileged to be
invited to hand over the hardearned prizes. As usual, standards were very high, especially
in terms of imagination rather
than simply technical expertise,
and it was pleasing to see many
manufacturers taking an active

interest in live recording by offering cups, shields and valuable
prizes. On behalf of us all Ishould
like to thank Agfa-Gevaert,
Ampex, BASF, Emitape, Grundig,
3M, Memorex, ReVox, Rogers
Swisstone, Tandberg and TDK for
all their generous support, without which the BATRC could not
function. The Tape of the Year,
which received the Emitape Challenge Cup was ' A Bovine Birth' by
Simon Elliott from Gosforth
reporting blow by blow the birth
of acalf, followed by an interview
with the farmer. A new award,
the John Bradley Trophy was
awarded to Alan Wilding of the
Shropshire Talking Newspaper
for ' Blists Hill Museum by Gaslight' and was presented by John
Bradley's widow Peggy. JB was
president of the FBTRC for some
years and his hard work will be
long remembered.
Other awards went to Peter
Bastin, R Bawn, P Wright, David
Holland, R Rix, A Knupffer, Link
Line from John Beddoes School,
Andrew Millar, John Rattle,
Richard Savage and Heather
Myers. My own personal
favourite was 'The Lusitania' by
Quarryhill Primary School, which
was a graphic portrayal in sound
of the sinking of the ' Lusitania'.

Cable differences
If you were to take most professional recordists to one side and
tell them that one kind of microphone cable would sound different from another 1suspect you
would either see their eyebrows
rise beneath their hairline, or else
get branded as a hi-fi freak. Differences between interconnect- "
ing cables in sophisticated '
audiophile systems are generally ¡
accepted these days, particularly ,
among wealthier enthusiasts
there are many quasi-technical

the ah' foil could be produced by rolling, and
gave a more consistent product with consequentially better quality control; the negative part was the increased mass to about
10mg. This required an increase in gap flux
to 0.65Tesla and a redesign of the magnet
system, now using columnar magnets.
Isold the manufacturing rights to Decca in
1964. The first product made by them was
the upgraded Mk11 noted above, renam ad the
DK30, see fig.12. At the instigation of Arthur
Haddy, who was unhappy about the horizontal polar distribution when used as a stereo
pair, Iproduced the 'Acoustic Lens', which at
15kHz increased the horizontal distribution
from 80° to 150°, see fig.13.
With the experience gained in the production of the DK30, Ifound that with asuitable
horn it was a viable proposition dcwn to
1kHz. The problem was, what kind 0 horn?
In collaboration with Jim Davies, we produced ahorn which started with ahyperbolic
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explanations expounded by
salesmen but it is undeniable that
the overall clarity of a system is
often improved by the use of
good cables. In the professional
recording world, microphone
cables are seldom chosen for
sound-quality, matters such as
effective screening, robustness
and flexibility are considered of
prime importance, which indeed
they are. In July Itook delivery of
some samples of the new LongCrystal Oxygen- free cable handled by the Dutch engineer van
den Hul and Iam sad to report to
sound recordists that microphone cables can and do sound
different. The difference is not as
great as substituting atop quality
mic like a Schoeps, B&K or
Sanken for a ' cooking' microphone like a U87 or C451, but
the improvement in clarity would
still normally be audible even
after one to two glasses of wine!
The cable is not cheap, especially
when cable- purchase is usually
regarded as a once- and-for- all
capital investment, but it is
definitely worth trying. To avoid a
mailbag of letters asking where
to get the van den Hul line the
address of the British agent is:
Automation Sciences Company,
5B Eton Avenue, London, NW3.
Tel: 01-435 8210. Ihave used the
LCOFC cable for 14 albums so far
and have noticed no problems as
yet, except for the extra transparency exposing further the suspect high-frequency quality of
some microphones.
One project where fused the
new vdH mic lines was with Jack
Renner of Telarc Records who
was recently in London's Walthamstow Town Hall recording the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Results were excellent, with the
album to be released relatively
soon ( Tchaikovsky 5th Symphony conducted by Andre Pre-

vin) — the sound balance was
recorded onto Sony PCM1610
(my own one, with some modifications to sweeten the reproduction) and Telarc's normal
standard Soundstream digital
recorder in parallel. Comparisons
between the systems were very
interesting, and further listening
will be done in more favourable
acoustic surroundings to confirm
that a well cared- for Sony
PCM1610 is capable of splendid
results. In the absence of aBritish
Soundstream Agent, the S- S
equipment had to be supplied by
Sonopress of West Germany —
unfortunately somebody's efforts
to reduce costs along the way
resulted in the machine arriving
by Express Dairy deep-frozen
refrigerated 40ton articulated
truck requiring handling with
insulated gloves to avoid frostbite and 36 hours to reach roomtemperature. The problem was
compounded by Telarc's freight
agent, turning up too late with
the tape stock shipped from the
US. Such are the thrills and spills
of recording for a living — and
when you next read a record
review remarking upon some
esoteric niceties and subtleties,
do not forget the crises and hard
work which have got the show on
the road at all, let alone up to the
standards we all expect.

1
o

Central Recording
Services

In my last article (HFN/RR
October) Imentioned an excellent little mixer marketed by a
company called CRS, but neglected to include an address for
the manufacturer, which is as
follows: Central Recording Services, 17 Roy Close, Narborough,
Leicester LE9 5DN. Several readers wrote in for this address, so I
thought it worthwhile including
here.

expansion at the throat, then merged into a
tractrix form at the mouth. This had the
advantage of very tight coupling to the
diaphragm at frequencies around cut-off
(1kHz), while at high frequencies the horizontal distribution was almost circular, thus
eliminating the need for an acoustic lens. In
order to obtain both the correct horn contour mi
and acoustic loading, it was necessary to fit a
vertical 'wedge' to the system. It was provisionally tooled in 1968, and went into
production under the name of ' London Ribbon' a few years later. Fig.14 shows my
original prototype. Iunderstand that Decca
Special Products, who marketed the ribbon
units, have been taken over but are still
producing them.
It is a sobering thought that the basic
design, owing much to EMI and Peter Walker, has remained virtually unchanged for 30
years, and can still outperform the majority
of modern tweeters.+
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NAD 3020 Amnlifter
"One of the fine amplifiers of our time. Certainly its distortion,
noise and other electrical characteristics
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STEREO REVIEW October 1982

"To my knowledge the 3020 has no competitor
at cinvwhere near the nrice and mn
be strongly recommended"
HI-FI ANSWERS June 1982

NAD 3020A Amplifier
"Designed by Erik Edvardsen to sound good —
above all other requirements — they achieve this aim
by a margin that borders on embarrassing
in comparison with most of the competition"
HI-FI NEWS September 1983

"They dominate the budget amplifier market —
and rightly SO"
STEREO THE MAGAZINE October 1983

"Sets the standard for budget amplifiers to beat"
HI-FI NOW March 1984

NAD 3020B Amplifier
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Incfedibly, we've made it better.
NAD

THE MOST ACCLAIMED HI-FI IN THE WORLD
To: NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737. Please send me literature on the full NAD range.
Name

Address

Three AR systems worth over £ 2000 to be won in HFN/RR's three-part trial of enthusiast knowledge

The AR Prize Systems
All three systems are based on AR's P35 integrated amplifier, and the
FBA Award-winning AR turntable and arm. The first prize combines
these components with the new AR3OB loudspeakers and Goldring's
top Electro IILZb moving-coil cartridge, to give a system worth over
£900.
Second prize substitutes tne AR2OB loudspeakers and the high
output Goldring Electro Il m-c cartridge, to give a £750 system.
Third prize combines the AR amplifier and turntable with AR19B
loudspeakers, a system worth around £550.
Twenty-five runners-up will receive a classical or rock LP, while
everyone who enters will have the opportunity to obtain a free AR
tonearm. Send us by February 28, 1985 the three coupons from the
December, January and February issues of HFN/FR with me
warranty card from a piece of AR equipment that you have
purchased, and AR will send you a tonearm absolutely free.
The purchase must have been on or after November 16, 1984, the
publication date of the December issue, and the offer is limited
to the first hundred claimants and to one tonearm per claimant.

What you have to do to win
The Audiophile Competition is running in three consecutive issues of
HFN/RR, with the first part appearing in the December ' 84 issue. In
January we tested your musical knowledge, with achoice of classical
or non-classical questions. For the final part of the ' Ultimate
Challenge', there are just five questions to stretch your hi-fi
knowledge to the full.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Entries must include answers to the questions in all three parts of
the competition ( back numbers are available from HFN/RR's Croydon
address). But don't be put off from entering if you haven't answered
all the questions — no-one scored 100% in 1984. In the unlikely event
of atie, we will decide the winner on the basis of the wittiest caption
supplied for the photograph on p44.

The rules
1. Entries will only be valid if they include answers to questions in all
three parts of the competition.
2. Entries must be accompanied by the coupons published in the
December ' 84, January and February '85 issues of HFN/RR.
3. Only one entry will be allowed per person.
4. Closing date will be second post, Friday, February 28, 1985.
5. Entrants must not object to their name being made public in the
event of winning.
6. The winners of the three AR systems must be prepared to collect
the prizes in person.
7. Employees of Link House Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd and Teledyne
Acoustic Research, and their relatives, are not eligible to enter.
8. The result will be announced in the May 1985 issue of HFN/RR.
9. The decision of the judges will be final and correspondence will
not be entered into.

The questions follow overleaf
43

The questions
1. The amplifiers on this month's cover have become alittle confused. Which picture belongs to what amplifier? ( Start at the top and work
left to right, line by line.)
2. The sensitivity of aloudspeaker is specified as the sound pressure level given at 1metre for an input of 1watt. Put the following models
in order of their sensitivity: AR19B, AR20B, Lowther Ambassador, B&W DM110, LS3/5A, Stax ELS-F81, Magnepan SMGa.
3. It is recommended that adiamond stylus be changed after 1000 hours of use. To the nearest 100m, how far will that stylus have
travelled in the grooves of your LP collection?
4. 1984 was the year in which BASF celebrated 50 years of recording on 1
/ in, plastic- based tape. Which company produced the first
4
commercially- marketed open- reel tape recorder to use that tape, and in which year?
5. Despite much talk recently about solid-state memories to store musical information, two of the main playback media are based on
revolving discs. What are the approximate rates of revolution, in rpm, at inner and outer edges, of a) aconventional LP? b) a12in. single?
and c) aCompact Disc?
6. Digital recording is supposed to be alow distortion process but, unfortunately, aSony PCM-F1 processor developed afault so that the
signal became very distorted after the input anti-aliasing filter. If the input is a15kHz sinewave, give two additional frequencies that will
appear in the reconstructed audio output.

I THE 1985 AUDIOPHILE
COMPETITION
COUPON - February 1985

Tiebreaker
Stanley Kelly used the picture of amonkey
studying ahuman skull as the title picture for
his articles on low inertia loudspeakers this
and last month. Supply ahumorous caption
no longer than 20 words. ( Our Art Editor
came up with '
Sic gloria monkey', but we're
sure you can do better.)

Name:
Address:
Don't forget
Remember to send in your answers to
the questions to all three parts of the
competition with the coupons. Good Luck!
G I00AMS

MONOPHONIC

VALVE

AMPLIFIER

A Sound Out
of the Black.

G60 S INTEGRATED

STEREO

VALVE AMPLIFIER

The Latest
Advance in
Sound.

es igned
Dand

developed to
produce unrivalled
sonic performance, the G 100AMS gives excellent transient response times,
low distortion and minimal phase shift characteristics within the audio pass
band.
Detailed attention has been given to the design and production of the output
transformer to achieve high primary inductance and low leakage figures. By
this means, low frequency stability is achieved with moderate overall negative
feedback, giving atight controlled Bass response. and aclear, well defined
mid and upper register.
Innovations to optimise performance include Optional Power Monitoring
and a new biasing arrangement, controlled by integrated circuits, to
accurately determine the bias required at the output stage whatever the age
of the valves. Hand built quality and reliability are exactly what you would
expect, and of course, all our equipment carries a ' no quibble' two year
guarantee to prove it. For further information on the C, I
00AMS and alist of
our agents please contact us.
II Grant Amplifiers Limited,
The Sanderson Centre, Lees Lane,4 _
_
_
Gosport, Hampshire. PO I
23UL
Designed to Sound Better.
Tel (0705) 523832 Telex 869326
Overseas Enquiries Welcome
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Ainto the ' All Valve'
ffordable entry

league is now within
reach. Designed and
perfected to integrate
Stereo Valve and Pre- Power Amplifiers, the G6OS has exceptional sonic
performance, rivalling that of the best separate combinations.
High Importance has been given to achieving very low distortion, with
particular attention being given to the design of the output transformers.
Innovations to optimise performance include a new biasing arrangement
controlled by integrated circuits. with Hi- Lo LEDS to precisely indicate the
correct bias.
Hand built quality and reliability are exactly what you would expect, and
of course, all our equipment carries a ' no quibble' two year guarantee to
prove it. For further information on the G6OS and alist of our agents please
contact us.
Grant Amplifiers Limited,
The Sanderson Centre, Lees Lane.
Gosport, Hampshire. PO I
23UL
Tel (0705) 523832 Telex 869326
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Designed to Sound Better
Overseas Enquiries Welcome
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Martin Colloms reviews models from
AR, lnfi nit , Mordaunt-Short, Son Pg Toshiba

T

HE HFN/RR HI- F1 SHOW at the Heathrow Penta Hotel last
September revealed an interesting batch of new
loudspeakers. This month we are looking at models from
Acoustic Research, Infinity and Mordaunt-Short which
made their debuts at the show, as well as aUK- manufactured model
from Toshiba and anew, flat diaphragm speaker from Sony. Reviews
of the major ranges introduced by Wharfedale and Celestion will
follow in the next couple of months. We decided not to place size or
price constraints on the models chosen for review, so the reviews are
not strictly comparable. Each model was examined on its own
merits, but judgements of subjective and engineering merits were
referenced, as usual, to established standards at the appropriate
level.
,
Over the last few years, loudspeakers providing abasic, solid hi-fi
performance have become progressively cheaper. A top 1985 model
in the £95-£115 category is comparable with a1980 loudspeaker that
might have cost as much as £ 150 In real terms, this represents a
halving in price. This basic type is acompetent 2-way with a
160-200mm bass/mid driver and a 19-25mm soft- dome tweeter. So
'basic' is this format that, with one exception, all the models in this
report conform to the genotype.
Standards for loudspeakers are very high in 1985, and asecondrate model will just not be competitive. There are anumber of
inexpensive UK models which have established ahigh level of
performance — the B&W DM110, Heybrook HB1, and KEF Coda Ill, to
name but three. In addition to asolid subjective performance and
generally good appearance, these models offer ausefully high
88-90dB/VV sensitivity, based on 8ohms, and asensible bass loading,
as well as agenerous power handling of the order of 50-100W/
channel peak program.
This is the background against which the performance of this
review group has been assessed. Regarding the actual test
conditions, all the models were used on rigid, sand- filled stands,
42cm high and floor- spiked. Generally they were positioned in free
space, apart from the models where aposition nearer awall was
more appropriate. The amplifier was the new Mission Cyrus 2, fed
from Yamaha CD and Heybrook TT2/Rega RB300/Denon DL103 disc
sources. Both classical and rock program were used.
It was not possible to measure the speakers in an anechoic
chamber, so both close on- axis and space- integrated 1/
3octave
in- room measurements were substituted, with LF roll- off and
sensitivity assessed. The impedance modulus curve, which shows
the potential load the speaker will impose on an amplifier, was
obtained with aswept sinewave. While excitation by just one
frequency at atime does not reveal aloudspeaker's full current
demand when reproducing musical transients, which can be
regarded as consisting of many frequencies simultaneously, it
nonetheless shows on arelative basis the degree of that loading.

appearance to the box. The front mitring is to an excellent standard,
aided by the flexibility of the walnut colour, woodgrain vinyl finish,
and the thin black grille stands slightly proud of the box, providing
only asmall degree of acoustic obstruction.
Two drive units are used, both of AR design. Their new 25mm
dome tweeter is asoft polyamide plastic foil type, with the dome
recessed in ashort horn. A 125mm cone unit, with a170mm pressed
steel frame, is used for bass/midrange. The cone profile is straightsided, and the material is athick, rigid pulp, heavily impregnated
with adamping compound. The crossover point is at 3kHz, and the
filter network is of good commercial quality, giving second- order,
12dB/octave, roll- offs overall. 4mm socket/binding posts are used for
signal connection.
A combination of chipboard and MDF material is used for the
enclosure, with an MDF front baffle, and the wall thickness of up to
20mm renders the panels relatively non- resonant. The 9.51 interior
volume is damped with synthetic wadding. Sealed- box loaded ( the
so-called ' infinite baffle'), the drivers are firmly fixed with screws,
thereby avoiding the use of ' T- nuts' which, in my experience, can
tend to work loose.

Test results
System resonance was noted at 85Hz, which restricts the welldamped bass response to - 6dB at 58Hz, which is average for the size.
Sensitivity is alittle below average at 86dB/VV, and in conjunction
with the 75W maximum input indicates amaximum 100dBA spi in an
average room for apair . A minimum amplifier power of 25W/channel
is recommended.
On- axis, the 19B met ± 3dB limits in 1/
3octave bands from 80Hz to
20kHz ( the 250Hz dip is aroom effect). Within fairly tight limits, the
response was nonetheless abit lumpy, with anoticeable loss in the
2-7kHz range, leaving the treble register atrifle prominent as a
plateau centred on 12.5kHz. A hint of mid prominence, from 400Hz to
1kHz, was also suggested.
Turning to the computer- averaged 1/
3octave room response, this,
ideally, should be pretty flat from 25Hz to 5kHz and then roll- off
gently above that frequency. Unfortunately, the 19B response didn't
seem that well- integrated, the low bass being suppressed by around
Bs 1/3
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Acoustic Research AR19B
Designed by AR's Stephen Goldstein in their Norwood,
Massachusetts, laboratories, the £ 120 AR19B is manufactured in
their UK plant in Dunstable. The first of anew generation of
compacts from this company, it has a ' new' look whereby the front
edges of the cabinet have been strongly radiused to match the AR
turntable. This gives asofter, yet at the same time more solid,
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5dB, which will not be brought up by wall proximity, and the
midrange being prominent around 800Hz. The mid/bass integration
was better than suggested by the axial trace, but ideally the upper
treble should not have maintained its uniformity to such ahigh
frequency. In my room, the response should be 4-6dB down at 12kHz
but the AR19B is almost flat to 12kHz ref. 2kHz.
The impedance modulus dips to aminimum of 5.5ohms, which
slightly compromises an 8ohm specification, but it should be fairly
easy to drive.
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Sound quality
Auditioned both in free space and near the wall, the 19B displayed an
essentially ' civilised' and smooth sound quality. Levels of coloration
were moderate, mainly involving amild ' cardboard' nasality in the
upper bass, with some 'cone' sound on midrange vocals, while there
was asubdued sibilant or' whistley' effect in the upper treble.
I
thought the bass to be too dry, an effect of the rounded but still
prominent midrange, but the midband overall was often too ' sweet'
— not open or airy enough.
Stereo imagery was well-focused, but relatively flat. Recorded
acoustic information and ambience were not clearly reproduced,
although frontal image detail was pretty good.

The crossover is of good quality, essentially 12dB/octave, and
electrical connection is made via 4mm socket/binding posts. The
enclosure is solidly constructed from MDF and chipboard, with
mainly a20mm wall thickness, and adense fibre filling is used to
absorb internal standing-wave modes.

Test results
Sensitivity was alittle higher than the 19B at 87dBNV. The impedance
curve showed adip to 5.5ohms at 200Hz, but the 20B is still a
relatively easy load for the amplifier, only slightly departing from the
8ohm standard. Note the moderate impedance rise in the midband,
due to the low series inductance brought about by the ' soft' filtering
B. 1/3 OCT
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Conclusion
The AR19I3 gives apleasant enough sound, with abland, 'easy'
quality. Rather too much depth and excitement were missing for my
taste, and the bass didn't sound either full or extended. Technically,
the performance is average and the overall conclusion must be that
this is an average product at an average price. However, it could suit
some systems, particularly those with a ' metallic' sounding cartridge
and excessive room- induced bass, and should therefore be given
some consideration.

dB
/01V

Acoustic Research AR2OB
This new model from AR is a2- way design of around 15Iitres internal
volume. Finished in amedium walnut vinyl covering, it has softened
lines brought about, as with the smaller 19B, by the slim grille and
the strongly rounded profile of the cabinet front.
The 170mm bass/mid unit of the 196 is increased to 205mm for the
20B, and the straight-sided paper pulp cone has aspecial
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construction at the coil former/cone join to modify the response. The
cone is fabricated from sheet, heavily impregnated in order to damp
resonances, with aglued seam sealed by astrip of adhesive tape on
the back of the cone. The half- roll surround is made from
polyurethane foam, with an extra damping ring. The pressed steel
frame could have been better shaped, alarge, potentially resonant,
weak area being noted in the magnet region. Again, anew 25mm
soft dome tweeter is fitted.
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used on the bass/mid unit.
Recommended minimum input power is 20W, and amaximum
undistorted input of 100W was found to be permissible, giving a
fairly loud 102dBA level in aroom. On- axis, ± 3dB limits sufficed for a
60Hz-20kHz response, with the trend pretty smooth and wellcontrolled, though amild, midrange plateau was apparent from
500Hz to 1kHz. The sealed- box resonance was at 75Hz, giving a - 6dB
point at 50Hz, rolling off alittle early with the bass over- damped.
The computer- averaged room response shows the 20B's midband
prominence developing as an obvious aberration. The bass is
relatively depressed, though if the midband level had been less
prominent, it would have been in proportion with greater effective LF
extension. The treble range was pretty smooth and well- integrated.

Sound quality

p
Cis

The 20B showed better power handling than the smaller 19B, but
was marred by agreater level of coloration, there being almost a
'bark' in the midband that was apparently due to the straight- sided
cone. Some ' boxiness' and prominence in the mid register were also
present, while overall the balance sounded ' withdrawn', as well as
lacking presence and ' air'.
Low frequencies were depressed, the lower register not being
'filled out' sufficiently, and while the treble was basically quite even,
some ' graininess' was audible. Clarity was judged to be average, but
the stereo focus was none too sharp and image depth was restricted.
Dynamics were restricted and although the end result was
inoffensive, it was also uninvolving.

chipboard. Electrical connection is via inexpensive spring
connectors.

Test results
System resonance is high at 90Hz, this partially due to the low bass
driver compliance. However, the highish (1of the bass alignment
helps to lift the bass output, resulting in a - 6dB point at 60Hz.
Apparent sensitivity was below average at 86.5dB/W, and the true
value is in fact lower still, due to the less-than-8ohm impedance.
With a4ohm minimum at 200Hz, this speaker is anominal 6ohm
model, but should not be too difficult to drive. Maximum power
handling is 75W, so apair should give maximum spis in the order of
100dBA. Minimum amplifier power is 25W.
On- axis, the RS10B meets ± 3dB limits from 80Hz to 18kHz, but
within these limits the response was not very even. The bass was
lumpy around 100-150Hz, while the treble had arising tendency, with
Bs 1/3
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Conclusion
At its suggested selling price of around £ 150/pair, the 20B is not
inspiring. Tonally, its midband dominance lends athickened
character to the sound, and there is also some midrange coloration
present. Overall, the performance is average, but taken in
conjunction with the above- average price, this speaker cannot be
recommended. It certainly should not be written off, but rather is a
run-of-the-mill product.

Infinity RS 10B
Designed in the USA, the European Infinity models use American
drive- units and are assembled at the Peerless factory in Denmark,
Peerless being part of the Infinity group. The £95 RS10B is the least
expensive model in their current range and comprises aminiature
2-way sealed box of about 8litres internal volume. The enclosure is
fitted with arather thick, unrebated grille, and this is best discarded
for serious listening as it was found to produce noticeable diffraction
effects in the mid treble.
The bass/mid drive unit is constructed on a170mm steel frame,
and amodest magnet is used. The cone is made from translucent
white polypropylene, flared to aclassic profile. Presumably this is
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due to the influence exerted by ex- BBC engineer David Stebbings
when he was employed at KLH-Infinity, the present company's
predecessor. ( Infinity is now part of Sidney Harman's audio
'conglomerate' which also includes JBL.) The bass/mid surround is
the ubiquitous polyurethane foam.
The Infinity- designed HF unit also uses polypropylene. Sheet
polypropylene is regarded as unsuitable for tweeter use, but if used,
as here, in ahigher- stiffness, foam form, this objection is removed.
Unfortunately, with respect to the UK market, Infinity have chosen to
call this material ' Polycell', which is awkward in view of the popular
British DIY product range. The RS10B uses a19mm dome unit.
The crossover network is substantially made, using high power
inductors, and ultimate acoustic response corresponds to 12dB/
octave limits. Internally, all wiring is hard- soldered, and alight filling
of acoustic wadding provides some absorption of standing-wave
modes. The enclosure itself is made from vinyl-covered, 20mm
48
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aclear prominence in the 12-16kHz region.
Room- averaged, the response was comparatively even, if
somewhat bass- shy, and the bass/treble transition could have been
smoother.

Sound quality
While inevitably deficient in low bass, the RS10B was considered
quite well balanced, with an open, clear character. Coloration
levels were quite low, with aclean upper mid and only amild
'boxiness'. It did sound alittle ' small', but nonetheless provided a
pleasing level of stereo focus, with moderate image depth. The treble
showed much detail, but not without atouch of ' splashiness' in its
uppermost ranges. Overall, the balance was atouch too bright.

Conclusion
Here is acompetent, if slightly bright, miniature, possessing decent
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clarity as well as good stereo. The panel marks suggested aslightly
above average performance, which is about right for the price, but
the measured results were unexceptional. It doesn't merit
unconditional recommendation, but having said that, it could be put
on a 'worth considering' list for atrial audition. ( Don't forget to
remove the grilles first.)

Infinity RS9B
This is the next model up from the 10B in the Infinity budget range,
with alarger, broad-fronted 21 litre enclosure. Iwould have expected
a200-220cm bass- mid unit to have been fitted, but Infinity have
instead chosen to use asmaller driver, with a160mm polypropylene

extended, with a -6dB point at 47Hz, and sensitivity is good at
89dB/W, although this is slightly compromised by the below-average
impedance. This dips to 4ohms around 200Hz, though it averages
10ohms thereafter, and should not present too difficult aload.
The power range cones out at 15W minimum, 75W peak
maximum, above which distortion increases rapidly in the bass. A
maximum level of 102dBA was possible with apair.
Given ± 3dB limits, the frequency response covers 55Hz-12kHz. The
bass is quite well-tuned, and the response looks pretty good up to
2kHz. There is aserious lift in the treble, however, resulting in a5dB
rise in the 16kHz band, which is most unfortunate. In the listening
room, the computer-averaged response provided evidence of a
umpy energy response, with some lift in the 800Hz range and a
INFINITY RS9B
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treble plateau. The peak at 1.6kHz is also unpromising, but overall the
room response deviations are mild enough.
cone in a185mm pressed steel frame. Properly flared, the cone is
suspended on apolyurethane foam half roll with adamping area. To
complete the line-up, an Infinity 25mm ' Polycell' ( polypropylene
cellular) dome tweeter is fitted. The high quality crossover uses high
power inductors and three resistors for attenuation as well as
damping control. The crossover point is set around 3kHz, and is afull
12dB/octave type. Spring clips are used for signal connection.
The cabinet is made from 20mm chipboard, undamped and
unbraced, with the exterior covered in awell-grained vinyl. The grille
is not rebated and has adeep section, deep enough, in fact, to disturb
the treble response. It is therefore best discarded for serious
listening, though the speaker is then not visually very inspiring.

Test results
The larger internal volume helps produce alower system resonance,
when compared with the 10B, this noted at 60Hz. The bass is fairly
B. 1/3PCOCO. LBOCT
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Sound quality
The RS9B did have some good points, notably an excellent level of
detail in the lower treble and afair overall tonal balance, but was
marred in other areas. For example, ahigh-pitched ' nasality' was
apparent in the upper midrange, akin to the sound of achild's
'clicker' toy, and vocals could sound oddly ' pinched'. Listeners were
disturbed in the high treble by asort of laser- like' whistle which
added aglassiness or breathiness to many treble sounds. Even
severe toeing- in of the enclosures failed to ameliorate this effect.
Some ' boxiness' was also noted, and the stereo focus was inferior to
that of the 10B. Stereo depth was not well reproduced and details of
the recorded acoustic were masked.

Conclusion
Although more expensive than the RS10B, we felt the 98 offered an
inferior sound quality, and its overall attainment was put at alittle
under average. The technical performance was to abetter standard,
and this, taken in conjunction with the good lower frequency
response, suggests that if attention were paid to the crossover and
the HF unit, the results might be more rewarding. As it stands,
however, it is abelow-average performer selling for an aboveaverage price, and does not gain approval.

Infinity RS8B
This £ 250 model is the largest of the Infinity models reviewed this
month and is based on the RS9 bass unit housed in aslightly larger,
26Iitre, box, with an additional midrange unit. Three-way systems
are comparatively rare nowadays, and in my experience are quite
difficult to get right at this price level — we shall see how well
Infinity's designer has managed.
The enclosure is made from 20mm chipboard with awell-grained
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4 oak- colour vinyl exterior. The grille is rather thick with an unrebated
internal edge which is likely to produce response- disturbing
reflections in the treble. Listening tests did, in fact, confirm aslightly
improved performance with the grille removed.
Covering the highest frequencies is the 19mm version of the
'Polycell' tweeter, while bass is the 185mm flared polypropylene
unit. The midrange unit is housed in its own ' cup'- sized plastic
enclosure, and also has apolypropylene cone 80mm in diameter set
in a135mm frame. The three are fed from agood quality crossover,
but slip-on connectors are used. Signal connection is via spring clip
terminals, which is not really good enough at this price level.

Test results
The 58Hz system resonance provided afair bass extension to 45Hz,
-6dB. Sensitivity was good at 89dB/VV, but this is undoubtedly
compromised by the impedance characteristic which falls to rather
low values. At 300Hz, it drops to 2.5ohms, which is on apar with the
original Linn Sara and is right in the main musical spectrum power
band. The RS8B, therefore, represents adifficult amplifier load.
However, given atough enough amplifier ( ahigh peak current model
capable of 100W into 2ohms), high peak sound levels of up to
104dBA will be possible. A minimum of 15W/channel is
recommended.
Analysing the axial response, the bass is pretty tidy, though the
midrange shows arising tendency centred on 800Hz. The trend
continues beyond this, rising to aclear treble peak in the 12.5kHz
I
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Sound quality
The RS8B gave apromising first impression, with afine level of
subjective clarity and detail. However, this impression did not last
long as the system's faults soon became apparent. Colorations were
evident as a ' boxiness' and a ' flatness' in the bass, apinched ' cuppy'
quality in the midrange ( perhaps due to the midrange enclosure),
and a ' spikiness' in the high treble.
Tonally, the speaker was too forward in balance, with an excessive
mid-treble range. The lower reaches of the HF register, however,
were an exception to this trend, as the rendition of recorded cymbals
was most lifelike, for example. Stereo focus was deficient, and
recorded depth was not well portrayed. Overall, performance was
rather below average.

Conclusion
This loudspeaker was adisappointment. Subjectively, it is middling,
while on the technical side, it is adifficult load for the amplifier.
Considering its relatively high price tag, it has few redeeming
features and cannot be considered asuccess — another nail in the
coffin for the inexpensive 3- way genre, Ifeel.

Mordaunt-Short MS100
This Hampshire company released two new models at the 1984
Heathrow Show, the MS100 and MS300, labelled ' High Definition' ( a
term also used by Audio Research and Radford) to distinguish them
from their existing range. For these ' HD' models, Mordaunt-Short
have tried to establish astandard of definition and clarity more
associated with higher priced designs.
The £ 150 MS100 is acompact, strongly- built, loudspeaker of
around 12Iitres internal volume, finely finished in awalnut veneer.
The grille is quite thick and the designer suggests that it should be
omitted for critical listening.
As an HD' model, it uses acustom- designed, 180mm frame,
bass/mid unit which has ashallow flare, dense pulp cone. This is
intended to be used without the usual low-pass crossover filter, the
HF roll- off being the unit's intrinsic response, an idea occasionally
seen in models from AR, for example. With the bass/mid rolling off
naturally between 4and 5kHz, the treble unit is required to cover just
the top two octaves of musical harmonics. Mordaunt-Short are quite
justified, therefore, in describing the MS100 as ' direct- coupled' and
'pseudo- active' over the main frequency range, the seven octaves
from 40Hz to 4kHz.
Recent tests on cables have suggested that the removal from the
signal path of 20-30m of undistinguished copper wire, in the form of
tne usual series crossover inductor, is agood idea. The only
crossover network in the MS100, therefore, is ahigh-pass filter to
keep harmful bass power out of the tweeter bandpass. This is the
well- established 19mm plastic dome unit from Audax, ferrofluid
damped.
The cabinet is made from 18mm double- veneered board, partly in
chipboard and partly in MDF. Plain 4mm sockets are fitted for
electrical connection and all internal connections are hard- wired. A
self- resetting protection system is fitted, making the system virtually
'bomb- proof'. Mordaunt-Short supply matching spiked stands, and
while these work satisfactorily, Ifound them to be somewhat
resonant.
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band. A 55Hz-10kHz response is applicable within ± 3dB
limits.
Out in the room, the computer- averaged response confirms the
midband prominence, which leaves the upper bass region somewhat
depressed while there is too much treble around 12kHz. Overall the
trend is none too promising.
52

System resonance is fairly high at 78Hz, with an associated - 6dB
point at 63Hz. Sensitivity is also below average at 86.5dB/VV, and
tests suggested that 75W was apractical maximum power input,
though as mentioned above, the MS100 is protected against the
worst cases of abuse. A minimum input power of 25W/channel is
recommended, and apair should give maximum sound levels of just
under 100dBA in atypical room. The impedance curve does not fall
below 6ohms and it was considered an easy amplifier load.
On- axis, it demonstrates asmooth, if restricted, response. ± 2dB
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limits are met, although with amild, mid dominant tendency evident.
It is intended for aclose wall positioning, and the frequency balance
should be improved somewhat in this situation.
For consistency in this review, the 1/
3octave room- averaged
response was made in free space, and some allowance should be
made for the effect of acloser room boundary in use. The upper bass
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recognisable, giving a ' pinched', markedly nasal, character to the
sound. The mid also tended to ' shout' alittle, which proved
off-putting. On the positive side, the system sounded very well
integrated, with asweet relaxed treble and an exceptionally high
degree of clarity over most of the frequency range. The speaker also
sounded very detailed, articulate and transparent. Much of the space
in the recorded acoustic was revealed, even when the speakers were
wall- mounted. Focus was also very good, and the sound was
satisfying, being both subtle and involving.
As an experiment, asimple, passive, line level equalisation network ( see diagram) was placed in the amplifier tape monitor loop, or
between pre- and power amps. This was done with the designer's
interest, if not immediate approval. This adjusted the midrange
response, controlling the dominance and improving the balance. The
MS100 was now awide frequency range system of which Ibecame
quite fond. This addition is amatter of taste, of course, but in my
view it allows the sound quality to stand comparison with far more
expensive systems. For example, differences between two £ 1500
preamplifiers were clearly resolved. Mordaunt-Short may be
marketing this equaliser as an optional accessory at around the
£15-£20 mark.

5

With fine finish, good engineering, full protection, and ahighly
integrated, as well as coherent, sound that shows only moderate
levels of coloration, the MS100 is an interesting market addition. For
its relatively modest price, it provides alevel of detail and definition
approaching that of systems costing three or four times the price,
and in its unequalised form it is well worth auditioning. The addition
of asmall passive equaliser gives it a ' big speaker' sound of
considerable merit, which suited my room well. Iconsider the MS100
to be asuccess and can confidently recommend it.
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Mordaunt-Short MS300
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The £ 250 MS300 is the MS100's larger brother in the ' HD' range. The
taller cabinet, finely veneered in natural walnut, accommodates two
bass/mid units, and offers aslight improvement in sensitivity,
greater power handling, and possibly an improved bass/mid
balance. The additional driver is low-pass filtered by asimple
network to direct its output mainly to the bass range.
As with the MS100, the main driver is a180mm steel-framed unit,
custom made by Elac ( UK), with ashallow flare, well- damped, pulp
cone and agenerous magnet. High frequencies are covered by the
ferrofluid-damped Audax 19mm cone/dome tweeter, which has an
established pedigree.
The 201itre internal volume gives asimilar system for the pair of
drivers. Again, as with the MS100, no crossover is used for the main
bass/mid unit. Matching spiked stands are available, and Ifound
these satisfactory at their £60 price. If pressed, however, Iwould
probably prefer the Heybrook stands. More costly, sand- filled stands
gave astill better performance.
Two aspects of the design were felt to be dubious. First, experience
with tall, thin enclosures has shown that two problems can arise: the
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is rather depressed relative to the dominant midband, but the low
bass is surprisingly extended, and this was noticeable on audition.
The mid/treble register was notably well- integrated, with adesirably
smooth roll- off in the room of the highest frequencies. Overall,
however, the midrange level is too high.

Sound quality
Auditioned before measurement, the mid dominance was
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energy response may have apeak in the upper midrange; and the
box shape can encourage internal standing wave modes. Secondly,
when the tweeter is mounted between the two LF drivers, the most
uniform and ' open' sound is not always achieved.

Test results
On test, the MS300 showed anear- average sensitivity of 87dB/W,
and together with 100W typical power handling, maximum spls in
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Sony Compact 66, HiFi System. A
quality system, featuring the Sony
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Wharfedale Laser 30 Loudspeakers.
Compact loudspeakers with 15- 0
watts handling Height 308mm.aLsw
Width 214mm, Depth 190mm £ 2".,„.
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Wharfedale Laser 140 Loudspeakers.
A. • . ned quality loudspeakers wit',
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jvc GX124L Rack Hi-Fi System. This

superb system is comprised of a30
watts per channel amplifier, MW, LW,
FM Stereo tuner, Dolby B&C cassette,
belt drive auto return turntable and a
24 hour timer. Complete with
rack and matching
i'
speakers
£399.90
Previously £ 534.90

Wharfedale Mach 5Loudspeakers.
Superb loudspeakers with 15-125 watts
Height 573min,
Width 335mm, Depth 291mm. Now
Previously £269.90 £199.90

B&W DM90 Loudspeakers. C' - rnp,v-t
powerful speakers with I
handling. Height 368mm,
hi.,.w
Width 222mm, Depth 209mm "''''
Previously £99.90 £89.90

Philips CD303 Compact Disc Player.
Stylish front loading system w:th ahost
of features including 15 track
multimode programming, search, skip
and repeat funcuons. A wide range of
compact discs are availabl, Now
from selected Laskys stori ,
Previoushr£399.00 £289.00

Central London Stores: 13/15 Brent Cross Shopping Centre. 18/19 Ealing Broadway Centre, 42 11-ittenham Court Road, 257 ibttenham Court Road. 7<9 Queensway Outside Louden: Aberdeen. Bexleyheat h. Birmingh.
Lewisham. Liverpool, Luton. Maidstone, Manchester, Newcastle, Northamptor. Nottingham Oxford, Peterborou

woofers and tweeters:
If you still believe that woofers bark and
tweeters fly, you should come to Laskys where
our helpful staff will be happy to explain afew
basics about hi-fi.
However, if you're ahi-fi expert we'd still be
pleased to see you especially if you're thinking
of updating your system. Because we can supply
the best in hi-fi components at bargain prices.
But our advice would always be to get the
Dne that suits your own particular needs.
Take speakers for example.
Your system could perhaps be improved
beyond recognition for around £ 70.00. Or you
may want to spend considerably more.
Either way, we would recommend that
you listen to as many speakers as possible from
Dur incredibly wide range. So you can choose
:he ones that are best for you. And once you've
.mproved.your listening pleasure by updating
your hi-fi you'll no doubt be
LI„LLII
£11..Z,L
LLL
interested in our after sales
services.
Most of our products are

guaranteed* for at least ayear. And
often for two. We can also offer afive
year guarantee for those of you who
believe in taking no chances.
However, if something should go wrong
with your equipment and your guarantee's
expired what should you do?
Our advice is to bring it to Laskys
Servicepoint.

SERVICEPOINT
Our expert technicians provide an invaluable repair service at aprice that makes sense.
Even if the faulty item wasn't purchased at
Laskys. What's more, each repair is guaranteed
for three months.
So if something does go wrong you know
where to come. However, if we are unable to
repair your woofers or tweeters, we would be
happy to recommend
A word of advice:
someone who can.
Your nearest vet.

ALL CREDIT OFFERS SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE BY LASKYS CREDIT BROKERS. ASK FOR WRITTEN DETAILS TYPICAL APR 293% SIIRIRCT TO STATUS PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND INCLUDE VAT AT 16%
3UT MAY BE SUBJECT TO VARIATION ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. TAO YEAR GUARANTEE ON PARTS AND LABOUR, HI-FI AND TELEVISION. FOR VCR'S, PORTABLE EQUIPMENT, VIDEO CAMERAS, COMPUTERS AND
PERIPHERA_S. ONE YEAR. HI-Fl AND MICRO SUNDRIES. 6MONTHS. OPTIONAL 5 cr_AR GUARANTEE THESE ARE IN ADDITION TO YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS.
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the order of 102dBA were possible from astereo pair.
System resonance is at 78Hz, with the - 6dB bass roll- off point at
63Hz, which is alittle high in this price category. The impedance
characteristic is kind, however, not falling below 6.4ohms and
averaging 10ohms.
On- axis, the response is tidy up to 4kHz, but showed some
irregularity in the crossover region, the upper treble being isolated.
Experiment revealed the ' 300 to be not as well integrated as the
MS100, the forward response varying with mic position. In fact, the
best presence band output was obtained below the mean axis.
MORDAuNT SHORT
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frequency coloration. In aroom, the bass performance was more
than satisfactory, with quite good extension to low frequencies.
The MS300 is recommended, but again an audition is suggested.
You might just prefer the MS100 with more expensive stands and the
optional equaliser.

Sony APM22es
Sony's APM ( Accurate Pistonic Motion) drive- unit technology stems
from the current Japanese affection for flat diaphragms. These are
hard to manufacture and to make work effectively, and the most
successful examples to date have employed an aluminium skin on an
alloy honeycomb of exceptional stiffness/mass ratio. The design
target has been to achieve pistonic, bending mode-free, operation
over the desired working range of each driver.
In the past, Sony enjoyed continued sales for amore conventional,
European- designed model, the SS- G1. This was a2- way sealed box
which offered good value for money at its £ 199 selling price. [ To
think that this used to be considered a ' budget' price level, and at a
time when you had to work rather longer for that £ 199 — Ed] The G1
was designed and manufactured at Sony's Wega works in West
Germany, and used Norwegian SEAS drivers made to Sony's
specitication.
The new APM22es is also a2-way model, of similar proportions,
price and specification, and is intended to fill the gap in Sony's
marketing strategy left by the demise of the G1. The round- edged,
vinyl-finished, enclosure is strongly built and includes some bracing.
It has a301itre internal volume, and is fitted with athin grille which
affects the treble output only slightly.
Bass and midrange are handled by a220mm square- framed unit
with an alloy honeycomb diaphragm, which is reflex-tuned by a
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relatively large ducted port. The frame is of cast alloy, while the
motor is generous. The voice- coil is coupled at four nodal points to
the diaphragm by means of alightweight gantry. A 25mm square
diaphragm unit, fitted with acombined guard/phase corrector,
handles the treble, with athird- order, 4- element, crossover operating
around 2kHz. Signal connection is via 4mm socket/binding posts.
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When room- averaged, the measured response improves, though
an energy loss is still apparent in the presence region. Some mid
dominance also remained, but was not severe enough to warrant the
equalisation felt necessary for the MS100.

Sound quality
The basic characteristics of the MS100 were still present, though the
'300 sounded rather ' richer' and better balanced. Some midrange
'tube' coloration was present, as well as some loss of articulation and
clarity in the lower registers. Nevertheless, it gave adecent stereo
focus, conveying astrong impression of musical detail as well as a
good representation of recorded ambience and acoustic.
As with the MS100, the ' 300 possessed that indefinable quality of
allowing the program to remain musical and involving to adegree
that one began to forget the mechanical aspects of the reproduction
of sound.

Measured sensitivity was auseful 88.5-89dB/VV, not compromised by
the impedance characteristic, which had a5.5ohm minimum. While
missing the minimum 6.4ohms of the 8ohm standard by asmall
margin, the amplifier load was classed as ' good'. The APM22es had
an exceptional 200W peak program power handling, and maximum
sound levels of 106dBA will be possible in atypical room, while
15W/channel will give comfortable domestic listening levels.
The reflex port is tuned to 50Hz, and the response axtends to a
-6dB point of 45Hz, which is good for the class. On- axis, aresponse of
SONY APM 22es
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Conclusion
While not representing such obviously good value as the MS100, the
MS300 nonetheless made astrong impression. Superficially, its
sound quality, tonal balance in particular, was more attractive than
that of the smaller speaker, although it did have more lower
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frame fitted with amodest ferrite magnet. A strong point is the
classically flared ( for awide response), lightweight but rigid, cone,
which is doped with PVA to damp resonances. Treble frequencies are
handled by astandard 25mm soft fabric dome tweeter, sourced from
Tonegen in Japan. The crossover is a5- element design, with
third- order acoustic slopes, and is of normal commercial quality.
The generously-sized enclosure has an internal volume of 25Iitres
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80Hz-20kHz, ± 3dB can be seen, but the non-anechoic curve is marred
by adegree of test interaction which exaggerated alift of afew dB at
50-60Hz. The overall response is very smooth, extending right
through to the treble. The latter, however, is slightly elevated by
1.5-2dB, which is atouch bright in system balance terms.
The room-averaged response is promising, apart from some bass
exaggeration around 50Hz. The overall trend shows some mild
midband lift, and asimilar plateau in the centre of the treble, from
3kHz to 6kHz, which may well result in aless well integrated sound.

Sound quality
The 22es did quite well on test, scoring somewhat above average. It
excelled in the reproduction of high frequency transients, but this
was eventually attributed to acombination of the clean treble and the
noted excess in that region. The system was, in fact, atouch too
bright, and the presence range was alittle forward, adding some
metallic ' glare'. The midrange was also forward, with acold, clinical
tonality. The bass proved alittle underdamped, though good
extension was apparent.
Much of the frequency range was highly detailed and transparent,
and stereo focus was rated as ' good'. The speaker's ' forward'
character, however, impaired the reproduction of recorded depth.

and is finished in asemi gloss grained vinyl with arosewood
colouring, which is quite attractive in its way. The panels are plain
15mm chipboard, unbraced and undamped, and are atouch
resonant as aresult. There is afibre filling to control standing-waves,
however. The grille is unrebated and the sound improved alittle
when it was removed. Fortunately, the good frontal appearance
means that this is not adisadvantage. Electrical connection is via
inexpensive spring terminals.

Test results
The system resonance occurs at 70Hz, with the sensibly-tuned low
frequency response extending to 50Hz, -6dB. Sensitivity is about
average at 86.75dBAN; in conjunction with apower handling of
around 75W, apair of SS33s will provide up to 100dBA in the average
room. A minimum power of 20W is indicated. The sensitivity is
complemented by abenign impedance characteristic which did not
5
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Conclusion
This well- presented and finely engineered system offers awide
dynamic range capability, with fine power handling and good
sensitivity. It was often surprisingly transparent, with auniform, if
rather lean, frequency response. The listening tests suggest that
while it is worthy of recommendation, agood audition is advisable.
This is particularly important in view of the fact that this current
sample of the APM22es did not do as well on listening tests as an
earlier sample Ireviewed for HiFi Choice. A re-check of the two pairs
confirmed that the later pair were both brighter and less well
integrated than the original pair. Sony have been quizzed on these
differences, with conjecture that versions intended for the West
German market have found their way into the UK. This had still to be
confirmed as HFN/RR went to press.
[Martin Colloms would like it noted that he privately assessed this
model for Sony before it went into production — Ed.)
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The British division of the large Japanese company Toshiba
commissioned the design of the SS33 in the UK, in an attempt to
provide a ' British'- sounding model to complement their more
expensive rack systems. They felt that the end result was good
enough to warrant wider sales in its own right. It is built by one of the
British high-volume OEM manufacturers, and while it might be
thought advisable to raise the question of reliability and consistency
because of this fact, other noted UK manufacturers are also turning
to this strategy for their low- price models.
The SS33 bass unit is made by Elac and comprises a200mm steel
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Mail to Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me your free 20 page price list.
Name

1 Address

L

At Unilet we stock equipment from all these companies. And we're proud of it.
We reckon to know what's really good at aparticular price. Not by reading the
magazines but by travelling the world - visiting shows in USA, Japan, Korea, Australia
and Europe.
Our sales staff know the equipment and will help you

I decide.
.In fact we stock more hi-fi than most stores have heard
of, let alone listened to.
If you appreciate good hi-fi when you hear it but can't
_...A.A. .........._ .
...Jut. . _
AA..._HF.N
.
22.
5j put your finger on it, call us or call in.

Major Credit Cards, personal finance, installation, full after sales service.
Help line: 01-942 9567.

UMILET

HI•Fl
SOUND ADVICE AT A. BETTER PRICE.

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. 01 -942 9567. 14 BUTE STREET, LONDON SW7. 01-589 2586. 270 HIGH STREET, GUILDFORD, SURREY. ( 0483) 65508.

Martin CoHorns looks at cables
from Monster, Wave Tactics, Audio Technica and van den Hul

E.

OLLOWING THE CABLES PROJECT IN HFN/RR (
March, April,
September, October, November ' 84), several interesting new
cables have become available, as well as further information
on the technology. Readers should consult the earlier
articles for full details on the tests and their context.

Monster Tonearm Interlink
This £73 1m tonearm cable is intended to be substituted for the
standard cable which is supplied with anumber ofJapanese-sourced
tonearms, including those from Linn and Audio Technica. Apparently
similar to Monster's Interlink IV, it comes fitted with high quality
gold-plated phono plugs at one end, and a5- pin tonearm plug on the
other. Grounding is via aseparate lead. Though it does not use LC or
monocrystal technology, Monster claim that the mix of conductor
size, construction, and choice of dielectric have all been optimised
for sound quality.
Monster's recipe is clearly agood one, as in my system the
tonearm cable had no problem in disposing of the ordinary cable.
The subjective improvement was such that the cable would benefit
any arm costing above, say, £ 100. Although the original cables
sounded similar, the soundstage was ' flattened', with ' softening' in
the bass, less ' openness' in the treble, and some loss of ' immediacy'.
The Monster tonearm cable clearly performs as claimed, and is an
excellent example of ' conventional' cable design.

Intersonics/Wave Tactics/Seld" Research Ultra
This unusual Japanese cable is only supplied direct by mail to UK
customers. Following painstaking trials, it is similar to some other
Japanese cables in being constructed mainly from ' natural'
materials, and is available in several forms, including tonearm
interconnect, ordinary interconnect, speaker cable in various lengths,
and as flying leads on amains ' conditioner' which incorporates a
distribution board.
The cable is acoaxial design with what the designers term
'equipotential geometry', and is deliberately directional. Intersonics
consider that the identity of the + and— conductors is important,
though, for one, fail to see the relevance of this. The overall cable is
twisted clockwise for one channel and anticlockwise for the other,
which may marginally improve the channel separation between
adjacent cables. No permeable ( magnetic?) materials are used, either
in the cable construction or in the terminations, permeability being
said to introduce ' hiss' and other distortions at low signal currents.
Construction is unmistakeably reminiscent of Victorian
technology. Litz wire in bundles of 13-15 strands forms the basis of
the cable, the optimum number of conductors resulting in an overall
cross-sectional area of 2mm 2.No vinyls, rubbers, or other plastics
are used in the cable— these materials are claimed to induce
random electrical charges which result in constricted treble, loose
and ' vacuous' bass, and congested and distorted midrange. The Litz
conductors are individually insulated with silk, and then cotton is
used for the tough outer layers. The whole is then impregnated with
paraffin wax to make the cable water-resistant and to damp the
mutual vibration of the conductors.
The tonearm and interconnect cables are of similar construction,
using 28 bundles per channel, each bundle consisting often 0.12mm,
high purity, low loop resistance, copper strands. The resulting cable
is really too bulky and inflexible for use with atonearm on a
suspended subchassis turntable, so we confined our tests to the
Y20,000 ( c.£73) stereo interconnect.
The sound was described as pleasghtly ' rounded' and musical on
the listening tests, giving awell-balanced transmission of fine clarity
across the frequency range. Stereo separation in terms of stage
width was considered particularly good, and this cable clearly
belongs in the top class of conventional cables alongside Randall
and Monster Interlink Reference.
The Intersonics loudspeaker cable is physically even more
substantial, costs Y25000 (
c. £80) for a2m stereo run, and uses 350
strands arranged in seven, separately insulated, bundles for each
conductor. Again agood subjective result was obtained, although
the margin over amore conventional, high quality, cable such as
Absolute Wire Force 4was not very great. LC OFC cable gave a
significant improvement over the Intersonics speaker cable.
The mains ' supply conditioner' was also tried. It was felt that the
soundstage ' sweetened' and pulled into focus marginally when it
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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was used with modest power amplifiers. It gave trouble with the Krell
KSA-50, however, producing some audible mechanical buzzing, and
aloss of attack and definition in the bass. Ineffective in the test
system, therefore, the mains conditioner is avery expensive £390.
Intersonics can be contacted at PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440-91,
Japan. Tel: 0532-88-4733.
UK distributor Esoteric Front Ends Ltd, Coventry, Warwickshire.

van den Hul cables
The D102 interconnect, available from Automation Sciences, is a
fairly flexible grey cable, which is made from monocrystal copper
strands, silver clad, and insulated with PVC. The signal wires form a
twisted pair, shielded by aconductive sheath with adrain wire. The
outer shield has crocodile clip terminations, and may be linked to the
chassis or signal grounds at either or both ends of the cable,
according to the requirements of the equipment. The cables are
terminated with good quality gold-plated phonos at £50/m ( stereo),
or can be bought unterminated for £6per stereo metre.
Listening tests indicated that the D102 was the finest interconnect
we had yet tried in the reference system. The fine performance of the
Hitachi LC OFC interconnect (
HFN/RR October, November'84)
provided an obvious point of reference; the D102 seemed to build
still further on that the cable's strengths, giving asound quality that
was even more neutral, transparent and spacious. Even use of a 10m
length of D102, alength where the dielectrics of the Hitachi are
beginning to make themselves heard, resulted in little toss of quality.
Best results were obtained with the screen left unconnected, but the
sound remained close to excellent with agood screening
compromise when terminated at the transmission end.
A version of this cable, D200, is also available and is said to be
optimised for the lower signal levels present in tonearm
interconnects. Initial reports indicate asimilar performance to D102.
Automation Sciences supply two van den Hul speaker cables, the
£13/m ( stereo) D300 and the extravagantly expensive £30/m ( stereo)
D300S, which did, however, sound extraordinarily transparent. While
the Hitachi LC OFC speaker cable is excellent by normal standards,
the D300S had little difficulty in disposing of it— at aprice!
The van den Hul cables seem to reinforce the positive attributes of
the system with which they are used, even more than the notional
reference of very short cable runs. The audible improvements
offered by these new technology cables would be expected to cost a
lot more if they were being produced by conventional hardware. In
this context, therefore, they must be considered as good value for
money when used with an already good system.

Audio Technica AT635
Costing £ 6.75/m, AT635 is an LC OFC flat speaker cable made for
Audio Technica by Hitachi Cable Ltd. Each channel is allocated four
insulated multistrand conductor bundles, resulting in atotal of 300
0.12mm LC OFC conductors. The 75- strand bundles are wound with a
material that lightly clamps them, the whole assembly then being
shrouded first in cross- linked polyethylene, then in adark blue PVC
outer sheath.
The four conductors may be wired alternately to give the lowest
inductance or in parallel to give the lowest capacitance ( fig.1). Both

values are insignificant, although the alternate will reduce stray field
and improve isolation. On test, the alternate connection was
marginally preferred.
Auditioned in 10m lengths, AT635 performed up to the high
standard set by previous samples of LC OFC cable. It is atrue
audiophile speaker cable, offering great transparency and accuracy,
and manages to sound ' short'. Its low resistance gave an
improvement in bass response compared with the smaller twoconductor LC OFC cables Ihave tried.
59
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Chosen for its performance
WHY? Because Denon build quality products not consumer toys.
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Closed loop twin capstan transport with direct drive motor
"Speed stability was, in essence, extremely good. There were no flutter
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Furthermore, Audio Technica supplied us with acheaper
alternative speaker cable, costing just £3.27/m. Yes, the '635 cable
can be split down its centre line to give astereo pair with two
bundles of conductors per channel. Even this half price, double
resistance, version sounded better than conventional cable, due to
the LC OFC copper. However, there is one drawback which is that
when the cable is split, there is no specific polarity marking. There is
enough asymmetry of marking, though, to make identification
possible without having to trace the whole length of the cable. If you
do split AT635, be careful not to reverse the direction of one of the
pairs. Our listening tests did reveal aslight directionality, in my
system the cable being preferred with the ' LC' legend nearest the
loudspeakers. ( Other listeners have also reported amild directional
effect with the Hitachi SX102P twisted twin cable.)
Audio Technica AT635 is undoubtedly expensive — Hitachi Cable's
international agent's original estimates have proved to be somewhat
wide of the mark — but the subjective results speak for themselves.

Measurable LC cable differences
Recent work at Hitachi Cables Ltd, using aprecision tri conductor
computer cable over along run, has revealed asmall but measurable
difference between copper conductors at audio frequencies.
In the proposed equivalent circuit for the bulk crystalline structure
of copper (
HFN/RR November), the capacitance between crystals is a
major factor. Outside of the wire, its effects are not easily detectable
as they are swamped by the bulk properties of the material, and
dominated by its high conductivity.
However, using athree conductor cable, fabricated either from
TPC ( bar- refined), OFC ( oxygen-free), or LC OFC ( linear crystal)
copper, ameasurable difference between the conductors was
observed which presumably reflects the effect of inter-crystal
capacitance as it correlates with the number of crystal boundaries in
the copper. The differences were charted from lkHz to 400kHz ( fig.2),

Hitachi LC OFC
It is hoped that the original Hitachi LC OFC cables will be available in
the UK by the time you read this report. Projected prices at press time
were around £3.99/m for atwisted pair, £6.75/m for twisted four-core,
and £27 for astereo 1m interconnect with gold-plated phono plugs.
Availability of plain unterminated shielded balanced- pair
interconnect was not certain in late October, but price could be
around £7.50/m ( mono). It is expected that the UK distributors will
be Absolute Sounds.

I

ei

LC OFC studio trials

its,

Toshiba/EMI recording studios in Japan have been experimenting
with Hitachi 4E6 LC microphone cable. They report that, whereas
conventional cable gives amarked reduction in sound quality when
used in runs over 100m, the LC cable can be used in up to 200m
lengths with good sound quality.
Here in the UK, Tony Faulkner has started using van den Hul
monocrystal cable for microphone runs as he has become convinced
that it has superior properties to his conventional mic cable. Initial
trials with some major orchestral recordings have been
encouraging; monitoring these recordings with aconventionallywired replay chain confirmed that the LC mic cable has indeed
resulted in agreater recorded clarity, with better definition of
recorded ambience.

DEFERENCE IN
CAPACITY OLE TO
COPPER PURI TY

C0107.101611;11

QC)
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FIG . 2
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571 fall below 6ohms. It should be afairly easy amplifier load.
On- axis, the SS33 achieves awide response, 55Hz-20kHz between
±3dB limits. Within this envelope there is amild trend towards a
depressed midrange, while the treble can be seen to be amite peaky
around 12-16kHz.

above which cable losses began to affect the results. The differences
were not great, but were well within measurement tolerances, and
offer adirect connection between acrystal structure change and an
external bulk effect.
Further investigation is now required into the relationship between
the remaining diodic and capacitive effects at crystal boundaries, as
well as their influence on sound quality. At present, LC cables are in
general stranded, as with conventional flexible cable, but there may
be benefits accruing from the exploration of single-strand types,
which have proved interesting with other grades of copper. lit-

Turning to the room response, the general character is fair enough.
There was some bass boom at 50Hz, though it gave aboost of only a
few dB above the midband level. Some presence band loss can be
seen, which could dull the upper mid, but the treble balance appears
more or less correct. The 16kHz treble corner is sharper than
theoretically required and derived from the mild lift measured
on- axis. Fair power is present in the room down to 35Hz.

proportion. Bass quality was satisfactory, though there was some
'cloudiness' and softness. A mild midrange coloration was noted,
although both voice and piano were still reproduced well. The treble
was pleasant, with only atouch of breathiness, and while some
'boxiness' was audible, the sound was sufficiently clear to portray
some stereo depth and recorded ambience. Furthermore, with the
grille removed, quite good stereo focus was obtained.

Conclusion

Sound quality

At its estimated price of just under £70 per pair, the Toshiba SS33 can
be seen to have done well. It offers atrue hi-fi performance, in the
most basic category, and stands comparison with models in the £ 100
class. No excuses need be made for it: it is acompetent and
well- balance performer, suited to free space mounting, which will
not disgrace many different budget systems. Fine value for money,
this Toshiba is warmly recommended.+

The sound of the SS33 was civilised and relaxed. It appeared to be
quite naturally balanced, with bass, middle and top all present in good
MODEL

AR19B

AR2013

Size h.w.d ( mm)

405.260.190

Internal volume ( litres)

9.5 sealed box

Recommended amp
power (W)

25-75

20-100

Recommended
placement

near to rear
wall

on stand near
wall

Frequency response
within ± 3dB

80Hz-20kHz

El0Hz-20kHz

80Hz-18kHz

55Hz-12kHz•

55Hz-10kHz •

LF roll-off I- 6dEll at 1m

58Hz

50Hz

60Hz

47Hz

45Hz

Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V - je, 1watt
into 8ohms) at 1m

86dB

INFINITY
RS1OB

Reillt

RS8B

MORDAUNTSHORT MS100

465.290.200

345.215.200

460.305.245

45.305.250

15 sealed box

8

21 sealed box

26 sealed box

1251-75

16-75

15-100

stand or shelf
near wall

open stands
shelf or stand
possibly nr wall near wall

MS300

SONY APM22ES

280.230.240

540.230.240

515.290.300

540.290.240

12 sealed box

20 sealed box

30 reflexed

25 sealed box

TOSHIBA SS33

20-75

20-100

(15)-200

20-75

shelf or stand
near wall

open stands
near wall

open stands

free standing
clear of vvall

100Hz-16kHz

100Hz-5kHz •

80Hz-20kHz

55Hz-20kHz

63Hz

63Hz

45Hz

50Hz

87dB

86.5

89d13

89dB

86dB

87dB

89dB

86.75dB

Approx max sound level
(pair at 2m)
100dBA

102dBA

100dBA

102d9A

104dBA

99dBA

102dBA

106dBA

100dBA

Impedance characteristic
(ease of drive)
good

good

fairly good

average

poor

good+

good-

good

good.

Forward response
uniformity

fairly good

good-,

fair

average

average

good

fairly good

very good

good+

Typical price, pair
inc VAT

£119

£149

f135

£175
*see text

£250
*see text

C150

£250
'see text

£199

£70
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The Burmester 846 high level preamplifier has been especially designed to obtain the finest possible sound quality from all high
level sources such as CD, tape and tuner. The design of the 846 allows ideal CD playback conditions. The input
parameters of the 846 can be adjusted to match optimally the output impedance and voltage
characteristics of any CD player. The 846 is atrue state-of-the-art preamplifier. Its
sonic achievement is stunning.

Acoustic Arts Ltd, 101 St Albans Road,
Watford ( 45250); Aston Audio Ltd, 4West Street,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire ( 0625 582704); Audio Excellence,
134 Crwys Road, Cardiff ( 28565); Audio 7, 190 West End Lane,
London NW6 ( 794 7848); Jeffries Hi Fi, 69 London Road, Brighton,
East Sussex ( 0273 609431); KJ Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore Street, London W1
(486 8262); fladlett Audio Consultants, 141 Watling Street, Radlett, He-ts.(09276 6497);
Reading HiFi Centre, 6Harris Arcade, Friar Street, Reading 1585463); Simply Hi Fi, 48 Springbank,
Hull ( 0482 29240); Subjective Audio Ltd, 2Camden High Street, London NW1(387 8281)
Sole UN distributor: Automation Sciences Co.. 5B Eton ..tenue. London AW3 ( 01) 435 8210

SPACE SAVE
I3EIEC WOOD AUDIO
Aselection of the very best
in storage systems for...

LP's
CASSETTES
AND COMPACT DISCS

...all in one FREE colour
catalogue from:

IS HI- Fl A MEANS TO AN END OR AN END IN THE MEANS?
The answer is, of course, obvious but judging by the attitudes
taken by some hi-fi dealers, you would be forgiven for
thinking that the means, ie the equipment is the most
important aspect of hi-fi.
Ar Beechwood Audio, we ore much more concerned with
the end, real lasting musical pleasure. As a consequence,
the equipment we stock has been chosen from the best of
British and overseas manufacturers not on the strength of
reviews, fashion or how it would impress the neighbours, but
on how well it performs in achieving our stated aim, real
lasting musical pleasure.
Our demonstration facilities are second ro none and we
support all customers with full installation, service and
financial facilities.
Come and enjoy music played on equipment from:

ARTIFACT DESIGNS LTD
AUDIO DEPT. LYFORD HOUSE. THE GREEN,
LYFORD. OXFORDSHIRE OX12 OEG
Or0124 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

àe Telephone: ( 023 587) 317
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A&R, QUAD, KEF, CELESTION, MISSION, HELIUS, MERIDIAN, NAD,
SONDEX, PINK TRIANGLE, NAKAMICHI, ORACLE, ARISTON, DUAL
SUMIKO, SYRINX, SME, SHURE, KOETSU, TALISMAN, GOLDRING,
ORTOFON, MARANTZ, BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS. QED, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, SD ACOUSTICS
6 Market Street, Braintree, Essex CM7 6YA.
Tel: 0376 29060
Hours: 9.30-6.00 Monday- Saturday and evenings
by appointment
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LOATING TIME is here again, and I'm
going to make the most of it. When
'Classical Glass' first hit the pages of
HFN/RR, the flat-earthers Cif valves
were any good, Julian would be using them')
chuckled: 'Wait until he runs out of products to
review' and 'What awaste of space on such
obscure topics'.
Two years on and Ifind myself swamped with
queries from valve readers, see HFN/RR's
competitors sneaking valve reviews into their
pages, hear of some of the most virulent anti(1.. \ SSICA L valve
voices swallowing their criticisms, and
GLASS
learn that I've got enough possible review
subjects to keep this column going for another two or three years.
And that's not even counting the dozen or so new tubed products
announced for future manufacture.
One of the oft- repeated, ill-informed criticisms of this column is an
alleged bias ( pun?) toward American products. Moi? Yes, friends and
readers, I've been accused of ignoring British products of the valve
persuasion. It must mean that these critics missed the issues of
HFN/RR which contained reviews of Croft ( twice), Radford, Beard
(twice), MentmorefTVA, Glassic, EAR, and Grant equipment. If Ihave
any biases toward the Americans, it's my admiration of their
acceptance of tube equipment as an alternative; they don't assume
automatically that users of valves are ready for the padded cell.
What this has to do with the Grant G100AS amplifier is beyond me;
Ijust felt like reminding people yet again that valves are not going to
simply vanish from the market, and that an amplifier such as this
month's topic deserves as much attention and respect as any
similarly- priced unit of the S- Spersuasion.
The Grant stereo amplifier strengthens the above-detailed beliefs
because it is a ' real world' valve amplifier rather than an audiophile's
dream. It does not cost as much as aBreg Citroën BX ( OK, Chooch?)
and it is not filled with exotic, irreplaceable valves. The styling is
non-styling, simple to afault, and the size is manageable, so there
are no violent shocks in store, especially for those sensible enough to
have cobbled together astand or rack suitable for 19in. hardware.
And at £950 plus VAT, it sells for the kind of money that afair number
of our readers would expect to pay for astereo power amplifier.
Whipping off the lid reveals four M-0 Valve Co KT88s ( still plentiful
in spite of M-O's change of attitude) and the requisite mix of ECC82s
and ECC83s. The quality of construction is nothing short of superb,
and it's here that companies like Grant, Beard and EAR could show
certain foreign manufacturers athing or two about amplifier
manufacture. Situated between each pair of KT88s are four red LEDs,
two per valve, for setting the bias; there's ablack knob which the
user turns until both LEDs light with equal intensity. ( Fool thatl am, I
took off the lid to do this, noticing afterwards that there are holes
drilled through the top which make the knobs accessible to owners of
long screwdrivers. The LEDs are visible through the vents in the top.)
The initial, pre-switch-on reaction was, ho- hum, another 100watt/
channel valve amplifier, and Ilackadaisically substituted it for the
Beard P100MkIlwhich serves as the heart of my system. Iwas not
expecting the wild differences that challenged my ears, nor was I
prepared for the grappling in store for me as I
tried to come to terms
with this unit.
The overall character of my system ( as it stands) is— according to
JA— fast and forward, like ahooker who's taken an Amway course.
This has been ameliorated slightly by the inclusion of the Koetsu
Black, amore romantic transducer than the Decca, at JA's behest
('orders' is closer to the truth). The Oracle Delphi 11, Zeta tonearm and
sub-woofered Goodmans LS3/5As remain constant until Chanukah
rolls around. The Beard P505 preamp had no trouble driving the
high- impedance G100AS ( 100kohms) via its 600ohm output, so
matching should prove to be no problem with most good preamps.
Out of habit, Ispent most of the time with the Grant listening to
LPs, but — because Ihad apile of CDs to review— Ihad some long
sessions using the Yamaha CD-X1. This is where the shocks and
puzzles reared their confusion- rendering little heads, because the
Grant seemed much more comfortable with the CD source than it did
with vinyl- based material. ( Hold on just aminute; this has nothing to
do with digital vs analogue. With the other amplifiers kicking around
chez Kessler, the sources are consistent. Only with the Grant did this
severe dichotomy make itself known.)
What happened was this: with LP, Iwas hearing agood,
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competent c. '
85 100watt valve amplifier, strong in some areas and
weak in others. It lacked, for example, the stunning top end of the
Beard, sounding abit soft and less incisive... like your classic
pre- Revolution valve amp. Soundstage was excellent — wide and
deep— and the images were portrayed with solidity and secure
positioning. It didn't make me leap out of my chair the way the Audio
Research D-70 did, but the overall effect was pleasing and
confidence- inspiring. What gave the G100AS its sonic character was
the bass.
Iam not talking about the horribly overdamped artifice of
transistor amplifiers from £69 on up to infinity. Iam talking about
deep, extended bass delivered in full control ( properly damped) with
no loss of the decay that should follow the notes, but usually doesn't
with transistorised equipment. From about 125Hz on down, ( easy to
determine by disconnecting the speakers from the sub-woofer!) the
Grant G100AS knocks the fight out of any anti-valve preacher who
uses soggy bass as the foundation for his or her arguments. This
rock-solid 21
/ octaves matched CD so beautifully, especially when
2
the soft top end comes in to sand off CD's bright edges, that the
pairing of the Grant with CD brought it out of the merely competent
mire into the realms of the very interesting. Its implications are for
you to identify, depending on your own desire to blend CD with
valves.
The Grant is avery polite amplifier, and its lack of ruthlessness
might be the reason it worked so well with digital sources. It is not as
powerful in terms of either impact or spl delivery as other amplifiers I
have used in its power- rating category, but this does not detract from
its suitability in adomestic application unless you happen to want
your ears to bleed. This gentle sound, coupled with staggering bass
delivery, means that the Grant G100AS must be selected with aclose
ear to the rest of the components in the chain.
With the Yamaha CD player, no questions remain to be answered.
They liked each other and worked together as well as Starsky and
Hutch. Disc, on the other hand, needs more attention, and Iwould
imagine that the Pink Triangle with acartridge like the Talisman
Alchemist or Monster Alpha 2would tighten things up.
How the Grant GlOOAS is positioned in the market is harder to
determine. It is clearly— like the Beard and the EAR 509 — in the
affordable tube sector, the next stage up being the big British
mono- blocks or the very costly imports. Along with those other
British offerings, it leads to aportrayal of the UK valve manufacturing
situation as one that's identical to British speaker manufacture. The
UK rules the budget and middle sectors of the speaker market; the
Yanks rule the high- end.
The same goes for valve amplifiers.
No disrespect is intended to any of the various valve amplifier
designers or constructors currently active in the UK. What they
should do, instead of acting silly, is exploit this; after all, there are
more customers around ready to buy sub-£ 1500 amplifiers than
there are for those looking at £ 1500- plus units. Virtually all of the
worthy tube amplifiers available in the UK for under £ 1500 are
British ( this has nothing to do with import disadvantages either), and
nearly every killer tube product thatican name — and Imean killer—
comes from North America, be it Futterman, Counterpoint, Audio
Research or conrad-johnson. ( Possible contenders from this side are
the Crofts and the BIG amps from Lumley, Grant, and EAR.)
As one of the few UK journalists who spends alot of time with tube
amps, Iget to hear all of the public relations verbiage associated with
said products. Icannot begin to count the number of times I've heard
things like ' my amp will destroy the D-250/Premier/OTL-1' or
whatever. These people obviously have not heard such cost- noobject designs if they can make those claims, and their credibility is
sorely compromised for it. Most British amplifiers are to the
mega- bucks offerings what aGolf GTi is to aPorsche 930. Both are
excellent at what they do; they just happen to do different things.
From amarketing standpoint, UK manufacturers should be happy
that they can sell five of their £900 units for every one of the foreign
competition's £2000 units. Self- promotion of the hype nature is
about as useful as VW claiming that their £8000 classic can mutilate
a £30,000 thoroughbred; neither British tube amplifiers nor VW need
such as approach, and VW doesn't sink to that level.
That's just me getting something off my chest, vis àvis my
rumoured pro-Yank tube amp leanings. Just remember, if you ask
me to suggest an amplifier below £ 1500, you can be sure it will be
made here. The Grant's only real competition comes from London or
Cambridge, and that should be gratifying in itself. ,1463

THINKING OF BUYING HI FI
OFTEN RAISES MORE
QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS
Will Ireally hear the difference?
Is it reliable?
Will it fit the room?
Will it go loud enough?
Will it sound realistic at low levels?
Can Iafford it?
Can Iafford to be without it?
Can Ispread the payments?
Can Iget my money back if I'm not happy?
Am Ibuying the latest specification unit?
Is the guarantee worth anything at all?
By visiting our purpose built studios and putting
yourself in our capable and experienced hands, we
will be able to accurately determine your specific
needs and guide you towards acorrect solution by
answering all your questions in asurprisingly short,
but unhurried time.
Our consultant/sales personnel will provide you
with detailed information on every aspect of
sensible audio equipment for your home; from the
purchase of just one unit to match and improve
your existing system to the planning and installation
of acomplete system. In fact, we'll be delighted to
discuss and advise on every factor that will make
your purchase of equipment from Subjective Audio
acomplete success.
First time buyers who feel overawed and
intimidated by the limitless array of equipment on
offer at dealers who are unwilling or unable to
exercise judgement and selectivity will find our
relaxed attitude awelcome contrast. Experienced
enthusiasts who are contemplating their final system
will find the range of truly outstanding equipment
from both home and abroad, breathtaking - and
our commonsense approach reinforced by years of
in depth knowledge, most reassuring.
Our demonstrations are second to none and it's
interesting to note that at least 8out of every 10
visitors become customers - sooner or later. The
clear and simple advice, the seemingly limitless
patience and the clarity of the demonstrations are
in such contrast to that of other retailers that
inevitably, they return - even after visiting several
other apparently notable establishments.

And in the unlikely event that acustomer voices
dissatisfaction with his purchase, even after this
exceptional level of competence, we offer asafety
net in the form of our 7day refund scheme that,
assuming our terms have been met, the customer
is given 100% refund of the purchase price of the
equipment - rather than the all too common credit
note which compels the unhappy customer to
return to the sources of his dissatisfaction.
This and the many other interesting benefits of
being aSubjective Audio customer are fully
explained in our colour brochure/information pack it's just aphone call away. Generally each and
every request and enquiry is dealt with within 24
hrs of being received. It's not easy processing over
150 enquiries each week - but we think it's worth
the effort. After all, it's your first opportunity to
compare our skills to those of our so called
competitors.
For an appointment for ademonstration and
discussion, please contact Mr Blance, Mr Jacobs
or Mr Popeck and put our team to the test. A fast,
efficient and professional response is guaranteed.
Alternatively, please write to us at 2-4 Camden
High Street, London NW1 OJH requesting our
literature pack. You could of course ring us on
01-387 8281 but please note that we are closed
every Monday.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS

T

HIS SERIES STARTED LAST OCTOBER with astarting
system budget of £ 250. We have progressively increased
the target price until it now stands at around : he £ 500 mark,
give or take £25 or so. The buying decisions have increased
in complexity with the system price. At the lowest end of the market,
worthwhile products appeared easy enough to spot, but with
increasing price, the possible permutations multiply out of all
proportion. Greater flexibility in system specification meant that
different system design routes resulted in different emphases with
respect to the individual audio components involved.
For example, there is the route which places the turntable as the
foremost or ' source' component, and dictates that the majority of the
budget must be allocated to it. Extreme examples of this approach
involve the purchase of aLinn or similar motor unit as apriority, but
as this would cost around £400 without arm or cartridge, this path is
not possible this time around, even if Ifelt it desirable.
Then there is the tonearm-based system. Its supporters, with
undeniable logic, state that there is no point in spending alot of
money on the cartridge if the arm is incapable of allowing it to give of
its best. Thankfully, decent tonearms are available at reasonable
prices, so we need not compromise our £ 500 system unduly on this.
Next comes the cartridge. Exotic models are certainly wasted in
cheap turntable/tonearm combinations, and in some cases may even
provide an inferior performance to abudget model. There is no point
in fitting ahighly tuned racing engine to afamily saloon chassis— its
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performance potentfal cannot be exploited and the maximum speed
would be well beyond tne safe limits of braking and handling.
However, given acompetent tonearm, some quite decent cartridges
can be fitted, to give aperformance well above the basic hi-fi level.
Once again, to give amotoring analogy, abasically good chassis
such as aGolf or Escort can provide acompetent partner for a
standard 1.3Iitre power plant, yet offer very high performance with a
1.6Iitre fuel injection motor.
Less fuss is made of amplifiers in this price range. Historically,
budget amplifiers, although offering good value and acceptable
sound quality, were not very exciting devices. However, in recent
years the picture has changed markedly for the better, with some
quite modest models providing asubstantial performance, both
when assessed subjectively and objectively. The competition in the
£100-£300 price range is now fierce and, as with the £90-£120
loudspeaker market, this has helped to improve performance for the
benefit of UK customers and to improve the competitiveness of UK
products abroad. The present fine performance standards set by
inexpensive British amplifiers has certainly helped us to put together
an optimum £ 500 system.
Loudspeakers, and their supports, are the final link in the chain. A
loudspeaker can only be as good as the quality of the signal with
which it is fed. Weak, inarticulate and distorted information is usually
reproduced as such, and afine speaker cannot rescue indifferent
program. On the contrary, afine speaker will show up the flaws of
the equipment ' upstream' quite ruthlessly. One could, on occasion,
justify allocating as much as 50% of the available budget to the arm
and turntable, but it would be hard to make acase for devoting such
aproportion in favour of the loudspeakers. Only in very exceptional
circumstances, such as if extended bass or high sound levels were a
65

Wharfedale announce the best thing
since sliced bread.The sandwich box.
Polystyrene and melamine sandwiches
may not sound very appetising.

speaker. Not that the 708 story stops with
the cabinet.

But wait until you hear what happens

It also features anew aluminium dome

when they're used to make aloudspeaker
cabinet.

tweeter which combines wide dispersion
and high efficiency with ultra-low distortion.

The new Wharfedale 708's 'sandwich
box' is far more rigid than any wooden
speaker cabinet, yet amazingly light. (Try
picking one up— ask the dealer first.)

The polymer- coned bass unit's massive

As you might expect, the Wharfedale
engineers pursued the twin goals of rigidity
and lightness for agood reason.
A rigid box spells death

diecast chassis is locked solidly to the baffle,
bayonet-fashion (no more loose screws).
And as awhole, the speaker looks as
beautiful as it sounds.
OK, so how does it sound? Our aim was
to improve on the performance of rival
speakers costing £ 500 and

to resonance, which is the

more, an aim in which we

speaker designer's
Number One.

believe we've succeeded.

Enemy

And because a light
cabinet stores less energy
than aheavy one, when the
music stops so does the

At around £300 apair,
this makes the 708 expensive
for asandwich box.
But very reasonable as
afeast for the ears.
WHARFLDAL F L011 ,SPEAKERS.HI(HF ELI) ROAD.11)11.E.BRADFORD.YCIKKSIIIRE. TEL: (0274
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priority, could such apolicy make sense.
Enough of this discussion; it is time we looked at the £ 500 system.
At the previous price level c. £375 ( December 1984), we got fine
service from aRega Planar 2/RB250 turntable/tonearm combination,
especially if it is mounted on an individual wall- mounted shelf, from
Target, for example. The examination of cartridges in November
showed that with Mission Cyrus One and Marantz LD20 amplifier and
speakers, aLinn Basik gave the best results, more costly cartridges
(up to £40) not appearing to offer much additional performance.
Nevertheless, if the budget does allow it, the Rega player deserves
asuperior cartridge and aquick survey showed that worthwhile
moving-coils cost between £ 50 and £60. This, of course, presupposes
that the amplifier is capable of catering for medium output ' coils,
which is in fact the case with the Cyrus One. ( The NAD models also
have an m-cinput.) There are three possible contenders— the Denon
DL103, Audio Technica AT31E, and the Ortofon MC10 Super.
Returning to the choice of turntable, there is atrue subchassis
option available in the form of the Walker CJ61. For atotal of around
£155, this can be equipped either with the new Linn LVX ( with free
Basik cartridge) or the Rega RB300 tonearm. The CJ61 lacks acover,
but this drum- shaped design offers good sound quality as well as an
insensitivity to siting problems.
Adding acartridge, this brings the cost of the disc player to around
£175-£215. It remains hard to find an alternative at this price level to
our December choice of amplifier, namely the £ 130 Mission Cyrus
One. Adding this model brings the total to £305-£345, leaving us
around £ 170 for the loudspeakers, depending on budget elasticity as
well as an allowance for good speaker stands. The speakers chosen
for the previous system, the B&W DM110s, are competent
performers and could still be used at this budget level, giving us
Denon DL103/CJ61/RB300/Cyrus One/DM110s plus stands to make
up a £500 system.
There are other worthy speaker contenders, of course; the
Heybrook HB1 and the Tannoy Mercury, for example, as well as the
models reviewed on p45. Higher up the price range, however, the
ground gets decidedly thin. One is tempted to suggest alarge jump
in price for the speaker, to such models as the BBC LS3/5A
(Goodmans version is available from Comet for £ 189.90), Sony's
APM22es, and the Spendor Prelude. The choice of the latter,
however, would stretch the budget to £525 despite substituting the
cheaper Rega Planar 2for the CJ61 and not allowing for speaker
stands.
The Prelude is awell- established 2-way design and awellbalanced performer, showing Spendor's traditional refinement. The
Sony*, which was designed by Herr Baum of Sony-Wega in West
Germany, is possibly the first moving-coil, flat-diaphragm
loudspeaker to perform competitively with conventional models.
Judging from the performance of aproduction prototype, it offers a
fine all-round performance for £ 199. [ MC has since received
production standard Sonys and the results, as can be seen on p56,
were not as good as expected. His enthusiasm must therefore
unfortunately be somewhat muted - Ed.]
Although the LS3/5A continues to offer an exceptional level of
clarity and integrity of performance, as well as excellent stereo
imagery, it may be alittle too idiosyncratic for some tastes. It lacks
the floor- pounding bass thump for rock, but is well- suited to small
rooms and can be used at moderately realistic listening levels, and
its revealing clarity makes the most of good program.
However, anewcomer to the scene rather alters the picture —
Mordaunt-Short's ' High Definition Series' MS100 ( which is reviewed
in full on p52). Initially Iwas put off by this speaker's odd tonal
balance, and it was only after asettling- in period that the conditions
required to exploit it fully were identified. This is not amodel to suit
everyone and agood audition is mandatory for those interested. I
persevered with the MS100, however, largely because of its almost
unique transparency. Once one became familiar with its ability to
read subtle detail in music, including ' dimension' as well as the
recorded acoustic, it was hard to put it away, and its forward
midrange and ( moderate) mid coloration ( mainly atendency towards
'nasality') just didn't seem that important. At aprice of £ 150/pair
(without stands) it fits the £ 500 budget well.
Ican therefore put forward three suggestions for awell-balanced
£500 LP- playing system, of which nearly all of the components have
been the subject of detailed reviews in HFN/RR in the last few
months:

MS100 -based, £W0
Rega Planar 2turntable, Rega RB250 tonearm, Audio Technica
AT31E m- ccartridge, Mission Cyrus One amplifier, Mordaunt-Short
MS100 loudspeakers with Target spiked stands. ( Mordaunt-Short's
own stands are better still for an additional £25 expenditure.) The
system price also allows for acommercial turntable shelf. This is the
system most capable of revealing musical detail, but is not the most
neutral, in the classic sense of the word.
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Turntable -based, £500
Walker CJ61 turntable, Rega RB300 tonearm, Denon DL103 m- c
cartridge, Mission Cyrus One amplifier, B&W DM110 loudspeakers,
spiked stands ( Target).

Classic system balance, £505 -£525
Rega Planar 2turntable with RB250 arm, Ortofon MC10 Super m-c
cartridge, Mission Cyrus One amplifier, and choice of LS3/5A,
Spendor Prelude, or Sony APM22es loudspeakers, if performance is
brought back to the original standard. ( The new version of the Linn
Kan is also said to be worth investigating, but Ihave yet to hear it.)
Here the budget will not stretch for the essential ancillaries, so
home-made ' breeze block' speaker stands and aDIY turntable
support will have to suffice.

The CD alternative
With aclassy- sounding CD player now available for less than £300,
and afine CD- compatible amplifier costing around £ 130, it is possible
to put together asubstantial CD- based system, including speaker
stands, for £ 530. The following package gave amost satisfactory
result — genuine high fidelity, convenience, and many of the
attributes of more costly systems.
The Cyrus One is agood choice, but we also found the new Rotel
RA820BX to be an amplifier well suited to the task in hand. It offers
accurate definition and stereo depth, but without any ' hardness' — a
fitting complement to aPhilips- based CD player. ( Unfortunately the
Rotel does not have an m- cinput, which explains its absence from
the vinyl systems above.)
The CD player chosen is the Marantz CD63B/Philips CD101 toploader, which acquitted itself very well when reviewed in January
'85. Loudspeakers are, again, B&W's DM110s, which are broad
enough in bandwidth and wide enough in potential dynamic range to
make the best use of CD program.

Conclusions
Extensive listening tests using the various components chosen for
these £ 500 systems suggested that the improvement in sound
quality offered represented aworthwhile advance over the £375
budget systems. Clear benefits included agreater transparency and
clarity, greater ' ease' and smoothness, as well as agenerally reduced
level of coloration. The subjective frequency response widened, with
particular improvement in bass extension as well as articulation.
Even at this price level, costs still need to be balanced, however,
and we are still not at the point where an inflated sum can be
allocated to any one component in the chain. The systems this
month, whether CD or LP based, still only cost as much as aLinn
LP12 with Basik arm alone.
In the next stage of the evolving system, the budget rises to the
£675-£750 level. Ishall be looking at the issue of special turntable
supports, as well as the more general question of speaker stands. It is
also time to discuss the use of different cables. We can hope for
source and speaker improvements in both CD and vinyl based
systems, and for the first time there is the prospect of acombined
system capable of doing justice to both media. +
•Martin Colloms has asked us to note that he was asked by Sony to assess privately early
samples of the APM22es
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Martin Colloms
takes asecond look at the Ma • ne. lanar Ill

'II
REVIEWED THE MAGNEPLANAR MGM panel loudspeaker for
HFN/RR last June, and, mainly stemmi ng f
rom the opportun i
ty

to use an anechoic chamber, Iwould like to publish some
additional data. In the original review Idiscussed many of the
complications involved in both the use and measurement of open
panel loudspeakers compared with conventional closed- box types.
The output from the rear of apanel speaker is virtually the same as
from the front, so the quality and location of the wall behind the
speaker becomes amajor influence. The rear wall contribution is
unavoidable; one hears at the listening position acombination of the
direct, first arrival sound and the room- integrated energy, acomplex
summation in space and time of the front and rear outputs of the
loudspeaker. This is why ahome trial of open panel models is
strongly advised, difficult though this may be with such large,
unwieldy designs.
For similar reasons, anechoic measurements and their
interpretation are fraught with difficulty. Bipolar or dipole radiation
patterns appear to increase the degree of the inevitable low
frequency errors due to the finite size of the chamber. Box speaker LF
measurement errors may be quantified and corrected by anearfield
measurement over the lowest three octaves: the close miking
effectively improves the measurement signal/reverberation ratio,
resulting in amore accurate curve. This nearfield technique is a
valuable aid when modest- sized box loudspeakers with an
essentially omnidirectional LF output have to be measured in a
relatively small anechoic chamber.
A large panel speaker has amuch more complex radiation pattern,
which can also vary with distance, so aclose mic position will not
give an accurate indication of the LF response.. Furthermore, close
investigation of the MGM construction reveals that the bass panel is
not asimple, uniform element. Clamping points have been
strategically placed, presumably to control certain of the vibration
modes present in the unfettered diaphragm. This results in different
sections of the bass panel producing slightly different responses, so
the total anechoic response can only be measured accurately at a
distance of 3m or so, which is quite impractical in aconventionallysized anechoic chamber.
The anechoic curves of the MGIII must therefore be interpreted
with some care, and are not directly comparable with those for
conventional loudspeakers. Indeed, Magnepan themselves make the
point that measurement of the MGIII is acomplex matter, and that
conventional interpretations of the response are not directly
applicable.
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Iincluded in- room response measurements in the original review,
as well as nearfield measurements, but the latter must be considered
to be unreliable in view of the discussion above. As well as discussing
the more recent anechoic results, therefore, it would seem agood
opportunity to examine how the Magneplanar speaker works in
more detail.
Istarted off by taking frequency response curves of the individual
driver elements. The results initially appeared somewhat alarming,
as can be seen from the graphs, and Iwondered if Iwould have been
better off remaining in ignorance. Ipersevered, however, because
the data are important when it comes to biamping the MGIlls, with an
electronic crossover providing the band splitting for bass and mid/HF
outputs, the latter still being separated by the built-in passive
crossover. Ialso wanted to examine the distortion characteristics
more closely than in the original review. Ihave found push-pull
electrostatic loudspeakers to be potentially very linear, once the
large excursion bass region has been left behind, whereas
conventional moving-coil speakers suffer from magnetic,
mechanical suspension and diaphragm non-linearities. How the
magnetically-driven panels of the MGIII performed was well worth
discovering. Could it really take on the ultralinear electrostatics such
as the Quad ESL-63?

&technic measurements
Fig.1 shows arepresentative axial frequency response, the Maggie
'Ill providing asmooth ± 2dB output from 500Hz to 20kHz, with amild
rising trend at LF. Overall ± 4dB limits suffice for a60Hz-20kHz
specification, while the -6dB bass output frequency, which is
representative of the in- room audible limit, is at 38Hz. This was a
brand-new sample, and lowers by around 5Hz after some ' running
in'.
Fig.2 shows the individual driver responses superimposed on the
overall curve. There is considerable overlap between drivers,
particularly over the mid and treble ranges. Because the usual
physical time delay between the drivers is absent, the driver outputs
will be in phase over awide range, making for an easy integration.
This aspect has been extensively exploited in the design of the
crossover to produce the most uniform output.
The ribbon tweeter section is extraordinary in that the theoretical
crossover point is set at 750Hz, with agradual slope equalisation in
the 1-10kHz range. The midrange panel passband may be defined as
200Hz-2kHz, though there is still considerable output up to 9kHz. The
bass panel is allowed to continue above its nominal 200Hz point to
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compensate for the falling LF response of the mid panel, and doesn't I
reach its limit until 500Hz. Alone, without any crossover, the bass
panel would work up to 5kHz: in theory, and disregarding dispersion,
it could partner the ribbon without the need for aseparate midrange
driver. (This actually is adesirable attribute for ahigh- quality
three-way system.)
The slightly ' bass- rich' subjective response noted in the June '84
review appears to be confirmed by the anaechoic response, the LF
region below 550Hz, corresponding to the passband of the bass
panel, being raised by around 3dB. In biamped mode, the simple
control box supplied allows the relative adjustment of both the
bass/mid overlap, by means of auser-selected coupling capacitor for
the mid/HF section, and of the relative outputs via the respective gain
settings. Biamplification, therefore, allows the user to 'fine-tune' the
MGIlls for aspecific system and room.
Fig.3 shows the 'family' of forward responses at 2m. There is some
attenuation in the bass, partly due to the chamber, but considering
the sheer size of the speaker and the relatively close measuring mic
position, the outputs of the separate sections are surprisingly well
integrated. A mic position 15° vertically off- axis simply provides a
Or
slightly different view of the overall response, without the isolated
III
notch characteristic of conventional systems. At 30° laterally off- axis,
the output is still relatively close to the axial response, which is an
outstanding result for any loudspeaker. However, some variation can ,
be seen to develop 45° off-axis around the nominal 500Hz crossover
point, with atrough deepening to around - 10dB. Elsewhere in the
spectrum, good control is maintained.
Fig.4 shows 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion at adecent 96dB spl
with the mic at 1m. As anticipated, distortion levels rise with
increasing diaphragm excursion at low frequencies. Second
harmonic was held to 3% at 100Hz, rising to 10% in the 50Hz region,
but falling rapidly above 200Hz, averaging 0.2% above 500Hz. The
potentially more serious ( in terms of audibility) 3rd harmonic was
lower in level, measuring 3% at 50Hz, reducing to 0.5% at 100Hz and
averaging just 0.1% above 200Hz.
At alower 86dB level(fig.5), the LF harmonic content was reduced
by afactor of three, but was little changed over the rest of the band.
Some relatively innocuous 2nd harmonic distortion is to be expected
from the asymmetric construction of the Magneplanar panels, which
have magnets just one side of the diaphragm. Third harmonic
performance was much improved at the reduced 86dB spi, falling
below 0.3% at 100Hz and averaging avery low 0.02% above 200Hz
(fig.6). This is avery good distortion performance. [ Ithink it's
astonishing for amechanical transducer, as it rivals amplifiers — Ed)
Since the original review, Ihave had access to the Magnum
'monoblok' power amplifiers — 350W into 8ohms, with the first 70W
in class-A— so could check the ' Ills on full drive. Even with the amps
mildly into clip, the speakers remained well-behaved, though Idon't
recommend such use for long periods. The sound remained clear
and crisp, although the bass showed amild progressive increase in
'doubling'. ( This is aterm used to describe the subjective effect of
increasing LF distortion, heard as achange in bass quality which
acquires athinner ' grumblier' character as the proportion of 2nd
harmonic increases when compared with the fundamental.) The
effect was noticeable as such until peak program levels in excess of
200W were used.
In the original review, Ipreferred the in- room treble balance with a
1.8ohm power resistor in place of the series tweeter fuse giving a
shelving down of the ribbon level, shown in fig.7, which was taken
with the latest Hewlett Packard HP3561A audio analyser. Panel tests
in my listening room confirmed this preference, and Ihave since
been informed by Magnepan that they have also become aware of a
tendency to brightness in some rooms and are therefore offering a
similar ' official' treble adjustment for the MGM.
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The iV1G111 is alarge, well-built, open panel loudspeaker which should
enjoy along life. Sonically, it offers excellent quality, combining a
wide frequency range with very low coloration and great
transparency. It will play loud or soft with very good dynamic
accuracy, and has the ability to create superb, large-scale stereo
images of excellent focus and depth.
The radiation pattern has good uniformity, so the ' Ill should be less
critical to set up than many dipole speakers. Second harmonic
distortion levels were moderate, but the more audible 3rd harmonic
was exceptionally low. The 200W-plus power handling is also
excellent, and the ' Ills never sounded 'strained' or ' hard' at high
levels. With the mild tweeter attenuation mentioned earlier, the
impedance is afairly constant 4-5ohms, and the speaker is relatively
easy to drive compared with many conventional moving-coil
systems, enabling it to get the best performance from many
amplifiers.
In short, the MGM is an exceptional product, the performance of
which goes along way towards justifying the unavoidably high UK
price of around £2500. vt69
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Many otner recommended systems
Plus at discount prices - phone no

Here's ahighly recommended system
matched to bring you the highest
quality sound reproduction and
offered at agreatly reduced price only at the Watford and Maidenhead
NAD centres.
The system comprises:
1NAD 3120 - The new world beating
amplifier from NAD
2Dual CS- 505 II - Latest version of Dual's
highly recommended turntable
3Boston A40 Speakers - offer astonishing
performance in relation to their size.
4Complete with plugs and cablesfor immediate use.

£

Our Special Price .00 complete
NAD

NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD

1020 Pre Amplifier
£89.00
2150 Power Amplifier £ 179.00
3120 Amplifier
£ 109.00
3020A Amplifier
£ 129.00
3150 Amplifier
£225.00
4020 Tuner
£ 125.00
4150 Tuner
£209.00
5120 Turntable
£109.00
5200 Compact Disc £399.00
6125 Cassette Deck
£149.00
6050 Cassette Deck.
£ 159.00
7125 Receiver
£ 199.00
7140 Receiver
£339.00
7155 Receiver
£389.00

Yamaha

A-300 Amplifier
A-500 Amplifier
T-300 Tuner
T-700 Tuner
K-200 Cassette Deck
K-320 Cassette Deck
K-700 Cassette Deck
K-1000 Cassette Deck
R-50 Receiver
CD-X1Compact Disc

£ 109.00
£ 189.00
£ 109.00
£ 149.00
£109.00
£155.00
£295.00
£452.00
£235.00
£359.00

CD- 2Compact Disc
P-220 Turntable

£429.00
£85.00

Proton

P520 Amplifier
£ 129.00
P540 Amplifier
£ 199.00
P420 Tuner
£ 119.00
P440 Tuner
£ 189.00
P720 Cassette Deck
£ 169.00
P740 Cassette Deck
£229.00
P925 Receiver
£ 199.00
P930 Receiver £269.00

Mara ntz
Rack Systems

MS 340L
MS 641L
MS 630L

£299.00
£499.00
£849.00

M idi Systems
MX 143L
MX 243L
MX 500L

£ 399.00
£499.00
£999.00

CD Players
CD
CD
CD
CD

63B
£299.00
54
£299.00
74
£349.00
84 Remote
£399.00

All the items in this advertisement are available ny Mail

Mail Order Order. Phone Jim Langley at Watford Mail Order department

on 0923 26169 or Alan Lovell at Maidenhead Mail Order department on
0628 73420. Same day despatch subject to availability by Roadrunner Carriage
£5.25 per 25 Kilos.

Watford NAD Centre
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30prri.

Sony

TA AX310 Amplifier
£89.00
TA AX360 Amplifier
£ 129.00
ST JX310L Tuner
£89.00
ST JX410L Tuner
£ 129.00
TC FX210 Cassette Deck £99.00
TC FX310 Cassette Deck £ 119.00
PS LX210 Turntable
£79.00
PS LX310 Turntable
£89.00

Turntables

We have acomplete range of turntables on
demonstration, from as little as £69 including
arm and cartridge up to £398 excluding arm
and cartridge. From Dual, NAD, Ariston, AR,
Son of Rock, Pink Triangle, Yamaha, etc...

Speakers

We offer awide selection of speakers from
all the leading manufacturer's including:
ROGERS, AR, KEF, OMAR, DEAN,
HARBETH, WHARFEDALE, CELESTION,
BOSTON ACOUSTICS, MORDAUNT
SHORT, JPW, B & W, DIESIS AND NAD.
All of which are on demonstration.

Compact Discs

We have acomprehensive range of CD's
from NAD, Yamaha, Marantz, Sony,
Toshiba, etc ... Prices start from Only £299

Evening & Weekend Appointments
Evening appointments available in our single speaker demonstration room, please
phone for details. 24hr Answer Phone. After hours please use our answer phone for
appointments, enquiries or orders, at your convenience.

Maidenhead NAD Centre
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Late night shopping every W
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The place where people care about hi-fi

ednesdayuntil 8.30pm.

PANEL
I

REMEMBER THE FIRST TIME Iheard the original Quad
electrostatic. Its transparency, accuracy of imagery, and
freedom from cabinet colorations conspired to embarrass me
for my previous advocacy of various box loudspeakers. The ESL
was such an eye- ( or should that be ear-) opening experience that
since then Ihave always been deeply suspicious of conventional
designs.
I've had to use boxes, of course — it's very hard to find aroom to
take old Quads, you can't ignore the anti-social dispersion pattern,
and their propensity to emit little flashes of diaphragm- puncturing
light at the merest suggestion of overload is disconcerting — but I
suppose you could say that even when Iam otherwise happy with a
speaker, deep inside Iwish it didn't have abox. In Me:, part of my
fascination with the Celestion SL600 must be due to the fact that it
gets the closest, for abox speaker, to this impractical ideal.
All this is by way of apreamble, of course, but you will now
appreciate why Ihave been so attracted by the Magneplanar range of
loudspeakers, none of which in any way resembles abox, and all of
which use the same drive principle. Effectively a ' higlr-tech' version
of the 1930s"Blatthaller', athin mylar sheet with an aluminium wire
grid stuck to its surface is suspended behind an array of suitably
oriented small bar magnets. When acurrent passes through the coil,
the diaphragm moves — astraightforward application of Fleming's
Left- Hand Rule.
Drive is single-ended rather than push-pull — the magnets are on
one side only — the panel is only approximately being driven across
its whole area, and the mass of the flat ' coils' must be added to that
of the diaphragm, so, if everything else were equal, the Magneplanar
principle would not look as promising as electrostatic drive. In
practice, however, the lack of the electrostatic's input transformer
and the ability to engineer amore efficient motor system by control
of grid and magnet spacing make up for ' paper' limitations. The
Maggies have gained an excellent reputation for both technical and
subjective performance ( see MC's review of the MGM on p68).
The SMGa is arevised version of the smallest in the Magneplanar
range, standing 1.22m high by 48cm wide. Panel thickness is just
2cm, though the oak end cheeks are 4.5cm deep, and the panel is
supported by angled brackets which bolt on to the rear at floor level.
The SMGa is atwo-way model, the bass panel being 1m high by
20cm wide, while the tweeter, fed above 550Hz by a6dB/octave filter,
is again 1m high but only 3.5cm wide. The price is low for an
imported ' audiophile' model — £650 per pair inc.VAT — and brown,
beige and black grille cloths are available, all with oak end cheeks.
Chrome/black and anodised gold/brown finishes are also available to
special order.

The test drive
My experience with the MGM whilst preparing the review of the
Audio Research D-250 (
HFN/RR December'84) had convinced me of
the Maggies' pedigree. Dipole speakers, however, are notoriously
room fussy and Ihave to admit that the large ' Ill was almost
impossible to get working at its best in my room. When the stereo
was finely focused, the upper bass was too flabby, but tuning for
smoothest LF response left central images rather vague. The room is
just too narrow ( 14ft), with too much furniture in the vicinity of the
speakers, to allow apair of large dipole panels with extended bass to
be positioned optimally.
Ihad great hopes of the smaller SMGas, therefore, and although it
still took afair time to get the positioning just right, it did prove
possible to get both well-focused imagery and an ever LF response.
The speakers are ' handed', and Magnepan recommend that the
tweeters be on the outside edge; this was how Idid my listening,
with the speakers 2ft from the side walls and 4ft from the rear. They
were toed in slightly: too much ( so that the axes crossed in front of
the listening seat) sharpened imagery at the expense of bass clarity;
facing them straight ahead worsened both mid clarity and imagery,
which became rather bloated and diffuse.
The rest of the system was my usual Sondek/Ittok/Koetsu Red front
end, CD via aMeridian MCD player, Audio Research SP-10/Krell
KSA-50 amplification, with Monster Powerline speaker cable and RS
twisted pair for signal interconnect.
On the technical side, sensitivity is high for adipole, at around
87dB/W. The impedance characteristic is notably flat, reaching a
minimum of just under 6ohms in the midband, and the SMGas
shouldn't give even quite modest amplifiers any drive problems.
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So, what was the sound like?
Iloved it. The immediate impression was of arich, low bass
response and asweet, uncolored midrange, but asomewhat
rolled-off extreme HF. This was borne out by the room-averaged
/2
1
octave response curve, which shows an overall gently falling
trend from low to high frequencies. Presumably the relatively large
tweeter panel has difficulty in maintaining output in the final octave.
Curiously, an HF lobe appears off-axis on the tweeter side. This,
presumably, is acrossover artefact, and may well have contributed to
the slight peak around 3-4kHz to be seen in the room sound curve
(which was not audible on music).
A particular plus point was the ' slam' in the bass, despite arapid
roll-off in output below 45Hz due to destructive interference from the
backwave. (Perspex 'wings' are available as an optional accessory to
extend the LF response, if thought desirable.) The double- basses in
the slow movement of the excellent Denon Beethoven 5CD, for
example, had all the impact of real life. Whilst there wasn't quite the
'edge' to bass transients typical of the SL600 — there being alittle
upper bass 'fatness' — the SMGas conveyed the LF instrumental
sound that much more effectively. Plugging my Fender bass through
the system showed the SMGas to have excellent dynamic headroom
—they weren't even phased by some Level 42 style 'clawhammering' with the Krell flat out, apiece of sheer cruelty which
would give DMS Isobariks anervous breakdown.
There was also excellent delineation of image depth. Digging out
the 1972 live Procol Harum album, recorded with the Edmonton,
Canada, Symphony Orchestra, revealed quite extensive layering
within the stereo stage. Another passage which was handled
particularly well was the image motion in the Richie Havens 1969
1983album, where artificial reverb and panpotting are manipulated
on one track to give the impression of voice and backing chasing
each other in horizontal circles.
On the minus side, the rolled-off EHF led occasionally to alack of
'air' and detail, particularly at low levels, and this could give an
overall dull tonal balance with ill-chosen ancillaries. Worried that my
SMGas were untypical in this respect, Iobtained another pair.
Although around four months separated the dates of manufacture,
the two pairs differed by no more than ldB across the whole band,
V3-octave averaged, which is afine indication of consistency.

Conclusions
Iwas very impressed with these little marvels; the mellow tonal
balance and excellent dynamics make music very accessible. The
SMGa is not the speake- for the record critic; too much, that in
absolute terms should be rejected, is rendered musically acceptable.
Neither is it aspeaker for those who place apremium on ' excitement'
and exaggeration. No, if the average box speaker is aBeaujolais
Nouveau, the SMGa is more like agood ( not agreat, mind)
Bordeaux. The SMGa's subtlety can seem at first like alack of ' bite',
but for those who want to enjoy and indulge their tastes in recorded
music to the full, surely refinement is more important than raw
aggression?
Iadvise you to audition the SMGas carefully. The immediate
competition — SL600, Linn Sara, KEF 104/2 — are themselves quite
idiosyncratic, and you must decide on your own priorities. Ican't
help but wonder how atwice-the- price version of the SMGa, with a
cut-down MGM HF ribbon, as suggested by The Absolute Sound,
would fare against the Quad ESL-63. That would be some speaker.
But for £650, the SMGa is alittle gem. 1
4
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SMALL IS CONVENIENT
SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
SMALL IS THE CONISTON
GREAT IS THEIR SOUND
12x8x7.5ins.THE SIZE

Loudspeakers of unique design available from
the leading Hi Fi dealer in your area.
Bass Loading

Modified Transmission Line

Recommended Amplifier Power

10 to 60 watts

Peak Power Handling

60 warts

Impedance ( Nominal)

8 ohms

IT'S YOUR CHOICE . . . .
Freedom of choice is a much abused phrase
these days. However, its something we are
passionate about at Audio Excellence. We
won't subject you to adiatribe about why you
should huy a Linn LP12 or a Pink Triangle, a
Krell or a Nann, a Magneplanar or a Quad
63, we will let you listen and you decide. 01 .
course we will -offer advice and guidance if
asked, but we won't cajole you with dogma or
hidden persuasion.
Now isn't that what you've always wanted?
Call us or better still come and see us soon.
Audio Lab, Audio Research, AR, Ariston, A&R,
ARC, Bumester, Collation, Counterpoint, Creek,
Dual, Gale, Keybrook, KEF, Koolau, Krell, Linn,
Magneplaner, Moran*, Meridian, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD,
Nakarnichi, Nytech, Nairn, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Reims, Spendor, Syrinx, Systemdek, Tannoy,
Thorens, Walker, Yamaha, Zeta.

Royd Loudspeaker Co. Ltd

134 CRWYS ROAD,
CARDIFF. TEL: (0222) 28565
9HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA. TEL: (0792) 474608
Both shops —
Tues Sat: 9.30-5.30
Closed Monday

Unir A6 Stafford Pork 15 Telford Shropshire TF3 3BB
Telephone Telford ( 0952) 617511

Our suppliers include:
Alphason
Apogee
Audiostatic
Breuer
Burmes-ter
Celestion
Counterpoint
Hitachi cable
KEF
Ktaden
Kowetsu
LAST
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Oracle
Philips CD
Pink Triangle
Quad
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Alvin Gold reviews Musical Fidelity's Synthesis and the AR amplifier

HERE'S LITTLE MILEAGE in trying to draw parallels
between the two amplifiers described below. They're both
medium price products, broadly speaking anyway, yet the
Musical Fidelity costs roughly twice as much as the AR
They're both British designed too, but the AR is being produced for,
and marketed by, an American company, albeit the most Anglic,sed
of all from the land of the Mac Free — Teledyne Acoustic Research,
based in Boston, Mass, and also in Houghton Regis, Beds.
TAR, you'll recall, is well known as apurveyor of loudspeaker
boxes and roundabouts — asubstantial concern by the parsimonious
standards of our industry. Musical Fidelity on the other hand is a
small British company which first showed its hand with aproduct
modestly known as The Preamp, now in Mk.II form. MF have yet to
stray outside the field of amplification. Iunderstand, however, that
clarinet building ( yes that's right— it's akind of musical instrument) is
not totally beyond the bounds of possibility.
But both the AR and Musical Fidelity amplifiers set out to do
broadly similar jobs. They're medium power integrated designs that
accept moving-coil cartridges in addition to moving- magnet ones.
They're both high current devices that can handle difficult (
je, typical
—see Otala et al) loudspeaker loads, and both conform, roughly
speaking, to the minimalist ideals that have become de rigeur in this
sector of the market. OK, so the AR has tone controls, but they're of
limited operating range ( which doesn't quite make them all right)
and are designed for minimum effect on the all-important midband.
In abroader sense, they will both be most naturally at home in
systems of medium capability and resolution. They offer significant
advantages, at least in some areas, over what's available to the
beer- budget buyer, but neither aspires to the kind of performance
available from the true esoterica, to which they can be seen as
natural stepping stones. But their place in the great scheme of things
is also illustrated by the fact that in neither case is there amatching
stacked system, or even atuner or cassette deck, though AR do have
aturntable and the odd loudspeaker to sell you if you insist.
Laboratory measurements are courtesy of Jelgate, whose pr me
mover, Stan Curtis, handed over work on the AR amplifier ( for which
he acted as design consultant but has no direct current financial
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involvement in the success or otherwise of the project) to one
Richard Jones.
The main part of the review, though, was taken up by listening.
Moving-coil inputs were subjected to aKoetsu Red on the end of a
Linn/Ittok player, and the moving- magnet came from Supex via a
Logic Tempo with Helius Orion arm. A late example ( and much
improved over its predecessors — so much for perfection from day
one) Marantz CD63B Compact Disc player was also pressed into
service. KEF 104/2 and Magneplanar MG- 1b loudspeakers provided
wholly suitable torture at the other end of the chain, though both
amps will ideally he paired with more modest devices in practice.

The AR Amplifier
This product was born ayear and abit ago as aCambridge Audio
amplifier but quickly became Acoustic Research property. The
original Cambridge Audio P40 ( and its variants) had aspecial place in
the audio industry as arguably the finest piece of industrial design
ever to grace the British hi-fi scene. And it was certainly the product
around which the realisation that amplifiers actually sounded
different was oh-so- painfully built — over the dead bodies of not afew
sacred cows ( Iget paid by the metaphor, but you get the idea). But, at
least in some of its incarnations, it proved horrendously unreliable,
and despite alist of virtues as long as your arm its sound quality was
far from beyond reproach.
The current amplifier bears little real resemblance to the
Cambridge Audio of old, other than amere shadow of the former
styling. It still looks pretty neat, but close examination shows afew
rough edges. The large rotary controls, for example, are located
rather loosely, and in some cases turn eccentrically. The three press
buttons also feel rather crude and the wooden end cheeks are less
than immaculately finished. Rear panel socketry, on the other hand,
is to agood standard if you don't mind 4mm sockets that won't
accept bare wires, or DIN connectors for all low level socketry other
than the phono inputs. The main case is very solidly built, and
internally the amp appears well constructed, apart from afault that
intermittently led to loss of output on one channel. This was easily
overcome using that old serviceman's trick — alarge mallet.
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Circuit topology of the AR amplifier is alittle unusual. The phono
input uses something called segmented passive EQ. The way this
was presented to me is that conventional negative feedback is
frequency selective and its generally accepted that the ideal is to use
apassive network ( address for letters is on page 211, but that
passive networks have the slight disadvantage in that you lose out
on noise or on overload margin with the input buffer amplifier.
Dynamic range anyway. Halfway house passive/active circuits are
quite popular but the AR goes one better ( it says) by having separate
passive networks for the three time constants— 70, 318 and 3180us —
so retaining the advantages of passive EQ with no loss of noise or
headroom. This idea, originally developed in the ' 60s, has since been
taken up by Perreaux.
Other points: capacitors, according to the designers, are rarely
biased properly, and this shows up in listening results. This is
especially true of the feedback loop, where the DC offset of the power
amp — typically 25mV— is often used to bias' capacitors that actually
need several volts. This point has received due attention. Tone
controls (' buyers want them, audiophiles don't') are completely
passive. They're straight RC networks, in fact, and operate only over
plus or minus afew dBs. Finally, the potentiometers have asmall
standing DC voltage running throu2h them, like the Pink Triangle PIP
and Cambridge Audio P110 before that.
The m- cinput stage is m- cfrom the start, not asouped- up m- m
stage with extra gain. M- m cartridges go through areduced gain
version of the same input, which can handle high input voltage
levels. The input collector current, which is normally comparable in
level to the wanted signal, is about 20 times higher here, giving
reduced signal dependency to the sound. Input loading is 47k for
m- m and m-ccartridges. ' Most m-cs sound best into high Zloads'.
The power supply is well stuffed with asubstantial 180VA
transformer. ( About 120VA is typical at this price.) Very fast
regulators are used in the phono amp to avoid strangling the class- A
low-level circuits, which demand alot of current on peaks.

Lab results
Idon't propose going into the measured results in depth, since the
story they tell is arelatively simple one of very good power output in
relation to price, low distortion, and at least adequately good
signal/noise and overload figures. The only point of note is the
strongly tailored frequency response, in classic UK amplifier design
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tradition, which limits the amplifier just outside the audio band. This
isn't an amplifier that is going to waste alot of power driving
loudspeakers with subsonic spuriae, though the m- cinput isn't
slugged with capacitance ( to reduce EHF from the cartridge)
anything like as strongly as is often the case. Note the high peak
output current available from the power amp — specified at in excess
of 20amps.

Listening tests
It was explained to me that the AR is aimed squarely at the typical
,owner of aNAD 3020 who wants broadly the same kind of sound, but
with more power and in amore distinctive package. That was the
design brief, at any rate, and it has been met in practice to a ' T'. In
laddition to the formal listening for this test, I
used the AR amplifier
intermittently over the last few months ( and again recently at AR's
Boston headquarters — see next month), and have always found it a
worthy and useful tool that makes the best of medium quality
systems rather than maximising the qualities of very exotic ones.
To the hi-fi nut, this may be bad news. Who wants to know about a
'nice' amplifier? But that is decidedly what the AR is all about. The
highly respectable paper power specification is turned neatly into
reality: most systems can be driven very hard yet the amp never
really has to strain. It has an easy, almost self-effacing way of going
about its business and it will rarely sound offensive. In this respect, at
least, it adheres to Ken Kessler's ideal of what agood valve ( sorry,
tube) amplifier should do.
In sonic terms, the overriding characteristics are warmth and an
easy-going euphony, though it has to be said that the frequency
extremes are below the best. The bass end sounds full and warm,
even with the very dry- sounding Magneplanars. ( The Maggies are
dry, but room additive effects can make them boom unless great care
is taken.) It's far from being out of control, though, and doesn't really
lack definition, but it is slightly ' slow' rhythmically and isn't ideally
integrated with the very smooth, mellifluous midband. Similarly, the
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treble end can sound alittle over- damped, even wispy, but the
granular quality Ireadily concede many solid-state amplifiers
possess ( though that's almost certainly nothing to do with the active
devices themselves), is thankfully missing.
Irate this amplifier highly as afine product in relation to its very
modest asking price. The phono input is an especially strong
performer, and in one telling comparison the use of ahigh quality
Denon transformer, which totally transformed another integrated
amplifier with afairly well regarded m- cstage, only improved on the
AR very marginally. Using aLinn Asak as source, the m- m gain
setting sounded slightly preferable to the m-cone and it makes sense
to use that, anyway, if there is sufficient gain in hand. But both sound
good and are fully in keeping with the performance of the amp. A
good, well rounded design.

Conclusions
Word has it that various internal and external upgrades to the AR
amplifier are in the pipeline. Balance and tone controls will, it seems,
have centre detents, signal socketry will revert to phonos throughout
and internal changes are being made that are expected to ameliorate
the remaining criticisms of the sound, especially at the frequency
extremes.

Musical Fidelity Synthesis
If the AR amplifier doesn't quite rate as araving beauty, neither does
the Synthesis, though it's alittle short of qualifying as the beast. It
looks sort of, well, English. The front panel is Perspex with the
Synthesis legend backlit— the sole concession to decoration. A row
of push buttons provides source switching, m-c/m-m changeover
and tape monitoring for the first of the two tape circuits. CD and
auxiliary are the other two ' flat' inputs. These apart, only avolume
knob attached to alow cost ALPS potentiometer, and an on/off
switch, adorn the front panel. There's no balance control and, of
course, no tone controls or filters.
Rear panel socketry includes 4mm binding posts for the speaker
connections and phono sockets for all signal connections, apart from
one lonely DIN socket designated for the Tape 1circuit. The earth
terminal doesn't grip spade terminals very well, and the utility of the
earth and the binding post arrangements is reduced because the
sides, top and bottom of the main case overhang the back panel
considerably, making filger access difficult.
The case is an extraordinary 505mm wide ( for sound reasons
connected with circuit topology, I'm told) and takes the form of avery
solid steel box which makes extensive use of socket- headed screws
as fasteners. The whole effect is strictly functional and not
unattractive in these terms. By and large the Synthesis is well, if not
extravagantly, built, but there are amateurish touches here and
there, such as the adhesive tape to cover apanel join on the base.
The lab report does suggest that insulated sleeves on the mains
wiring and better securing of the mains supply cable would have
been worthwhile. Musical Fidelity were informed of this and have
apparently corrected these points in current production units.
All the components, including front panel switching and in/output
socketry, but excluding the mains transformer, are mounted onto a
single, large glass- fibre pcb. The amount of free wiring is thus
minimal, and much less than in the AR. The components used are of
good quality ( the volume control being apossible exception here)
and well rated, the transformer, for example, being ahefty 200VA ILP
toroid.
Referring forward again to the lab report, the circuit is asimple
one, based on acomplementary MOSFET output stage ( Hitachi
devices) akin, to the configuration used in MF's Dr Thomas power
amplifier. The moving- coil input uses atwo- stage, two-transistor
gain circuit, with an emitter follower output. The first transistor is a
high current, driver type. The m- m stage is separate and built around
an IC. Indeed, ICs are used elsewhere, too, for line amplification and
tape output buffering.

Lab results
In measurement terms, the Synthesis acquitted itself well. Peak
amperage is limited in comparison with the AR, perhaps because of
the self-limiting characteristics of the MOSFET output devices.
10amps remains ahighly respectable figure ( aNaim 250 gives
around 14-16amps on the same test, the average Oriental integrated

Measured disc input to speaker output (Bohm load)
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amp about 3-5amps). Most of the other measurements show the
Synthesis to be a) competently designed and b) quite well matched
to the AR. Slightly less tight power supply regulation shows up in the
higher one-channel- only-driven figures, and there's just slightly less
power available into 4ohms, though the latter is still well in advance
of the Bohm figure, which is as it should be. Naive readers may be led
by the results into thinking that the AR and the Musical Fidelity could
be expected to sound fairly similar. They'd be wrong.
Listening tests
The AR went loud but the Synthesis was capable of even greater
volume stretch, and Imade good use of that with the Maggies, which
sound remarkably raunchy and of-a- piece playing T- Bone Burnett at
high bone- rattling spis. Bass was tight and tuneful and dynamics
were forcefully presented.
Iliked this amplifier alot. It has 'tunefulness' and an overall sense
of integrity out of proportion to its price. By absolute standards the
Synthesis is best at painting- in the architecture— the grand design —
of the source material. It's arguably less successful dealing with the
subtle, low-level information. The alacrity with which it copes with
transients is less impressive than amplifiers in Krell territory, but the
homogeneity of the sound picture it creates is very real and does
much to give the amp that hallmark of integrity.
The test of integrated amplifiers is frequently the quality of the
preamplifier section. This, at least, seems to be the area that is most
often open to criticism. Here, the moving-coil input was easily
preferred to the moving- magnet one when used with m-ccartridges I
(see AR comments, earlier), although there was some audible hum '
during low-level passages. Good m-ccartridges retained their sense
of life and dynamics, though both pre- and power amplifiers seemed
to be jointly responsible for aslight aberration in the form of a
dulling at HF, an effect also noted in the case of the AR. The
Synthesis also handled Compact Disc remarkably well ( as does The
Preamp II by the way) although agood quality volume pot leaves
most active preamps like this one standing.
Perhaps the most impressive and satisfying feature of the
Synthesis, though, is its authority and control, factors of special
importance when dealing with loudspeakers that like to carry on
speaking after the amplifier has told them to stop. The Maggies, with
their ultra thin diaphragms, are hardly major culprits here but the
104/2 is an excellent example of aspeaker that needs afirm,
authoritarian line, and this is exactly what the Synthesis provides.
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Conclusions
An excellent all-round amplifier then, not readily outperformed at or
near the price. It is expensive by integrated amplifier standards and
perhaps on acost count, based on the type and quantity of
components, the AR still manages to turn in the goods. The
Synthesis is capable of surprisingly high maximum sound pressure
levels, good clarity and real dynamic integrity. IATWO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
MODEL

AR

SYNTHESIS

Power output (
W )for
I% THD
8 - 8ohms
8ohms
4ohms

2011z
70.0
81.0
12.0

THD (%) AUX

0.031 0.020 0.052
ref 45W/8ohms

Channel separation ( dB)
Peak output current ( A)

1IcHz
74.9
842
120.0

61

20kliz 20Hz 11cHz
74.1
74.3 82.1
83.6
98.6 102.0
128.0
114.8 128.0

44

+29/-28

20kHz
81.5
119.0
119.0

0.032 0.009 0.079
ref 70W/8ohms
76

U

+12/-10

Aux input:
Frequency response
(1W/8ohms ref 1kHz) - 1dB at

19Hz, 20 7kHz

14Hz, 36kHz

Sensitivity: input ( mV) for 1W/8ohms

27

25

Signal/noise (dB) ref 500mV (
r
, HcHz
1W/8ohms CCIR/ARM wtd

82

86

Phono input:
Sensitivity: 1kHz for
IW/8ohms
m- m
F111-C
Input overload ( mV)
(1% THD)
m- m
Signal/noise ( dB) ref 5mV (
ii 1kHz, 1W/8ohms
1W/8ohms CCIR/ARM vidd
m- m
m-c
Typical selling price Inc VAT

1.8mV/50kohms
0.32mV/50kohms

0.53mV/47kohms
0.13mV/100ohms

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
21
155
800
22
190
1.8V

so
73
£199.90

82
73
£345
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,BUILD YOUR
OWN LEGEND

Who would ever have thought you
could build your own hi- fidelity amplifiers
and save yourself pounds into the bargain —
especially; acombination as critically
acclaimed as the Hafler DH110 pre and
DH220 power amplifiers?
`... assembled from akit by an
experienced kit builder in about 4hours...
the basic frequency response was literally
'flat as aruler'.
(STEREO REVIEW, AUG. 1982)

'The DH110 is asuperb pre-amp — you
would have to search hard to find something
which actually sounds better, regardless of
price
(HI FI NEWS 8/. RECORD REVIEW, NOV. 1982)
'When Ireviewed the previous Haller
pre- amplifier and power amplifier, Ithought
their performance... could not be improved

... David Haller and his colleagues have
proved me wrong.'
(GRAMOPHONE, MARCH 1983)
'It is certainly the only true hi-fi

product available in the U.K. in kit form ...
the Haller kits offer excellent valu&
(NEW HI FI SOUND, MARCH 1984)
You'll find the same superb quality and
unbeatable value in the rest of thellafler
range, like the outstanding Hailer DH100
pre- amp and DH500 power amp.
All units are available in real value for
money easy- to- assemble kit form, complete
with full instructions, or ready assembled
for instant installation.
Well, you've seen what the critics have
to say But don't just take our word for it —
see the amps that legends are made of at your
nearest Haller dealer now

Hafler

Haller Kit prices: DH1OOK Pre-amp £165.00 DH110K Pre- amp £295.00 DH160K Equalizer £295.00 DH120K Power- amp £275.00
DH220K Power- amp £375.00 DH5OOK Power-amp £645.00 DH330K Hiner £395.00
To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ Tel: 01-607 2717. Please send full Test Reports and Literature on Haller Kits.
Name

Address
HFN 2/85
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or . . . Ken Kessler's Lost Youth, Part VI

HE BOSS LOVED THIS ONE: We're
running areview in this issue about
AR's first foray into amplifier manufacture in adecade, so why not
remind readers of AR's earlier venture at the
same time? I'd been begging to review the
original AR Amplifier (to give it its formal
name), and this opportunity was timely
enough to allay even JA's fear of returning to
an early transistorised product. ( The AR is all
silicon, not germanium. But then that's
another can of worms we'd rather leave sealed.)
The current AR amplifier is now famigar to readers who wander
regularly into hi-fi shops, its initial appearance surprising many who
had assumed that the company was sticking firmly to loudspeakers.
The return to amplifier manufacture wasn't an overnight decision,
though, and Acoustic Research had amighty tradition to uphold in
the field of amplifier design— despite the memory of the predecessor
living only in the minds of anachrophiles like me.
No, I'm not suggesting that Inudged AR back into amplifier
production. While the company was able to reintroduce their classic
turntable in only slightly modified form, the original amplifier could
not be relaunched with mere updating and face-lifting. Time marches
on, and the differences between 1967 amplifiers and 1985
amplifiers ( transistor types, that is) are far greater than those
between belt-drive turntables of the same periods. Mind you, Idid try
to get them to bring the original back with mere updating and
face-lifting ...
Why? you might ask, knowing full well that the foundations for
anti-solid-state belief were established by pre- 1975 designs, and that
I'm not exactly known for my love of non-valve amplification. It turns
out that the AR Amplifier is one of asmall handful of solid-state
designs that doesn't drive me from the room, which is especially
puzzling as solid-state amplifiers of recent vintage are allegedly
much better than those which appeared during the transistor's early
days.
The original AR Amplifier first rolled off the assembly line in
September 1967, the product of adesign team headed by Sid Lidz.
Looking at this in an American context, its arrival was awaited much
in the way that we would today anticipate, say, an amplifier from
Linn, or aturntable from Quad. At the time, Acoustic Research
virtually ruled the US market for loudspeakers and was immensely
strong with its then five-year-old turntable; the amplifier would
complete an ' all-AR system', exactly as today's AR Amplifier does for
the current product line-up.
AR's reputation in the US was built around an image of high
performance for minimum outlay, the turntable also adding ' no frills'
to the picture, so the public was expecting an amplifier along the
same lines. While the amp was abargain in the USA, pricing in this
country was something of amess until the end of the amplifier's run.
In the early '70s, the price dropped from around £ 175 to £ 121 ( inc
VAT); in its last year of production, it cost afew pounds less than a
Quad 33/303 set-up. This was due to AR setting up its own
distribution, eliminating the middlemen, and making it much more
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the bargain it should have been all along.
Ihave no idea how many were sold in the UK, its success at first
hampered by that horrible price disadvantage, but total sales
reached slightly beyond 25,000, the last one leaving the factory in
May 1973. It's safe to assume that the bulk of them stayed in the
USA. but that doesn't mean that they're in short supply here. Rarely a
month goes by without one or two coming up for sale; Ibought mine
from afriend for way under £ 100— which is all that it's worth in spite
of what greedy anachrophiles might tell you.
The problem with reassessing an old product is the fear that it
might not be accurately representative of apristine sample; passive
and active components do age, after all. Even reproductions might
be suspect., as Ilearned after along letter from Marantz' Ken Ishiwata
regarding the differences between an original Marantz 7and the
much later kit which Ireviewed in November. ( Don't worry, though;
my belief in that product was verified by listening to amint original.)
To avoid this with the AR Amplifier, Ihad my sample rebuilt and
brought up to specification, even though it was working perfectly
before that. Oh, and Ilearned that my particular unit was one of the
last 700 made, which means that it incorporates every manufacturing
change that occurred during the model's lifespan.
(Note: this is where the small print comes into play, where the
brochures say 'The manufacturer reserves the right to change
specification without notice'. Usually, it's nothing more than
changing paint suppliers or the type of rubber feet under the chassis.
However, the odd modification does come along which can alter the
sound, including the change of resistor values or types, the removal
or addition of fuses, and so on. The remarks in this article refer to The
Final AR Amplifier, or— to be more precise— the Final AR Universal
Amplifier, as the 100-240V models were then called.)
To use this in context, Irecreated the same system Ilived with
while at University, imitating thousands of other fledgling
audiophiles. The system was to the USA what the Dual 505/NAD
3020/KEF Coda is to today's consumers and consisted of the
amplifier, and original AR turntable, and apair of AR 2AX
loudspeakers. The only thing Icouldn't duplicate was the cartridge,
some lost and obscure Pickering or Empire, but Idid have aShure to
hand of just the right vintage.
The results, unfortunately, were outstanding.
Ahem. This is not going to endear me to the hearts of retailers or
manufacturers, but Icannot deny that Iderived much pleasure from a
system straight out of the 1973 HiFi Yearbook, one that's still
available on the second-hand market for well below f250. True, it
didn't have the incisive, secure portayal of soundstage and image to
which we're now accustomed, but it missed nothing in the most
bitterly fought area of musicality. It was simply ' nice to listen to' in
spite of the lack of authority which Iand other nutcases demand.
Basically, it sounded like your garden-variety £800 c.1985 system.
This, of course, is using apositively primitive cartridge and apair
of speakers my editor would prefer to see being used as door stops.
Top-end was lacking and imaging was suspect at best.
Deep bass poured forth, but it lacked the solidity beloved by
New Age solid-state owners. Idecided to isolate the AR Amplifier's
contribution by inserting it into my usual system in place of the
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A&R CAMBRIDGE, CREEK, HARBETH,
HEYBROOK, LINN, MORDAUNT SHORT,
MANTRA, NAIM, NIGHTINGALE,
ROTEL, REGA, SUPEX, SPENDOR,
WHARFEDALE & OTHERS

1985 BC?

1985 AD? 1985 CD!

Now that CD players are available at reasonable prices and the Compact Disc
repertoire is growing at a remarkable rate, this surely is the time to take the
plunge and join those who are already enjoying the most significant leap forward
in gramophone history. At " Music in the Home", our commitment to CD is
unshakeable, and our unequalled experience in the field of recorded music
enables us to regard some of the nonsense which has been written on the subject
with the contempt it deserves, just as we did when LP discs and stereo were first
introduced. What does sadden us, however, is the readiness of some to believe
such claptrap, and among the misconceptions we frequently encounter one finds
the notion that CD calls for a completely new audio system as well as the
abandonment of one's existing library of mono or stereo LPs.

IF YOU BUY
A NAIM need

This is, of course, patently untrue, for any reasonable domestic system can be
adapted for CD by the simple addition of a CD player at acost of between f300
and £400, while I, for one, have every intention of listening to my ' black discs' as
long as Ilive. The building-up of aCD collection will inevitably be gradual, but at
"Music in the Home" we make it a little easier for you by offering all those who
buy a CD player from us a generous 20% discount on all future purchases of
Compact Discs. Above all, we provide the kind of service from which all who
really love music stand to gain because we truly understand musical values,
while forty years' experience as audio specialists enables us to offer the sort of
advice which will genuinely benefit your future listening.

You'll probably never A see
us again!

For us, HiFi is not a ' hobby' to be pursued for its own sake, but simply ameans to
a heightened awareness and enjoyment of beautiful music. Once you share this
approach, you will soon discover that fine equipment need not be all that costly,
though it must be chosen with care under expert guidance. At our studio you can
listen to CD via the magnificent QUAD ESL 63s but, if you cannot afford or
accommodate so ambitious a pair of speakers, you will find that the small
BBC-designed LS3/5A, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, offers the
perfect solution to all your problems. Indeed, most of those who visit Moscow
Road for the first time only regret that they did not 'discover' us years ago, and
we can claim without false modesty that, once you have 'taken the plunge', you
will always return to us in the future.
Thomas lishatz

For people who can
think for themselves

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

OLD SCHOOL, SCHOOL RD, 8RACON ASH
NORWICH, NORFOLK, 0508 70829

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

Mordaunt-Short
Simply send the coupon below, and you
will receiveourfull product literatureand
independent Test Reports — together
with more straightforward advice on
choosing and using loudspeakers for
lasting musical enjoyment than anyone
can give you in amere advertisement.

£4«it

NAmf
ADDRESS

)`,1 ( () DI

Mordaunt-Short Limited, Durford Mill, Petersfield,
Hampshire GU31 5AZ. Telephone: (073 080) 721/2
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Beard valve amplification. ( Iused the Oracle/Zeta/Koetsu Black and
the LS3/5As with the LSB1 subwoofer for the rest of the chain.)
Heh, heh, heh. The damned thing turned out to be just the wild
animal Irecalled it to be from my headbanging schooldays.
Conservatively rated at 50watts into 8ohms, it had little difficulty
yielding near- Beard levels before clipping in amost untransistor-like
way. Bass proved to be ample and full, without the overdamping
found it so many S- Sunits, but the lack of absolute control was still
evident. Its only real failing by today's standards was slight
congestion (
very S- S in character), while 'speed' was in keeping with
much younger units. For the Wee me, Ihave ahard time thinking of
it as anything other than aNAD 3020 with guts.
Part of the reason for its sheer capability for driving loudspeakers
to absurd levels must be the need for this amplifier to work well with
its 4ohm siblings, the AR3 and AR3A loudspeakers. This amplifier
was most certainly earmarked for use with whatever other AR
products appeared in the same catalogues, so it has little difficulty in
coping with offensive conditions - exactly the criteria used by certain
reviewers for making bold claims about specific modern units of
British origins. Every contemporary review I've found comments on
its abilities to deliver real power in excess of its specifications, and
mention is made of its advanced, well-built power supply.
Idon't want to make this amplifer out to be ahundred years ahead
of its time, because it isn't. What the AR Amplifier did foreshadow is
the simplicity ( it is fairly frill-free) and load- insensitivity we now prize
so highly. That aside, Ithink it's one of the best looking amplifiers I've
ever seen, it's as quiet as all but the costliest of moden S-Sunits, and
it never offends the ear. Its weaknesses are of omission rather than
commission, and Irate it along with the harman-kardon Citation 12
and the various Krells on listenability in spite of the absence of
valves.

It was anifty little amplifier, its 15 1/
8x10x4 5
/
16in. dimensions
belying its punch. The photograph cannot convey its champagne and
walnut warmth; neither does it show the phono sensitivity control on
the back for tailoring it to aspecific cartridge. ( Istill haven't figured
out ause for the ' Null' position on the mode switch, which combines
the two channels with the phase of one reversed, but the owner's
manual says that it enables the user to set up accurate channel-tochannel balance. [ One could always use it to remove Barry
Manilow's voice from Barry Manilow recordings. - Ed))
Ilove this product, an emotion I'm sure that has alot to do with my
use of it for background music during my student-day bacchanals,
but there you are. The new AR Amplifier has its job cut out if its
predecessor is the yardstick, but then it's priced way down market
when you consider that the new one sells for about half the price
(relatively speaking) of the old one.
Anyone know where Ican find the matching tuner? 4-

Manufacturer's specifications, circa 1968
Power output: ( RMS, both channels driven):
60W at
4ohms,50 at 8ohms, 30 at 16ohms
Distortion up to full rated power:
IM less than 0.25%
Harmonic less than 0.5%, 20Hz to 20kHz
Frequency Response:
±1dB, 20Hz to 20kHz
S/N Ratio:
57dB ( phono, ASA 'C' flat weighting)
75dB (tape and tuner)
Damping Factor:
8to 20 for 4ohm speakers
16 to 40 for 8ohms speakers
32 to 80 for 16ohms speakers
(lower figures apply for 20 Hz,
higher for 75Hz to 20kHz)
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improvement made by securely positioning
represent one of the least expensive
your speakers in the room, free of even the
improvements you can purchase. The stands
slightest movement? The goal is to eliminate
are drilled to take the mounting hardware,
unwanted vibrations and resonance and
and the spikes are screwed in and locked
their attendant cancellations. The net result
with anut. They're height adjustable, too, so
has always been, to my ears at least, major
you can level the speakers. You can also use
and audible in two areas.
them for the newer application of supporting
The first is in the lower registers, the bass
your turntable or CD player.
notes firming up and taking on the kind of
Too many people have forgotten that
solidity that gives music its weight. The simply resting the speaker on top of astand
effect is akin to going from a merely good compromises the hoped-for rigidity. Partingloudspeaker to an exceptional loudspeaker, ton, for example, market clamping kits for
a competent design to a thoroughly con- their own stands. A recent trend has been to
ceived design ... part and parcel of the install spikes on top of the stand, biting into
argument about a reasonable system, well- the bottom of the cabinet. It works, and it's
installed, typically outperforming an excel- as good areason as any to buy asecond set
lent system poorly installed.
once you've discovered what spikes
The other improvement I've noticed is in
between stand and floor can do for the
the area of image specificity, itself aproduct sound.
of upper frequency information. If your
Quadropod has made available, for £4, a
loudspeakers are shaking about on their kit consisting of adrill and ajig to make the
stands by amounts greater than the relevant task easier. The total effort will take less than
sound wavelengths, the odds are that havoc an hour and the rewards are beyond value. If
will be wreaked. If upper frequencies can be you need some kind of indication before you
'tightened up' in the way that we accept this send in an order, get people to stand on top
benefit with the lower registers, then it's of your speakers or weigh them down with a
speaker rigidity that can help to accomplish hundredweight or two of concrete, and see if
it.
you can identify any improvement.
The first step is to mount the speakers on
If you can, you'll find that the £8 Quadrodecent stands, of which there are no shor- pod tariff provides you with a ••••
tage on the market today. Lead or sand filled,
far less obtrusive solution than e°411.4
solid and unyielding, good stands are as
having a cement
ose
1,1
important as the spikes upon which they
bird- bath perched on
e
rest. If you find astand that does not already
top of your
include spikes, you can install the QuadroDiamonds.
0 0'
,
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HERE CAN BE no more jaded a lot of
consumers than those who explore
hi-fi to its lowest depths. We've been
assaulted with accessories and cure-ails so
obscure and arcane that our image among
the lay majority must be that of gullible
fools. Fortunately, virtually all of the tweaks
we have condoned - super cables, turntable
supports, damping bricks - have been
shown to work (to those who bother to try
them with an open mind). Even more fortunate has been the later appearance of reasonably sound scientific arguments in defence
of the seemingly phantasmagorical.
We - and by that Imean serious hi-fi users
- now accept such outre accessories with
much the same ease as we accept the more
traditional, fundamental practices we've
known all along. It's not too far-fetched to
imagine that one day instruction manuals for
slightly more mass- market equipment might
include directions like ' Be sure that your
cables are properly installed as regards the
direction of signal flow', along with conventional advice about correct phasing and
adequate ventilation.
The above is written in the hope that I
don't have to explain, justify, or apologise
for the existence of speaker stand spikes, as I
had to many times when Ivisited the USA.
Their attitude about spikes is similar to our
own c.1980, and the appearance of homegrown speaker-stand accoutrements should
aid that nation's audiophiles in their inevitable acceptance of our fetish for speaker-tofloor coupling.
This month, we'd like to offer our readers
the first, and still best - if ugliest - spikes on
the market, now in arevised and much better
form. The Quadropod spikes now grace
more stands than any other spikes on the
market, because they do everything they're
supposed to do and they do it in a most
painless way - unless, of course, you happen
to put one through your foot.
Are any of you still refusing to accept the

,
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'So, in answer to your question, yes, there
\
is adanger of afirst prize like this going to
someone who is very young and hasn't even
begun to grow. We all need time to grow.
Indeed, Ithink that anyone in an artistic field
is happy in the knowledge that they will be
learning for the rest of their lives, that they
will never reach the final plateau; that there
is always room for growth. But it is
especially critical to allow room for that
growth when you are younger. As you can

Il

.•111 KIMURA-PARKER
What is that moment really like? Fanny
Waterman has announced the 6th, 5th, 4th,
3rd and 2nd prize winners for the 1984 Leeds
International Piano Competition and you,
Jon Kimura- Parker, are still sitting there .
'Indescribable. Ican barely put it into words.
Incredible. A great feeling, but with it alittle
bit of shock also. You've dreamt about it and
it's happened. Suddenly it's happened.'
The shock, of course, cannot linger. Nor
can the elation. There simply isn't time to
bask in the glory of it all. Winning amajor
international competition like Leeds means
that the rewards come thick and fast. Within
days, hours, even minutes of victory there
are important engagements to contemplate ,
management offers to weigh- up, recording

imagine, my calendar looks very different
since winning Leeds and I'm trying as best I
can to adapt to that and basically looking
forward to what is amassive challenge. At
least, Ifeel as though Iam comparatively
ready to meet that challenge and live up to
what is expected of me.'
twondered if Leeds had been an especially
satisfying experience for him, artistically
speaking, and whether there were certain
stages of the competition, specific
performances of specific works, which he felt
had contributed most strongly to his

proposals to consider. When Jon KimuraParker hit London late last November he had
in prospect during that week alone, adebut
recital at the () EH with works ranging from
Bach to Barber, the massive Brahams Dminor Concerto with the LSO at the Barbican
and numerous publicity interviews to boot.

ultimate success.
'I think it's important when you are
planning your rounds that you choose pieces
during acompetition it is strenuous. You
All this and more in addition to three major
which you know you will feel psychologically
play every few days and you have to play
romantic concertos to prepare from scratch
comfortable with at the time you have to
consistently well. If you don't play at your
before March ' 85: Saint-Saëns 2,
best even once, you probably won't even get play them. In the second round, for instance,
Rachmaninov 2and Prokofiev 3. Impossible?
Iwas very glad to have the Brahms Handel
to the next round, the standards are so very
No, just alittle daunting. For Jon Kimura Variations as my centre- stone: it is abig,
high. As aresult, if you have the kind of
Parker is, Ifeel confident, ready for the career
stamina and the kind of personality that can
monumental work and Ifelt very good with
which now lies ahead of him. He has the
enable you to sit up there time and again and it. Likewise the third round which is ownexperience. He is without pie- in-the-sky
weather those pressures, those stresses, and choice. Now by that time you have alot of
illusions. He is alevel-headed realist.
confidence and you know that even if you
still produce your best work, then the
Ibegan provocatively with my questions.
don't make the final you'll have got very
chances are that you do have afighting
What did he really think about competitions?
chance in the real world. In aprofession
close. So, here Ifelt was just the place to
offer awork like the Barber Sonata — awork
Should musicians really compete, like
which does, if we are talking about amajor
I'm really close to and feel comfortable with
career, involve constant playing, constant
athletes, for prizes?
'
tant pressure. So, in this sense I —and in addition, afew shorter pieces which
There are so man yambitious and talent ed
young musicians in the world
a
trave,
could display different styles, different
system which can to some extent figure out
do think competitions are quite necessary,
aspects of myself. When Igot to the final, I'll
who has abetter chance of sustaining a
quite valid. Of course, there are negative
be honest, the overriding sensation was not
major career must, Ithink, be worthwhile aspects and they speak for themselves. If
one of wanting to win — which, of course, I
Because you can give that person achance:
somebody doesn't get through afirst round,
did — but one of elation that Iwas to play the
by setting up concerts for him, by giving him
for instance, it can be devastating if it
Brahms D- minor Concerto with so excellent
the kind of incredible exposure that amajor
happens too often. But then, maybe that
an orchestra and conductor. That's afeeling
competition like Leeds gives you. And the
person is just not geared towards the kind of
that is hard to describe. Ifelt that I'd played
great thing about the way that Fanny
demands we are talking about. Then there
well. Ifelt deeply satisfied with the
Waterman has arranged Leeds is that it is not are situations, of course, where some
musicians will play well in public but not in
experience and Ifelt as though I'd
competition, and for them, well, hopefully
communicated those feelings to my
they'll find another outlet for being
audience.
'You know, it's interesting how the entire
'discovered'.'
Was there not, though, avery real danger
art of performing has changed over the years
\
with the advent of more and more advanced
of certain competitively minded young
players — the wrong players — striking gold
technology. As soon as there was magnetic
tape and recordings ,the life and world of
too soon?
musicians and music- lovers began to alter.
'Probably no-one who enters Leeds or any
In many respects for the better. But there has
other major international competition really
also grown something of an obsession with
knows what is going to happen to them if
technical perfection to the point where
they win. You always dream about winning
people sometimes forget that we, the
but there's no way that anyone can truly
performers, are only human on stage. And
appreciate what the life of abusy concert
there is someffling magic and very special
musician is like unless they are either very
about the live performance. About making
close to someone who is involved in the
music for any one given group of people.
business or are doing it themselves. There is
No-one but those present really shares in
an incredible joy in travelling and playing
that performance. It's aprivilege for the
music everywhere. But at first there is some
performers and the audience. It's aone-off. It
degree of hardship because it is difficult to
adjust to suddenly being in the fast- lane and

just aquestion of ' winner takes all'. Sure,
winner still takes most, but there is alot of
recognition and some opportunities for all
those who are finalists. To have been aprize
winner at Leeds is still awonderful thing to
have in your resumé. And don't forget that
100 people started out in that competition,
so to be placed sixth does not make you the
big loser. On the contrary.
'You see, Ithink competitions should first
and foremost be regarded as arealistic test
of what is involved in amajor career. Imean,
82

really having to run around and get
acquainted with so many different aspects of
the life. That's something you have to be
prepared for and Iam fortunate in that Ihave
afair degree of concert experience, not only
in Canada, where Iwas born, but in other
parts of the world too. Indeed, I've been
playing in public since Iwas five. And that
has to make adifference. Imean, you could
conceivably go into acompetition, play
brilliantly, win that competition and then find
that with your incredibly small repertoire,

is happening for that moment only.'
Needless to say, then, Jon finds the
upward trend in live recording particularly
healthy, though he is equally intrigued to
experience the challenges of studio
recording for himself. Doubtless, the major
record companies will have fought it out by
the time these words appear in print and
doubtless the first Kimura- Parker sessions
will be firmly scheduled. He envisages asolo
recital record and maybe acouple of
concerto issues but realises that the choice
of repertoire is likely to be governed by what

you are in big trouble.
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other distinguished soloists might already
have put down for that particular company
(his repertoire is already pretty wideranging: 'too early to specialise'). He likes
the idea of the Brahams Handel Variations
and the Barber Sonata would be nice, too ( so
say I). But commercial considerations still
rule, OK?

recording is curre n tl y out of the catalogue),
the coupling thi s ti
me, the Ritual Dances
Confirmations are through of the following
CBS recording sessions. First, ararity. Does
the name Georg Monn mean anything to
you? It didn't to me either. Well, it seems that
this Austrian composer of the early 18th
century wrote aClavicembalo Concerto
which Arnold Schoenberg later adapted for
cello and it is this work that Yo Yo Ma has
lust recorded as fill- up to anew Don Quixote

'I rather like the idea of mixed
programmes, for instance. But it's odd, you
know, they are apparently very difficult to
sell. Unpopular. Probably something to do
with dealers not knowing under which
section they should file the disc!'
A shrewd observation. And probably true.
Edward Seckerson

MOGEN COOPER: THE COOL
VIENNESE TOUCH
British pianist lmogen Cooper, whose cool,
clear-headed elegance has, on many
occasions, delighted me, mounts her own
Schubert series at the Wigmore Hall during
February and March ( Sunday, February 24 at
3.30 pm and Wednesdays March 6, 20 and 27
at 7.30 pm). Four meticulously planned
recitals embrace the last six years ( 18231828) of Schubert's pitifully short life, years
which were to spawn nearly all his piano
masterpieces: eight sonatas, the Three Piano
Pieces, the Impromptus, and the Moments
Musicaux.
lmogen, much admired within and beyond
these shores for her readings of the great
Viennese classics, has many atale to tell of
her early years of study in France: of her first
encounters with the idiosyncratic Jacques
Fevrier when, speaking not aword of French,
she was billeted at the age of 12 in ahostel
for female engineers aged 18 and over,

DMITIII ALEXEEV BACK ON
HMV RED LABEL
Record producers are notoriously guarded
when it comes to commenting prematurely
on the progress and success of any given
session- run. ' It's going well but let's see
what tomorrow brings' is invariably the
response. Not so in this instance. Day one's
work was safely in the can and with two
more full sessions still to go Andrew Keener
was more than confident that not only did he
already have the greater part of an
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Also from EMI, Menuhin and Tortelier foll ow
up their rece n tco ll a boration at the RFH and
again join for ces w i
th Paavo Berglund and
the LPO for th e Brahms Double.
liMillgoielefflelle181111.1111.101111.11ffli

English music is prominent in EMI's

initiative for home- grown production. Iwish
him well.

ChorusSinfonia Antarctica,
and Rudolf Sheila
Barshai,
Armstrong/LPO
to Tippett on & 1
ILSO
Mk hael Kaye, ex- m anag i
ng

1
l in theory he was

director of the

,ex-Arts director of the GLC, has been
Iappointed artistic director of the City of
London Festival in succession to Ian Ritchie,
who is now general manager of the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra.

right. When EMI's Joan

ICoulson and Iarriv edat St Michael '
s Church,
Highgate, Alexee v was on the tail- end of that
run and Andre w was satisfied that every
note was- as th ese pros put it - 'well
covered'. Alexee v am bl ed i
nconspicuously
into the contr o lroom and introductions were
made.'Well, I'm happy, maestro - how about
you?'
have everything?"Yes,
everything - we are we ll covered. '
Alexeev is shy, qui etl y spoken, very
discreet but not at all as i
ndecisive as one
might at first suspect. He was plainly not
convinced within hims e lf that the very best
he had to say a bout these pieces had already
been said. ' You know, Iwould like to take a
break and then, may be perhaps play all 14 of
the big waltz es once more."Okay, let's hav e
some lunch,' said An drew, slightly taken
aback, Ithink, bu t, as always, brightly
accommodating.

i
1

Lunch was aclub san dw i
ch and coffee at
the local villa ge ca f
e and the atmosphere
was friendly and re l
axed enough for the

i

of

Opera. Hemmings is t
o develop a whole
range of opera presentations for the region,
importing on the one hand a cross-section of
the finest co mpan i
es from all round the
world and on th e ot her, stimulating a new

conversation to embra ce ,a lb e i
t fleetingly, a
whole range of topi cs. Al exeev talked a little
about his perfo rm i
ng order for the 14 fullyso i
nclude the
uncommonly fine Chopin record successfully 1fledged waltzes (the disc w ill a l
,four published miniatures). How he had
laid-down but that, unusually, there would
Iarrived at what was f
or hi m the most
be acres of valuable session time to spare.
n terms of
'Come early,' he had told me the night before, 1satisfactory running seq uence i
'we are going for athird complete run of the ,key relationships, m oo dand colour; how it
was in fact re mar ka bly similar, if not
14 major waltzes after lunch. Ireckon we'll be i
i identicle, to that ad o p
te d by Lipatti; how he
through by about 2.30.'
sees and plays th ese waltzes as one major
through by aboUt z.su.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

opportunity. Meanwhile, th e orchestra -

whom Tippett is president, incidently - have
announced afurther three-year contract with
Barshai. Sessions for anew record i
ng of
Shostakovich's Eighth Symphony are
provisionally scheduled f
or the spring.

been enthusiastically received. May 9is
Salonen's next Philharmonia date, the
programme: Debussy, Bartok and Bruckner.

the occasion of hi s 80th birthday. A
new
version of the Concerto for Double String
Orchestra will be Ba rs ha i' s second (his
splendid Moscow Ch am ber Orchestra

breviary, while other pupils went happily off
to the local cafés.'

with

Peter Hemmings, until recently m anag i
ng
director of the LSO, has become the first
The young Finnish conductor, Esa-Pekka
year history of
Salonen, has been appointed principal guest executive director in th e 18 the Music Cent re Opera Association of Los
conductor of the Philharmonia. Salonen
Angeles. In an app o i
ntment which must be
made his debut with the orchestra
regarded as averit a bl e coup for operasomewhat sensationally in September 1983
when managing director Christopher Bishop starved Los Angel es ,Hemmings will
alist roots as an
-on the strength of avideo recording rushed effectively return to hi s spec i
over from Finland - engaged him at aweek's opera administrator par excellence. It was
he, rememb er, who helmed Scottish Opera
notice to learn and take over aperformance
through those highly si
gn i
ficant growth
of Mahler's Third Symphony from Michael
years 1962-1977; he w ho later spent two
Tilson Thomas. All his appearances since
years as gene ra lmanager of Australian
then - notably Edinburgh last year- have

recording schedules with Haitink turning to
Vaughan Williams for the first time -

administered by nuns. Three years later, still
under Fevrier's guidance, she was to enter
the Paris Conservatoire. ' Iwas chaperoned
daily through the Paris rush hours- for
protection against potential Algerian rioters
and Parisian bottom- pinchers- and met
each evening by anun immersed in her

Imogen has reaped the benefits of many
distinguished teachers, her first, from the
age of nine to 11, being the legendary
Kathleen Long. Of particularly profound
influence, however, has been her work with
Alfred Brendel, and it was with him that she
recently collaborated on anew Philips
recording of the Mozart Triple Concerto (the
two- piano version) with the Academy of St
Martin -in-the- Fields. Due for release shortly,
this latest issue will take its place in the
catalogue alongside their highly- regarded
recording of the Mozart Concerto for Two
Pianos under Marriner.

with Ozawa and the Boston Symphony. In
London, meanwhile, Jean-Pierre Rampal
and Trevor Pinnock have joined forces for
Bach Flute Sonatas, Michael Tilson Thomas
and the ECO have Beethoven's 8th and 9th
Symphonies in the can, and Pinchas
Zuckerman has recorded the Berg Violin
Concerto with Boulez and the LSO.

from A Mids ummer Marriage. EMI are
releasing this, Ba rs ha i' s second record
the orchestra, at th e earl i
est possible

'
utterance

sub- divided into three clearly
defined sections.

At one point someone brought up Barbara
Hendricks ( with whom he collaborated on
that splendid ' spirituals' album) and he was
quick to extol her virtues. She was
particularly effective, he thought surprisingly so- in the Russian repertoire,
and for him it was so good to hear apure
lyric voice in that music having been brought
up on the heavy archetypically slavonic
sound. You can understand Alexeev's
aversion to that sound. You have only to
hear him play.

i

Returning to St Michael's after our snack,
Chopin flowed freely and gracefully. For me
it was as if an audience were suddenly
present. There was agreat warmth and

intimacy in the playing. Serious, considered
playing; but always atwinkle in the eye, too.
Several waltzes received an immediate and
unannounced second take from the maestro
(my goodness, what atenacious
iperfectionist he is). An absolutely dazzling
ID-flat (' Minute' Waltz) drew amumbled
'
' bravo' from this commentator. Keener could
be heard observing at one point,
'Marvellous. That's saved me half- a- dozen
edits'.

d

By 5o'clock Alexeev was still asking if
absolutely everything was covered. ' Gosh
yes. Ipromise you. Icould make asecond,
equally fine, record from the takes Idon't
use! Really.'
Alexeev sighed deeply and smiled. lit83
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Kenneth Dommett casts his net wider towards
Euro e, Scandinavia and Russia

I

N A RECENT ARTICLE ( Oct '84) Ilooked
at the musical world of France during the
period of illusory grandeur known as La
belle époque. That period, roughly 1880 to
1914, was an age of great confidence, even if
Albion was being consistently perfidious in
the eyes of her neighbours and Germany
was dreaming of Weltmacht
Across the Atlantic, America was too busy
trying to repair the damage of the Civil War
to bother with Europe, where Italy had
suddenly become a nation and the AustroHungarian empire was crumbling into dissolution. Turkey ailed as only a truly Sick
Man can, while Russia unconvincingly pretended that Peter the Great was still alive.
Scientists, thinkers, painters and writers
toyed with these illusions and created
others. The Perfectability of Man was a
seriously held proposition conjured out of
the theories of Mendel and Darwin, supported by the homilies of John Stuart Mill,
Samuel Smiles, and by Archbishop Gore's
notions of The Good Life. Nietzsche and
Wagner put about the theory of the Ubermensche: Tolstoy, Marx and Emerson
sought the emancipation of humanity by
other means.
In France the Impressionists were seeing
the world anew, while in England the PreRaphaelites dreamed poetic pipedreams.
American authors and painters tried to be
'realistic', whereas in Russia Repin and his
successors idealised the degradation and
despair of common people. Dostoievsky and
Gorki tried to be stoical; Strindberg ranted.
Chekov and Shaw made jokes about society,
HI-FI NEWS lt RECORD REVIEW
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but Ibsen, Hauptmann, Dreiser and Proust
were being deadly serious abeüt it. In England, Wells and Bennett triec to come to
terms with it as Henry James, DH Lawrence
and EM Forster stood back and contemplated its social mamfestations.
Music, meanwhile, offered entertainment
or religious instruction. For the majority,
operetta and musical comedy represented
the acme of an art whose day-to-day
expression was to be found in the music
halls, or round the parlour piano. Floradora
and The Arcadiartssettondon and New York
by the ears, but The Merry Widow had the
whole world singing. Beyond earth's confines one's aspirations were regularly fuelled
by anthems, cahtatas and oratorios if you
were in aProtestant land, or cantatas, oratorios and Masses if fate had deposited you
with the opposite persuasion. Popular entertainment followed tried formulas but spiritual enrichment, like brimstone and treacle,
needed alarge spoonful of sugar to help the
medicine go down.
The great steadily worked out their artistic
destinies, but below the surface moles were
at work. Manifestos were issued and revolutions planned, and there were plenty of both
about. It is salutary to remember that every
aspect of our contemporary music, from
serial order to aleatory licence, even
and Roll, can trace its ancestry back to this
time.

England
Das Land ohne Musik the Germans called it.
Europe was happy to take this assessment

on trust though it merely meant that England
was the country without German music.
Stanford and Parry, generators of the
English musical renaissance, both admired
Brahms but laced their Bock- bier with strong
draughts of good Elizabethan ale or Irish
porter. Anyone who has listened to their
music, Parry's Third and Fifth Symphonies,
English Suite and choral music, or Standord's ' Irish' Symphony ( No.3) and his many
songs in particular, can hear this for themselves.
Elgar was his own man, admired but not
copied. So was Delius. But Stanford fathered
an emergent National group that included
Vaughan Williams, Holst, Cecil Sharp, and
the immigrant Percy Grainger. Opposite
them stood the Romantics, Bax, Holbrooke,
Granville-Bantock, Boughton and the latedeveloper, Havergal Brian. Bax' star shines
fitfully, Brian has become a cult figure, and
the recent recording of Boughton's Immortal
Hour may have won back for its composer a
brief moment of immortality, but the others
are the province of the special pleader and,
as far as one can see, are likely to remain so.
And the rest? Arthur Sullivan, a true
Victorian, earnestly wished to be serious. He
managed only to be entertaining, and was so
by virtue of Gilbert's wit rather than his own
desire to amuse. Dissatisfied with the world
of Savoy, he sought the chimeras of Grand
Opera. The Rose of Persia and Ivanhoe may
be sampled on record; so can a few songs
nd abit of the oratorio The Golden Legend.
His 'natural successor, Edward German,
fared no better. His fictionalised portraits of
Merrie England and Tom Jones have outlived his competent ' Norwich' Symphony
and practically everything else he wrote. Of
:the Academics Frederick Cowen is surprisingly well represented on record, but Someryell, Dyson, Tovey and Mackenzie are not.
These, though, are scarcely the stuff of
which revolutions are made. To the extent
that English music, secure in the belief that
nobody would upset the apple-cart of good
taste, was prepared to mimic the Germans or
applaud oddities like Ethel Smyth, the gibe
was justified. There was nobody here capable of crossing swords with Richard
Strauss, let alone Stravinsky or Schoenberg.

Germany
Germany, intensely political after the foundation of its Empire in 1871, expressed itself
more forcefully in literature than in music or
painting. The thedes of Clausewitz and the
philosophies of Hegel and Nietzsche exercised more influence there than any composer apart from Wagner, perhaps more
than anyone except Bismarck.
Despite her claim to be the repository of
musical excellence, Germany leaned heavily
on Mendelssohn and Schumann while trying
to come to terms with Wagnerian epic and
Straussian excess. The real centre of German musical enterprise was not Berlin
though, but Vienn. There, Brahms, having
outlived his arch- val Wagner, had donned
the cloak of Ze s and lived out his days
pretending Pr
etheus had never actually
stolen the fi . Meanwhile, at the foot of
Olympus, Q rman music struggled like Laocoon to free itself from the coils of the Hydra
of Bayreuth.
Three who succeeded are important. Max
Reger, apupil of Riemann, found his musical
salvation in Bach and personal comfort in
drink. His music, even his organ music which
is his most valuable contribution, has never
really caught on here. Like Rheinberger's, it
has a reputation for stodgy harmony and
arid counterpoint. His erstwhile popular
85

"INNOVATIVE INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC THAT WOULD IMPRESS ANY AUDIOPHILE."
"WHATEVER IT IS, MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ARE PICKING UP ON IT."
In 1976, 60 people paid S5 each to order a
record that hadn't even been recorded yet:
William Ackerman's album debut ..."Turtle's
Navel"

I
I
!
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WINDHAM HILL RECORDS

By 1982, the company founded on that debut
was enjoying aunique success story. Media
praise in the States was virtually unanimous;
and the North American public were reacting
phenomenally to alabel whose musical excellence was complimented by the very highest
standards of graphics, pressings and
packaging.

On February 4th, Windham Hill debuts in the
U.K. with six classic albums, released exclusively
on COMPACT DISC:

"AN EVENING WITH WINDHAM
HILL LIVE" VARIOUS CDW 1026

"DECEMBER" GEORGE WINSTON
CDW 1025

The success of Windham Hill owes
no small part to the on-going series
of 'live' concerts featuring various
members of the roster. This album
was recorded on one of these
special evenings, and spotlights no
less than 9different musicians.

Winston is apianist of outstanding
individuality and poignancy, originally inspired by guitarists like John
Fahey. This album features original
impressionistic pieces of the season, together with distinct arrangements of traditional songs.

"SOLID COLORS" LIZ STORY
CDW 1023
The stunning debut album from
the then 25 year old composer and
pianist who wrote 8of the 9featured pieces, the 9th being composed by one of her principal
influences, Bill Evans.

"VAPOR DRAWINGS"
MARK ISHAM CDW 1027
The first solo album from the composer/multi - instrumentalist,
achieving awarm synthesis of jazz,
rock and classical styles.

"SHADOWDANCE"
SHADOWFAX CDW 1029
"PASSAGE" WILL ACKERMAN
CDW 1014
Four pieces of solo guitar from the
label's founder, together with four
duets featuring Cello, English Horn,
Piano and Violin.

'AN ANTIDOTE TO URBAN MADNESS."
MARKETED E, DISTRIBUTED BY A&M RECORDS LTD

An innovative and daringly original
four- piece group who utilise both
complex electronic instruments
and traditional ethnic folk instruments, on an album that is a
wonderful hybrid of musical styles.

4 orchestral favourites, the Variations on
themes by Mozart and Hiller, have disappeared from the lists, and only the Piano
Concerto, a Serenade and the otiose Symphonic Prologue to a Tragedy remain to
remind us of his stamina.
Hans Pfitzner's case is even less encouraging. Like Strauss he outlived his inspiration
but never enjoyed Strauss' popularity. Seen
by his admirers as Germany's one true rival
to ' Richard II', he shed his harmonic dependence on Wagner only after 1918. That period
of his life is dominated by his stage morality
Palestrina, a work which seems to have had
some influence on Hindemith's Mathis der
Maier. An aria from his first opera, Der arme
Heinrich, is listed, and the Symphony in C of
1940 is the only major work left. But the
Overture to Katchen von Heilbronn, which
the composer himself conducted so memorably has gone. So has Palestrina.
Ferruccio Busoni is the most adventurous
yet most confused of the three. The confusion may be due to his mixed German- Italian
parentage, but is more probably the result of
the conflict between his desire to be a
composer- philosopher and the demands of
his life as an international piano virtuoso.
Like Reger, he admired Bach and was among
the first to 1ppreciate the true nature of
Mozart's genius, but as a composer he was
open to so many influences, some of them
mutually exclusive, that he is impossible to
categorise.
His ambitious Piano Concerto, replete with
male chorus and very large orchestra, the
large-scale Fantasia contrappuntistica and
lndienisches Tagebuch for piano, and Doktor
Faust reflect the extent of his ambitions, but
by no means encompass them all, and other
major works have been recorded in all or in
part at various times. Particularly interesting
are the Glyndebourne performances of Arlecchino, an extraordinary evocation of the
strident, heartless humour of the Commedia
dell'Arte, and the music for Turandot. The
trouble with Busoni, really, is that he was
undecided where he belonged. His music
fluctuates between the classical models he
revered and the revolutionary spirits he
hankered to join, and sometimes it falls
spectacularly into the gap which divides
them.
Schoenberg, the most significant of these
revolutionary spirits, had, by 1908, already
pushed music into unexplored territory. His
work and that of his pupils and colleagues,
more Viennese in spirit than German, has
already been surveyed in these columns.
The other great German innovator, Hindemith, found his personal voice only after
1918.
Some specifically German composers,
Max von Schillings, Paul Graener, Hermann
von Waltershausen and the short-lived Rudi
Stepan, for instance, enjoyed limited success
but are now virtually forgotten, though
Schillings' work may be worth reviving. One,
however, does continue to claim our attention. The Scottish- born Eugen d'Albert, a
pupil of Liszt, had a number of operatic
successes, notably Die Abreise, but just one
great international triumph. Tiefland, Germany's only completely successful excursion into the realm of ' verismo', is still in the
catalogue. The one enduring popular
favourite, however, has been Humperdinck's
fairy-tale opera Hansel und Gretel which,
with its companion Kanigskinder, treads an
enchanted path between ' verismo' and
Wagnerian fantasy.

Italy
Italian music has been dominated by opera
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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ever since opera was re- invented in Florence, and if Wagner had any rival in Europe
it has to be Verdi. However, as far as we are
concerned, Verdi's career was almost at an
end, and by 1880 Italian music was already
moving away from his kind of high Romanticism, though the old guard still exercised a
strong influence on popular taste.
Drawing rooms the world over reflected
this popular taste as they resounded to the
sentimental strains of Mr Tosti's latest hit,
and some may do so still. Tosti's international success happens to coincide exactly
with our chosen period. He emigrated to
England in 1880 and left it as aBritish citizen,
Sir Francesco Paulo Tosti, in 1912 to return
to his native land. There he remained until
his death in 1916. Pavarotti has lent his
talents to keeping a selection of the least
perishable of Tosti's work before us.
Puccini succeeded Verdi as the leader of
Italian music. Although he remained safely
within the confines of Italian taste, thereby
ensuring afairly constant share of successes
to leaven the disappointment of the occasional flop, Puccini was not ignorant of what
was happening among the avant-garde. He
was quite taken with some of Stravinsky's
work and, like all sorts of unlikely people,
had his imagination tickled by Pierrot
Lunaire.
He was also interested, if only marginally,
in the ' verismo' movement, whose most
successful Italian practitioners were Mascagni and Leoncavallo. Their twin one- act
operas '
Cav' and '
Pag' have become as
inseparable as fish and chips. These have
virtually expunged all their composers' other
work which, like that of their contemporaries
Giordani and Cilea, has been unfairly neglected. At the opposite extreme, and improbably in late 19th century Italy, are the comic
successes of Wolf- Ferrari. The overture to ll
Segreto di Susanna gives a hint of his skill
and wit, but Il quattro Rusteghi (
The School
for Fathers) is unknown to our catalogues,
and even his sole tragic opera, II Gioelli della
madonna, is represented by only the overture and one orchestral interlude.
Throughout most of the 19th century,
Italian instrumental music was in serious
decline, but by the 1880s there were signs of
partial recovery. Giovanni Sgambati is the
reputed leader of this revival but is virtually
unknown, even to Italians. His more important younger contemporary, Giuseppi Martucci ( 1856-1909), has made an appearance
on record, but is likewise a closed book to
most British listeners. Strong claims have
been made for his two symphonies and
some of his chamber music.
For some, Busoni is the most important
Italian composer of the next generation, but
that distinction really belongs to Ottorino
Respighi. A highly gifted orchestrator with
an acute sense of the value of effect,
Respighi has been unfairly derided as a
purveyor of tawdry ideas flashily arrayed.
There is certainly a brashness about some
pieces, but the '
Pines' and '
Fountains' and
the Botticelli Pictures contain exquisite music,
and his arrangements - Ancient Airs and
Dances, The Birds and La Boutique fantasque - are models of their kind. The vocal
music, II Tramonto, for voice and string
quartet, or the Lauda per la Nativita del
Signore, for example, has been neglected;
so has the opera Belfagor. Respighi's reputation will nevertheless continue to rest on a
few orchestral works.
Italian instrumental music finally came
into its own with Casella, Malipiero and
Pizzetti in the 1920s together with a new line
of vocal composers of whom Petrassi and

Dallapiccola are probably the most important. Italy also fathered one memorable
experimentalist, Luigi Russolo, the apostle of
Noise, now seen as afore- runner of musique
concréte.

Austria -Hungary
Paris may have been the heart of the Good
Life during the dying fall of Old Europe, but
Vienna was its musical artery and had been
for more than a century. The power of the
Austrian capital to attract the greatest talents
from abroad was unprecedented. There are
good historical reasons for this, and Vienna
was quickly recognised as amarket- place for
the exchange of musical cultures from East
and West Germany, Bohemia, Hungary,
Italy - even Turkey had a hand at stirring the
pot - and the number of major figures who
surfaced there even during our short period
is so large as to be unmanageable. As well as
the resident genius Brahms, there were his
aging contemporaries Johann Strauss the
younger and Bruckner. Richard Strauss
hovered nearby. There was Hugo Wolf, now
declining into lunacy, and Mahler and the
fledgling Schoenberg, the rapidly maturing
Webern and numerous important minor
figures, Schrecker, Franz Schmidt, Josef
Marx and Egon Wellesz among them, were
moving in.
Schmidt's output reveals an indebtedness
to Brahms and Reger. He was expert in
handling variation form and scored a success with his Variations on a Hussar's Song.
His Fourth Symphony and setting of the
Apocalypse, Das Buch der Siege/n, keep his
reputation alive. Marx' career was almost
entirely devoted to song. Wellesz' early
indebtedness to his teacher Schoenberg
quickly became amalgamated into his greater admiration for Bruckner and Gluck. His
pre- 1914 music, which is largely atonal, has
unfortunately been obscured by the scholarship on which his reputation now chiefly
rests.
Schreker, like poor Josef Hauer the putative ' inventor' of the 12- note system, has not
perhaps had his due either, though his opera
Der ferner Kiang seemed at one time to
promise something new. Schoenberg's
teacher Zemlinsky, on the other hand, has
recently been ' discovered' and acampaign is
under way to restore his Mahlerian opuses
to circulation. It is questionable whether
Zemlinsky commands Mahler's genius for
expressing the then current Weltanshauung.
As 1914 approached, Vienna became
increasingly paranoid. Society, fed by the
plays of Schnitzler and the painting of Klimt,
amused itself with hectic entertainment and
brittle gaiety. Yet a profound melancholy
was eroding national self-confidence.
Mahler and the poet Trakl epitomise amood
which Freud attempted to elucidate. Staving
off the gloom, Lehar, Nedbal, Oscar Straus,
Leo Fall and later, Kalman and Stolz, fed the
public an immortal series of operettas, and
the plentiful examples of their work ( except
Nedbal's) attest to their talents for melodic
invention within the confines of predictable
plots.
Many of Vienna's luminaries came from
Bohemia but the national school enjoyed a
rich and productive existence in and around
Prague. The other great appendage of the
Hapsburg empire, Hungary, was less productive. Prior to the emergence of Kodaly
and Bartok just before the war, only
Dohnanyi won international recognition.
Dohnanyi rejected Hungarian nationalism in
favour of a recognisably Germanic style and
his two piano concertos, his symphonies and
some of the chamber music are heavily
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Brahmsian. Ruralia Hungarica and the Variations on aNursery Song, however, continue
to enjoy a justified popularity.
The middle ground between the extremes
of Hungarian nationalism and Germanism, is
occupied by Leo Weiner and Lajos Lajtha,
both represented on Hungaroton, and Sandor Jemnitz. The first two make some use of
folk music; Jemnitz very little. He developed
independently, and like all independents,
has been largely ignored.
Scandinavia and Russia
Sibelius and Grieg ruled the North, though
other composers were imprinting themselves on the region. Jarnefelt, Palmgren
and Sinding may now be largely forgotten,
but each has one popular success to keep his
name alive. The Norwegian and Swedish
labels now finding their way into this country
are opening up to British listeners the unsuspected gifts of Stenhammar, Svendsen,
Cleve, Groven and others. In Denmark
Nielsen established himself as a national
figure well before 1914, but had to wait until
after the war before his genius won international recognition and proved him to be
Sibelius' most serious Scandinavian rival.
The Russian musical scene in the thirtyodd years before the holocaust presents a
fascinating picture of a country bitterly
divided between Moscow and St Petersburg.
The Moscow Conservatoire was headed
by Anton Rubinstein, a mediocre composer
but an excellent teacher and administrator.
Tchaikovsky was its greatest pupil and his
death in 1893 left a gap never completely
filled. Arensky, Taneyev and the short-lived
Kallinikov took over the Slavic elements of
Tchaikovsky's style, and Rachmaninov
dominated the conservative ground. His
devotion to Tchaikovsky gave early direction
to a compositional gift which, once established, never developed. The music of Rachmaninov's last years shows no stylistic advance on that of his precocious youth. Like
Liszt and Busoni he was a composer-virtuoso, but lacked the breadth and curiosity
which makes them so interesting and unpredictable.
Under Rimsky-Korsakov, St Petersburg
provided a more adventurous environment,
yet it, too, had its conservatives and the
Moscow critic Stasov condemned it as
'Teutonic'. Its most influential 'Teuton' was
Glazunov whose music still has its admirers,
though it is too bland to provoke widespread
enthusiasm. The Nationalists were led by
R- K and by the lackadaisical Liadov whose
idleness over Firebird effectively launched
Stravinsky on the world. Prokofiev was
another product of this fru.tful academy
from which Rimsky was sacked in 1905 for
'political' activities. Prokofiev disliked both
Rimsky and Liadov and instead relied on
Nikolai Tcherepnin, and on his fellow pupils,
Myaskovsky and Asafiev, for intellectual stimulus.
Rachmaninov and Stravinsky apart, the
most interesting Russian composer of the
generation is Scriabin. For atime the harmonic theories associated with his rather dotty
mysticism were quite influential, but his
diabolism and his attempts to combine tone,
colour and perfume in one great universal
spectacular planned for Tibet took him into
regions where few were able or willing to
follow. Nevertheless, despite his curious
theories, Scriabin created some interesting
music, especially for the piano, and his most
important compositions, orchestral and
keyboard, are still listed.

Elsewhere
New breeds of composer emerged in the
smaller countries too. Poland produced Szymanowski, whose work we looked at on the
occasion of his centenary. Among his companions the one with the greatest potential
reputation is Mieczyslaw Karlowicz, author
of a fine violin concerto and some tone
poems. Roszdestvensky recorded Eternal
Songs with the Boston SO. Of the older
generation the virtuoso Paderewski figures
only marginally as a composer, though his
highly Romantic Piano Concerto retained its
place in the catalogue until recently.
Romania's musical polymath and infant
prodigy George Enescu just scrapes into the
pre- 1914 era though he really belongs to the
post-war period. Like Busoni, he remains
outside the mainstream of European music
being too individualistic in his major works
to endear himself to mass audiences, though
he has one great popular favourite, The
Romanian Rhapsody No.1. Jerusalem
Records promised a large-scale exploration
of his work which has yet to materialise.
In Spain, Albeniz and Granados brought
national elements into concert music with
considerable success, but it was left to Falla
to establish agenuinely Iberian voice on the
international scene. America, meanwhile,
was working out its own destiny. But that is
another story.
Conclusion
Even a cursory survey like this shows that
the musical ferment going on below the
surface of accepted taste throughout the
period often labelled La belle époque was
as potentially explosive as in any of the other
arts. Because we concentrate on those
whom time has made great we are inclined
to forget that the art of any period is the sum
of the efforts of all those who contributed to
it. This article has been chiefly concerned to
remember the less great. Many who might
have been mentioned have undoubtedly
been missed, but that is in the nature of
things. In so large a canvas a few paint
strokes can easily be overlooked.
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ACCENT
Mozart: Flute Quartets in D K285, G K285a,
C K285b & A K298, Barthold, Sigiswald &
Wieland Kuijken with Lucy van Dael ( ACC
48225D) (
51m 33s) The first Nimbus- pressed
disc to come my way, this was first released
on LP two years ago and makes a welcome
reissue in silver format. BarthoId Kuijken
makes a lovely noise on his ' keyless' transverse flute, which blends beautifully in scale
and timbre with the period string instruments played by his brothers and Lucy van
Dael ( viola). This is my first encounter with
these much underrated works on original
instruments. Knowing them literally insideout, I must confess to some initial
apprehension over the results, but this was
dispelled from the opening bars of the first,
D- major, Quartet. Splendid, spirited playing
of great charm and character; well chosen
tempi and clear-sighted ' lines' through the
works. The recording suits these textures
marvellously - a good, simply done, open
sound of fine detail and ample acoustic.
A*/A then, despite an alarming number of
'pin- holes' in the aluminium coating. A
visual inspection ought, I would have
thought, to have rejected this, yet both
machines Ihave access to at the moment
(Marantz 63B and Yamaha CD- X1) played
with ne'er a glitch. Amazing business, this
error correction!
Ivor Humphreys

ARCHIV
Telemann: Water Music, Concertos in B, F &
a, Musica Antigua Köln/Goebel ( 413 788-2)
(49m 10s) To my mind it's scarcely overstating the case to say that this release is
practically worth the outlay on a good CD
player on its own, so much does it sparkle.
MAK are utterly inside this marvellous
music, with superbly judged playing - their
attack, contrasts, speeds ( sometimes wayward), unanimity of ensemble, all leave me
open-mouthed in wonder; and, most
unusually, I listened right through Water
Music three times on the trot. Archiv's
Friedrich- Ebert- Halle recording is very fine
too - an excellent mixture of detail with
acoustic. Multi-miked it may be, but there's
homogeneity and a truly musical overall
balance, with faithful imaging and a good
feeling of solidity and depth. And it's not
level dependent either; the only edge here is
authentic from the full- flavour period instruments. All Iwould ask is more of the same,
please, so A* [: 1*].
Ivor Humphreys

ARGO
Mozart: Coronation Mass K317, Missa
Solemnis K337, Marshall/Murray/CoveyCrump/Wilson-Johnson/King's College,
Cambridge/ECO/Cleobury (411 904-2) (
49m
25s) Reviewing the vinyl in October, KD,
noting the long reverberation time of King's,
wondered if some of the passagework
'might have benefited from a drier studio
atmosphere'. Each to his own, of course, but
personally Ithink this is glorious in every
way - a truly believable image in a quite
spine-chilling acoustic setting. True it is a
vast building, but Simon Eadon has given us
a marvellous compromise between detail
and space, sacrificing remarkably little of the
former and scarcely none of the latter!
Excellent perspectives on a truly living,
three-dimensional image. KD's verdict was
A/B: on CD mine is A*/A. Argo should be
proud of this one. Oh, and the music- making
is first-rate.
Ivor Humphreys

CHANDOS
Barber: Cello Concerto/Shostakovich: Cello
Concerto 1, Wallfisch, ECO/Simon ( CHAN
8322) (
59m 25s) Star- worthy coupling ( so
good to have the Barber back in the catalogue), impassioned performances, but
high-level, close-miked, larger- than- life
sounds emanating from one of those familHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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from his Gothenburg orchestra on BIS
(CD221), and for me Ashkenazy's version of 7
(Decca 411 935-2) is the silver disc to go for.
A/B [2/4]
John Atkinson

MONITOR
ohn • tkinson
Trevor Attewell
Christo . her Breuni
ohn rabbe
Ste . hen Daw
Dou ! Hammond
Peter Herrin.
ue Hudson
Ivor Hum . hre s
Andrew Keener
An us McKenzie
David Priikel
Edward Seckerson

Tchaikovsky: The Seasons, Lydia Artymiw
(CHAN 8349) (
42m 41s) Issue in CD format
has slightly degraded the outstanding
recording quality of the black disc issue in
this instance. The sound is still very
'together', precise and detailed with rocksteady imaging and smooth transition
through the dynamic range; what is different
is amissing ' nth' degree of transparency and
presence. The CD production has oversmoothed the HF range so that some of the
very live feel of the vinyl issue has been
slightly reduced. Nevertheless, the sound is
still very fine and the performances, though
not of the same intensity as those of the
Mendelssohn issue from the same performer, still brilliant. A
Doug Hammond

DECCA

Berg: Violin Concerto/Bartok: First Violin
Concerto, Kyung-Wha Chung/Chicago SO/
Solti (411 804-2) (
46m 06s). For me, the most
persuasive CD yet. First: access to the music.
CD just ' works' better than LP as a medium
from which to assimilate new works and,
although Ido have three recordings of the
Bartok, Ihad never absorbed the music. Now
Iwonder why? Ido not feel the Berg is as
'comfortable' as Solti makes it, and I'd prefer
a more aloof soloist, but in the coupling
these artists are beautifully attuned to the
composer. Just listen to that long rhapsodic
opening solo, the plaintive wind voices over
asteady drum beat, like atolling funeral bell
... one could go on and on.
Second: access to the music through Paul
Myers'/James Lock's superb recordings.
Dvorak: Piano Trio in F, Op.65, Borodin Trio
From the first note one is drawn into the
(CHAN 8320) (
43m 08s) Caution: large
Berg, and drawn into the acoustic of Orchespower - handling/listening room required. I tra Hall; the entry of basses has almost
was able to hear this Chandos release
tangible presence, the col legno thwacks
sounding acceptable on a very large-scale
may initially make you jump. With my new
system, but Brian Couzens' recording, made
CD63B on a levelled Torlyte slab, and with
at St George's Bloomsbury in June'83, is too
the ' Mainstay' to improve the power supply
much for the more modest set-up; even at a (altogether no costlier than a Linn LP12
low level Ifound the piano transients and a
without arm or cartridge!), the focus was
husky- edged cello were sufficiently dynamic
even sharper, the violin less spread, triangto disturb assimilation of the performance.
les tinglingly precise. Enormous power,
The Bc rodins take a weightier ( some would
clean and translucent even at the beginning
say lugubrious) view of Dvorak's music than
of Berg ii, and the slightly varied orchestral
the Beaux Arts, with their quicker, dancing
miking for the two works beautifully explicit.
tempi. Breathing from cellist and violinist In the Berg one has, as it were, a balcony
well separated from the piano, and from
seat brought to the edge of the orchestra; in
each other - is caught, and reproduces
the Bartok the orchestral spread is level
somev‘hat unnatural noises. B.
before you. Solti's occasional groans serve
Christopher Breunig
to define the acoustic ambience. And these
concertos are as easy to enjoy as the Elgar
(of which you may be reminded, in parts of
Rachmaninov: Piano Trios 1/2, Borodin Trio
the Bartok score). A*
(CHAN 8341) (
59m 04s) Splendidly unfamiliar repertoire for most people, Isuspect, and
Christopher Breunig
the Borodin Trio bring it to life faultlessly. I
am alittle put off by the sound, however. The
Chopin: Studies Opp.10 & 25, Vladimir
piano is set back in rather a rich church
Ashkenazy ( 414 127-2) (
65m 54s) Beautiful
acoustic, with an excellent sense of depth,
1974 recording which sounds very classy
the rich ambience not obscuring the focus.
indeed on silver. Occasionally there is aspot
Violin and cello are set more forward, but the
of coloration to the mid- upper frequencies
sound of the latter is spoilt by excessive
leg, in 10ii and at the high chords at the
rosin noise. This may well have been what
centre of 10ii). More important is the sense
the instrument sounded like in real life, but in
of tangibility without laceration. The sound
that case Iwould prefer to sit a little further
is at once fruity and clear; there is both
back arid let distance ameliorate the buzz.
weight and substance. Ifound the image a
ES's black disc review last November
little wide, but it always was ( Ialso detected
awarded an A [ 1] rating for Chandos' cusa slight drop in pitch at the beginning of bar
tomary presence and immediacy, but A/B
17 of 10 vii). My rating reflects the quality of
will have to suffice for the clearer CD.
the original sound, so strong is the feeling
John Atkinson
that nothing has come between master tape
and listener. As a judgement of CD, A*
Sibelius: Symphonies 1/7, SNO/Gibson
would be my choice. [
B]
(CHAN 8344) (
58m 03s) This CD has all the
Andrew Keener
Chandcs iallmarks - a clean sound, natural
instrumental balance, and incisive clarity Liszt: Annees de pèlerinage Suisse, Jorge
but it s a little ragged musically. As ES
Bolet ( 410 160-2) (
40m 00s) Volume 5 in the
mentioned in his LP review ayear ago, ' The
Cuban pianist's Liszt series, the LP version
seams are all too visible'. The Scottish
was starred by CB for both technical and
players fail to generate tension in the 1st
musical quality last October. There is a most
symphony the way that Jârvi conjures up
satisfying weight and LF extension to the
iar Chandos church acoustics. Focus is yet
more rt,thless on CD. Every woodwind
breath tells; you can feel the rosin on the
soloist's bow; a sforzando pizzicato from
him can knock you sideways. Very vivid and
very exciting, as it happens, in the Shostakovich cadenza, but Ido find the orchestral
tuttis - the more heavily orchestrated Barber, especially - uncomfortably shrill and
overbearing and there's no doubt that so
prominent a solo balance does little to
heighten the breath- catching mystery inherent in the slow movement of the Shostakovich. B/A
Edward Seckerson
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Kingsway Hall piano sound, coupled with a
nice delicacy to the middle and upper
ranges. CB was a little bothered by the
elusive imagery on black disc: using the
Meridian MCD player I found adequate
image depth and Iwas more perturbed by a
very occasional, slightly ' sour', note on the
piano. A minor quibble, however. A [ 11
John Atkinson
Mahler: Symphony 1, Chicago SO/Solti (411
731-2) (
56m 07s) An unacceptable degree of
hiss and hall atmosphere mar the emergence of Mahler's early- morning haze. The
levels are anyway too high, the opening
pages far too literal, nowhere near mysterious enough ( see my black disc review last
November). Compare Muti on CD, where the
sound- from- silence sensation is uncanny —
almost imperceptible. Magic. In general,
Decca's recording — very bright, frighteningly clean — reflects perfectly the performance in sonic terms. I find the CD
marginally colder, the top more relentlessly
steely than the black disc. The Chicago brass
really do savage their way into your living
room, those blistering trumpet fanfares in
the codas of the first and fourth movements
bearing down upon one like sparks from
some giant anvil. Plenty of fireworks, then,
but little Mahlerian authenticity in feeling
and atmosphere, and too much ' overlaid'
emotion. Not for me. B
Edward Seckerson
Rachmaninov: Symphonic Dances, Isle of
the Dead, Concertgebouw/Ashkenazy ( 410
124-2) (
54m 44s) Only one possible rating.
And what more can Iadd to my black- disc
review except possibly another star for silent
backgrounds and climaxes yet more unflinching. How handsomely Decca draw here
upon the amplitude of the Concertgebouw
acoustic while blurring nothing of Ashkenazy's athletic rhythmic profiling, his piquant
percussive detailing in the Dances, for instance. Weight ( has the tortured central climax
of Isle of the Dead ever thundered to a halt
quite so dramatically), depth and breadth
(my goodness, how radiant the Concertgebouw strings sound in that cunningly
disguised quote from the First Symphony at
the close of the first dance), leave nothing to
be desired, while in Ashkenazy's blistering
readings we've the full measure of a deepseated slavonic passion with none of the
attendent coarseness. A*
Edward Seckerson
Ravel: Mother Goose (
cpte), Pavane pour
une infante defunte, Valses nobles et sentimentales, Montreal SO/Dutoit ( 410 254-2)
(66m 51s) Reviewing the black in October,
AK was moved to wish he could award two
stars to a recording he felt exceptional even
by the ' exalted standards of previous Decca/
Montreal issues'. Certainly it's afine addition
to Dutoit's enormously persuasive Ravel
series. Enough has been said before about
this marvellous venue — St. Eustache's, Montreal — which really is God's gift to the
recording engineer. Everything is so well
integrated naturally that one could almost
get the impression that there's not a lot left
for the recording team to do. I'm not sure
this is actually better than the previous
issues, though, and on silver Ifind it just a
little up-tilted compared with, say, the
'Bolero' disc (
410 010-2). Probably this would
benefit from the shelving filter described by
JA in December ( p71); certainly Ifind the
sound more to my taste with the slightly
passified response of the Quad + 1, — 1 tilt
control. Not much more than aquibble, this,
and not enough to dissuade me from an A
rating.
Ivor Humphreys

DELOS
American Brass Quintet: Various pieces of
Renaissance, Elizabethan and Baroque
music ( D/CD 3003) (
40m 56s) Excellent performances of 19 works, averaging about 2
minutes apiece, ranging from early Battle
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Suites through English Consort and German
Festive Sonatas to the Venetian Baroque
Canzonas, and including two Contrapuncti
from the Art of Fugue. The sound is well
balanced and very clean, but the use of
left- centre- right omnidirectional microphones is doubtless responsible for the
lack of ultimate precision in the imaging and
the absence of real depth. Forty minutes is
also short for a CD. All things considered, a
good B.
Trevor Attewell
Haydn/Hummel: The Classic Trumpet Concerti, Y Chamber Symphony of NY/Schwarz
(D/CD 3001) (
33m 00s) The trumpet soloist
comes off best here: the smooth, glossy tone
and wide dynamic range of Gerard Schwarz
are reproduced in lifelike detail, whilst the
orchestra, with its interesting layout of firsts
and basses to the left, seconds and violas to
the right, is not treated to the same degree of
transparency and acquires afussy overlay of
meshing detail. Although there seems to be
some discernible editing in both works, with
stability of the soloist reduced in the Hummel, the sound is still very pleasant. A pity
the running time is so meagre. B
Doug Hammond
The Sound of Trumpets: Music by Altenburgh, Biber, Telemann, Torelli and Vivaldi,
New York Tpt Ensemble/Schwartz/y Chamber Symphony of NY) ( D/CD 3002) (
34m 21s)
This is a companion disc to D/CD 3001,
above, in which Schwarz was also the conductor and trumpet soloist. The balance
between soloist(s) and orchestra favours the
former, the orchestra sounding rather too
'laid back'. The sound is open, but the
imaging is a trifle loose and lacks the
perspective depth that we might expect.
Beginning and end of one or two bands are
also unnaturally abbreviated. The total playing time is very mean — musically, enjoyment may not be proportional to the time of
listening, but this is ridiculous! If you are
prepared to accept the short measure, a B
rating applies.
Trevor Attewell

DG

Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde, BPO/Giulini
(413 459-2) (
63m 46s) ' Icannot remember
having heard Mahler's miraculous scoring
pass before me with quite this degree of
lucidity,' wrote ES of the black disc in
December. DG have managed to capture the
immense range of instrumental tone colours
used without undue exaggeration, and the
sparse but complex scoring in ' Der
Abschied' comes over beautifully, with every
instrument cleanly delineated. DG have
resisted the temptation to ' hype' the singers'
balance: Brigitte Fassbaender is the first
contralto since Janet Baker in 1976, Ifeel, to
have captured the essence of the female
songs, and Francisco Araiza is an adequate
tenor, to say the least. This is the first
modern Das Lied Ihave heard on CD — the
1960 CBS/Sony Bruno Walter ( available from
Oliver Crombie and John Goldsmith) is, I
believe, the only other version available on
silver disc at present, and Ihave to agree
with much of what ES wrote. Ultimately,
however, despite less good soloists, and
also despite a recorded tonality which
reflects both the vintage of the mics/recorder
and CBS producer McClure's attitude to
miking, the Walter has that little bit more
'space' around the instruments, that essential extra feeling of reality. I am sure,
however, that most listeners will find the
CBS' faults outweigh its virtues and the DG
has limited competition in that direction. A
[1*/1]
John Atkinson
Strauss: Sinfonia Domestica, Macbeth,
VPO/Maazel (413 654-2) (
63m 37s) Praise be.
This CD yields nothing to the black disc in
terms of upper- frequency warmth. So you've
all the advantages of the silver disc format
with none of the relentless treble- sheen
which so often goes hand- in- hand with laser
scrutiny. See my review of the LP to see just
how much Ienjoyed this performance and
recording. And bear in mind that DG have
also added here an 18- minute bonus in the
shape of Strauss' Macbeth — the black- disc
fill- up on Maazel's recent Zarathustra. Again,
fine performance, fine sound, and no
reservations arising from a close A/B comparison. A
Edward Seckerson

Berg/Stravinsky: Violin Concertos, Perlman/Boston SO/Ozawa (413 725-2) (
47m
38s) Marvellous to have these performances
on CD, reissued from 1980 analogue masters. Perlman's playing is superb, with his
uncannily secure intonation, range of tonal
shadings, sense of line and obvious affinity
with, and understanding of, both works,
utterly contrasted as they are. The Berg
presents a richer, warmer soundstage,
whereas the Stravinsky, not inappropriately,
is more dry. The soloist is projected well to
the fore in each, and the winds and brass are
arguably too much in- line with the main
string body rather than behind it — a little
two-dimensional. This is particularly apparent in the Stravinsky, although the analytical clarity of the approach serves this music
well to my mind. Overall a very acceptable
compromise has been achieved, and though
not quite the balance one would expect to
hear in the concert hall, it is very listenable.
A/B
Ivor Humphreys
Chopin: Mazurkas, Prelude Op.45, Ballade,
Op.23, Scherzo Op.31, Michelangeli ( pno)
(413 449-2) (
53m 19s) Only the tape hiss, no
more obtrusive than the faint rustle of the
damper action on Michelangeli's piano ( or
the creaks of his piano stool in the Ballade
and Scherzo), betrays the 1972 vintage of
this recital. Everything else seems to me
pretty well beyond reproach: there is bloom
without opacity, presence without agression
and a good firm bass. One's mind strays
towards other DG piano recordings of the
same period, or earlier: Michelangeli's first
Debussy recital, Argerich's Ravel disc or
Pollini's Petrushka/Prokofiev 7coupling. .. A
Andrew Keener

EMI
Britten: War Requiem, Soderstrom/Tear/
Allen/Boys of Christ Church, Oxford/Grier/
CBSO & Chorus/Rattle ( CDS7 47034 8)
(2CDs) ( 83m 23s) The background to this
splendid endeavour was discussed in these
pages in November ' 83 in a substantial
interview with the producer, John Willan. I
reviewed the LP set in December ' 83, welcoming there a fine recording and a viable
alternative performance to the composer's
own 1963 one on Decca ( which, incidentally,
the grapevine tells me is to be included in
Decca's back-catalogue CD reissue programme — which has exciting implications for
Britten fans.) For Britten, Culshaw arranged
the work's three musical planes in more of a
left- right disposition which, although
remarkably effective and true, did leave the
chamber group and male soloists dry and
right, asking really too much in the way of
siience from the left groove wall. Willan and
Rattle favour more of an in- line approach
with the chamber group close, main forces
more distant and deeper, and the boys/
chamber organ ethereally remote. Most
effective it is too. CD wins hands down in this
kind of repertoire as far as I'm concerned,
simply on account of its dynamic capabilities
(full choirs and orchestra in full flight regularly ask too much of LP) and the silent
background. Despite its resources, so much
of this score is quiet; indeed, Britten's three
cadential ' Kyries' fail to make their hushed
impact with even the slightest surface
imperfection or rustle. EMI picked an
appropriate venue for the work in Birmingham University's Great Hall which, though
'difficult' lends the textures a marvellous
weight and authority which Imiss, in retros-
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in the Decca ( Kingsway Hall, 1963). Few
quibbles at all, then, but Iwish the tenors in
the final ' Kyrie' hadn't crept through quite so
much ( an un faded fader?). Iwould suggest
last April's QM rating of A`/A for these two
CDs.
Ivor Humphreys

ERATO
Bizet: Carmen, Johnson/Domingo/
Raimondi/Esham/Orch Nat de France, etc/
Maazel ( ECD 880373) (
3 CDs) ( 151m 21s)
Also: 10 excerpts from same (
ECD 88041)
(54m 49s) This recording provided the basis
for the soundtrack of a film of the opera, so
that in addition to the music, some dialogue
and various sound- effects are thrown in.
These could have offered a bonus by adding
atmosphere, but unfortunately ( as noted in
JF's LP review, 5/84) both noises- off and
speech sound artificial and too close. This
contrasts jarringly with the musical drama,
which is set in a natural and spacious
acoustic and is generally clean and detailed.
Balance between orchestra and singers is
well judged and the stereo image steady and
convincing. Slight background hiss and the
odd spit are present but unobtrusive, the
only small blot on the digital landscape
being occasional peak distortion on solo
voices. This has especial poignancy in the
final dramatic duo: when Carmen sings
defiantly ' No, I'll not give way' the microphone does, producing a nasty death
rattle. Complete opera rated A/C, with an A
for the separate excerpts disc which omits
dialogue and sound- effects.
Sue Hudson

merged with a sparing use of the electronic
resources of the contemporary recording
studio'. There is no better way to describe
the very distinctive style chosen for the
recording. The orchestra is distant but clean
and with a dramatically reverberant brass.
Smaller ensembles are more closely
balanced and drier, while voices are panned
as the action requires but when speaking are
flat and dead like cardboard actors in a
children's paper theatre. Like a latterday
John Culshaw, Salzman has used all the
resources sparingly and to the music's ends.
Sound effects are minimal and stagey as if to
emphasise the ' theatrical' in the production.
A 3M multi-track recorder was used in
Columbia's 30th Street Recording Studio in
New York, and though Silverlake runs for
nearly two hours, the recording was made
inside two days, giving anatural spontaneity
to the ' recitatives' and narration in particular.
A very successful piece of music theatre; the
cast, in particular the excellent Mr Joel Gray
as Ohm, can act as well as they sing. A
David Prükel

°RIFE°
Stravinsky: Firebird suite ( 1911), Vienna
SO/Sawallisch. Also Suite transcribed for
solo piano by Emile Naoumoff/Naoumoff ( C
044-831 A) (
41m 17s) The novelty here is the
soloist's performance of his own transcription of the greater part of the ballet suite for
solo piano — following the lead of Liszt, as he
says. Recorded in a studio in Munich, the
piano sound is close, but well-rounded, and
the mighty chord that opens the ' Danse
Infernale' is clean as well as startling. There
is little of the sharp, steely quality which has
marred some CD piano issues to date. Mr
Nauomoff's fluid fingerwork and footwork
are vividly displayed, and this unique rendering must be judged a success, if likely to be
only an infrequent pleasure.
By contrast, Sawallisch gives us the suite
as originally scored for large orchestra, in a
no- holds- barred multi-mic effort. Exaggerated, but undeniably exciting, the Vienna
recording is thankfully not entirely 'airless',
but it remains Stravinsky in Technicolor.
The performance is afine one, Sawallisch
responding surprisingly well to the sensuous
and vibrant qualities of the score, and Vienna's number two band seizes the chance to
show what it can do. Both versions rate B.
Peter Herring

Haydn: Arias/Cantatas/Cavatina, Berganza/
Scottish CO/Leppard ( ECD 88011) (
48m 27s)
Set just a little forward from a pleasantly
spread small classical orchestra, Tereza Berganza's lovely voice excites the same enclosing ambience and is so convincingly presented that it is difficult to imagine how a
straight stereo recording of such music
could be bettered. Especially notable is the
uncompromising accommodation of the singer's sudden dramatic fortissimos, which
thrill with their clean dynamic impact. Negatively, no texts are provided for these eight
pieces, and Inote with amusement that: ( i)
the recording was made in ' Edimburg', and
(ii) Prince Esterhazy was evidently quite gay,
since he turned to Italian opera after abandoning ' his previous love of the baritone'
(= baryton). But no matter, Berganza's singing is still very fine, if not quite its old agile
PHILIPS
self in some high florid passages, while the
Bach: Schubler chorales/Fantasia in G/Parsound here is clearly A*.
tita on ' Sei gegrusset...'/Daniel ChorJohn Crabbe
zempa ( org) (412 117-2) (
51m 56s) This CD is
a companion to 412 116-2, reviewed preIIARMONIA MUNDI
viously, again featuring the largely original
Johann Andreas Silbermann organ at
Chausson: Concerto for violin, piano and
Arlesheim. CD brings out the sound of this
string quartet, Op.21. Les Musiciens. ( HMC
fine, historic instrument very convincingly.
901135) (
50m 33s) Tony Faulkner's admiraTrue, the image width is exaggerated, but
tion for the quality of radio recording at BBC
Wales in Llandaff ( October p.53) would, I the balance is very acceptable, the extension
is excellent and the sound is clean and
suspect, be repeated for this natural- soundtransparent. A very faint, distant hiss can be
ing French Radio taping ( analogue?) from
heard, but this is undoubtedly wind noise —
November ' 83. The acoustic sounds like that
hardly surprising in the circumstances.
of a fairly small studio, but there is warmth
There appears to be a misunderstanding in
to the sound too, without a hint of wiriness.
the notes for both these discs — Kammerton
Balance is exemplary. I can't say more,
pitch was about a semitone below tie preexcept that the level is high — so turn the wick
sent concert pitch. This agrees with the need
down adegree or two for best results. Itrust
to lengthen the pipes ( previously shortened
that the black disc will soon be appearing for
by misguided restorers), as mentioned on
musical comment in the main review secpage 5 of the booklet. A rating.
tion. A/A*
Trevor Attewell
Andrew Keener

l'UNGAROTON
Weill: Silverlake, Soloists/NY City Opera/
Rudel ( 79003-2) (
2CDs) ( 102m 33s) The producer, Eric Salzman writes in the liner notes
'The approach to this recorded production is
... a synthesis. The recording styles and
techniques of opera (' naturalistic' ambiences
and balances), the Broadway musical ( prominent close-miked voices, clean shaped
orchestral sound), and modern music
theatre ( sculpted, shifting detail) have been
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Beethoven: sonatas for cello and piano,
Rostropovich/Richter ( 412 256-2) (
2CDs)
(108m 38s) Dating from 1961-3, these splendid performances are reasonably wellserved by the recorded balance. Somewhat
close-miked, to judge by the lack of ' air'
around the instruments, there is paradoxically little HF content in the sound. Tape hiss
is also very low in level, and Iwonder if some
gentle low-pass filtering was thought necessary for the Compact Disc release. CB
thought the manner of performance a little

heavy-handed in his review of the LP last
month, but Ihave to admit to being quite
captivated. To judge by this set and the Clara
Haskil and Arthur Grumiaux early ' 60s
Mozart recordings on CD also reviewed in
January, Philips obviously have a ' mole'
somewhere in their tape archives who is
showing the proper concern to transfer their
classic, rather than just their latest, performances to silver disc. C
John Atkinson
Beethoven: Symphony 9, Soloists/Concertgebouw Orchestra and Chorus/Haitink ( 410
036-2) (
68m 94s) Ifear we still await an
outstanding '
Choral' on CD, straightforward
and unmannered as this is. Haitink's performance, like Suitner's on Denon, is ultimately uninspiring and not the overwhelming experience this work should provide,
however familiar.
Taped at apublic concert in Amsterdam in
1980 ( although the audience is utterly
unobtrusive until the final applause), the
recording is generally warm and wellbalanced, if lacking that tingling presence
and definition that Decca have been extracting lately from the same venue. The scale of
the sound is impressive, chorus in a decent
perspective and the soloists not overlit to the
point of masking ( among other good things
in the performance) some fine woodwind
solos. A true ' room- filler', and how enjoyable
the sheer purity of the voices rising to the
challenge of the ' Uber Sternen' passage.
From recollection, the CD mastering seems
more detailed and transparent than that of
the LP.
Sadly, though, an unmemorable performance, coming alive only in the fourth movement, where a rousing coda finally compels
attention. The sleevenote finds space only
for translations of the ' Ode', yet the box
manages to accommodate a pocket Philips
CD catalogue! Isuggest biding time for aCD
Beethoven ' Nine'. A/B
Peter Herring
Bizet: Carmen and L'Arlesienne suites, LSO/
Marriner, ( 412 464-2) (
64m 54s) Reviewing
the black disc back in August ' 79, Itook up
half of the space complaining about the
deficiencies of a ' Carmen without voices',
which is rather like complaining that margarine isn't butter: better to buy the real thing
than complain. Now, just in time for the
arrival of this CD, the LP has been deleted.
Both sound excellent; in fact in an A/B
comparison Ifound them interchangeable
for much of the time. Perspectives are natural, the top is smooth ( if a touch veiled
through my Spendors), and Ihear no analogue tape hiss worth mentioning. Lovely. A
Andrew Keener
Bruckner: Symphony 8/Wagner: SiegfriedConcertgebouw/Haitink ( 412 465-2)
(2CDs) 1103m 45s) Enthusiastically reviewed
by PB on black disc in June ' 82, this Bruckner
8had its star rating qualified in asubsequent
QM, where it was suggested that such a
monumental work cries out for even more
space and ambience than is afforded in this
already far-from- dead recording. Although
sounding very fine on silver disc — with some
superb brass climaxes and the blessing of
real silence behind the hushed pianissimos —
the sound still has the same touch of hardness noted in QM. So, while it responds
magnificently to the extra spaciousness
granted by Hafler treatment ( as do so many
CDs, now that there's no out- of- phase LP
mush and rumble to cloud the issue), Ifeel
that for straight stereo it should join the
rather neutral- sounding Wagner filler ( coupled with Bruckner 7 in Jan ' 80) in receiving
an A f:1*/1]
John Crabbe
Mozart: Piano Sonatas in C, K545 & a, K511,
Rondo in A- minor, Mitsuko Uchida ( 412
122-2) 147m 58s) This is the second of
Mitsuko Uchida's projected complete piano
sonatas project for Philips and was recorded
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at the same group of sessions as the first
(412 123: LP review [ KDI and interview
August, CD review September ' 84). It has,
therefore, the same qualities. Reviewing the
silver I remarked on the fairly intimate
acoustic conveyed despite the ample volume
of the venue itself, the Henry Wood Hall,
feeling that this was slightly at odds with the
tails of reverberation which point to the
larger overall space. Living with that disc,
however, and getting to know this latest
instalment, Ifeel increasingly happy about
the sound. Tonally, the piano is very well
captured indeed, and all- in- all I would
upgrade slightly from my split A/B rating to
a straight A. Iconfess to some prejudice in
favour of these performances, having done
the interview last August, but I do find
Uchida's playing endlessly rewarding,
deeply considered and wonderfully subtle.
Fabulous music- making, and for me deserving of an unequivocal 1* rating.
Ivor Humphreys
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite, Serenade for
Strings, ASM/Marriner ( 411 471-2) (
51m 03s)
'Routine' says the new Penguin Guide about
this ' 82 performance of the Serenade and I'm
forced to agree. The Nutcracker, too, is
unexceptional, and both are served by a
recording quality which is inoffensive, but a
little flat-perspectived in some pieces ( but
not others — compare the depth in the ' Sugar
Plum' with the more shallow 'Trepak', for
example). A safe B.
John Atkinson
Telemann: Violin Concertos 3, 4, 8, 9 & 11,
ASM/Brown ( 411 125-2) (
50m 38s) Reviewed
in black form last September, there is little to
add to SD's comments on the sonics of this
issue, which led to an A rating for a ' recording that is clear, tonally attractive and well
focused'. However, Ibeg to differ regarding
wider aspects, as Ifeel that the Academy
players could with advantage occupy a
broader sound- stage than is offered on this
silver disc version, which seems spatially
ideal on headphones but a little narrow via
loudspeakers. Otherwise very good, with a
fine balance and excellent string-tone — but
qualified to A/B for the above reason.
John Crabbe
Verdi: Il Trovatore — excerpts, Carreras/
Ricciarelli/Masurok/Toczyska/ ROH Orch &
Ch/Davis ( 411 447-2) (
68m 31s) When
reviewed by BS as a complete opera on LP
(12/81) this digital original received an A*,
later confirmed by QM, and these excerpts
are certainly impressive. Comprising more
than half the opera, they have aclear, open,
easy sound, with smoothly recorded voices
and bass of pleasing depth. The singers are
quite forward but not exaggeratedly so, with
the stereo stage convincing if not expansive.
The only criticism Iwould level is that the
very spacious setting includes some traffic
sounds, various echoing scuffles, and a
constant ambient ' hiss', making the recorded
background noise rather high for a CD. But
these effects are most evident on headphones, and for loudspeaker listening this
generous issue is still worth at least an A.
Sue Hudson
Vivaldi: 5 Cello Concertos ( RV411/12, 401,
413, 418 & 424), Heinrich Schiff/ASM/Iona
Brown ( 411 126-2) (
46m 00s) The focus of the
recording varies between the fully- scored
outer movements and the far more lightly
arranged slow movements; the former present the harpsichord very prominently, the
soloist just behind ( or possibly beside) it and
the orchestra of strings well behind; the
latter place the harpsichord further back ( in
far less exaggerated prominence, as though
it were behind the soloist — abetter arrangement. Ifind such changes in editing techniques rather distracting; music of this kind
tends to sort out its own contrasts, and
doesn't need ' help'. Otherwise, the recording
is good, matching the playing. B/A
Stephen Daw
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Wagner: Bass- Baritone arias from Flying
Dutchman, Die Walküre and Parsifal, Simon
Estes, Staatskapelle Berlin- Heinz Fricke (412
271-2) (
66m 08s) The orchestral quality of
this recording is in the demonstration category — an airy acoustic with accurate stereo
imagery and wide dynamics offers concert
hall realism. The recital is, however, devoted
to Simon Estes, a heroic bass- baritone of
tremendous power and richness of tone. It is
a shame that the recording has to push his
voice out in front of the orchestra, where it
lacks a real sense of musical integration; a
voice of this robust power and resonance
needs no microphone contrivance to be
heard.
The excerpts are well chosen and of good
length, Wotan's narration from Act II of
Walküre, for instance, taking a full 25 mins
playing time of a generously filled disc. The
rather close scrutinty to which the miking
puts Estes' voice reveals some ugly attacks
on the German text, particularly in Dutchman, but overall the singer's already growing reputation at Bayreuth can only be
enhanced in the recorded music market by
this issue. The Parsifal excerpt is by far the
most evocatively sung ( as usual, questions
of having one singer tackle three Wagnerian
'giants', Amfortas, the Dutchman and Wotan
in the space of a one- hour recital must be
glossed over). Had this been released as a
piano recital and an orchestral recording of
Wagner's music, both would have been
hailed as important contributions to the
Wagner discography. The unnatural balpnce
leaves an unsatisfactory split A*/C rating.
Titurel and Brunnhilde are well sung in
support.
David Prâkel

TELARC
Beethoven: Wellington's Victory Op.91/
Liszt: The Battle of the Huns, March to the
Assault, Cincinnati SO/Kunzel ( CD-80079)
(35m 41s) The warnings on the case notwithstanding, the digitally recorded canon and
muskets are unlikely to damage one's system unless one turns the volume to levels
that make Beethoven's music far too loud for
comfort — but this interesting Beethoven
frolic does start softly. The battery of
firearms is, in fact, authentic, and was
apparently mixed- in from an outdoor recording; it is charming rather than ear-splitting.
The music ( which includes two useful works
by Liszt) is generally well- played and the
recording gives agood, concert- like impression; especially well done is the late entry of
the organ in The Battle of the Huns.
However, there is throughout alack of punch
in both the bass and the high treble, with the
sad result that this 1980s digital recording
sounds frighteningly like unexciting 1960s
analogue. Good fun, the Beethoven Battle
splendidly stereophonic. B/C
Stephen Daw
Bizet: Carmen Suites Nos 1 & 2/Grieg: Peer
Gynt Suite, St. Louis SO/Slatkin ( CD-80048)
(43m 39s) Excellent capturing of the brass
and percussion are the best features of this
disc, but its overall impressiveness is
reduced by a middle register that is illdefined and overfilled — even ' Les Toréados'
from the first Carmen Suite lacks vividness
and impact when set beside a number of
other, black disc versions. Only at moments
of extreme orchestration does the sound
really begin to sparkle, and the woodwind
only come into their own when used in solos
— elsewhere they lack their true tonal colourings. Slight background hum further diminished the effectiveness of the recording.
B/C
Doug Hammond
Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet — Suites 1 & 2,
Cleveland/Levi CD-80089 (
99m 32s) The
Cleveland's big, fleshy brass sound naturally
makes quite an impact thrust upon one in
this way. Percussion, too ( very colourful), is
favoured here with those slicing timpani

convulsions in the ' Death of Tybalt', for
instance, frighteningly immediate. My preference, though, is still for a more atmospherically open image, while the mellow
tonal cast of this particular Telarc production
makes for asomewhat plummy effect in the
middle range. Yoel Levi's performances are
not without distinction, but too many pages
pass by uneventfully and even a sure-fire
winner like ' Montagues and Capulets' is
deprived of its pomp and swagger at a
tempo too sprightly by half. No, Iwould
make haste for EMI's stunning Muti selections newly arrived on CD. Twice as impressive and cheaper, too. B
Edward Seckerson
Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring, Cleveland/
Maazel CD-80054 (
33m 30s) You can reach
out and touch the Cleveland bassoonist in
his opening solo; bass drum entries physically shift one's window frames, uppermost
woodwind and brass lines come at one with
searing clarity. The sense of presence here is
remarkable. Nor have Telarc eagerly propelled us into the midst of Stravinsky's
crowded orchestra. The Severance Hall
ambience is much in evidence, the overall
image sanely distanced. Ionly wish Icould
raise as much enthusiasm for Maazel's reading. Very much in the Solti mould is this:
high on efficiency, low on atmosphere, the
darkly evocative introduction to Part 2, for
instance, blandly, clinically, drawn, the
drama in general rather slickly applied, with
little feeling for its elemental roots. There are
the odd Maazel isms, too — curious lapses in
taste and good judgement which do him no
credit whatsoever: the grossly elongated
trombone glissandos in ' Spring Rounds', his
absurdly over-emphatic delivery of those
guillotine- like timpani crotchets heralding
'Glorification of the Chosen One'. Why? A*
Edward Seckerson

TELDEC
Bach: Cantatas BWV128, 129 & 130*,
Soloists with Leonhardt Consort/"Concentus Musicus Wien, dir Leonhardt/"Harnoncourt ( 8.43096) (
53m 23s) The Vienna recording of Cantata 130 ' Herr Gott, dich loben alle
wir' is recorded in a more distant and bland
way than the Amsterdam performances of
the other two chorale cantatas (' Auf Christi
Himmelfahrt allein' and ' Gelobet sei der
Herr' respectively); these latter are much
more immediate and directional, with
definitely focused attention on the solo singers ( very well recorded) and adjustment,
but not too prominently, of distance between
larger and smaller combinations. The acoustical quality of each kind of period instrument is very well conveyed throughout;
those of us who have been following the
Teldec Cantata series over the years have
long been able to pick out individual players
as well as particular effects in each ensemble, and this recording is very helpful in such
respects; the present collection includes
some excellent recording of good baroque
brass sounds. Don't hear 13WV130 last,
immediately after 129, though, unless you
relish asudden change of acoustic and sonic
quality. A
Stephen Daw
Purcell: Dido and Aeneas, Soloists/Concentus Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt ( 8.42919)
53m 37s) Over- recording mars this issue for
me. The splendid vigour of the playing in the
overture is made harsh and congested by the
recording, and elsewhere in the performance
the fuller textures are plumped out as the
dynamics rise above mf. The soloists are
treated in a more kindly manner, but the
chorus loses the clarity of its diction without
an improvement in tonal body as it gets
louder. Ienjoyed the theatre- like acoustic
employed, with its clear sense of having a
'lid' on, and the vivid placing and movement.
However, this CD does not consistently
begin at the beginning, which is disconcerting and hopefully a one-off. B
Doug Hammond
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CLASSICAL
ADAMS: Harmonium
San Francisco SO & Ch/de Waart
ECM 1277 (
Import Music Services) ( NC)
ECM seem to be interested in composers
whose work is not readily taken up by their
larger rivals. Of the two Ihave encountered,
the young American John Adams ( b. 1947)
seems to have greater breadth than Arvo
Part ( see later). Adams apparently advises
the conductor of the San Francisco orchestra
on New Music, which is no doubt a help in
securing performances of his own and other
young composers' work. Harmonium (
1981),
is like the great American novel, compendious, complicated and rather excessive. The
music, settings for chorus and orchestra of
poems by Donne and Emily Dickinson, is on
a large scale, though its language is fairly
conventional. In some ways it reminds me of
David Del Tredici. That Edo de Waart has
taken up the piece is something of an
endorsement, Isuppose, but there scarcely
seems to be enough substance to sustain
either the length or size.
The work might have made a more positive impact had the sound been better
balanced. It is a live recording made in San
Francisco's Louise M Davies hall, which
probably accounts for its shortcomings. The
chorus is so recessed that their words are
practically indecipherable, which may have
been deliberate though the general level of
the recording is not especially good anyway,
and since the texts are being sung and the
composer seems to attach some significance
to them, it seems doubtful. [
C:1)
Kenneth Dommett

for which they were nominally written. Also
many others were not clearly written for any
particular instrument, while others again
were transcribed by their composers. The
pieces chosen here include the G- minor suite
for unaccompanied cello, which may have
been intended for the lute, so there is no
need to become snooty about transcriptions.
&it-an Soillscher, however, here uses an
eleven- string guitar, which he had specially
made for such exercises; and very beautiful
it is. The six upper strings are tuned as the
'ordinary' guitar, the other five being tuned
as bass lute strings. Do we perhaps need a
special name for such instruments, which
are neither lutes nor guitars? Be that as it
may, Sóllscher makes lovely music: more
flexible and relaxed, Ithink, than the previous recital Ilistened to, though to my ears
a wider use of tone- colour would improve
matters further. But that cello suite has
always seemed to me among the world's
greatest music, and this version is one to
savour.
The recording is somewhat ' domestic',
which can be regarded as ideal for playing in
a domestic room, where it could indeed
almost be mistaken for the instrument itself
rather than a reproduced one. Others may
prefer a more spacious acoustic. Either way,
the sound is brilliant, etched, lively, tangible:
it is all highly enjoyable. [A:1]
Peter Turner
BAX: Piano Quartet
Harp Quintet JString
Quartet No.1 in G
John McCabe (pno)/Skaila Kanga (hrp)/English Of
Chandos ABRD 1113 digital ( ABTD 1113)

An important element of Bax's output
becomes much more strongly represented
on record with the issue of two discs from
Chandos featuring the English String Quartet. The second record also includes works
J.S. BACH: Concerti for flute, strings & basso
by Hoist, Jacob and Moeran ( see ' Colleccontinuo in C, BWV 1055, in g, BWV 1056 and in e tions'), but this one contains three important
D Sinfonia
and effective works by Bax alone. The First
Jean-Pierre Rampal ( flt)/Ars Rediviva Orch of
String Quartet is the most substantial piece
Prague/Munclinger
here, with agenial first movement, amoving
CBS IM 39022 (
IMT 39022)
and expressive slow movement, and adancing ' Irish' finale. It all inhabits aworld based
Milan Munclinger is almost entirely
on pre-WWI society, but being completed in
responsible for the existence of this disc, for
1918 has intimations of the disaster of its era.
he not only directs it but has arranged the
It is performed with great feeling, dedication,
concertos for flute and strings and realised
and generally fine ensemble, if not always
the basso continuo support. In his supportwith total accord of articulation. The Harp
ing notes he explains that many such works,
Quintet of a year later is awell written work
originally thought to be for wind or strings,
that takes good advantage of the ability of
were only passed down to us in Bach's later
the harp both to blend with and stand out
transcriptions as keyboard concerti or canfrom other strings. The resonant acoustic of
tata movements. Thus the F- minor Harpthe Church of St. George the Martyr,
sichord Concerto BWV 1056 has been transBloomsbury, suits this feature well, and the
posed into what is thought to have been its
perceptive, idiomatic playing lays the foundoriginal G- minor, the A- major Concerto BWV
ation of a very satisfying production.
1055 into C, and movements 1, 2and 5of the
The Piano Quartet of 1922, although finely
Cantata No. 35 ' Geist und Seele wird verwirperformed, is afforded amuch less satisfying
ret' have become the E- minor Flute Conrecording: the acoustic meshes the lower
certo. Finally, the Sinfonia from Cantata No.
piano lines and sounds rather too cavernous
209 ' Non sa che sia dolore' has been
for a chamber work. All the recordings have
included as a separate item to represent an
a da Chiesa quality, but only in this last work
example of Bach's art in the style galant.
is this particularly inappropriate. The works
Whether or not you can accept the authenare certainly interesting and the perfbrmticity of these transcriptions, Rampal plays
ances capture their atmosphere well, so this
with as much conviction and sincerity as
disc is very welcome, especially as a graalways. The Larghetto of BWV 1055 displays
mophonic introduction to the English String
his use of a wide range of differing tonalQuartet. [ B/C:1]
colours, whilst the following Allegro bubbles
Doug Hammond
with the bright, fluid tone of the first movement. The recording quality is also bright,
but tiringly so after a while. However, the
BAX: Sonata for Two Pianos : 7Hardanger D The
individual timbres of the splendid Ars RediPoisoned Fountain D The Devil that tempted St
viva Orchestra of Prague are distinctly capAnthony 'Si Moy Mell/VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The
tured and placed, making this a well-consiRunning Set ( arr. Lasker and Bidder)
dered and interesting disc. [
13:1)
Frank Merrick & Michael Round (pnos)
Barbara Jahn
Cabaletta CON 5002
J.S. BACH: Works for Lute
GOran Scillscher (gtr)
DG 413 719-1 digital ( 413 719-4)
Many works by Bach and his contemporaries
not only can, but were probably intended to
be, played on instruments other than those
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Throw away your worn old channel- separation test discs; this one offers an ideal
substitute, with a piano apparently on either
side of the listener's sofa in a modest- sized
drawing room. Ideal, too, for the partnerless
pianist learning this repertoire: simply
switch off one channel and that piano
immediately disappears to the east wing.

But Ibitch. No-one in Bax's centenary year
saw fit to make a new recording of this fine
sonata ( Merrick's and Round's version was
originally issued by the Frank Merrick Society), and apart from an excellent Purcell
Room account by Bernard Roberts and
Yoland Wrigley some months back, Icannot
recall arecent public performance. The work
(in three movements) dates from the period
between the Third and Fourth symphonies,
and owes its harmonic language to much in
those pieces. Clearly, too, there is an orchestral work trying to get out, but Merrick and
Round artfully minimise this impression by
the use of half-light rather than fortissimo
opulence. This is canny playing, if not
unfailingly imaginative or secure.
The other music is slighter, though always
attractive; Bax's admiration for Grieg is
vividly apparent in Hardanger. A black mark,
though, for the inadequate sleevenote,
which neither dates the music not places it
within its composer's life and thoughts. [
0:31
Andrew Keener
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.7 [
A Coriolan
Northern Sinf/Hickox
ASV ALH 952 (
ZC ALH 952)
One wonders what future a Beethoven
Seventh has which does not feature aworldclass orchestra, which is expensive but not
pressed to the highest standards ( if my
dimpled copy is typical), and which is poorly
served by its sleeve artwork. Now at midprice, Carlos Kleiber's DG recording is superior in every way. Both conductors observe all
repeats — exhilarating to have it in the finale,
and sounding very ' right' with the trio repeated at its second appearance; but the
readings differ at the end of ( ii), where
Hickox accepts the printed arco while Kleiber
keeps the VP0 strings pizzicato through the
coda.
More persuasive than his Eroica, Hickox's
Seventh has a Klemperer like musical
integrity. He rightly abjures fussy
(unmarked) dynamic changes at the lead-in
to the Vivace (
i), and Ilike the rapid ascending string scales in the introduction. Disappointingly, the sforzati stand like monoliths, and at the end of ( iii) Hickox fails to give
the music Beethoven's rough- humoured
'kick up the arse'. But there is the clear
rhythmic spring to admire in the scherzo, an
acceptable pacing for the trios. The finale is
very fast, and if you begin to doubt that
Hickox will screw up the tension sufficiently,
he does pull it off with asweeping crescendo
eight pages before the end.
The acoustic is small- scaled, that is dryish,
while the slight reverberance has a hollow
quality. The small string section sounds a bit
thin, but the Sinfonia does have an attractive
flute principal. The overture is placed last.
[13:1]
Christopher Breunig
BEN-HAIM: Symphony No.2 Op.36 L] Concerto for
Strings Op.40
RPO/Alwyn
Jerusalem ATO 8305 (
NC) ( Bond St. Music)
Paul Ben- Haim was born Paul Frankenberger
in Munich in 1897, and his musical training
was thorough, Germanic and conservative.
He changed his name with nationalistic
Jewish fervour in 1945 to reflect his commitment to the newly formed Jewish state, and
his music has served that spirit well. He has
not espoused any vanguard frills or expressionistic torments: his is a well modulated,
civilized voice, his manner conservative, and
he assumes that his listeners are musically
cultivated people. He also employs traditional structures and assumes a traditional
concert hall as the space for its experience.
The second symphony was premièred in
1945. The first movement aspires to hope
and optimism, its opening in F- major giving
way to a minor, Lydian mode which is
supposed to represent the shift from Central
European to Near Eastern manner. It pro99
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vides apt contrast but could just as easily
have been penned by a late 19th- century
German composer. Material from the
Scherzo is re- used in the finale, thus giving
the work a cyclic frame. The whole is well
crafted, but hardly ' contemporary' with any
of the events of World War II.
The Concerto for Strings (
1947) is written
in the form of the baroque suite or concerto
grosso and uses material from an earlier
(and at that time unknown) work by BenHaim. This and the general treatment of the
piece is nostalgic, and the composer shows a
delicate touch and gentle manner which is
quite appealing.
The performance by Kenneth Alwyn and
the RPO is very professional but somewhat
lacks sparkle and brio, although the recording is very good. [
A:2]
Benedict Sarnaker
BERKELEY: Uprising LI The Romance of the Rose/
LEIGHTON: Organ Concerto
Christopher Rathbone (org)/Southern Pro Arte/
Peebles
Hyperion A66097 dmm ( NC)
Michael Berkeley's Uprising is a ' Symphony
in one movement' commissioned by the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra/Scottish Arts
Council in 1980. Political events in Afghanistan and Poland gave rise to some of the
ideas developed in its 18 minutes, and
Berkeley's study of Stravinsky leaves its
marks in some of the gestures, rhythmic
motifs and scoring. The Romance of the
Rose, a theme and variations, was derived
from incidental music Berkeley was asked to
write for a Radio 3 production of the
medieval French poem. He then developed
and structured that music for a commission
for awork from St. Paul's Schools' combined
Chamber Orchestra, producing the amiable,
lightweight piece recorded here. The coupled Concerto for Organ, string orchestra
and timpani by Kenneth Leighton was composed in 1970, and although conveying a
sense of forboding and urgency in its slowfast- slow three- movement form, it has no
obvious external event as its progenitor.
The performance of this last work has the
edge over those of the Berkeley pieces in
that there is a greater sense of involvement
from all concerned. By comparison, the
Berkeley works sound tepid in their treatment, with lack of concerted attack and bite
from the winds and rather tame climax
points. The recording of the Concerto is fairly
realistic but impersonal, with the space
between organ and orchestra rather wide,
and the organ seeming disembodied on
occasions. In the Berkeley the reproduction
of transients is not exceptional and the
dynamic range could be wider. Never less
than good, this issue nevertheless lacks
some of that Hyperion sparkle. [
B:1/21
Doug Hammond
BFtAHMS: Cello Sonatas
Roland Pidoux (vIc)/Jean-Claude Pennetier (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HM1104 (
HM 40-1104)
The expressive grandeur to which these
artists aspire, attained by the wise Piatigorsky and Rubinstein, eludes them. Instead,
what registers are unrestrained and assertive performances which do not solve the
many difficulties in Brahms' scores. For
instance, the forte/if markings at the beginning of the quasi-Handelian finale to No.1
must not be too precipitately climactic, but
here it is too thrusting and ' loud'. There is no
mezza voce in 2(iii) - none of Tortelier's
reflective colouring or masterly tonal variety.
The slow movement from No.2 starts well,
and there is much passionate commitment.
The cello reproduces with some huskiness,
and the sound picture is rather untidy and
forward. [
B:3]
Christopher Breunig
CORELLI: Six Sonatas from Sonate a Violino e
Violone o Cimbalo, Op 5
IiI-EI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sigiswald Kuilken
Kuijken (vIc)/
Robert Kohnen (hps)
Accent ACC 8433 dmm ( Harmonia Mundi)
The combination of such adistinguished pair
of baroque interpreters as the Kuijkens and
the exquisitely worked- out chamber- music
gems of Arcangelo Corelli - of which Burney
wrote ' If music can be immortal, Corelli's
consorts will be so' - ought to place considerable temptation in the way of most
baroque fetishists, and violinists in particular! And except for amajor reservation about
the recording ( of which more later) Icould
encourage them to indulge themselves uninhibitedly. The interpretation - very much
true to form - is a triumph of true chamber
playing, with a real interplay between the
solo violin and continuo, here an integral
musical feature, not merely asupport for the
display of virtuosity on the part of the
violinist; although needless to say, these
tuneful, charming and spirited sonatas are
very demanding of the soloist's technique.
But sadly to my admonition about the
Accent recording, a label Iknow and whose
many fine recordings Iadmire. The Chapelle
Royale Brussels was used and Iwonder if
some acoustic quirk is responsible for the
fact that despite the equality of dynamic
between the three players, the violin sounds
as if it was played in the middle of the
chancel and the cello and harpsichord in the
nave ( with the listener) - the soloist being so
much more resonant and clouded, with
changes also in the nature of the sound. This
Ifind so very troubling that my rating can
manage only
Roger Bowen
COWIE: Concerto for Orchestra O Clarinet Concerto No.2
Alan Hacker (c1t)/RLPO/Williarns
Hyperion A66120 dmm INC)
Of these two works by Edward Cowie, the
2nd Clarinet Concerto of 1975 is the more
immediately appealing and access ble: the
moments of sheer beauty here are of amore
conventional nature than in the Concerto for
Orchestra (
1982), and the formal structure
less monolithic. John Ruskin's horror of
Lakeland fogs and the calm he felt when
released to the smooth clarity of the setting
sun provide the inspiration for : he two
elements of conflict within the work. The
lusher, more tonal areas partly represent
that calm and provide the uncluttered
beauty. The soloist, though provided with a
virtuosic part, does not become fully
involved with the struggle but acts more as a
commentator on it. Alan Hacker is excellent
in this role and is appositely placed by the
recording, always distinct from the orchestral web yet still able to combine with it
where appropriate.
In the later work, Cowie again took his
inspiration in part from the landscape of NW
England. In this case, the tidal flows of
Morecambe Bay suggested a constantly
shifting yet overall similar pattern of movement that could be paralleled in music ,by a
very intricate yet consistent orchestral texture. The complexity and constant change of
detail provide the chief interest of this work,
and demand a very different approach from
that needed by the Clarinet Concerto. In both
works the RLPO under Howard Williams
tackle the difficulties of ensemble with
alacrity and play with a sensitive feel for
Cowie's idiom, and the two pieces deserve
the wider acknowledgement that this fine
Hyperion disc can provide. [
A:1*/1)
Doug Hammond
DELIUS: Summer Night on the River O On Hearing
the First Cuckoo in Spring :1Summer Evening D
Air and Dance/VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Wasps
— overture U Serenade to Music (orchestral version)
LPO/Handley
Chandos ABRD 1106 digital dmm (ABTD 1106)
Chandos never cease to amaze me. Last year

they found themselves with enough time left
at the end of Nigel Kennedy's Elgar sessions
to set down a whole LP of jazz improvisations, and here on this record are three
Summer Evenpreviously unreleased items (
ing, Air and Dance, Serenade to Music) from
All Saints Tooting sessions devoted to the
bumper Beecham Commemoration cassette
box released last April; the rest of the
material here is reissued from that box.
There is little seriously amiss in matters of
orchestral detail ( though some imperfections in the string playing of First Cuckoo
may irritate on repetition), and there is some
beautifully prepared and considered interpretation. Handley's is a restrained account
of the Wasps' big tune on its initial appearance ( and what splendid dividends that pays
later), and Delius' two ' summer' pieces are
magically phrased and paced, with a touch
more flexibility in the latter than is often the
case. But Ido miss voices in the Vaughan
Williams Serenade. The absence of the soprano's ' of sweet harmony' leaves no gap in
the texture - solo violin and viola ensure
essential moving parts at this point - but
there is nevertheless an overall blandness of
feeling. The work was written to be sung by
specific voices, and words are vital. Here, the
darkness of the ' fit for treasons' episode
passes un noticed if you blink. However, the
performance is a fine one, with an eloquent
(uncredited) violin soloist. Atmospheric
sound quality. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: String Quartet in F, Op.96 'American'/
MENDELSSOHN: String Quartet in E4,Op.12
Coull Ot
Accent ACR 100 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
This coupling, issued to celebrate the tenth
anniversary of the Coull String Quartet's
formation, seems to have been selected as a
vehicle for the abilities of the performers
rather than for its own logic. Mendelssohn's
Opp.12 and 13 might have proved better
bedfellows, or two of Dvorak's less wellknown quartets.
As it is, this performance of the 'American'
Quartet would have to be outstanding for it
to make a substantial impact on the already
overfilled market, and although the performers here maintain ahigh standard throughout they do not reach adegree of excellence
that would put this reading in the ' special'
category. Their interpretation is dramatic,
neat and musical, full of good humour, but
there is nothing new or exceptionally
perceptive. The Mendelssohn sounds a little
too strident in places where a smoother,
more subtle tone quality might have been
better. The famous Canzonetta is a little
lacking in sparkle, with a limited dynamic
range, though the unrelenting urgency of the
final movement is well captured. But wellbalanced, in-tune playing does not meld
together here for a great performance.
The recording gives a clear image of the
quartet, with the cello set slightly apart from
the other three players and to the right. This
asymmetry seems authentic enough to me
and does not subvert the balance of the
performances. In the Mendelssohn the
sound has atendency to become alittle edgy
at forte and above, and a touch overfilled,
possibly the result of a cutting or pressing
imbalance. [
A/B:2]
Doug Hammond
ELGAR: Enigma Variations D 2 Interludes from
'Falstaff' D Froissart Overture — Volume 1
Desford Colliery Dowty Band/Foden O.T.S. Band/
Snell
Polyphonic EHS 001D digital
ELGAR: 'The Wand of Youth' Suite D Chanson de
Matin O Adagio & Allegro molto from the Cello
Concerto D Prelude to 'The Dream of Gerontius' D
Imperial March U Canto Popolare D Triumphal
March — Volume 2
Desford Colliery Dowty Band/Foden O.T.S. Band/
Snell
Polyphonic EHS 002D digital
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,,na Variations arranged for brass ...,y Eric Ball) works remarkably well on
.irst of these two English Heritage Series
4ues. Many of the variations sound as
though they could have been originally
conceived for the medium, and though there
are acouple of moments when not all seems
quite at ease in the scoring, there are many
more when new beauties in the writing are
revealed and new insights suggested. The
professional and inspired skill of this
arrangement is well matched by the playing
of the Desford band: daunting, violinderived figuration is lightly taken by the
cornets, while the meaty basses carry the
main line of the musical argument. The
performance has a palpable sense of commitment. The involvement of conductor
Howard Snell explains passages which are
rather lingered over, but these do not overtly
retard the general progress of the work.
To my ears, the other items on these discs
do not work quite so well, and despite fine
euphonium playing from Robert Childs, a
chunk of the Cello Concerto seems an illconceived idea. The soft edge of the euphonium makes it blend too well with its background in the Adagio and sound too heavy in
the Allegro molto. The plumper tone of the
Foden band is not really suitable here; the
more open sound of Desford might have
made more of a contrast with the soloist.
Froissart goes well, though, and in Wild
Bears from the Wand of Youth Suite Foden
O.T.S. summon afine sense of humour and
lightness, despite the technical fireworks.
The cutting level seems too low. At
authentic listening levels the increase in
noise is annoying, especially as the recording has awide dynamic range: the quietest
passages start to become submerged, yet
fortissimos take your head off. As Snell has a
tendency to keep the two bands well reinedback until the main climax points, this high
volume setting is necessary — but Isuppose
wide dynamics simply demand quiet pressings. As ageneral round- up, though, Imust
say how much Ienjoyed these two discs.
[B:1*/11
Doug Hammond

KREISLER: Vol.2
Oscar Shumsky (vInl/Milton Kaye (pno)
ASV ALH 951 (
ZC ALH 951)
•
With one side of ' originals' and one of
Kreisler's Dvorak arrangements, this recital —
recorded for the Musical Heritage Society —
overlaps items on collections by Mintz ( DG
2531 305) and Perlman ( HMV ASD3258) — all
three have La Gitana. These violinists offer
contrasts: Mintz the brilliant virtuoso, playing with a precocious mannered style ' put
on' more than felt, with Shumsky more
natural, calmer, a master of singing lines,
approaching the music ' objectively'. Overtly
sentimental, Perlman sounds most free and
'at home'; warmer, more daringly individual
yet not showing off, he sounds most like
Kreisler himself.
After long comparisons Ilistened to some
of the old originals — Kreisler is really
inimitable, his music- making speaks straight
to the heart. Ultimately it is the dry, studiolike acoustic and closeness of Shumsky's
recording that brings the reservation
(whereas EMI's is airy, undemanding). This
ASV is best taken in small doses, at low
replay levels. The Toy Soldiers March is
winningly done, with a dry humour. [
BM
Christopher Breunig
LECLAIR: Sonatas for violin and basso continuo in
cOp.5 No.6, in E Op.9 No.9, and in G Op.9 No.7
Trio Sonnerie
ASV DCA 529 digital ( ZC DCA 529)

Trio Sonnerie consists of Monica Huggett
(baroque violin), Sarah Cunningham ( viola
da gamba) and Mitzi Meyerson ( harpsichord). As far as Iam aware, this is the
ensemble's first record, and very welcome it
is too; the music of Leclair, revered in France
and much written- about, is far too little
known today. In addition, its spirit and
technique have been admirably mastered by
Trio Sonnerie, whose performances seem to
me to strike just the right balance between
strictness and expressive flexibility. Admirers of Monica Huggett will be interested to
learn that Iconsider this to be her best record
so far; the two American- born continuo
players combine with just the right blend of
JOSEPHS: Requiem, Op.39
discipline and lyricism, too.
Robert Cleve (bar)/Adelaide Qt, SO, Ch/Measham
The recording is pleasant and realistic,
Unicorn Kanchana DKP 9032 digital ( DKPIC)9032)
with the performers sounding close ( as in a
large room) rather than apart from us ( as in a
Wilfred Josephs' Requiem marked aturning
concert- hall); but this is right, since the
point in his career. Completed in the Spring
recording was made at Claydon House In
of 1963 and built around an earlier work, a Buckinghamshire. The instruments all sound
String Quintet composed in 1961, it quickly
to good advantage, with Sarah Cunningwon for itself a number of prestigous perham's 1741 Hamburg- built gamba margiformances that did much to forward his
nally superior in quality to the modern
standing as a composer. Although the text
copies of aristocratic contemporaries that
derives from Jewish liturgy, the universality
play alongside it. For me, the violin line
of the sentiments expressed and the means
might occasionally be shaped a little more
used to express them give this work an
firmly and the tone might be varied more
application that is not limited by linguistic,
with the bowing-arm, but Monica Nugget's
religious, or racial considerations. The
affection for the music is never in doubt, and
generally sombre mood of the music is in
this is among the best of recent records of
stark contrast to the optimism and joy of the
mid-eighteenth-century music. [
A:19
words, and offers a new insight into their
Stephen Daw
meaning in the light of modern experience.
The experience of the Jews in Nazi Germany
LISZT: Transcendental Studies
and their treatment by the world over many
Josef Bulva (pno)
centuries provided the impetus for the work,
Orfeo S083831 A digital dmm ( Harmonia Mundi)
though there is no explicit textual reference
(NC)
to this. The string quintet is retained in the
larger work and has three of the ten moveApart from the price saving, with the twelve
ments devoted to it. The other movements
Etudes complete on two sides, this is aLiszt
are predominantly slow and quiet, allowing
release of exceptional interest. Josef Bulva
the subdued pace of the harmonic progres(b.1943) set about perfecting his technique
sions to have their full effect.
even in childhood, and studied in Brno. The
David Measham's interpretation of the
eminent critic Joachim Kaiser describes Bulscore sustains this pace well, but some of the
va's unique approach to Liszt performance
choral singing is a little too reticent and
on this Orfeo sleeve, and is worth reading,
technical inadequacies become apparent in
for this style of playing is as remote from,
the least demonstrative sections. The recordsay, Brendel's, as Brendel's is from Arrau's.
ing is fairly good, considering the contrast of
To me these pianists are analogous to
timbres and tonal balance inherent in the
primary colours. If you would say Brendel's
diverse forces used, but detail is not excepinterpretations are ' cerebral', how then do
tional and the string quintet might have been
you define these readings of the Transcenless closely recorded to better effect. IA/B:2/
dental Studies?They are studies— that is, not
3]
for public acclaim. In Bulva's hands there is
Doug Hammond
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none of the ' charm and fantasy' Earl Wild
has described. The playing is nervy, dry,
technically breathtaking.
Mazeppa was impressive in Berman's
thrusting, thunderous account, but Bulva's
artistic superiority — every note crystal clear
— is unquestionable. Chasse-neige, which
Fialkowska played finely, yet as Chopin-withtremolandi, has acommanding authority, an
idiomatic Lisztian presence. In the F- minor
Etude Bulva is at his most inaccessible, the
line is broken into jagged edges, where
Arrau finds a singing line ( and Gutierrez a
different, flowing legato way). Disdainfully
absorbed by the music, Bulva never blurs the
notes: you hear everything starkly drawn,
with a studious preoccupation with consistency of palette within apiece. The instrument, not specified, is recorded rather shallowly ( Munich ' 83), with a recessed image,
narrower than we are used to hearing on the
major labels. [
A:1*]
Christopher Breunig
MALEC: Actuor
Les Percussions de Strasbourg
Harmonia Mundi F HM 5134 (
NC)
Ivo Malec ( b. Zagreb, 1925) worked under
Pierre Schaeffer and finally settled in Paris in
1959. This background has left him with a
heightened sensitivity to the evocative quality of sound, and the possessor of avery rich
timbral vocabulary. Actuor (
1973) is a percussion sextet ( French sextuor) in which the
musicians also become actors, this pun
being the source of the work's name. The
piece uses approximately 180 percussion
instruments grouped into six ' islands' of
action' and sound, and each ' scene' is characterised by its own pace, colour and gestural manner. The sections are thus easy to
follow and sharply differentiated from each
other. In this recording the structural clarity
frames some very well captured sound of
superb playing by the six percussionists ( all
of them members of Strasbourg orchestras)
who since 1961 have worked together as Les
Percussions de Strasbourg. Their excellence
has inspired many composers to create
works for them — including Actuor, a work
whose failing ( if it has one) is in its innately.
theatrical nature. In the absence of visual
stimulus the piece sounds too long and too
simply sectional, and not even the fine
playing can rescue the listener from periods
of boredom when the vividly coloured material over-extends its welcome! [
A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker
MATHIAS: Lux Aeterna, Op.88
Felicity Lott (sop//Margaret Cable (m-sop//Penelope Walker lcon)/Bach Ch/Choristers of St.
George's Chapel, Windsor/John Scott (org)/LSO/
Willcocks
Chandos ABRD 1115 digital dmm (ABTD 1115)
William Mathias dedicated his 1982 Three
Choirs Festival/Arts Council commission,
Lux Aetema, to the memory of his mother,
and it inevitably has elements of aRequiem
about it. However, as the title suggests, this
is no morbid dwelling on death but an
optimistic exploration of the life-death continuum. The text is compiled from anumber
of liturgical texts and from poems of St. John
of the Cross. Three female soloists, boys
choir, chorus, and orchestra with organ
provide a substantial reservoir of potential
vocal and instrumental combinations, and
Mathias employs these resources to the full.
The work is massive in all aspects and well
repays repeated listening.
There are few criticisms to be made of the
performance: the soloists are individually
excellent, and their diction exemplary, but
they are unevénly balanced in ensemble; the
boys choir makes asplendid sound and is a
credit to itself and St. George's Chapel,
Windsor; the chorus and orchestra are fully
committed to the work; and Sir David Willcocks inspires the best from them. Also, the
recording is one of the best for such a large
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MOERAN: Symphony in g : 1 Lonely Waters L]
Whythorne's Shadow
English Sinf/Dilkes
HMV Greensleeve ED 2901871 (
ED 2901874)
Reissues from 1972, 73
This recording of Moeran's strong and individual Symphony, with its Sibelian slowmovement climax, comes up as fresh as new
paint. It does not quite rival Boult's Lyrita
account in breadth and repose, nor does the
HMV sound, immediate and clear, offer so
convincing aportrayal of the opulence of this
score. Moeran's sound world ideally needs a
greater sense of space and more weight to
the string sound than we have here. Dilkes'
understanding of the piece is never in doubt,
however, and there is marvellous urgency in
the more robust passages of the first movement. Many will, in fact, prefer the music
played like this, and they will have saved
three pounds and gained a delightful coupling into the bargain. [
A/B:1]
Andrew Keener
MOZART: Piano Concertos K37, 39-41
Murray Perahia (pno)/ECO/Perahia
CBS IM 39225 digital ( IMT 392251
With this issue Perahia's series of the Mozart
concertos is nearing completion ( see the
following two reviews). It has maintained a
consistent standard of excellence and this
instalment is no exception. These are not
original Mozart concertos of course, but
arrangements made by the twelve-year- old
virtuoso from keyboard sonata movements
by other composers whose music he got to
know during his Grand Tour. Naturally they
do not reveal the genius for concerto writing
which emerged later, and it may be that
Leopold Mozart gave his son some help, but
they make agood effect and are attractive in
themselves. ( The other ' concertos' which
Mozart made up from music by his London
friend J.C. Bach ( K107) have also been
recorded by Perahia, see below). In these
four little concertos the orchestral forces
have been kept appropriately small and are
beautifully integrated with the piano by the
pianist-conductor, whose crisp, almost harpsichord- like style is perfectly adjusted to
music originally conceived for that instrument. The surfaces are mercifully silent.
[A:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concertos K459 & 488
Murray Perahia (pno)/ECO/Perahia
CBS IM 39064 digital (( MT 39064)
In a series like this something clearly had to
come near the end, but it is surprising to find
that it was a concerto as popular as the
A- major ( unaccountably described as Cmajor at one point in the notes). However, as
the saying goes, better late ... These two
concertos go very well together, for both
have their fair share of Mozart at his most
poetic. The slow movements are extremely
fine and one is surprised that the F- major is
not heard more often. Perahia seems to be
much affected by this poetry and in the
A- major appears to indulge it a little. It is an
Adagio, true, but the spirit of Empfindsamkeit can be overdone. It is a marginal point,
and only worth making in the context of
playing by soloist and orchestra of such
exquisite meticulousness and sensitivity that
most other performances on record seem
routine beside these.
The outer movements of both concertos
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

are given with much brio and point, yet are
not rushed, features that have become
established throughout the series as the
pianist has grown into his dual role. Occasionally one has felt that he has proved a
better pianist than conductor, but with these
latest issues his two functions have matured
and the advent of digital recording has
helped provide aworthy canvas on which to
portray the music. [
A:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concertos K107 0 SCHRÓTER:
Piano Concerto in C Op.3/3
Murray Perahia (pno)/ECO/Perahia
CBS IM 39222 digital ( IMT 392221
Ireviewed what was nominally the last of
Perahia's memorable series of the Mozart
concertos in January, noting en passant that
we had not received them all for consideration. This particular issue is something of a
sweeping- up operation, for the three concertos which comprise K107 are arrangements
of movements from some of J.C. Bach's
Op.5 sonatas. Wolfgang Plath maintained
that they date from as late as 1770, but
stylistically they seem much earlier, so that
one tends to accept Einstein's opinion that
they really date from the London visit of
1765-6 and consequently ante- date the other
four ' arranged' concertos ( K37, 39-41). They
contain attractive ( and, bearing in mind
Mozart's tender years, difficult) music,
though it is scarcely outstanding stuff.
Johann Samuel Schrdter succeeded J.C.
Bach at George Ill's court and Mozart much
admired his music, sufficiently to play it and
in this case to supply cadenzas for it. This
appears to be a first recording and provides
an interesting reflection on Mozart's taste as
well as on his models. It again is an attractive
piece in the galant style, less rewarding than
most of Bach's own keyboard concertos,
however. As usual, the performances are
spirited, stylish and quite unaffected; and
this goes for the recording. (A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Clarinet Quintets
Salomon Of/Alan Hacker (c1t)/Lesley Schatzberger
(bst-hm)
Amon Ra SAR 17 digital ( NC)
This enchanting recital is given on period
instruments: the Salomon specialise in that,
and the discovery, so far as possible, of
contemporary playing methods. That in itself
is enough to raise interest, but there is more,
since Alan Hacker is also an authority on the
history of his instrument, besides being
possessed of the most ravishing ' German'
tone: a much more open, less nasal sound
than will be heard from most English players. The result is pure joy, though it must be
said that Hacker always has individual ideas
about the way things should go, and can
produce rather wilful touches which either
appeal or annoy. There is little of that here.
The plural of the title arises from the
inclusion of two quintet fragments ( K516c
and K580b), tastefully completed by Duncan
Druce, such that it is difficult to tell where
Mozart ends and Druce begins. Though of no
thrilling substance, these are two valuable
additions.
The standard of Amon Ra recording leaves
little to be desired: the three different clarinets and the basset- horn used by the two
performers ( K580b is scored for string trio,
clarinet and basset- horn) are remarkably
well differentiated. The whole has the
delicacy which Mozart needs, but does not
always receive. Primarily, of course, that
comes from the performers, but they need
engineering back-up, and certainly get it
here. [
A:11
Peter Turner

Rodolphe RP 12707 (
g ( Harmonia Mundi) ( RPK
22707)
These are extracts from a live performance
at the Salzburg Festival on 3rd August 1954.
To judge by the distant acoustic and erratic
editing it was an amateur production. The
overture and most of the big arias are
included, but the only ensemble is the finale.
Furtwangler, who often played very fast, is
quite moderate here, taking the overture at a
majestic pace which is impressive. So too is
Siepi's Don, a role he filled with distinction
and recorded with Krips for Decca round
about the same time. Schwarzkopf, still near
the beginning of her career, makes a magnificent Elvira, and her ' Non mi dir' is well
worth hearing even at the distance imposed
on it by the recording. Edelmann's Leporello
is also worth preserving; in fact it was an
altogether distinguished cast who deserved
better. [
H:1]
Kenneth Dommett
OSBORNE: Iam Goya 0 Concerto for flute
Remembering Esenin 0 The Sickle
Stephen Varcoe (bar)/Duke Dobing (flt)/Florian Kitt
(WO/Peter Hill (pno)/Jane Manning (sop)/City of
London Sinf/Hickox
Unicorn Kanchana DKP 9031 digital IDKPIC(9031)
Unicorn Kanchana have done Nigel Osborne
proud with this outstanding issue of four of
his more recent works. The music is worth it,
for it is brilliantly conceived and written,
always creating very strong and distinctive
aural images that are beautifully placed and
paced within satisfying overall stuctures.
Even a highly-charged piece like Iam Goya
(1977) is still tightly controlled in its structure, and the subversive ending is all the
more effective because of that.
In his mid-thirties, Nigel Osborne is no
longer of the younger generation of composers, but his later music still has a strong
sense of exploring new ground, despite what
are by the standards of the latter half of the
20th century fairly traditional parameters.
Although his technique is highly professional, his employment of it does not give
rise to any feeling of slickness, and the same
can be said of the array of fine performers
who have contributed to this record. As
usual, the admirable David Hickox extracts
remarkably exact performances from the
City of London Sinfonia, and the soloists
who join the various ensembles all show the
same dedication and awareness. The close,
extremely vivid recording makes all the
details explicit, and this style suits the works
very well indeed. Bright scoring of this type
often records well, but Unicorn Kanchana
have done particularly well to get such
clarity without it sounding too artificial.
[A*:1*1
Doug Hammond
PART: Tabula Rasa C7 Fratres Iand II LI Cantus
Various Artists
ECM 1275 (
Import Music Service) ( NC(

Arvo Part is Estonian by birth, Austrian by
naturalisation and German by adoption. He
seems to have had periods of artistic silence,
usually following Soviet disquiet with his
work which, if this collection is anything to
go by, is fairly innocuous. It was settings of
Christian liturgical texts which are said to
have got him into trouble, not the rather
monotonous quality of his music.
The record begins with aversion of apiece
called Fratres for violin and piano ( Gidon
Kremer and Keith Jarrett) which is typical of
the rest: open textures, fairly static harmonies that remind one occasionally of Ligeti. It
relies for effect almost entirely on the composer's use of tone-colour, since neither
movement nor variety are much in evidence.
The second version of these pieces is for the
12 cellists of the Berlin SO. Cantus in memMOZART: Don Giovanni lexcl
ory of Benjamin Britten (
Stattsorchester
Elisabeth Grummer, Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Erna
Berger, Cesare Siepi, Otto Edelmann, Anton Der- Stuttgart, dir. Dennis Russell Davies) has a
mota, Walter BerryNPO/Furtwangler
bit more life and nods occasionally in Brit103
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array of forces that Ihave heard. There is a
great sense of space, left-to- right and frontto- back placing is detailed, exact, and rocksteady, there is a very immediate sense of
presence, and the congestion in louder passages can be heard to result from the work's
scoring, not the recording. It would be
possible to find faults, but Ithink for its
qualities this issue surely deserves [
A*1*].
Doug Hammond
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ten's direction, and is perhaps the most
satisfying piece on the record. The title work
Tabula Rasa (
Gidon Kremer, Tatjiana Grindenko, Alfred Schnittke, Lithuanian Orch dir.
Saulus Sondeckis) is the mixture as before,
but at ennervating length. For two violins,
prepared- piano and strings, it is described as
'quiet and beautiful' in asleeve of unusually
vacuous prose. The recording is generally
good. [
B:1)
Kenneth Dommett
PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf/SAINT-SAENS:
Carnival of the Animals
Katia & Marielle Labèque (pnos)/Perlman (narrator)/Israel PO/Mehta
EMI EL 2701251 digital dmm ( EL 2701254)
Ithink the kids will love Perlman. Idid. His
pert, amiable delivery is just right for Peter
and the Wolf and he's not afraid to overcolour, to melodramatise key words and
phrases in the story for the benefit of the
very young. And he's never patronising. I
don't know quite what some of the straighter- laced English will make of his Brooklyn
'Duck' or gruff, thickly- accented kosher
'Grandfather'. But who cares? In his introductory preamble he seductively refers to
the gorgeous oboe and b-e-a-u-tiful clarinet.
A bit much, Ithought. But he's right. The
Israel woodwind are indeed first-class and
Mehta's reading fresh, bracing and highly
profiled, just as it should be.
Despite his once again wry touch, Iwas
less sure about Perlman's sporting crack at
the Ogden Nash verses in Carnival. The
American brogue is something of an intrusion here. One ideally seeks a purer, even
po-faced delivery. Again, though, the
musical proceedings advance with dash,
those scintilating Labèques sounding, as
always, as though they're having more fun
than anybody. Lovely rich sound. Prominent
wind balancing, but nice and airy with
special bonus points for excellent timpani
and bass- drum in the Prokofiev, and SaintSaens' elephantine bass solo startlingly well
caught in Carnival. Real presence (
A:1)
Edward Seckerson
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Suites — The Snow Maiden
D Tsar Saltan D Mlada El Le Coq D'Or E.) Christmas
Eve r.1 The invisible City of Kitezh `,1
.
]May Night —
Overture jThe Flight of the Bumble Bee
SNO/Jarvi
Chandos DBRD 3004 digital dmm ( 3 recs) ( DBTD
3004)
First, some disappointment over the sound.
Is it the lowish- level cut or is the SNO overly
recessed into the spacious ambience of
Glasgow City Hall? A combination of both, I
fancy. At any rate, the net effect is one of
tonal deficiency, of lightness and lack of
body until such times as the heavy percussion ( very impressive, that bass- drum
sound) makes its presence felt. Which is a
pity, because as we heard at last year's
Proms the SNO are responding heartily to
their new Music Director, and these, their
first recordings together, are artistically
speaking everything one might have hoped.
The woodwinds, whether raucously folksy or
gently seductive, are at their most responsive, the brass flamboyant, the first horn
outstanding in those half- remembered wafting solos of which Rimsky-Korsakov is so
fond. And the strings, driving so incisively
for Jarvi in the heavily rhythmic dances ( e.g.
'Dance of the Tumblers' from Snow Maiden),
display also a renewed lustre in this
unashamedly luxuriant music.
But it is very much music to ' dip into',
make no mistake about that. The shimmer of
these decorative scores, their inescapable
sugar-plumishness, is quickly apt to wear
thin if you take too much at a time. Something like Christmas Day, for instance, is
worthy only of a very occasional airing,
whereas the hauntingly lovely Invisible City
and the quirky Golden Cockerel suites are
altogether more durable, especially in perHl El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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formances as idiomatic and persuasive as
these.
In sum, then, whilst Iwish that Chandos
could have pulled another Ulster/Bax
triumph out of the bag soundwise, Istill
recommend you give the set atry. Turn the
volume well up and treat the neighbours to a
lethal burst of the 'Wedding Feast' from
Cockerel or, better still, the ' Procession of the
Nobles' from Mlada, with chromatic timp
solos strongly defined and arollicking volley
of trumpet trills in the closing bars. [
8:1]
Edward Seckerson
ROSSINI: L'Italiana in Algeri
Lucia Valentini Terrani/Wladimiro Ganzarolli/
Jeanne Marie Bima/Lucia Rizzi/Alessandro Corbelli/
Francisco Araiza/Enzo Dara/West German Rad Male
Ch/Capella Coloniensis/Ferro
Fonit Cetra ME 39048 digital ( 3 recs)
'Early music' has caught up with Rossini
opera, if that is not a paradoxical way of
putting it. The Capella Coloniensis play on
original or replica instruments of the time,
and Georg Fischer accompanies on a contemporary ( i.e., then modern) piano, not on
the ( obsolescent) harpsichord. The Italian
Girl in Algiers dates from what we may think
of as the late Napoleonic period ( 1813) and
the merry comedy is interrupted, indeed
climaxed, by the heroine's aria of full-throated Italian patriotism with male choral
support.
The characteristic timbre of the old instruments is not likely to be much noted here,
save in some unwanted burbling by the
valveless horns. What is conspicuous is the
'cleaned- up' score - a prominent piccolo
instead of first flute, for instance - which had
already featured on the Erato recording
(1980) with Marilyn Horne, though not on the
Decca with Berganza ( 1964). But as the
Horne version suffers from dull conducting
by Claudio Scimone, and the Berganza,
though delectable, is technically outdated as
non- digital, the new one is the one to have.
Terrani is a charmer as the mezzo-soprano
heroine, her only blot being ( in the patriotic
aria mentioned above) some harsh notes
above the stave which are her own additions
to Rossini.
Ganzarolli's tired, rusty-sounding Mustapha ( the main comic role) prevents my
rating the whole as first-class; but an excellent tenor ( Araiza) and baritone ( Dara) and
very lively, imaginative conducting from
Gabriele Ferro are distinctly assets. The
sound is bright and immediate, with a special ( if artificial) clarity in the crisp, complex
vocal ensembles. [
8:2)
Arthur Jacobs
RUTTER: Sacred Music
Cambridge Singers/PJBE/City of London Sinf/John
Rutter
Collegium COL 100 digital ( Collegium Records, PO
Box 172, Whittlesford, Cambridge CB2 4OZ, or
from Cambridge Music Shop, Blackwell's of
Oxford, or Mowbray's)
This collection from the substantial output of
a living composer falls into two parts ( and
sides): the first is a concert work - a
rendering of the Gloria in excelsis for choir,
brass ensemble, percussion and organ; the
second section is of short anthems, intended
for use in church services.
John Rutter's conviction is that contemporary church music should be couched in
contemporary rhythms. The prospective
listener should be warned that this is interpreted in skipping, syncopated measures
which may either please or repel. Beyond
that, Mr Rutter has considerable powers as a
melodist, and a confident and eloquent
source of musical ideas: his popularity is
very understandable.
It is Rutter's hope that this will be the first
issue of what is to be his own label. Technically, it is a very good beginning: the
forces involved in the Gloria are calculated to
make a glorious noise; and they do.

Throughout, the sound is clear, brilliant and
intelligible: finely focused and tangible.
Since the performers rise enthusiastically
both to the music and to their own resplendent reputations, one has the makings of joy.
If you take to the music, joy there is a
'plenty', if not, the enjoyment of good sound
is no crime. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
SCHNITTKE: Violin Concerto No.2 . 1 Piano Quintet
Gidon Kremer/Basler Sin fonia-Orchestre/Heinz
Holliger
Philips 411 107-1 digital ( 411 107-4)
The Piano Quintet is a most beautiful creation. Five elegiac meditations rise from a
simple C-C
motivic idea, and in their
sorrow we appear to be sharing in some
deep personal grief. Indeed we are. For here
is Schnittke in 1972 reeling from the death of
his mother in music which comes
unashamedly from the heart: dark, intense,
just alittle wild - and so very haunting. Who
else, Iwonder, would in this context have
dared introduce the second movement's
little half- remembered music- box waltz and
emmeshed it in painful quarter-tonal string
harmonies: the pain of the present clouding
happier times past. It's almost corny, but it
works.
This is extraordinarily immediate music.
Even at its most functional - and the 2nd
Violin Concerto ( 1966), with ingeniously contrived avant-garde tricks, is certainly that there's no mistaking the emotional underpull: the will to communicate on a very
personal level. It is also the music of surprise, with fantastic and often unexpected
sonorities always placed, it seems, where
they will make most impact. Marvel here at
the use of double- bass in the role of anti soloist aided and abetted by a whole bagful
of agitated percussion. Icould go on, but it is
best you hear for yourself. If I haven't
convinced you, then Gidon Kremer surely
will ( see ' Notes' interview last October).
The performances could hardly be bettered,
nor the recording, which affords us a razorsharp ringside view of the proceedings.
[A:1•1
Edward Seckerson
SCHOENBERG: Moses und Aron
Franz Mazura (bass-bar)/Philip Langridge (ten)/
soloists/CSO & Ch/Solti
Decca 414 264-1 digital ( 2 recs) ( 414 264-4)
Moses und Aron, left unfinished on Schoen berg's death, is an opera about the struggle
to express the inexpressible: God. There are
parallels to be drawn between Moses and his
half-brother Aron and the composer's conflict over the legitimacy of using complex
(serial) music to express complex ideas.
Moses is a Sprechstimme role full of hesitancy and inelegance; Aron is a lyrical tenor
role, but everything he expresses glibly
undermines the power of the message
Moses himself cannot convey.
There are two extant recordings of this
enormous work based on only one tone- row.
Boulez ( CBS) penetrates and clarifies the
writing: Gielen ( Philips) in contrast offers a
softer, more intimate expression. In both
those versions Moses is ' sung' by Gunter
Reich, while in this new Solti recording Franz
Mazura takes on the role with a believably
'earthy' presentation, hesitant and ever- soslightly under- pitched. Philip Langridge is
the finest Aron yet, with a light, clean, very
agile voice. For the first time the protagonists are evenly matched. Solti's familiarity
with the score injects precision into the
playing - but a precision which stops short
of sterility. There is some superb brass
playing. The only failing is the sung and
spoken German of the Chicago choruses,
particularly the lazy pronunciation of the
six- part chorus who provide part of the voice
from the Burning Bush.
The recording is clear and spacious, taking
everything in its stride ( defining precisely,
105
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SCHUBERT: ' Fernando', D 220 -1Cantata in Honour of Josef Spendou, D 472
Mathis/Sima/Hopfner/Holl/ORF Ch & SO/Zagrosek
Orfeo S 109841A digital dmm INC)
This product of the 1982 Schubertiad at
Hohenems is sure of a warm welcome,
offering as it does the first recordings of two
products of Schubert's late teens. The Singspiel Fernando of mid- 1815, to an amateurish libretto by his school friend Stadler,
provides fascinating evidence of the composer's soaring operatic ambition, encouraged by his teacher Salieri, but fettered by a
dull, sentimental libretto in the then- popular
manner: a youngster, separated from his
mother in a storm, discovers his father,
living in solitude after killing his brother-inlaw, and then helps re- unite his parents.
There is some splendid, expressive music as
well as the occasional lost opportunity; but
the music is favourably presented on record
here, though the absence of sung texts, or
even a good summary of the action, is
regrettable. The cantata, written just over a
year later in honour of the founder of the
Institute for the Widows of Schoolmasters,
looks ahead to Lazarus in its combination of
recitative, arioso and lyrical numbers; the
sentiment is maudlin, but the music is well
worth hearing.
The star of the Singspiel is Gabriele Sima
as the boy: pure, affecting and direct; Heiner
Hopfner is a good strong, lyrical tenor;
Robert HoII is a distinguished bass in the
cantata. Edith Mathis is rather strident as the
mother in Fernando, though she sings the
Widow's music expressively in the cantata.
Lothar Zagrosek directs crisp, well- played
accompaniments, and the clean, uncluttered
DMM processed recording shows what can
be done in the way of unobtrusive capturing
of a live performance. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SIMPSON: String Quartet No.9 ( 32 Variations &
Fugue on a theme of Haydn)
Delmé Of
Hyperion A 66127 dmm ( NC)
Robert Simpson composed his ninth string
quartet for the Delmé String Quartet's 20th
anniversary in 1982, which happened to
coincide with the 250th anniversary of
Haydn's birth. The Delmé have done great
work for Simpson before, so a large-scale,
technically and musically demanding piece
dedicated to the ensemble was particularly
appropriate. The form of a mammoth set of
variations with powerful final fugue on a
theme of Haydn, one already the subject of
other variations by Simpson, is a bold
expression of self-confidence; but Simpson
has not let himself down in this precarious
venture, and neither have the Delmé let him
down ajot in this performance. Their sound
in the faster, louder sections is far from
grateful to the ear, but the drive of Simpson's ideas is admirably sustained, giving a
true working out of the intellectual implications of the piece without resort to artificial
beautifying. This approach is essential for a
work which has fairly obvious connections
with late- Beethoven quartets in the way in
which the textures are structured and the
ideas worked through.
The recording is extremely redolent of the
characterful acoustic properties of the
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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recording venue; this is not an acoustic Iam
particularly drawn to, but it does seem to be
very authentically reproduced by the
engineer. For the most part, the illusion is
strongly created that if the listener wished to
walk forward and touch the performers, this
would be possible. [
A*:1".]
Doug Hammond
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.5
BPO/Kempe
CFP 41 44781 141 44784)
Reissue from 1961
One of the great Tchaikovsky Fifths. A little
heavily Germanic for some palates perhaps
- inclined to broad, weighty gestures and
dark obsessive colours - but a reading of
thrilling amplitude and much fire. The Berlin
Philharmonic sounds every inch a great
orchestra at its peak - solo horn in the slow
movement, clarinet and lower string work in
the finale have to be heard to be believed and the recording ( 1960) would frankly put to
shame many of today's efforts. What more
can Isay? [
A:11
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No.1 _1 Piano
Concerto No.3
Fovvke/LPO/Boettcher
CFP 41 44701 digital 141 44704)
We've a good deal more here t-tan the
seemingly infallible technical brilliance that
have become Fowke's watchwords in the
concert hall. To be honest, Iwas not anticipating anything quite as individual from
him in the B- flat- minor Concerto. No run-ofthe-mill reading, this, but a grand and spacious conception - thoughtful, fresh, occasionally quite provocative in its highly personal view of this or that well-worn phrase.
His approach sometimes struck me as alittle
too contrived, even precious, but the instances are few and the vitality of it all is
infectious, with Fowke, as ever, thrilling and
surprising one with the accuracy and aplomb
of his crystalline passage-work, the snap and
thrust of the rhythmic impulses, the breathtaking abandon of those double- octave fusillades.
As for sound, we've another Watford/Mr.
Bear special in terms of depth and sonority
of the orchestral contributions. Would,
however, that the soloist's massive chordal
entry were more imposing. As it is, the
naturalistically well- integrated keyboard
balance has been achieved - to my ears - at
the expense of its tonal weight. The piano
seems noticeably further forward in Fowke's
laudably coherent account of the one- movement 3rd Concerto, but Iam assured by the
producer ( our own A.K.) that what was good
for the 3rd did not prove workable in the 1st.
In all, though, a good buy, with arresting
orchestral detail acredit throughout to Boettcher's excellent work with the LPO. [
B/A:1]
Edward Seckerson
VICTORIA: Missa 'Vidi speciosam' D Motets
Ch of Westminster Cath/David Hill
Hyperion A66129 digital dmm ( NCI
What amounts to a rediscovery of Tomas
Luis de Victoria continues. The principal
work on this issue is the Mass Vidi speciosam, together with the antiphon upon
which it is based ( actually a Responsory for
Matins of the Assumption). This concludes
the first side, and on the second we have the
entire Mass. Long overshadowed by his
great contemporary Palestrina, Victoria took
his own path to polyphonic perfection, and
we can see here how great that perfection
was. It is characterised by a deep devotion
and seriousness of purpose, which emerges
as clearly across the centuries as it doubtless
did to the congregations at S. Maria di
Monserrato.
This is an atmospheric recording with
great presence and impact, of aperformance

which is very fine in its own way, and the
result of a great tradition. For my part, Ido
not find the tone of the choir as beautiful as
that of the best Anglican choirs; the boys use
a more forward production and seem to
enjoy singing loudly - very loudly - and in
more than the occasional desired fortissimo.
Ifind the product less agreeable than Ifeel
that it could be; but Imust immediately say
that this is a personal judgment which Iam
not seeking to erect into auniversal one. For
the rest, there is accuracy, confidence and
integrity. The use of ' discreet' organ accompaniment did not detract from my enjoyment. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
WAGNER: Flying Dutchman - Act IMonologue of
the Dutchman 0 Die Walküre - Act II: Wotan's
Narration, Act III: Wotan's Farewell & Magic Fire
Music EJ Parsifal - Act III: Amfortas' Lament
Simon Estes (bass-bar)/Eva-Maria Bundschuh
(sop)"/Heinz Reeh (bass)**/Staatskapelle Berlin/
Heinz Fricke
Philips 412 271-1 digital ( 412 271-4)
Reviewed also on CD in this issue, balance
problems noted there between the close
voice and an atmospheric concert- hall sound
from the orchestra are less troubling on this
black disc. The LP reproduces with less
crispness and precision, the double- basses
in Dutchman sounding far woollier and
stereo depth not as dramatic. The end result
on LP is a better integration between singer
and orchestra. Peaks are well handled on
vinyl, while low level detail has been '
pulledup' from the noise floor.
Simon Estes is truly a singer of
tremendous power and clarity; his Dutchman excerpt offers a fine interpretation of
the conflicts of the role, but still Ihear some
inelegancies in pronunciation of the German
text. In the generous excerpts from Walküre,
Estes seems to lack the depth of characterisation for Wotan; his Amfortas is far better.
The worth of this record Ifeel will be in the
years to come as it marks a particular point
in Estes' development. The orchestra provides some real ' pit- orchestra' drama and is
well recorded, and supporting roles are well
sung. A slight revision of the A/C CD rating
is in order: [
A/B:1/3]
David Priikel
WAGNER: Tannhäuser - Overture & Bacchanale C1
Die Meistersinger - Prelude to Act III r] Tristan und
lsolde - Prelude and Liebestod
BPO/Karajan
DG 413 754-1 digital ( 413 754-4)
This Karajan recital is something of a mixed
bag. The Tannhäuser Overture starts slowly
but suddenly takes on an unnecessarily
jagged, thrusting rhythm. Even before the
Bacchanale transition the music is sounding
neurotic, due especially to some frantic
percussion playing. In marked contrast
comes the Act Ill Prelude from Meistersinger, which finds Hans Sachs deep in thought
on Midsummer's morning. It may well be
Karajan's own advancing years which have
provided him with an insight into Wagner's
music for this complex character from an
opera of otherwise two-dimensional beings.
Arnold Whittall's sleeve notes make good
reading on this point. The BPO's playing is
sublime in this excerpt, which runs almost
with unseemly haste into a ' heart on the
sleeve' Tristan Prelude, Karajan hanging the
melody in great swoops between the bar
lines. The recording seems curiously hollow,
with anasal quality to strings; despite digital
origins there is little sense of unfolding
dynamics. [
13:1*/31
David Priikel
WALTHER: Various chorales El Chorale variations
on 'Wir Christenleut' D Chorale Partita 'Jesu,
meine Freude' D Concerto del Sgr. Meck
Graham Barber (cry!)
UEA 84018 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
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for instance, each voice in the raging crowd
scene in Act Ill, and with splendid low-level
detail and clarity in the quietest passages.
Some use is made of stereo perspectives for
the main voices. Supporting roles are well
sung, though Aage Haugland as the Priest
seems surprisingly short of power in lowlying notes. Solti has taken a powerful hold
on this score, clarifying the complexities of
the end of Act IScene Ill. His grasp of the
rhythms in the ' Dance of the Butchers' and
the scenes around the Golden Calf produces
a frighteningly grotesque, unstoppable
vision. (
A'/A:1"/31
David Priikel
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SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
Dual CS514 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 +
Dual CS505/2 -i
Dual CS505/2 +

Nad 3120 .
Rotel RA820 +
Nad 302013
i
A & RA60 +
Rotel RA820BX Rotel RA840BX +
Yamaha A300 +
CYRUS ONE
Proton 520
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA840 +
Nad 30208 +

AR8LS or Gel 10011 or Chorale Ill or LD20 or Diamonds ol MS1C)
AR8LS or Cel 10011 or Chorale Ill or LD20 or Diamonds or MS10
AR8LS or Gel 10011 or Chorale Ill or LD20 or Diamonds or MS10
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or ° Mil° extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)

£239.95
£249.95
£274.95
£369.95
£294.95
£ 324.95
£279.95
£309.95
£289.95
£269.95
£314.95
£294.95

Dual CS505/2 +

Nad 3120

AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)

£279.95

.-

The following turntables are available as EXTRA COST OPTIONS to the Dual CS505/2 in the above systems.
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£ 10.00
Nad 5120
£ 10.00
Rotel RP830
£20.00
Thorens TD166
£30.00

The Rock
£200.00
Rotel RP850
£65.00
Ariston RD40/opus
£90.00
Systemdek11/774LC
£ 100.00

Amplifiers

Tuner Amps

A8 F1A60
£ 199.95
AR Te AMP
£ 199.95
Cyrus One
£ 129.95
Cyrus Two
£229.95
Nad 1020 preaMp
£ 79.95
Nad 3120
£ 109.95
Nad 30208
£ 129.95
Nad 2150 power amp £ 159.95
Nad 3150
£209.95
Pink mangle Pip
£359.95
Rote, RA820
Rotel RA820BX..... ........ £ 129.95
Rotel FlA840
£ 149.95
Rotai RAMOBX £ 159.95
Rotel RA870
£269.95
Oued 34/44/405.2
fP.O.A.
OED
£99.95
Proton P520
£ 129.95
104.95
Yamaha A300
£189.95
Yamaha A500

Nad 7125
Nad 7140
Nad 7155

Tuners

Turntables

A 8 R 121
Hitachi FT5500
LLifi 12101
Nad 4155
Nad 4020e
Pioneer F90
Oued FM4
Proton P420
Proton P440
Rotel FIT820
Rotel FrT840
Yamaha 1300
Yamaha 1700

£ 199.95
£ 149.95
£99.95
£219.95
£ 124.95
£219.95
P.OA.
£ 119.95
£ 189.95
£84.95
£ 129.95
£ 109.95
£ 149.95

£ 209 95
£339.95
£389.95

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF250
£99.95
£129.95
Anode ADF:0",'
Aiwa AOR 550
£199.95
Aiwa ADF660
£249.95
Aiwa ADR 650
£269.95
Aima ADF770
£
299.95
Aiwa ADF990
£349.95
Ned 6125
£ 149.95
Nad 6050c
£ 159.95
Nakarnichi
P.0 ,A
Yarnaha K2U0
£ 119.95
Yamaha K320
£ 149.95
Proton P720
£169.95
Rotel RD820
£ 109.95
Rntel RD840

£ 119.95

Acoustic Research
£ 179.95
Acoustic Research/LVX f259.95
Ariston RD20
£99.95
Anston RD40
£ 139.95
Anston RD80
£189.95
Dual CS505/2 del,' Xf•
£109.95
Dual CS.514
£59.95
Dual CS505/2
£94.95
Mission 775LCT
£168.95
Nad 5120
£109.95
Pink Tnangle
£398.95
Rotel RP830
£114.95
Rotel RP850
£179.95
Systerndek II
f115.49

order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Systerndek IIX
Systemdek IIS
The Elite Rock
Thorens TD166
Thorens 10160 Super

£ 115.95
£219.95
£
379.95
£ 109.95
£ 139.95

B 8 W DM220
Celestion 1000
Celestion 516

Very
SP''"
Savings
This
Month

JPW AP2
Kef Chorale III
Kef Coda III
Kef Cantor Ill
Kef Canna
Kef Caprice
Kef R103.2
Carlton III
Kef

£ 119.95
£89.95
£99.95
£ 124.95
£ 139.95
£ 149.95
£ 1 95
£2991.95

Kef R104.2
Kef R101
RI05.2

£599.95
£229.95

Arms
Mission 774LC
£69.95
Linn LVX
£84.95
SME lits
fP.O.A.
Syrinx LEI
£ 107.95
Syrinx PU3
£295.95
Audio Tech 611120
£99.95

Speakers
Present this advt. to claim free
stands and 6metres CIED Cable
with all Loudspeakers listed
below - valid till 15th Feb85
AR8LS
£70.95
AR18LS
£99.95
AR28LS
£ 129.95
AR38LS
£179.95
AR48LS
£219.95
AR58LS
£319.95
AR19B
£119.95
AR2OB
£149.95
AR308
£199.95
Boston A40
£99.95
BlIWDM90
£99.95
B W DM110
£119.95

rs

Please Send me
1enclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

Mission 775LCT
£80.00 • Cartridge supplied with above systems
Acoustic Re/LVX
£ 165.00 • Leads provided with above systems
Ariston RD80/Basik LW .£ 135.00 • Carriage for mail order customers
Pink Triangle/LE1
£415.00
on above systems

Video HiFi
Panasonic NV830
Panasonic NV 850
Sony SLHF100
Hitachi VISHE
JVC HF725

I

FREE

f.219.95
£ 79.95
f279.95

Celestion 014
Celestion DL6
Celesbon DL8
JPW P1

199.95
£ 129.95

Spendor SP1
489.95
£
Whadedale Diamond... £ 69.95
Wharfedale 506
£ 119.95
Wharfedare 508

£ 159.95

:
55 Compact Discs

9.
.
£ £1879

9Z:
96
Mission 7011
Mission 700-2
£ 119.95
Mission 707
£ 149.95
Mission 737 R
£ 199.95
Mission 770 F ...... .. £ 379.95
Mission 780 A
£599.95
Monitor Audio R252v £ 119.95
Monitor Audio R352 £ 189.95
Monitor Audio R152
£ 199.95
Monitor Audio R552 £299 95
Mordaunt Short MS20 .... £99.95
Mordaunt Short MS30 £129.95
Mordaunt Short MS40 .. £169.95
Oued ELS63
£ P.O.A.
Rogers LS1
£ 161.95
Rogers 153/5A £
227.95
Rogers LS5
£218.95
Rogers LS?
£
299.95
Rogers Studio 1
£396.95
Rotel RL850
£89.95
Spendor Prelude 219.95
£

Ferguson CD01
Maranta CD63E1
Maranta CD54
Maranta C014
Maranta CD84
Nad 5200

£289.95
£279.95

£34
£299
9;95
95
£399.95
£230.95
p
Plili l
l
i
i
p: C
p
C0
D3
30
04
3
£ P.O 11
£
c299
349 .
.
9
9
Philips CD104£2
Sony CDP101
£369.95
T
So
ecnh
yn
CicDs
PS
WLP
17

£489.95

Technics SLP3K
Technics SLP2K
Technics SLP1K
Yamaha CDXI
Yamaha CD2

£29995
£449..95
£399.95
£349.95
£349.95
£389.95

Systems
Sony
£P.0&
Rotel
[ P.O.*.
Pioneer
[ P.O.A.
Mission Cyrus one
£399.95
Mission Cyrus two
£499.95
Technics
£ P.O.*.
Speakers included unless stated.

Midi Systems
Aiwa V300 ex Spks
Arma V350 ex Spks
Aiwa V9001. ex Spks
Aiwa V900 ex Spks
Aiwa V1100 ex Spks
Altai System 1
Akai System 44
Abat System 66
JVC E22
Technics 315/15
Technics 315/25 A
Technics 315/25W
Technics 315/35 A
Technics 315/05 A
Technics 315/55 A
Sony Compact 35
Sony Compact 44
Sony Compact 55
Sony Compact 77

£349.95
£I79.95
£479.95
£829.95
£749.95
£
239.95
£399.95
£499.95
£019.95
289.95
£
£
399.95
£449.95
£539.95
£ 49.95
£799.95
Muge
Savings
This
Month

Just Arrived
Tannpy Titan
Tannoy Mercury
Leonov

£99.95
£134.95
£249.95

Vends ....."'
Mission CD Rave,
DAD1000

r_399 95

Clearance Specials
Celeebon SL6 (ex clem) S219.66
Dual C5505/1
£ 69.05
Pioneer In- Car
P.O.A.

Prices include VAT and were codent at Urne 01 preparation
(approximately 5weeks before publication) but are subiect to
change vathout notice. E 80 E

To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this

Dual CS505-2',

complete stereo system, inclusive

TURNTABLE

of cartridge and all leads for only

I Name
Address

I.

!
11- N

MMIll Mn

All poculs fully insured against loss or damage in transit Please
Slow up to tO deys to, dellvery altnougn it should normally be
muet, less Caryiage and insurance Eti 00 per item UN rnd.", •li
fir B -11llail Onde. Seyenoaks branch only
,
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Rotel RA820

o

IMBU

Kef Coda

III

SPEAKERS

AMPLIFIER

Carriage and InsuranCe £ I3 00 per system UK mainland
N.B - Mail Order Sevenoaks branch only.
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but can stand on its own ( purely musical)
The sleeve suggests that J.G. Walther's
contribution as acomposer has been under- feet — especially when played and recorded
so well as here. The other six dances are in
valued in comparison with that as atheorist.
These chorale- based works from Bach's the same ' descriptive' vein without the lush
richness of the large musical ensemble.
almost exact contemporary show various
Most of their material is studio created,
facets of his skill, and are discussed in the
using the resources of popular and electrowell- produced booklet enclosed. The organ
nic music. The quality of composition and
is by Ahrend in the Reid Concert Hall of
recording remains highly imaginative and
Edinburgh University, and registration
entertaining, whether in the extremely brief
details are included in the booklet — the
(I) Love Story '
featuring an elderly Republispecification ' is also given.
can couple attempting sex while breakThe hall is very ' dry', yielding a rather
dancing' or the brashy bright electronics of
astringent and immediate sound which merThe Girl in the Magnesium Dress — which
cilessly exposes the tiniest irregularities in
kills the men who dance with her.
articulation. Happily, Barber's immaculately
Whilst the Boulez Zappa combination is
taut and sensitive playing needs no concesnot the most obvious of musical connecsion from the building ( though the music
tions,
it
is
an
extremely
rewarding one in that
would benefit from a little more warmth).
it brings to the performance a degree of
The recording is notably clean and well
extended in terms of pedal notes. It is cut at a complex musical training not generally
found in this kind of music. In return it
fairly high level, with advantage to the
generates a piece whose length, coherence
already good signal/noise ratio, and without
and variety are remarkably fine. Combined
compromising the loud side- ends. Those
with
recording and pressing of first-class
who think that an organ must be large to
care, it merits [
A*:11
sound commanding should hear what can
Benedict Sarnaker
be done with 20 stops. A very good production, and recommended listening. [
A:1/11
Trevor Attewell
WEBER: SYMPHONY No.1 in C U Symphony No.2
in C
Bavarian Rad SO/Sawallisch
Orfeo S 091841 A digital dmm ( MC 091 841A)
(Harmonia Mundi)
Weber's first and last ventures into the world
of the symphony were made at the end of
1806 as a result of his stay with Duke
Friederich von Wurttemberg-Oels at Carlsruhe Castle in Upper Silesia. Here the Duke
employed a small but select orchestra, the
horn and bassoon players being particularly
fine musicians, as was the Duke himself, an
oboist. For this reason, these three instruments are featured most often in highlighted
solos throughout the two symphonies
recorded here. Although Weber had not
acquired ' his own voice' at this stage, there
are elements of the Romanticism of his later
operas to be found in embryo here: his use
of the woodwind, the operatic turns of
phrase in his slow movements, and the
bubbling scherzos that bear little resemblance to that much- loved form in the Viennese Classical repertoire.
The Bavarian Radio SO give very fine
performances of these juvenile works; articulation is neat, solos are well turned, and an
underlying sense of excitement is ever present. Added to this, the recording has great
presence and sets the orchestra at acomfortable distance. Dynamics are well reproduced, as are the individual instrumental
timbres, and positioning on the stereo
sound- stage is exact. Unfortunately, the
slightly strident, edgy quality of the strings
becomes tiring to the ear after ashort while,
but with only one other record of these
works readily available at the moment ( that
by the ASM/Marriner) this disc must be
considered a necessary alternative view.
[A/8:1]
Barbara Jahn
ZAPPA: The Perfect Stranger* LI Naval Aviation
Art? DThe Girl in the Magnesium Dress CI Outside
now, again 11 Love Story 11 Dupree's Paradise CI
Jonestown
Ens InterContemporain .VBarking Pumpkin Digital
Gratification Consort/Boulez
EMI EL 2701531 digital dmm ( EL 2701534)
It might come as asurprise, be it pleasant or
not, to collide with a record enblazoned
Boulez Conducts Zappa. Pierre Boulez ( in his
capacity as conductor/director of IRCAM)
commissioned The Perfect Stranger for the
splendid Ensemble InterContemporain. In a
style which Zappa describes — not quite
legitimately — as ' preposterously non- modern', this dance piece sketches the flirtations
of a door-to-door salesman. The music
makes detailed programmatic references,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AMPICO RECORDINGS
Sergei Rachmaninov ( Vo1.1) 1919-1928
Decca 414 096-1 (
NC)
Josef Lhevinne (
Veil 1924-1929
Decca 414 097-1 (
NC)
Moriz Rosenthal 1924-1930
Decca 414 098-1 (
NC)
Most of the great virtuosi were contracted to
make piano- roll recordings at the beginning
of the century. Mechanisms were developed
to record the pedalling and note durations of
aperformance by perforating rolls of paper—
a musician entered a score with the estimated dynamics, then later ( 1926) hammer
velocities were measured, and ' loudness'
was also mechanically reproduced. The
artists endorsed the rolls as authentic. Using
a 9ft. Estonia Grand it was thus possible to
record ( Kingsway Hall in 1978) performances
by artists dead some 24 Years — via their
Ampico rolls. The series was announced in
1981, and matrices cut and catalogued, but
the release was deferred until now. There are
four further discs to follow.
The Rachmaninov volume is of his own
music; the Lhevinne and Rosenthal are
mixed programmes, each with some Chopin,
and pieces by the executants. Iespecially
liked Rosenthal's Papillons and Prelude,
though the fireworks of Carnaval de Vienne
(on themes of J. Strauss) do not really
conflagrate, and his account of Mendelssohn's ' Spring Song' is extravagant indeed.
A Papillons by a far greater composer,
Schumann, is given a mannered and heavy
reading by Lhevinne; he clatters through its
pages, a crude assault after the magic of
Cortot's 1935 recording, if at times astonishingly clear-textured. His Chopin Polonaise Op.53 is empty and mechanical.
Indeed, Ilistened blankly to most of these
performances. In the case of Rachmaninov,
thanks to RCA, his extant recordings dating
back to Edison are on LP, and direct comparisons can be made. More music comes off the
1919 Barcarolle than the stilted version we
have here, and in ' Lilacs', or the Preludes in g
and c- sharp, the pre- electric recordings are
more nuanced, more alive and enjoyable.
Particularly with repeated notes, or patterns of accompaniment figures, the effect
with these Ampico rolls is mechanical and
uncommunicative. The dynamic range is
unsubtle. The actual sound is clean, with
substantial bass; the image is wide, rather
shallow. Some trundling mechanical noise is

audible. Worthwhile documentation, but
don't expect too much else. [
A/B:1-1]
Christopher Breunig
AVE MARIA
Songs by Schubert & Mahler
Jessye Norman/Irwin Gage (pno)
Philips Sequenza 412 366-1 (
412 366-4)
Reissue from 1971
Thirteen years is a long time, and Jessye
Norman's artistry has greatly matured since
1971 when these recordings were made. Her
perceptions are sharper now, her characterisations deeper, while the voice itself has
bloomed gloriously over the last two or three
years. Compare her reading of Mahler's
Urlicht here with the performance she turns
in for Maazel in his recent recording of the
Second Symphony. Note the tell-tale signs
of inexperience in the control and support of
the demanding Schubert songs, not least the
opening Schwestergruss. No, these are
fresh, often very lovely, but as yet unformed
utterances from a young singer of plainly
enormous potential, and only in Mahler's
sublime lch bin der Welt abhanden gekommen are we afforded more than just a
glimpse of rich and wonderful things to
come. [A:2/1)
Edward Seckerson

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC- 16
Works by Bach, Clarke, Mozart, Pierne, Widor
Carlo Curley (org)
ASV ABM 765 R digital ( ZC ABM 765 R)
Reissue from 1980
This 'World Premiere Digital Recording of a
Digital Organ' was first released by Unicorn,
but is now transferred to ASV's Beautiful
Music series. The Allen Digital Computer
Organ is presented in a penetrating light
despite the massive reverberation time of
the Great Hall of Alexandra Palace, London.
Nowhere is this more obvious than in the
Toccata from Widor's 5th Symphony, for
here the inner accompanying figure can be
clearly heard, helped along by Curley's
rather unusual mode of attack. Bach's
'Gigue' Fugue and D- minor Toccata & Fugue
share the stage with Mozart's Fantasia in
F- minor, and Curley's own arrangement of
Clarke's Trumpet Voluntary and Pierne's
Scherzando. Curley is undoubtedly an
exuberant, idiosyncratic performer, and few
would deny his virtuosity and technical
accomplishment, even though they might
disagree with his interpretation on occasions. His aim on this disc is to entertain with
some of his favourite pieces, and this he
at-hieves in his own inimitable style. [
A:11
Barbara Jahn
BRITISH MUSIC FOR CONCERT BAND
GRAINGER: Over the Hills and Far Away U Irish
Tune from County Derry U Country Gardens/
HOLST: First and Second Suites for Military Band/
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: English Folk Song Suite
Central Band of RAF/Eric Banks
EMI EL 2700931 digital dmm ( EL 2700934)
It's perhaps surprising that these British
Band classics are best known through American Frederick Fennell's recordings ( Eastman
Wind Ensemble on Mercury and Cleveland
Symphonic Winds on Telarc). The present
issue by the Central Band of the RAF supplies adifferent, more appropriate timbre for
this music and treats the pieces less as
show- stoppers. Excitement is nevertheless
generated here by a military metrical precision — listen to VW's movement ' Folk Songs
from Somerset' — although this is not to say
that the Central Band cannot do anything but
play in time. They inject a quite wicked
'swing' into Grainger's Country Gardens, for
instance. In the Chaconne from Holst's first
Suite there is a lovely piquancy and spring,
109
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Compare the best of
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'How do you improve
on perfection?'
It is generally becoming accepted that, surprise, surprise,
the Philips CD players achieve abetter performance than
oriental designs. However, Philips' claim of " How do you
improve on perfection?" is the sort of nonsense typical of
mass marketing techniques employed by major manufacturers. Also typical is their reluctance to put any concerted effort into raising performance to meet the
audiophiles' requirements.
It is most refreshing to see a leading UK specialist
manufacturer take a " quantum leap" ( our excessive
claim!) and improve substantially on " perfection".
If you have failed to guess, " Meridian MCD" is the
name. With Mission following with the DAD 7000, we
believe CD has now " come of age".
If you find it necessary to own and use an automatic
turntable, please, please consider changing to one of
these new breed of machines. All the auto facility you
require but, in contrast, with quality reproduction! Alternatively, if space is restricted for equipment and/or
software, Compact Disc provides a quality answer.
However, ( please note Record Companies) the quality
of CD software, and that of LP's needs to be improved
further to take full advantage of the new breed of CD
players and hopefully we might reach the standards of
recording excellence achieved with LP's during the 50's
and 60's.
That having been said, there is a considerable amount
of software immediately available that has been produced
competently and you are welcomed to drop in casually, or
book an appointment, to listen in one of our FIVE single
speaker studios to these improved CD players, or to a
quality disc system like the Michell GyroDec, or the Linn
LP12 which we have been offering for the last 10 years
and which is good for at least another 20 years!
We stock selected items from:
Aloi, Audio Note, Ariston, Audio Technica, B&W, Celestion, Creek, Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz, Grado,
•GyroDec, Heybrook, Hunt, Jordan, Koetsu, Lentek, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Maxell, Mark Levinson, Magnum,
Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical
Fidelity, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nytech, Oak, Ortofon, Perreaux, Phillips ( CD only), QED, Quad, RCL, Revox, Rogers,
Rote), Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Sugden, Supex, Swallow, Technics, Yamaha and others. Active systems on
demonstration.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
This year's big news is undoubtedly Compact Disc. Prices are
beginning to fall to realistic levels allowing us to bring together a
selection of 2nd ( or is it 3rd?) generation players.
The new models by NAD, YAMAHA, MISSION and MARANTz
really are creating interest.
Although some of our regular customers have made their
comparison and still prefer the imagery and " feel'' from the best in
Analog turntables many have found the sheer ease of use,
presentation and dynamics of C.D. to weigh in its favour. We think
there's room for both! (Well, why not?).
We also carry in stock awide selection of Compact Discs to whet
your appetite.
The TAPE COUNTER has become a legend, being fully stocked
with tape from leading manufacturers at what is probably the
cheapest in the Country.

Kingfisher House,
2/12 Hursley Road,
Chandlers Ford.
Tel: ( 04215)2827 & 65232
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Opening Hours:
Mon-Weds 10am-6pm
Thurs 10am-8pm
Fri 10am-6pm
Sat 9am-6pm

Open: Tuesday- Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.
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BRITISH MUSIC FOR FILM AND TV
Themes and excerpts from scores by John Addison, Bax, Arthur Benjamin, Richard Rodney Bennett, Bliss, Robert Farnon, Ron Goodwin, Ireland,
Angela Morley, Walton
CBSO/Dods
HMV Greensleeve ED 2901091 (
ED 2901094)
Reissue from 1979

memory inspired some of our best composers to some equally fine scores, and several
examples are here — along with a couple of
less- inspired efforts.
John Ireland's music for The Overlanders,
with echoes of Delius, is outstanding, and
one can but admire the craft of Richard
Rodney Bennett in his elegant themes for
Yanks and Lady Caroline Lamb. However,
I've always thought John Addison's jaunty
march from A Bridge Too Far a curious
conclusion to what, despite the daredevil
heroics, was a tragic military failure. Certainly audiences would have been moved by
Arnold Bax's 1942 score for Malta GC and
thrilled to Walton's Battle in the Air, although
the barely- disguised cribs from Stravinsky
are distracting. That master of film scores Sir
Arthur Bliss is represented by Christopher
Columbus, a suite of swaggering grandeur,
and more recently, Robert Farnon's march
for Colditz has been one of television's most
apt and durable themes.
A full-blooded, richly- detailed recording,
with good stereo, and typical of Brian Culverhouse's work, suits the music admirably. As
befits a musician who has graced many an
'opening title' on the screen, Marcus Dods
conducts with both flair and affection. IA:11
Peter Herring
BRITISH OBOE MUSIC

An entertaining collection, and wellbalanced — as far as such arbitrary compilations can ever be. The British cinema of fond

BAX: Oboe Quintet/HOLST: Air & Variations
Three Pieces/JACOB: Oboe Quartet/MOERAN:
Fantasy Quartet
Sarah Francis (ob)/English Ot

CBS ' LES GRANDES CLASSIQUES'

Reissue from 1968

Although the matt sleeves are printed in
French, there are inserts with brief notes for
the UK market, and the pressings are from
Holland: of the same fine quality as those on
CBS's ' Masterworks Portrait' or ' Great Performance' labels. Comparisons suggest that,
like those reissues, the transfers are reprocessed and ' updated'. The 1956 Mozart
Requiem recording makes its first appearance here — doubtless Dr Walter would not
have approved the pop- art labelling!

The second of three Bernstein CBS recordings, this was made in March ' 68 and
rush- released to promote the orchestra's
European tour. Ifind it characteristic and
exciting, sensitive in ( iii). Obviously closemiked, the sound opened up fairly well with
the original pressings; now the tapes have
been smoothed and the acoustic is more
'studiophonic', strings more screechy in
Neither performance (' routine') nor the
dynamic manipulation were liked by JC,
reviewing the intermediate ' Classics' transfer. [
13/C:11

BACH: Keyboard concertos 2 & 4 ( 13WV1053 1055)
Glenn Gould 1pnol/Columbia SO/Golschmann
CBS 60036 (
40-60036)
Gould is in his chirrupy Bach- form, but these
are anachronistic recordings, the Siciliano
from BWV1053 saccharine- sweet, like something from a French art-film soundtrack. To
hear this music springing from vinyl with
genuine zest, go to Pinnock/English Concert,
on Archly. What makes this CBS coupling
(playing time only 32 minutes) even less
desirable is the strings' recording, distorted
enough to set the teeth on edge; the piano is
insufficiently focused. For a contrary view,
see DH on Concertos 3, 5, 7 ( July ' 84) (
C/D:31

BEETHOVEN: Choral Symphony
Arroyo/Sarfaty/De Virgilio/Scott/Juilliard Chorus/
NYP/Bernstein
CBS 60003 (
40-600031
Reissue from 1973
Essentially superseded by the VPO/DG
Ninth, this 1964 recording ( previously coupled with the 7th) is let down by afade-out at
the end of Side 1, ajolting rejoin at bar 83 of
the Adagio, and raucous- sounding choral
sound. Not comparable with Bernstein's fine
NY Missa Solemnis, this is comparatively
sketchy — but at least it says more than
Kegel's new CD. The opening movement is
urgent and alive, but the tenor soloist is poor
in ( iv) and the fugato there hefty in delivery.
03/C:1/3]
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
NYP/Bernstein
CBS 60004 (
40-600041
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GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue E Concerto in F
Philippe Entremont (pno)/Philadelphia/Ormandy
CBS 60005 (
40-600051
Reissue from 1968
Rhapsody is very close miked; the sound is
clean, but the aggressive forwardness is not
very acceptable. In the Concerto, which spills
over to Side 2, the quality is thinner, rather
pinched. Tape hiss is audible and the resonance seems electronically extended. Here,
Roberto Szidon ( very well recorded on ' Privilege', with the West Side Story dances) is a
more interesting soloist than the brittle
Entremont. Altogether nicer, Previn's full
priced EMI record, made in his honeymoon
period with the LSO, also has American in
Paris. You'd be disappointed if you heard it
after buying this CBS reissue [
13:1/2]
ALFVEN: Swedish Rhapsody/GRIEG: Peer Gynt
Suite No.1/SIBELIUS: Valse Triste E Finlandia"
Philadelphia/*Mormon Tabernacle Ch/Ormandy
CBS 60015 (
40-600151
Reissue from 1960
Enjoyable, but arguably NYP/Bernstein on
60105 offers better value — both Peer Gynt
Suites, Swan/Valse Triste in place of the
Alfven. The Grieg is efficient and attractive;
Ormandy's very slow ' Hall of the Mountain
King' is not as pointed as Bernstein's, not as
persuasively atmospheric as Karajan's. Finlandia sounds patriotic and involved,
Ormandy evidently very engaged by the
piece. Side 2 is pressed from Columbia NY
metalwork: the quality is good, though tape

Chandos ABRD 1114 digital ( ABTD 1114)
A fair number of British composers, perhaps
most notably Benjamin Britten, have taken
advantage of the exceptionally atmospheric
chamber- music medium of oboe and strings.
This country has been blessed in this century
by a succession of particularly fine oboe
virtuosi, but most of the works recorded here
were intended for the very special talents of
Leon Goossens. Bax's Oboe Quintet, dating
from 1922, has a strong undertone of folk
melody, even though no folk tunes are
quoted complete; the rather slight Hoist
pieces, reassembled from an early work, are
not typical of his later style but are nevertheless charming; the Gordon Jacob Quartet is
a workmanlike piece with some arresting
ideas; and the Moeran Fantasy Quartet is
especially fine, rhapsodic and filled to the
brim with the ambience of the place of its
composition, Rockland St. Mary in Norfolk.
Sarah Francis and the English String Quartet produce absorbing, well thought-out performances of these works. Iwould have liked
some greater variation in the smooth,
beautiful oboe tone, with perhaps some
penetrating edge added at the most poignant moments, and more attention focused
in the Moeran to the details of the harmonic
movement, but these are not major issues.
Rather close recording and some flattening
of the dynamic range is the only limitation
on the quality of the sound. The production
is smooth without lacking personality, and
the ensemble is well blended without loss of
individuality for the inner strings. In all, an
issue well worth investing in. [
A:1"/1]
Doug Hammond

hiss is at a high level. The balance in Peer
Gynt is different, but hiss is still prominent. If
that is unacceptable to you, adjust the rating.
[13:11

HANDEL: Water Music
NYP/Boulez
CBS 60023 (
40-600231
Reissues from 1975, 79

Royal Fireworks Music

The success of a 1965 Hague PO recording
perhaps prompted Boulez's Water Music
remake, during his NY tenure. The crudely
forward harpsichord is an immediate blemish in the context of this large- orchestra
version, where tempi are often very measured indeed. The sound is resonant, but
lacks focus: the horn player is less well
served by the engineers than the fine oboe
principal Harold Gomberg. The layout has
been revised to include the Royal Fireworks
music, where the sound is sharper in detail
but inclined to coarseness ( worsening at the
end of side). This rather plain version contrasts strongly with the perfumed ASM/
Marriner on Argo ZRG697. Not, in my view, a
memorable response to these Suites. [
A/C:2]

MOZART: Requiem K626
Seefried/Tourel/Simoneau/Warfield/NYP and Westminster Ch/Walter
CBS 60020 (
g ( 40-600201
This is real music- making. William Warfield
is the fine bass, lrmgard Seefried the lovely
soprano: not quite matched by mezzo or
tenor. Tuba mirum comes off very well, with
asteady and dignified trombone solo. Bruno
Walter coaxes some wonderful pianissimi
from his choir in Rex Tremendae, the singing
is warmly expressive, dedicated in the Hostias. Ireally must not make too much of an
added resonance which gives an undesirable
edge to heavily scored sections of this work
(cf. the clean character of the ' Classics'
transfer of the 1954 Brahms Requiem), or the
unappealing organ sound at the beginning
of the Recordare. There the string entries are
magical. For me, this is more rewarding than
Schreier's widely acclaimed digital Requiem
on Philips! [
11:1•1
Christopher Breunig
ill

CLASSICAL

but this does give way to a certain abruptness. The players show excellent control
over low placed quiet notes, with some
magical playing in the ' Leaving of Swansea
Town' from the second Hoist Suite; but
although the playing is every bit as beautiful,
the ' Song Without Words' falls apart at the
slow tempo chosen here — the only doubt I
have regarding interpretations.
Brian Culverhouse's recording is a model
of clarity, missing afull star only because of
the rather flat quality given to instruments
close to the front of the ample stereo soundstage in contrast with the rather ' wet' reverberation behind. The correctly pitched 11/
2
cwt farrier's anvil is a welcome addition to
the ' Song of the Blacksmith', while the OMM
cutting copes with every aspect of the well
graded, natural dynamics and powerful
sound. The piano part in Grainger's Over the
Hills is pleasingly integrated. A first-class
compilation. (
A/A*:1/11
David Priikel
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For those who require afirst class HiFi system with a
minimum of fuss, no worries about regular realignment
and sufficiently versatile for any future requirements we
can thoroughly recommend aPink Triangle Turntable,
aHelius Scorpio pick up arm, Glanz 10EX cartridge,
Mission Cyrus II amp, Mission 770F speakers with
matching stands.
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Complete system
price including all leads
£1200
ALSO ON DEMONSTRATION: the new Mission
Cyrus 1amp, superb value at £ 129 and afull range of
Mission loudspeakers.
Also selected equipment from:
AIWA, AKAI, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER,
BOSE, CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDRING, GRADO,
HELIUS, HEYBROOK, KEF, LOGIC, MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN,
MISSION, MORDAUNT SHORT, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
NVA, ORTOFON, PINK TRIANGLE, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROGERS,
ROTEL, SANSUI, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY, TDK, TECHNICS, THORENS,
WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, ZETA.
*Single speaker demonstration room * 2year warranty on most equipment
*Full service facilities on the premises * Phone for details on interest free credit
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CLAUDIA MUZIO: The 1934-5 Columbia Recordings
Claudia Muzio (sop)/unknown orchestra/Molajoli &
Refice (conds)
EMI EX 2901633 (
2 recs) ( EX 2901635)
Reissues from 1934-5
Claudia Muzio was a great artist. All those
who knew her and were associated with her
speak of her unique qualities, and the distinguished tenor Giacomo Lauri Volpi spoke
of her voice as ' made of tears and sighs and
restrained interior fire'. These qualities have
been captured in her Columbia recordings
made in 1934-5 when she was in her midforties and already seriously ill with heart
trouble. All these titles have been well
transferred onto LPs and they are an amazingly vivid memento of the soprano whose
sincerity and artistry have left an indelible
memory. The selections from Cecilia by
Refice are creator's records, the orchestra
being conducted by the composer who also
accompanies the soprano in two of his
songs. This is a most important historical
reissue. [
F1:1•1
John Freestone
PLACIDO DOMINGO: Great Love Scenes
Duets from operas by: Charpentier, Cilea, Gounod,
Massenet & Puccini
Cotrubas (sop)/Scotto (sop)/Te Kanawa (sop)/
Domingo (ten)Narious orchs & conds
CBS M 39030 (
MT 39030)
Reissues from 1976-83
PHILIPS SEQUENZA
BRUCKNER: Symphony No.7
Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Philips 412 359-1 (
412 359-4)
Reissue from 1967
In his later, more refined recording Haitink
revised his flowing speed for the first movement. The newer set has a more spacious
'questing' be9 inning, the ( still analogue)
recording a wider dynamic range. Haitink's
way with the Adagio differs from, say,
Karajan's objectively grand approach — here
it is withdrawn and more intimate in
expression. After the first big climax there is
the wrenching side-turn: wholly avoidable, if
only Philips would cut the disc with ( iv)(i)
backing ( ii)liii), which the timings allow. At
least this transfer smooths away some of the
coarseness of the two original SALs. There
may be a ' film' laid over the whole, but Ido
prefer this softer presentation. Preferable to
the Sanderling/Unicorn. [
A/B:1*i
MAHLER: Symphony No.6
Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 412 034-1 (
2 recs) ( 412 034-4)
Ihope Haitink will soon re-record this work:
so much here is very compelling, notably the
breadth of the slow movement and the
cohesion of the finale, but the brisk tempo
for ( i) seems to me unhappily chosen, the
expression forced. Kubelik brought off an
even faster speed! The sound, impressive in
parts, is inclined be thin and hard at the
aptest replay level. (
B:1/41
MOZART: Vesperae solennes, K339
corpus LI Inter natos mulerium
creatoris H Quis te comprehendat
Tólzer Knabenchor/English Bar
Gaden
Philips 6527 207 (
7311 207)

LI Ave verum
H Alma Dei
Sancta Maria
Ens/Schmidt-

K339 and Ave verum are duplicated in Colin
Davis's recording, with Te Kanawa singing
with great purity in the ' Laudate Dominum".
That sweetly expressive version contrasts
with the asperities of original instruments,
boys' voices strained to capacity, and the
severer shaping of Schmidt-Gaden who,
curiously, also made a Collegium aureum/
Harmonia Mundi recording of the Vespers
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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This is a further permutation of recordings
previously released and involving Placido
Domingo and three sopranos. Renata Scotto
figures in four of the duets — two from French
operas (
Manon and Roméo et Juliette) and
two from Italian works (
Madama Butterfly
and Adriana Lecouvreur). Domingo is the
ardent lover in all of these and Scotto
phrases beautifully, her soft singing being
delightful — but the voice hardens under
pressure. Kin ite Kanawa joins Domingo in
the duet from Puccini's La Rondine and
Ileana Cotrubas is the tenor's partner in the
big love scene from Louise. These are both
splendidly sung. The recording in all cases is
well up to good modern standards. [
A:1/2)
John Freestone
RARE PIANO ENCORES
Works by Bach, Bruckner, Busoni, Donizetti, Friedman-Gartner, Gershwin, Grieg, Liszt, Moszkowski,
Rachmaninov, Reger, Rossini, Rubinstein, Wagner
Leslie Howard (pno)
Hyperion A 66090 (
NC)
If the word ' Encores' in the title of this disc
suggests slight, trifling works, then that
meaning would be inappropriate to a number of the items recorded here, especially the
original compositions and ' arrangements' by
Liszt. The Valse à Capriccio on two themes,
from Donizetti's Lucia and Parisina, is a
substantial, symphonically-conceived piece
demanding not only impeccable virtuosity
but a fair degree of musical insight as well,
with the same choir. A shock for those
buying on the strength of Ave verum, blazoned across the cover, for the ' squeezed'
string crescendi don't soothe at all! Yet these
are carefully considered performances, and
this 1980 disc ( new here) is valuable for the
four short pieces: the characteristic Sancta
Maria K273, the deftly orchestrated Quis te
comprehendat KA110. [
A:11
SIBEUUS: Finlandia E] Karelia Suite CI Swan of
Tuonela
Valse Triste
Boston/Davis
Philips 412 014-1 (
412 014-4)
Reissues from 1976, 81
With refined Boston string playing and a
poetic cor- anglais, Swan of Tuonela was
denied those who collected the symphonies
singly: it only appeared in the box set.
Davis's Finlandia is taut and exhilarating at
73/4 mins vs Karajan at 91/
4 mins. Karelia is
the controversial item here: it opens with
misty atmosphere, at aslow, slow tempo — a
refutation of vulgarity? It sounds needlessly
inhibited, and the ' Alla marcia' was brisker,
more confident under Kajanus. Davis avoids
making the ' Ballade' sound like Tchaikovsky,
but Istill prefer Maazel's lightness of mood
and touching delicacy. It's a bit dull here. A
vivid Valse triste completes this recoupling
from weighty, resonant recordings (
A:1*/31
STRAUSS ( Richard): ' Rosenkavalier' highlights
Von Stade/Lear/Carreras/Bastin/Rotterdam PO etc/
de Waart
Philips 412 021-1 (
412 021-4)
Reissue from 1977
The de Waart complete recording, now
deleted, was based on productions at Houston and the 1976 Holland Festival; this
reissue offers sizeable chunks from Acts 1, 2,
plus the final 13 minutes of the opera. A pity
the excerpts are abruptly terminated. The
sound is bright but rich and Strauss an in the
Act 1 Prelude, with its orgasmic horn whoops. In the Silver Rose presentation ( Von
Stade a bit self-conscious after Irmgard
Seefried in the marvellous 1947 VPO/Karajan
scene on RLS7714) the strings are thin for
the required opulence. Disappointingly
strained is Carreras's Act 1 aria, where the
Rotterdam PO provide superb wind
roulades; especially good are Bastin's Ochs,
heard in a 7 minute Eulenspiegellike passage, and Ruth Welting as Sophie. IA:1*/31
Christopher Breunig

and the Valse oubliée 4 and Soirées de
Vienne likewise ask more than to be dashed
off at the end of a recital. All the works here
do, however, share a geniality of spirit and
make no extreme intellectual demands on
the listener.
Leslie Howard is easily on top of the
technical demands of these pieces and other
outrageously virtuosic works, such as Moszkowski's transcription, Chanson Bohème de
l'opéra 'Carmen', the Friedman- Gartner
Viennese Danse 2, and Anton Rubinstein's
entertainingly ludicrous Valse Caprice. The
only item Ifound less convincing was Gershwin's Promenade, as a real sense of style
seems to be missing from this performance
— a small pimple on a clear complexion.
Although Iwould have liked most of these
peformances to have been imbued with
greater dash, there are so many instances
when the beauty of the technique is aweinspiring that Icannot do other than rate the
performance very highly. Although the wellfilled Side 2 did not have quite the transparency of Side 1 in the test pressing, the
recording is solid and clean, the bass dry and
firm, and the whole disc great fun and
splendid entertainment. Well worth the
money. [
A:1*i
Doug Hammond

SHAKESPEARE'S KINGDOM
Sarah Walker (m-so p)/Graham Johnson (pno)
Hyperion A 66136 dmm ( NC)
This fascinating record consists of 21 pieces
inspired by Shakespeare. Some are settings
of well-known poems like 0 Mistress Mine
and Tell me where is fancy bred, some are
German lieder like Schubert's An Sylvia, and
a few introduce poems by other writers,
including Alfred Noyes' Shakespeare's Kingdom and Ernest Legouvé's La Mort d'Ophélie. All the songs pay tribute to the genius of
the Bard, and Sarah Walker sings them with
marvellous insight and superb technical control. She is ably partnered by Graham Johnson and the whole recital is an outstanding
success. The recording too is very good, with
fine piano tone and the right balance
between voice and accompaniment. Unreservedly recommended. [
A:11
John Freestone

THREE OBOE QUINTETS
CRUSELL: Divertimento in C, Op.9/KREUTZER:
Grand Quintet in C/REICHA: Quintet in F, Op.107
Sarah Francis (ob)/Allegri Or
Hyperion A 66143 dmm ( NC)
Three interesting additions to the repertory,
of which Anton Reicha's Quintet ( c.1823) is
the most considerable in size and content.
Originally a clarinet quintet in G, it takes up
the whole of Side 2 and runs for about 23
minutes, and like much of his music bridges
the transition between the classic and
romantic periods. So for that matter do the
other two, though they are less demandin9.
Crusell's Divertimento in four movements is
more properly a quintet ( there is some
confusion over its opus number, the sleeve
giving both Op.9 and 109) and though fairly
light, as befits its title, is more inventive
formally than it appears at first hearing.
Crusell is emerging as a major figure in
Swedish music of the early 19th century and
a challenge to the supremacy of Berwald in
this field, thanks largely to Hyperion's and
Thea King's espousal of his clarinet music.
Kreutzer, the violinist for whom Beethoven
wrote both his concerto and the eponymous
sonata, is a more routine composer who is
known principally for his Septet. His quintet
lacks the impact and ingenuity of the other
two works, but helps to build up this trio of
novelties. The performances are very convincing, though they have to be taken largely
on trust as scores are hard to come by.
Recording is faithful, well spaced and
warmly resonant. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
113
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LOCAL SPECIALIST GUIDE

BEDFORDSHIRE

DORSET

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
AR, A&R, B&O, Harbeth, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, NAD,
QED, Quad, SME Teac, Thorens, Yamaha etc
Classical Record Dept Compact discs & cassettes

BEDFORD

°pep Tues - Sat

AUDIO-COMM

76 Bedford Road, Kempston

REAL HI-FI COMES TO BLACKROCK

léhif Citapeet

Linn, Haim, Rego, Creek, AEA, Mordaunt
Short, Meridian, Mission, Nyrech etc.

Linn Products, Meridian, Naim Audio,
Nytech Audio, Rega Research, ARC,
Grace and Supex.

* Open until 9 pm rhurs & Fri. * Closed
all day Mon.

CLONE!

Contact John Chapman
By appointment please.
0202 570307
3 Plassey Crescent, Bournemouth, Dorset

Tel: 0234 854133 I

EAST INIENLANDS
BIRMINGHAM

ESSEX

FROM CREEK, CASTLE AND DUAL
TO LINN, MERIDIAN, REVOX AND QUAD

LISTEN IN OUR SUPERB
DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
AT

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Stock carefully selected items from:
A&R, ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Ariston, AudioTechnica, B&W, Beyer, Calrec, Castle, Celestion,

BEECH WOOD AUDIO

NICK DAWN

Creek, Dean, Dual, Dynavector, Elite, Glanz, Goldring,

(HI-FI SPECIALISTS) LTD.

Harbeth, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Kord, Lentek, Logic,
Lowther, Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Philips
(C.D. only), Pink Triangle, Quad, Revox, Rogers,

45 Radford Rd. Nottingham.
Tel. 783862 ( 0602)

6Market Street, Braintree,
Essex CM7 6YA. Tel: 0376 29060
2Full demonstration rooms — Phone
for appointments from 9.30 onwards,
six days a week

Sansui, Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Sondex, Spendor,
Syrinx, Thorens, Trio, liher, Colin Walker, Wharfedale, Zenn.

GLASGOW

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd.. 12 Islington Row,
Edgbeston. Birmingham 615 110.
Telephone: 021.455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment
9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

Griffin Radio Ltd
Specialists in High Quality Audio Systems
Agencies include:
Linn Products, Thorens, Dual, Aiwa, Mantra,
Denon, Creek, Nvtech, Audio Vois, Quad, Rotel,
Wharfedale, Technics, Mordaunt-Short, KEF,
Akroyd, Nakamichi and Revox
Excellent demonstration facilities.
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30am-6.00pm.
94 Bristol Street, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-692 1359

sound advice
RETAILERS OF QUALITY HI Fl
LINN NAIM REGA NYTECH
A & R REVOX MONITOR AUDIO CREEK
MORDAUNT SHORT AKROYD HEYBROOK
AUDIO TECHNICA SUPEX SENNHEISER
LEKSTER and EAST /11AAOS (0509)218254
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Your East Midlands Dealer For

PERFECT AUDIO LTD

14 WEST
PRINCES ST
GLASGOW
Tel. 041
332 1779

1
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BRIAG-1411 and WEST MC1ANDS e (021)449 3328

Stockist for: ADC .7 Ariston 7 AR 7' Audio Technica
Beyer 7 Boston 7 Clearwater 7 Celestion 7 Croft
DBX 7 Decca 7 Dual D Dynavector 7 Exposure
Goldring D Grado 7 Hailer Q Heybrook 7 Hunt EDA
KEF 7 Logic 7 Luxman Q Marantz 7 Maxell
Mordaunt Short 7 Musical Fidelity 7 NAD
Nairn Cable 7 Ortofon 7 Proac J QED 7 Rotel
Sennheiser 7 Shure 7 SME Q Sondee 7 SO Table
Spendor D Syrinx 7 Systemdek Q Teac Q Thorens
Van den Hul 7 Wharfedale 7 Yamaha
504-518 Alum Rock Road,
Alum Rock, Birmingham 88 3RX
021-328 2103
Open Mon Sat 9.30-5.30
7 Free delivery throughout the UK 7

Concordant, Logic, Monro, Syrinx
Helius, Sugden, Doxa, JPW
Plus Many More

ClUdiailatiC
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS

Demonstrations by Appointment

e66oft

Closed • Mondays
103a. Beverley Road. Hull.

TEL 0482 227867

27 Church Lane, Balderton,
Newark , Notts 0636 77242
EAST SUSSEX

RENT
JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS
Dred

cut digital - compact disc - half speed and all super pressings
Full range in stock - thousands more to order. Send large SAE for list or
phone us tor details

CHESHIRE
HI-FI CONSULTANTS
Demonstrations any time, by appointment
Telephone 0625 582704

I
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
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LAB
LAB
LAB
LAB
LAB
LAB
LAB
LAB
LAB

SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAB DIRECT CUT
1
Lincoln Mayorga — ' Vol
4
Brahms Chopin — Piano Music
9
Larry McNeely — ' Bluegrass'
10
Michael Newman — Classical Guitar
11
Harry James — ' Still Harry'
15 Amanda McBroom — West of Oz
16
Michael Newman — Italian Pleasures
17
Tower of Power — Direct
18
Strauss — Dvorak

£5 00
E5
00
£
600
£7 00
re 00
£6 50
£6 50
£
£ 750
750

All normally £ 1250
P&P f100 plus 25p each thereafter
Telephone Credit Cards welcome
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD.
BECKENHAM. KENT
01-658 3464

COMPACT DISCS
Vast range of British and import CDS In stock. Telarc, Denon. Erato.
Chandos etc. etc.
Prompt and helpful service. We can order any trtle that is avertable
Marl order and telephone credit cards welcome. 2 to 3 day sern« from
stock.
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JOHN ABERCROMBIE: NIGHT
ECM 1272

DAVE HOLLAND QUINTET: JUMPIN' IN
ECM 1269

JOHN SCOFIELD: ELECTRIC OUTLET
Gramavision GR 8405
PAT METHENY GROUP: FIRST CIRCLE
ECM 1278
These three guitarists emerged in the late
'70s in the area of music where jazz meets
electric rock. Some of them, particularly
Schofield, are well- versed in the straighter
side of jazz guitar, but it's in the electric,
contemporary scene that they are trying
either to make their mark or consolidate it.
The surprising thing about each of these
albums is how conservative they are. Having
carved out afield of operation, each player is
working well within the limitations he has set
himself.
The Abercrombie album has Jan Hammer
on keyboards, Jack deJohnette on drums
and Mike Brecker on tenor saxophone. The
sounds are smooth and easy to listen to, the
only angularity coming from deJohnette
who provides the propulsion. The moods
created are for the most part dreamy and
lacking in depth, the exception being the last
piece, where the quartet springs into agitated life and threatens excitement. [
A*:2]
The opening track of the Scofield album is
reminiscent of a recent Miles Davis tune and
there is the distinct feel of a Davis spin-off
throughout. It's atestament to Davis' genius
that the trumpeter can make magic with the
same materials that others can only transform into music. Scofield is a tasty guitarist
though, and he's perhaps the warmest of the
three. Listening to him, no matter how much
his sound is equalised, you always have the
impression that there's a real human being
behind it. [
A* : 21
Meanwhile, Metheny's music gets blander
and softer. Everything is dreamy. There are
no hard edges. The sounds approximate to
what people call ' beautiful', but for me it's an
approximation without substance. If you add
it all up there's no message other than
self- referential allusions to style. Perhaps
this time, even Metheny fans will think twice
before following the guitar hero down the
cotton-wool road. [
A* : 2/3]
Ken Hyder
BILLIE HOLIDAY: ALL OF ME
Happy Bird b/90129 from Import Music Service
Since this record was issued last year in the
month that marked the 25th anniversary of
Lady Day's death, the BBC has honoured her
with a major documentary. The tragedy is
that the Beeb never gave her that kind of
celebrity treatment in the pre-TV years of her
lifetime. All of Me is a sad record — sad, of
course, because she was already going
downhill when these recordings were made
in 1949-58, and sad because of the emotion
that comes across even in inferior takes from
live shows. 'Willow Weep For Me', for example, is as sad as any approved ' authentic'
blues. What Lady Day does with the final
word me of the track is inimitable, unbelievable. And in her final chorus she had repeated the word willow three times. Did she
know, or did some well-read producer
remind her, of the tragic song in Othello
where Desdemona also sings ' Willow, willow, willow'? Or hear ' ICover the Waterfront', whose verse is as sad as anything she
ever did. Some of the tracks are downright
bad — ' IOnly Have Eyes For You' sung too
fast, for example — and there is a version of
'Stormy Weather' from a Carnegie Hall concert on which Lester Young was among the
accompanists; but he is not identifiable. Still,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Dave Holland quintet played a British
tour a month or two ago and they trod
carefully through music which was often
highly arranged and often quite open. But
the emphasis was on virtuosity, the virtuosity of its ensemble work, and that of the
leader. The only change from the live dates
is drummer, Steve Ellington. Neither saxophonist Steve Coleman, nor trombonist
Julian Priester, particularly impressed, but
nobody can go far wrong including trumpeter Kenny Wheeler in the band.
The tunes and arrangements are tight and
tricky and constitute a kind of pernickety
music which does appeal to quite a few
people, although not to me very much [
A*:2]
Ken Hyder
THE HONEYDRIPPERS: VOLUME ONE
Esparanza 790220-1
A 10in, album on which some anonymous
musicians who apparently answer to the
names of Plant, Page and Beck ( who dey?)
re- run the sounds that made Alan Freed the
name that whole households are still unable
to recall. Obviously the mystery men
involved have a love for the job in hand and
doo-wop, bop and hop with considerable
aplomb. And it may well be that you'll take a
shine to the Belford Hendricks- styled string
settings that bedeck the ballads and that,
after jivin' to the hip horns that leap from the
record's grooves, you'll straighten- up that
portrait of Louis Jordan that hangs in the loo.
But when the fun's all over — and it really is
fun — you may well ask if The Honeydrippers'
versions of ' IGot A Woman', ' Sea of Love'
and ' Rockin' At Midnight' add anything to
those already placed in rock's Valhalla by
Ray Charles, Phil Phillips and Roy Brown
respectively. For the answer, meet me after
tomorrow night's show at the Brooklyn
Paramount. Yeah, Iagree. Cirino And The
Bowties are gonna be great! [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
AL JARREAU: HIGH CRIME
WEA 250 807-1
Iremember when Al Jarreau was something
special. He was the Bobby McFerrin of his
day, the jazz- influenced vocalist who'd
selected his own route, well away from the
main musical motorway. Increasingly,
though, he's become just another victim of
electro funk, his expressive, sinuous voice
being wasted as it's blended often to merely
provide some minute human connection to
Jay Graydon's sythn-sodden surround
sounds.
Okay, I'm over- reacting. I'll admit that High
Crime has its moments and that ' Love
Speaks Louder Than Words', noticeably one
of the few tracks that Jarreau didn't write —
has ' classy hit' stamped on every slice; that
'Let's Pretend' is .wrapped around a mindworm of a riff; that the wistful ' Fallin" is
pastel- pretty; and that there's an air of total
professionalism about the proceedings as a
whole. Even so, High Crime, despite its boast
that its making required the employment of a
lyrical and poetic consultant ( what?!) is yet
another flagrant misuse of Jarreau's talents
and not worthy to share a shelf with the like
of We Got By and other early A.J. albums.
[A:2/31
Fred Dallar
LEYLAND VEHICLES BAND: A CHRISTMAS FANFARE
Polyphonic PRL 023D
Too bad that a record arriving in November

was too late for a pre-Christmas review, but
this selection deserves a late mention for
venturing out of the usual rut of Christmas
music. True, there is Mel Tormé's ' Christmas
Song' and that oddly secular neo carol about
the little drummer boy, but a selection that
includes a piece of Berlioz and some carol
arrangements by that redoubtable figure
from the band world, Roy Newsome, has
plenty of meat for the musical ear. The
Leyland band may not have the long history
of some of the famous northern bands, but it
has risen fast in the contest world and clearly
has star soloists on cornet and flugelhorn.
Recording, in the Royal Northern College of
Music, Manchester, is rather boomy but
otherwise gives the band a full, rich sound.
[A/B:1/2]
Denis Argent
THE LONG RYDERS: NATIVE SONS
Zippo ZONG 003
First clue ... the band's headed by guitar
and autoharp- playing Sid Griffin, author of a
book about Gram Parsons. Second
clue ... The Ryders have long hair along
with down-to- their- eyebrow fringes and
have elected to pose for their sleeve pic in a
log cabin setting. Third clue ... their press
handout mentions jangle guitars. Fourth
clue ... you don't really need a fourth clue.
By this time you'll have the whole Polaroid
picture in your mind. For what we have here
is one of the The Byrds and maybe The
Burritos too, a countilr-tinged stock of LA
rock that harks back to the era when Peter
Fonda went easy ridin' and the sweetheart of
the rodeo was the in-thing among pin-ups.
Happily, though, The Ryders aren't just stuck
in the past, they've taken the sage- old
shapes and sounds and provided them with
a well- aimed kick into the ' 80s. The result is
music that lives, breathes and spits straight
into the bucket in the corner. Produced by
Paul McKenna and Henry Lewy — yes, the
same Henry Lewy that engineered Eddie
Cochran's ' Summertime Blues' — Native
Sons is a true rock album and nothin' but.
Only those who haven't aclub will pass it up.
[A:1•1
Fred Defier
LOS LOBOS: HOW WILL THE WOLF SURVIVE
London/Slash SLMP3
A spiffing example of the way in which an
American band is currently dumping on the
rest when it comes to making passionate
music. Los Lobos ( The Wolves) hail from the
Chicano section of East LA and in the course
of a long career ( formed 1974) have refined
their exotic blend of Mexican folk music/
cajun/country/R&B to agleaming essence. In
practice, this means that accordions, bajo
sextos, lap steels and quintos jostle for space
with more conventional instruments to often
exhilarating effect. The album contains material ranging from frisky rockers (' Don't Worry
Baby', the title track) to marvellous nuggets
of mellow melancholy (' Our Last Night', ' I
Got To Let You Know'). The whole thing is
co- produced by T- Bone Burnett, which is a
recommendation in itself. (
A:11
Pete Clark
PAUL McCARTNEY: GIVE MY REGARDS TO
BROAD STREET
Parlophone CDP 7 460432 161m, 10 s)
By now you've all heard the LP and learned
that the film is supposed to be the worst
piece of celluloid since Melies invented trick
photography. As such, ratings are impossible, especially when they're coming from a
known Beatles- and- their- legacy devotee.
What makes this CD noteworthy is its sly
beneficence: you get over an hour's worth of
music and you have to buy it if you're a
completist because some of the material is
not available elsewhere — not even on the
prerecorded cassette ( which is also longer
than the vinyl version). What happens to the
poor McCartney fan who doesn't own a CD
player? Catch 22: stop the complaints about
CD's bad value for money by filling out the
side and you aggravate those who can only
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at budget price this ( and possibly two other
IMS July 1984 releases, not reviewed) ought
to be in any collection as a sample of the
singer whose bold originality opened adoor
and smoothed the path for every jazz- singing
innovator who has arrived in the past fifty
years [
6:1/21
Denis Argent
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MANCHESTER

TONBRIDGE /4F/ CONSULTANTS

LLOYD PATON 0.PM,

A&R, Aiwa, Akroyd, Bang & Olufsen,
Celestion, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, Linn,
Meridian, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Naim Audio, Nakamichi, Nytech, Rega, Rotel,
Wharfedale.
19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
Telephone Tonbridge ( 0732) 366767

STOCKIST OF THE MIORLDS
REST
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WEST MIDLANDS

1

34 Moorfeld Walk
Shopping Precinct
Urmston
Manchester
Tel: 061-747 9722

1\

RUFERIIRTIVE AUDIO LTD.

*
*
*
*

Single speaker demonstration room
Full servicing facilities on the premises
Free pre- sales alignment of cassette decks
Selected products from A&R, Aken, Audtolah, Audio
Technic°, Bose, Clearwater, Denon, Dual, Gale, Goldnng
Grado, Glane, BMus, Heybrook, KEE, Logic, Marantz,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordant Short, Nagaoka, Onofon,
Pink Triangle, QED, Quad, Revolver, Rote!, Sennheuer,
Thornu, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zeta.
* Tues-Sat 10.00- 6.00
95 Hobs Mow Road

9.30-5.30 Mon, Fri, Sat
930-7.30 Tues, Thurs

* Demonstrations by appointment

eshtuAl1idlands
021 742 0254

LANCASHIRE
N. IRELAND

AURAI

The Hi Fl Specialists who care
We have stressed in the past, and still do, the
importance of acorrectly balanced and set up
turntable, arm and cartridge. The amplifier
and speakers are also important in playing
their part in asystem. Technical specifications,
are only aguide to the products competence
on alab bench and do not tell us what they
sound like.

THE AUDIO CENTRE
Service with aSmile!

AKA1E AIWA E. AR 'I, B&W E CELESTION
DENON E DUAL E FISHER E FUJI E MARANTZ
MEMOREX E NAGAOKA A ROTEL E REVOX Ei ROSS
ORTOFON E SONY E SHARP E SENNHEISER
SHARP E TDK D TRIO E WHARFEDALE
AND MANY MORE'

A

LEICESTERSHIRE

RETAILERS OF QUALITY HI Fl

84 BRIDGE STREET, PORTADOWN,
0762-338059 ( Closed all day Thursday)

LINN NAIM REGA NYTECH
A&R REVOX MONITOR AUDIO CREEK
MORDAUNT SHORT AKROYD HEYBROOK
AUDIO TECHNICA SUPEX SENNHEISER

SOMERSET

BIRMINGHAM and WEST MIDLAACE t I0211449 3328

NORTHERN IRELAND

We at Aurak not only pay attention to
cartridge loading at the pre-amp input but to
amplifier and speaker load matching, cables,
amplifier support and other small, but
important details that can give an inexpensive
system rhythm and coherence to the music,
allowing one to enjoy playing records without
listening to the equipment.
2nd Floor Suite,
46 Wood Street, St Annes on Sea,
Lancashire SY8 10G
0253 729111
Open Tues—Sat llam-5pm.
Evening demos by appointment.

sound advice

LEICESTER are EAST MIDLAAIIS (0509)218254

WILTSHIRE

AVALON M41
STUDIO

MINIM

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday
(By Prior appointment)

I

um

lliFi in Leicester and the Midlands

The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370

WARmoumum

HiFi

Sot.
Ales
Expensive

(0533) 393607

LONDON

é
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Also at DFVIZUS Fll I-1. 17 The !Snook. Di

WEST SUSSEX

ANALOG AUDIO

(HI- fl Sp.clalistsj
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's NAD, Denon, Dual, Yamaha,
Pioneer Centre.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

A111+1 MARKETSJ
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Dual
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SALISBURY 111-1.1
I5Catherine Street.
SALISBURY
id 10722'22169

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR
ADC - Audio Technica - Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon
- Dynavector - Glanz - Grado - Goldring - Helius Heybrook - Logic - Maranta - Meridian - Mission Mordaunt- Short - Myst - Nakamichi - Ortofon - Pink A QED - Quad - Quantum - Rotel - Sondes - Spendor Syrinx - Systemdek - Thorens - Yamaha - Zeta.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
120 Regent Street, Rugby, Works.

H
S
E

3

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
—ALSO—

•Aiwa • Technics • Yamaha
•Sansui • Walker • Ariston • Dual
• Sondex • Castle • KEF • Tannoy
•Celestion • Spendor • MordauntShort • ADC • Audio Technica
•Sennheiser •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthin • 0903) 206820
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use the vinyl or tape offerings. [
H:H]
Ken Kessler
NEVILLE BROTHERS: NEVKLE-/ZATION
Demon FIEND 31
A live in New Orleans set from one of that
city's most hailed groups. The NeviIles —
Aaron ( vocals, percussion), Charles ( saxophone) ex- Meters Art ( keyboards, vocals)
and Cyril ( percussion, vocals) — have been
handling the best in gris-gris soul licks for
many an alligator moon now. Aaron, who
reprises his 1966 hit, 'Tell It Like It Is' here, is,
arguably, the Neville who matters most.
Possessor of a voice that emotively almost
yodels its way into your heart, he provides
the most potent reason for owning the
album. But the Brothers' countrified 'Why
You Wanna Hurt My Heart?' is a tasty
bar- room singalong, Duke Ellington's ' Caravan' ( actually by Ellington, Tizol and Mills
but not credited as such) acts as an opportunity for Charles to stretch out
instrumentally, while ' Big Chief', a Brothers
favourite, has the band — in reality an
eight- piece — really catching fire.
An admirable album, then, and one that's
nothing if not atmospheric. But, somehow, it
doesn't quite match up to my expectations.
Just why, Idon't really know. Maybe you had
to be there to latch on to the full flavour of
things. So I'll not hand out a premier plaudit
right now. Others, I'm sure, will feel differently. [
8:2]
Fred DeIlar
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD AND FRIENDS
Sheffield Labs CD-23 126m, 28s)
This is the Compact Disc version of the most
talked- about audiophile LP of the past couple
of years. It's also proof that even someone as
allegedly anti- CD as Doug Sax can further
the art instead of merely trying to hinder it.
Those who haven't heard the LP won't know
that this is nothing other than perfectly
recorded rock of the superslick variety, more
for showing off systems than for supplying
musical pleasure. The CD version is harder
to distinguish from its vinyl counter- part
than any other I've heard, but that probably
says more for Sheffield's vinyl pressing
quality than anything else. While the LP
seems more ' real' and ' live', the CD does
provide hope for the future of the silver
format. What's unforgiveable, though, is the
cost of the disc vis àvis playing time; I've got
£2, 12- in, singles bearing more material.
[A*:1]
Ken Kessler
JUICE NEWTON: CANT WAIT ALL NIGHT
RCA PL84995
Two things usually spell ' curses' for country
warblers, whose voices are otherwise
delightful to hear: choice of material and the
context in which it's presented. What's more
offensive than the whole shitkicker mentality
of the Grand Ole Opry— in spite of the beauty
of the voices? Thank goodness for the likes
of Carlene Carter and Juice Newton, possessors of ' classic' C&W throats without the
predilection for using them to forward the
Dukes of Hazzard stupidity epidemic.
Juice's latest offers, like its predecessors,
that wonderful juxtaposition of a corn- pone
sound, blended with material of the rock/pop
variety, thankfully not conjuring up visions
of truck stops and racists, moonshine and
rednecks. Chilling stuff, for Juice has avoice
that's clear as a bell, and she's got an ear for
songs that move the listener. Call it Linda
Ronstadt without the saccharine. [
A:1/2]
Ken Kessler

JOE PASS: LIVE AT LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE
Pablo 2308-239 ( K08-239) from Import Music Service
A short review for a super record, because
for once Ican tell readers that the sleeve says
it all. Furthermore, that's remarkable
because the notes are written by the soloist
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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himself, not some hype- merchant. This modest genius of the guitar gives us his best in
what, he tells us, was a responsive milieu.
Especially for a non- studio set-up, the
recording is clear and intimate— ' right for my
ears', he says. The tunes include probably
your favourites as well as mine ( and his!) —
three Ellingtons, ' Here's That Rainy Day'
from Van Heusen, ' All the Things You Are'
from Kern; Monk's ' Round Midnight', plus a
blues and an old-time swinger, ' Honeysuckle
Rose'. Lovely! [
A*:1*]
Denis Argent
PASSION PUPPETS: BEYOND THE PALE
Stiff SEEZ-54
This Camden band's debut album is like so
many other of today's new video groups.
Perfect production, big budget location
videos, lavish promotion parties, and this is
before they've released anything! Like most
modern day haircut bands, they are almost
entirely nondescript. On certain tracks they
can't decide whether they want to be U2 or
Ultravox, constantly changing styles in a
desperate attempt to find ' their sound'.
There are too many bands like them trying
too hard to write the perfect pop song, but
instead of pots of gold all we get is piddling
small change. This is about as far away from
the principles of rock ' n' roll as one could
reasonably get today. Cold, soul- less songs
about desperation with no explanation of
events within them. I can feel a certain
sympathy for bands like this one. They are
expected to be the token glamour boys of
their particular label, sent on endless tours
as a support act and having to pay for the
privilege. Doubtless they've had aRadio One
session and have had a fan club already set
up for them. ( Still waiting for applications,
lads?) Not a great deal about them which is
truly commendable. Ibet Janice Long finds
them truly wonderful. [
B:3]
Tony Rees
PLAN 9: PLAN 9
New Rose Rose 41
These people are, of course, quite mad. The
evidence is here on their first proper long
player, with material culled from the last two
years of their deranged career. It has taken
the flair of aFrench- based record label to put
them in the shops, but Johnny Halliday this
is most definitely not. Plan 9 do not believe
in using one guitar when four will do just as
nicely and this gives a big clue as to the
nature of the material on offer here.
From the fuel- injected choogle of the
opening track, 'Try To Run', we are confronted by a group who want nothing more
than to infest the world with their spaced- out
strain of R&B. The message is in the music
and to look for one in the lyrics is to invite
instant madness. ' Green Animals' ( recorded
live on the Frank Sinatra Mobile Unit!),
'Echoing Sunshine' and ' 5 Years Ahead Of
My Time' are as delightfully loony as their
titles suggest, but it's all held together by a
satisfyingly murderous set of 4/4 rhythms
and the ever present threat of death by
guitar. Stun yourselves. [
6:2]
Pete Clark
THE POGUES : RED ROSES FOR ME
Stiff SEEZ-55
The rogish Pogues from Ireland prove that
folk needn't deserve the white chunky sweater image that it's been lumbered with over
the last thirty years. The Pogues probably couldn't give a damn about real ale or
the finger- in-the- ear principles of phoney
folk. Their Gaelic garglings tackle the everyday emotive problems of today's young: pub
opening hours, getting kicks by smashing up
the place you love, drinking, working, drinking, etc. A sparkling sound throughout the
album brings the tin whistles and banjos to
the fore. Production has never really soiled
folk music, daring not to sacrifice any of its
precious principles to a mass media. This is

the very thing which makes this album
sound so refreshing. No nonsense, go for the
throat, jug band music for 1984. Doubtless it
will be in every chic wine bar in 1985, so
slide under the table and give it alisten. [
A:3]
ELVIS PRESLEY: A GOLDEN CELEBRATION
RCA CPM6-5172
Oh, to have this treatment lavished on all
major artists! RCA has whipped up a six
album box set that is goin9 to have Presley
fans drooling over the shrink wrap. It's not
clear exactly what percentage of the stuff is
previously unreleased, but it's safe to
assume that the bulk of the material has
never been heard outside of RCA or bootlegs. The Ed Sullivan TV appearances, the
Sun sessions ( which complete the known
recordings), live stuff and studio oddities,
the Mississippi/Alabama Fair and Dairy
Show performances ( brilliant!) — 12 sides full
of gems from 1954 to 1968. The inner sleeves
are loaded with worthy prose and photographs, the slipcase is tasteful, and the
damned thing is numbered, so act now or be
ready for the scalpers when it's out of print.
[H:1*]
Ken Kessler

QUEEN: GREATEST HITS
EMI CDP 7 460332 ( 57m 51s)
Now this is more like it, a CD that takes
advantage of the extra playing time about
which the CD pushers boasted. The track
line-up differs from the LPs ( UK and
Japanese), which means that Queen collectors will want it in spite of already owning all
the material, and CD users will finally get to
program their players past the number 12.
Sound quality is generally excellent, though
Freddy's lisp is slightly exaggerated in
platheth. This should be one of the first CDs
to be labelled ' Xmas Hit'. [
A/B:1/2]
Ken Kessler

SONNY ROLLINS: TOUR DE FORCE
Prestige 7126
Sometimes albums merit outrageous titles,
and sometimes they don't. Tour De Force is
an apt description of some of the most
muscular, high-speed post bop you are likely
to test your ears with.
Recorded in the late ' 50s, the quartet's
energy is most exemplified by Rollins himself and drummer Max Roach. Roach steams
throughout at tempos which are ridiculous
to play and even more ridiculous to sustain.
Rollins takes it all in his stride, sometimes
going with the tempo and translating some
of Parker's message to the bigger horn, or
sometimes doing the laconic, wryhumoured, laid back contrast.
The recording quality is pretty bad — it's
not one of Rudy Van Gelder's better sessions
— but the energy is unmistakable. Jazz
revivalists should check it out. [C:1)
Ken Hyder
TOMMY SHAW: GIRLS WITH GUNS
A&M AMA 5020
Solo albums by members of major groups
have, for the most part, been decidedly
disappointing in recent years. Think back
over the Queen, Floyd, Kiss, Who and other
such solo outings and I'm sure you'll agree.
It was, therefore, with some trepidation that I
approached this away- from-the- boys- onthe- band job by Styx guitarist Shaw. Perhaps
it was because Iexpected it to be at least five
points down on mediocre that I was
pleasantly surprised. Maybe it's just a good
album anyway. Whatever the reason, Idiscovered that Girls With Guns was enjoyable,
contained its fill of moderately heavy rockers
('Come In And Explain', 'The Race Is On'),
tuneful, silk- lined uplifters ( lonely School'),
featured back-uo work by such as Peter
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Audition the latest
LP 12 + Basik plus.
Ring now to book
your demonstration.
REVOLVER

MAIL ORDER • MAIL ORDER

HI-FI SYSTEMS ATBEST
PRICES BY MAIL ORDER

15

_

BEFORE YOU BUY ANY SYSTEM
PHONE JOHN HODKINSON ON
0492 48932 AND IWILL MAKE
YOU AN OFFER YOU WON'T REFUSE!!
TYPICAL SYSTEMS
NAD 5120 + Rotel 820B- X + Tannoy Mercury or
0
Monitor Audio £319
7:1
Rotel RP830 + NAD 3120 + Mordaunt-Short MS20 £282 Fri
Revolver/LV.X arm + Rotel RA840B-X + Monitor Audio
R352 £467
Prices include next day delivery * All equipment new
in unopened boxes * Fully guaranteed * Prices
M
include 10 metres of 79 strand cable
DUAL 505 Mk II NOW AVAILABLE!
* Prices quoted are for mail order systems.
* Please phone for expert advice as Imay not be able to D3
reply to your letters as quickly as Iwould like

•

ElectroTrader Hi Fi g31

VII Pre amp
VIII Power amp
Latest version must be heard

£549.00

SYSTEM SUGGESTION
LP12 + Basik plus + Exposure 7 & 8 + Karts
inc stands
2x5m Naim cable and

£1,300

installation

Home demonstrations by appointment throughout the south - the only proper way to
decide. System check call out charge of £ 20.00 - VAT to service your system this
includes acomplete Linn reset up and general system check.
Moving Soon. Sale of ex-demonstration equipment.
Exposure 8RT
£200
Exposure 7dual
£299
Exposure 711E
£449
Exposure 4dual regulator
£699
Exposure 4dual RT
£449
Second Hand equipment
Systemdek 3black
£ 169
Syrinx PU 2
£99.90
Linn LVX
£59.90
Elite 600C rrik 11
£99.90

Nytech CPA 252 xd mk 11
£ 199
Mordaunt Short festival 3inc stands £ 169.90
Beam SLR2 AP ( marked) £ 59.90
ARC 202
£ 69.90

Kevin Edwards

19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos- on-Sea,
Colwyn Bay ( 0492) 48932

VISA

now even better value

eepneek,

MONITOR R252

£493.00

LinnIExposure Specialist

MAIL ORDER • MAIL ORDER

Tel: ( 0784) 37234

LOCAL SPECIALIST GUIDE
WEST SUSSEX

C
1
-1 1ESTIE12
111-111G1r1 ulna ury
Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge), Rega,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Naim Audio,
Tandberg, Dual, SME, Celestion, Goldring, Mor daunt- Short, ADC, Grace, Supex, Creek Audio,
Castle Acoustics.

40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

For the
finest
names
in

HiFi
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BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(BOWER% •
1„

WILKINS)

Lottiehampton Road Tel Worthing 64141

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

Moorgate Acoustics GI

SELECTIVE AUDIO
OTLEY LS21 1DS
Tel: (0943)467689
In Harmony with sound and totally
committed to music. Demonstration by
appointment.
Access/Amex welcome

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

WE WILL DEMONSTRATE THE ..-çe
FOLLOWING ON REQUEST el l e
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: Q.E.D.
MYST

HEYBROOK
MISSION

-41
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QUAD
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2WESTGATE ROTHERHAM ( 0709) 70666

WILEY

(
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64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WE

5BS

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufactures - Full Demonstration
Facilities
-- closed Wednesday-
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Wood ( of the Su.therquivs and beyond) and
Carol Kenyon and also came replete with a
hasty- paced title track that's already scampered up the US charts. Itherefore ask: can a
man from Alabama who started out playing
with an otherwise all- black band be all bad?
The answer is yes, of course he can. But not
on this occasion. [
A:1/21
Fred Dollar
ZOOT SIMS: QUIETLY THERE
Pablo 2310 903 from Import Music Service
John Haley Sims must sometimes feel that
he could do without a nickname that seems
to leave him stuck in the jitterbug era, ana
indeed he has moved into the very top class
of world stars on the international circuit,
respected for his assimilation of the bop era
yet enjoyed for his ability to swing out with
the best of them at festivals. The six long
Johnny Mandel tracks here are mostly in
quiet, reflective mood, and Zoot's soft tone
makes them easy listening in days when
harsh reed tone is sometimes praised as
denoting ' soul'. Those who felt that Hawkins
at such tempos rhapsodised too much will
find Sims pleasantly economical, and he is
not as breath yas Webster often was. Lovely
tenor playing, in short, particularly on the
track titled for him, ' Zoot'. There is some
disappointingly thin piano by Mike Wofford,
but there is some fine vibraphone work from
Britain's emigré, Victor Feldman. The sleeve
note by Benny Green reminisces amusingly
about the days when he played in the Ronnie
Scott touring group in the ' 50s, when Feldman's greatest ambition was to play alongside Zoot Sims. ( Ican remember him even
earlier, playing in a Vic Lewis group at 100
Oxford Street, aged eleven). The sleeve note
also analyses the musc, actually daring to
name chords and intervals. It's amodel of its
kind, and if we awarded stars for sleeve
notes, Benny Green's could get one here.
The music just falls short, but still [
A:1]
Denis Argent
STEELY DAN: GAUCHO
MCA MCAD 37220 DIDX 56 (
38m 11s) ae:
Oh, the irony! Digitising an audiophile
favourite! Yes, this is the much- loved- by- hifi- fanatics Steely Dan swan song, second
only to Aja in being played to death at hi-fi
shows. Now it's ready for the next decade's
worth of exhibitions in silver disc form, but it
won't exactly confirm the adman's belief in
the perfection of the format. The sound is
squeaky- clean but musically, it's still a marvel. [
A/B:1]
Ken Kessler
THE STRANGLERS: AURAL SCULPTURE
Epic EPC-26200
Any predestined judgment of the music that
The Stranglers play nowadays will be
happily dispelled by Aural Sculpture. Certainly they were at the very beginning of the
punk scene; actually, they were there some
time before. But this is the mid- eighties and
Old Father Punk is atired beast. While others
have died, split or moved on, The Stranglers
are still here. Not out of stubbornness like
The Rolling Stones, but for the want of
development. They still have their original
four- piece line-up, but gone is the bubbling
bass and keyboard trade- mark, now replaced
by a more experienced, seasoned sound.
Some fans would delight in protesting that
this is their most commercial album to date,
they've made nine so far, but the band refuse
to grovel to the whims of the charts. Not
scared to change style track-to-track, well
produced pop to rock and roll, the Stranglers have finally matured. No more heroes or
songs about sewers here, only ever-changing moods and styles can ever stop a band
like this from continually treading water
from one album to the next. Happily this has
not yet happened to The Stranglers. [
A:3]
Tony Rees
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JEFFREY TALBOT: SERENATA
Cabaletta CDN 5003, distributed by Gamut, Cambridge
More Italian than the Italians in this selection
of popular songs, Mr ( Signor?) Talbot is
accompanied by those three well-known
Italians: Signori Vibrato, Portamento and
Rallentando. In other words, he has assimilated all the mannerisms that, according to
taste, grace or disgrace the singing of the
typical Italian balladeer. The songs are
almost all familiar — ' 0 Sole Mio', ' Santa
Lucia', ' Plaisir d'Amour', ' Torna aSurriento',
Tosti's ' Goodbye' — and Tosti formed an
Anglo Italian musical link, having been
knighted here for his services to Royal
music. There are also, for good measure,
two of the pops from operatic composers,
Leoncavallo's ' Mattatina' and ' M'Appari', by
Germany's Von Flotow, who, to confuse the
provenance of this favourite song from
Martha (
or Marta?) appears on the sleeve as
F De Floton. All familiar stuff, you see, and
sung just as those who indulge in up-market
singalongs would like to hear them. The
accompaniment is by a small unit called
Serenata Ensemble, including that revered
maestro of the mandolin, Hugo D'Alton, who
adds the authentic Neapolitan sound where
necessary. The recording is nothing to get
excited about; but as this record was sensibly released in time for the Christmas trade
it no doubt hit its intended market — and it
might even please the more critical ears of
the hi-fi fraternity in their lighter moments of
1985. (
A/B:2]
Denis Argent

CECIL TAYLOR: CALLING IT THE 8TH
hat MUSICS 3508
Cecil Taylor's music is difficult, and after
some years of listening to it, it's only slightly
less difficult. Like Derek Bailey's music,
Taylor's will always be difficult, perhaps
because it's so good. And by good Imean
that when it comes to the rapid outpouring
of musical ideas, players like Taylor are
miles ahead of the pack.
There are some instrumentalists who have
to play like this. They turn out an idea
quickly, let the phrase hang in the air for a
split second, then throw another, often quite
different phrase, into the action. Taylor does
it all at a frantic pace. You can find slow
passages in his work, but he seems to prefer
working at high speed and with high energy.
If you see him live, you wonder how he can
physically keep it up.
On this album the pianist is joined by
long-time colleague Jimmy Lyons, on alto,
William Parker, bass, and Rashid Bakr,
drums. It's a live album and it's fireworks
time, with enough energy to heat a small
town in Norway. It's not an album for the
faint-hearted, and Iknow that there are some
who are frightened to put this much intensity
on the turntable in case it melts their system
or their heads or both. But make no mistake,
this is serious music, played as seriously as
any other serious music, and because it's
that good it deserves to be listened to and
persevered with, for there's something
there. Take the risk. [
A:1]
Ken Hyder

DON THOMPSON QUARTET: A BEAUTIFUL
FRIENDSHIP
Concord CJ 243 from Import Music Service
Canadians again, like Ed Bickert reviewed in
September last year; in fact. Thompson,
pianist and bassist, has recorded duets with
Bickert. Yet again the amazing skill and
inventiveness of modern guitarists is on
show; this time, John Abercrombie, and the
quartet is completed by Dave Holland, bassist on three of the eight tracks, and Michael
Smith on drums. The mood is decidedly

modern — names like Metheny and Jarrett
occur in the sleeve note to indicate the
direction of the winds that are blowing from
Canada. Thompson's piano also reminded
me of Cecil Taylor at times, and in that lovely
tune ' My One And Only Love' he plays some
of the most tuneful and resonantly recorded
bass I've heard, justifying those words of
Joachim Berendt ( about Scott LaFaro) hailing the modern-style bass as ' a kind of
super- dimensional low- register guitar'. It's a
point made by Thompson, too, in titling one
of his tunes ' For Scott LaFaro'. In his longest
track, a Debussyesque item called ' Dreams'
he plays bowed bass, and in its mixture of
such original works with old show tunes,
blues and neo bop ( Paul Chambers' Ease It')
this record shows the breadth and depth of
Thompson's talent. This is quiet music, but
there's more to it than easy listening! [( A:11
Denis Argent
MEL TORMÉ & GEORGE SHEARING: AN EVENING
AT CHARLIE'S
Concord CJ 248
Live performance, complete with applause
(and sometimes laughter) from a nightspot
in Washington DC, so jazz purists may sniff
at the cabaret aspects, which include arather
dated satirical song called ' I'm Hip'. But Mel,
after all, has truly earned his label of ' a
musicians' singer' and in these days of
hyped- up, one- hit performers surely versatility is no crime. The record starts rather
discouragingly with a few bars of scat, but
Mel's first chorus of ' Just One Of Those
Things' is indeed a fabulous flight, with the
tune embellished but not maltreated, and
there is super bass playing ( Don Thompson)
and occasionally a single forte note from
Shearing which just points up the singer's
phrasing. Then more scatting, and a bass
chorus which leads into Tormé intoning the
chords — a nice lesson in tune structure for
beginners. For good measure, this long track
works two choruses of ' Green Dolphin
Street' into the act before returning to Cole
Porter. ' Dream Dancing', one of the best and
least- heard Cole Porter songs opens with
Shearing showing a witty mixture of stride
piano and Cecil Taylorish modernity, before
Mel gives the tune the slow ballad treatment.
The record, you will gather from these
details of just two tracks, is full of variety and
musicianship. And if your interest is in
noting the skill of lesser- known lyricists
outside the Top Five, enjoy the middle eight
of ' Love Is Just Around The Corner' which
includes those memorable lines ' Strictly
between us, you're cuter than Venus — and
what's more you've got arms'. That's Leo
Robin; surely Ira G or Lorenz Hart never
wrote anything better? [
A:11
Denis Argent
VARIOUS: EVERY MAN HAS A WOMAN
Polydor POLH 13
This was the record that hoped to prove so
much. The one on which the Yoko Ono
compositions, with which the album is filled,
would, hopefully, be turned into masterpieces by the various artists concerned, thus
proving that Yoko is, after all, a great songwriter whose talents have been much neglected. Unfortunately, it does no such thing,
despite brave efforts by Elvis Costello And
The Attractions ('Walking On Thin Ice'l,
Roberta Flack (' Goodbye Sadness'), Rosanne
Cash (' Nobody Sees Me Like You Do') and
Eddie Money (' I'm Moving On'), plus less
sterling offerings from the likes of Trio, Harry
Nilsson, Spirit Choir and Sean Ono Lennon.
Presumably because John Lennon himself
renders the title track and also leads The
Plastic Ono Band and Elephant's Memory on
the Spirit Choir cut, the album will sell in
sufficient quantities to maintain Yoko's status among America's 400 richest people. But
as a musical document it proves that composer Yoko is merely so-so. No more, no
less. [
112/31
Fred Dollar
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 27p per word ( private), minimum £ 7.00 Box Nos. £ 2.50 extra.
Trade rates 35p per word, minimum £ 9.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in April issue must reach these offices by
11th February addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines ( Croydon)
PLC.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
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(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
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FOR SALE - Private
COMPLETE recording outfit - Uher 4400
stereo portable tape recorder, portable
stereo mixer, microphones, leads and stand.
Amateur use only. Excellent condition. £ 180.
Tel: 09662 2052 ( Cumbria). ( B)
NAKAMICHI 670ZX cassette deck £ 200,
Nakamichi 410 pre- amp, 420 power- amp
(60w+60w) £ 100 each, Gale GS 401A ( Walnut cabinets) £300 - all perfect condition.
021-451 2606 ( Birmingham). ( B)
PROFESSIONAL VALVES, ultimate quality,
Telefunken EF86/6267 military specification,
unused, make late 60's, E88CC and others,
write for detailed list, WANTED: secondhand
valve amplifiers, Decca Gold cartridge. Box
Nos. 0718. ( B)
J.V.0 RX4OL tuner/amplifier 40 watts £95.
Hitachi DE99 cassette deck Dolby BC £95.
Pair HB2 Heybrook speakers £95. All 3 items
two years old in perfect condition. 0242/
674489. ( B)

QUAD 22 control unit and F.M. tuner. Fitted
octal plugs. Last used 1980. Offers invited.
Collection/delivery arranged. Tel: 0203
315469. ( B)
REVOX All MkIV Tape Recorder HiSpeed
71
//15ips. NAB. Excellent order and condi2
tion. Can dem. with high grade equipment
including Quad ELS63 Speakers. £350. Tel:
Ipswich 54528. ( B)
DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK IIX, with Linn LVX
arm fitted with MPII cartridge. As new only 3
months old. £ 150. Tel: 01-656 4035. ( B)
FERROGRAPH MODE " D" (
ancestor of
model' II) spare RIP head, valves. Working
order. Good collectors home wanted. Day
0777-817479. ( B)
PAIR OF Lowther T.P.1 speakers, latest PM3
units. Piano finish cabinets mahogany. £400.
No offers. Tel: Doncaster 030228565 after
7pm. Buyer to arrange collection. ( B)
SYRINX PU3 Tone Arm bearings in excellent
condition £ 150. Box no. 0717. ( B)
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FOURIER ANALYSIS PROGRAM for BBC B
micro. Displays waveform and performs
spectral analysis. User can define own
waveshapes; supplied with sample sine/
square/pulse. £6 cassette, £ 10 40-track disc
inc. P&P. Cheque to P Edwards Box: 0707

FOR SALE - Trade

!

FOR SALE - Trade

Croft acoustics
at Croft Acoustics, not only do we
produce some of the world's finest audio
valve amplification, but also we undertake
extensive quality repair/renovation work
to most former and current valve
equipment. For further details please
phone Birmingham 021 373 1442 or
Wolverhampton 0902 751307 or write to
(enclosing S.A.E):
Croft Acoustics Ltd., Colroy House,
174 Newhampton Road West, Newbridge,
Wolverhampton, WUZ ORP.

COMPACT DISC CLUB: £3 membership, initial catalogue of over 1500 titles. Minimum
£1 Discount on every disc. Monthly updates.
CD players at competitive prices. " VALENTINE'S". 46 Gaisford Road, WORTHING. ( M/
B)
COMPACT DISCS £7.95. Special Introductory
Offer. Free Lists. Overseas Specialists. First
Class no problems service. Gramophone
catalogue £ 1. Refundable. Europadisc, 91
North Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. ( E)
FED- UP! Only one amplifier tape input, but
two tapes. Dub/record/monitor both on
single switch unit. £ 19.50 + £ 1 p&p. Bird
Audio, 53, Westfield Road, Backwell, Bristol,
BS19 3ND. ( B)
£2,090 DISCOUNT on SONY ESPRIT. Your
chance to own one of the world's best
amplifiers at a silly price. Only £ 1,840 buys
the TAE900 preamplifier and two TAN900
200 watt power amplifiers (£3,930 list).
HORNS have the entire U.K. stock of this, the
best sounding and best built amplification
we've ever encountered.
See it, hear it and buy it at HORNS, 6South
Parade, OXFORD. Tel: ( 0865) 511241. But
please be quick! ( B)

14W MKT
STANDS
Unrepeatable
limited
offer from

STAND AND DELIVER
Elegant fIrst series dandy. Fulty built durable all steel constyuction. Natural brown tature expaty finish. Types WA for
1.03/So, SL6, etc, SOU for Prelude, Coda, DMI I0 etc; SOS for
13C1, SPI, Studio 1, etc.
AI at £110.00 ape'',
plus carriage and insurance, £3.00. Feted adfustable Moor
spikes, £6.00 W WI. Orders to,
Stand a Deliver, PO Des II, London, NW{ 13T.
(Send SAE for brochure)

SERVICES
TURNTABLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES, STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; AKG; CONNOISSEUR. GARRARD; GOLDRING;
LENCO; ORTOFON. SHURE; SME; T1-10RENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment, Sparee& Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Servicing, Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Technical & General 3,5 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-6 oa Saturday 10.0-400

AUDIO RESTORATIONS by Electronics
Engineer, highly qualified and with nearly 40
years laboratory and workshop experience
in various fields. Specialist in OLDER equipment of British origin such as Quad, Radford,
Leak, Rogers, Armstrong, etc. Where possible Classic Equipment is restored closely to
original design conception and is accompanied by aFull Restoration Report. Recorders,
decks, recent apparatus, or of Foreign Origin
usually not acceptable although calibrations
may be undertaken in a few cases. 7 days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex,
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)

SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
and equipment serviced and reconditioned.
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( B)
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WANTED
WANTED
Goodmans Axiom 80 pairs ( both old and new types)
S.M.E. Pick up arms 3009 and 3012 ( not improved versions)
Garrard Turntable: Model 301
Quad 22 pre-amplifier and Quad II power amplifiers
EMT players 928. 930ST and 927
Studer B62
Eurodyn C71233-A6-Al ( pair)
Tannoy 15". 12" and 10" Monitor Gold. Red and Silver pairs
Tannoy Autograph. GRF and Rectangular York GRF in
enclosures ( pairs)
Please write to/or ring with pace
Mks Thvonogo
FITS Japan, 96 George Street, London W1 HSRI
Tel: 01-487-S036

WANTED

PUBLICATIONS

DUAL TURNTABLE wanted either 1229 or
CS 701. Good condition essential, therefore,
good price given. Tel: Nuneaton 383446
evenings only. ( B)

CRABBE ON BEETHOVEN. Would you like to
see ' apicture of the furniture of Beethoven's
mind' ( Radio 3: Music Weekly), study a book
with ' an exhilarating quality of sheer intellectual toughness' ( Colin Wilson), or consider a
great composer from a viewpoint
'refreshingly free of judgements based on
long-standing inaccuracies' (Times Literary
Supplement)? Then you should read Beethoven's Empire of the Mind, a biographywith- a-difference by John Crabbe, one-time
editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops
at £5.95, or post-free from the publisher:
Lovell/Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm,
Woolton Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN. ( X)

RECORDS FOR SALIE

lie %agate Wireless Company, Tailor House, Casham Street
Ilaiestabbl, &Wet IS17 SEN. Ugh«. (1272) 516472 Anytime

OLIVER CROMBIE Records Import Compact
Disc Catalogue now available. We have in
stock many Classical, Jazz and Popular titles
exclusive to us. UK residents please send
17p stamp, overseas please send sufficient
International Reply Coupons to cover airmail
postage.
Permanent 10% discount off all CDs, plus
post & packing free within UK.
We are open seven days a week. Access &
Visa accepted.
16 Golders Green Road. London NW11. Tel:
01-455 0066. ( L)

OLD TANNOY SPEAKERS. Garrard 301.
Quad tube equipments. Tel: 818/576-2642
David Yo, POB 832, Monterey Park, Ca.91754
USA ( Top paid - Friends pick up in London).
(L)

'78' GRAMOPHONE RECORDS of opera singers, lieder singers pianists and violinists.
Details to: Lubbock, 303 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood, London SE25 6UG. Tel:
01-653 1695.

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
-. rs required - quality vintage valve related lii-Fi equipment such as:
Amplifiers: Quad Stereo & Mono systems, Lowther, Radford, Leak IL12,
Stereo 50 & Stereo 60, etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Goldring 88, Thorens TD124.
Pickup anus & heads: Decca FFSS, SME 3009 & 3012, EMI, etc.
Loudspeaken: Tannoy, Goodmans, etc.
Full "Wanted List" with pites offered available upon request
Buyer can call within 250 miles radius of Bristol.

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat, 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)
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Electrotrader
Five Ways High Fidelity
Goldring
Grado Products
Grant Amplifiers Ltd
Griffin Radie) Ltd
Hafler
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harrow Audio
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
Hi Fi Markets
Hi Fi Surplus Store
HTS Japan
John Bowers Ltd
John Chaprin Hi Fi
K.J. Leisuresound
Kevin Edwards
Koss UK
Laskys
Lloyd Paton Hi Fi St udio
Marubeni Corporation
Maxell
Mission Electronics
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio
Moorgate Acoustics
Mordant Short Ltd
Musical Fidelity
NAD
NAD/Watford
Nick Dakin Hi Fi
Noel Cloney
Oliver Crombie
Parabolic Stylus Co
Perfect Electronics
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Philips
Phonograph Ltd
Prism Audio
QED Audio Products
Radford Electronics
Radlett Audio
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Ron Smith Aerials
Rothmans UK Ltd
Royd Loudspeaker Co Ltd
Rutter, L.J.
S.M.E. Ltd
Selective Audio
Sennheiser
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
Sound Advice
Sound Organisation, The
Sounds Expensive
Spaldings Electrical Ltd
Stand & Deliver
Steve Boxshall Audio
Subjective Audio
Technical & General
The Audio Centre
The Ultimate Room
The Vintage Wireless Co
The Wilson Stereo Library
Thomas Heinitz
Tonbridge Hi Fi Consultants
Top Tape
Unilet
Videotone Ltd
Wharfedale
Wiley, Eric
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ECOMMENDING amono record to
an increasingly CD readership may
seem ahopelessly outdated
enterprise, but Ilike to think that people who
are interested enough in music to care about
its performance, and lifelike reproduction of
that performance, are equally aware of
music's past, present and, inevitably, its
microchip future— see Ray Hammond's The
Musician and the Micro*.
Listening to the past can often be
laughable — erthive popular music so
outdated in style and recording that it
nullifies the pleasure that we are supposed
to take in state-of-the-art systems. But if, in
the interest of perfect sound, we draw our
cut-off line at the start of the stereo era, what
aloss of ' 50s LPs. Some, even in mono, still
sound good.
Take, for example, the collection Johnny
Dankworth 1953-58 in the EMI Retrospect
series ( EG 26 0187 1; cassette 26 0187 4). The
record also features Cleo Laine, which
doubles its interest, Cleo having surely
become the world star, the senior partner in
the eyes of the public, while JD is not even
mentioned in an encyclopaedic book about
jazz worldwide, Joachim Berendt's The Jazz
Book*.
This mono record deserves space here
because it so clearly shows how far ahead of
their time JD and Cleo were 20 years ago and
shows also how near they were then to
heading ajazz breakthrough. Because they
were overwhelmed by the new wave of pop,
they never did head it— they have certainly
made it in other directions, with aCBE for
him and an OBE for her ( some day, Dame
Cleo?).
But, most of all, this record is nostalgic far
beyond the contents of those browsing
boxes in the record shops labelled
'Nostalgia'. Nor does it conform quite with
the dictionary definition of nostalgia as ' a
longing desire for the past'. What Iam
hinting at is the sense of loss at what might
have been in the late ' 50s.
Looking back, we can now see that the tide
turned. At the time we didn't know it, any
more than, sitting on abeach, one can fix the
exact minute when the rising tide turns to
ebb. But one feels now that the ' 50s were a
time when jazz looked like becoming the
main musical interest of the young, as well
as being still the cherished hobby of those
who had been the record-collecting
enthusiasts ( atiny eccentric minority) even
before the swing era. Trad was booming,
and we even accepted skiffle as asort of
poor man's trad — they did, after all, play
washboards just as the New Orleans spasm
bands had done.
There was Ted Heath, expanding the big
band tradition by playing concerts as well as
dance halls, with full houses at both. There
was also, and more controversially, Johnny
Dankworth. For many, his style and that of
his bands, was too modern: ahalfassimilated version of the hated bebop. But
those of us who were not taking sides in the
bop vs. trad war of words did realise that JD,
along with early sidemen such as Don
Rendell, Tommy Whittle and Bill LeSage,
were giving us something new and exciting.
Their technique was fantastic, and they were
consciously doing something different with
it. And, amazingly, JD was making records
that sold well. Not million sellers like ' Que
Sera' or 'Truly Truly Fair' of those days, but
certainly no longer obtainable only from
record shops to special order, like the
Parlophone Rhythm Style or Vocalion Swing
Series of the ' 30s.
JD had from 1949 been topping readers'
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polls in Melody Maker, in those days a
journal for musicians rather than fans, and
wider success came for one of his records
with the big band that succeeded the Seven
of 1950-3. That was Experiments with Mice,
the opening track on this retrospective
album — never hitherto issued on LP. It was
not the advanced Parker- influenced alto star
heard on this record; it was rather the JD
who years later saw the commercial ( and
artistic) potential in turning Shakespeare to
his own purposes.
Experiments with Mice was, in fact, both
ingenious and popular. It presented 'Three
Blind Mice' in pastiche versions as might be
played by Billy May, Benny Goodman, Glenn
Miller Ca romantic little mouse'), Gerry
Mulligan, Stan Kenton and the SauterFinnegan band. The idea, condensed into
four minutes, caught awider public's fancy
and the 78 rpm disc sold over 100,000 in the
UK charts, which in 1956 were not yet the
commercial tail wagging the musical dog.
The following year JD repeated the idea at
slightly greater length with ' Big Jazz Story'
(also on this LP) — but by then the tide had
begun to turn. The tidal wave of Beatiemania
was still to break, but there was already the
youth cult, fed by TV shows like Six- Five
Special and crazes like hand jive. All- guitar
groups, over- amplified, were replacing

skiffle— and then there was, overwhelmingly
astar, Elvis.
From then on, JD and the apparent
breakthrough of his jazz didn't stand a
chance. The economics of big band touring
brought disbandment of the JD big band in
1960 — but the sample track ' Idaho' on this
record shows what quality it had, sounding
as ingenious as anything nowadays on
Radio 4's Big Band Special, and much less
raucous.
As it happened, JD's career took him into
other spheres — his Wavendon Allmusic
Centre, with occasional guest appearances
on the classier TV shows, and he still had
chances to prove on records that he still had
plenty to offer. One ambition he gratified last
year by playing clarinet on an original
session with Rod Argent on keyboards and
others from the elite of pop musicians:
Metro (
Sepia RSR 2013), which gained my
A:1* rating last March. At 57, he is still
capable of exciting us.
The record also features Clementine Dinah
Campbell, Mrs D. The sleeve shows her as
she was 30 years ago, with short- styled hair.
But the skill, the originality — and even, as
early as 1954, the vocal range— were all
there. She went on, after marriage in 1958, to
storm the true citadel of jazz, New York, and
took ashared top place in the Down Beat
critics' poll. She developed her incredible
versatility in various stage performances,
acting as well as singing.
Derek Jewell has called her quite simply
'the best singer in the world', and even if that
may seem too sweeping, she has secured
her superstar status in an era of expendable
pop singers. We might so easily have
become bored by her perfection as ajazz
singer and should be glad of her eagerness
to stretch herself and tackle other music.
So, even though the years of promise
recorded on this disc were afalse dawn,
soon to be blotted out by pop, Mr and Mrs D.
are entitled to feel that they have done more
for music than the Beatles or the Stones—
and if jazz today has no vast fan following,
and no millionaire stars, perhaps it is all the
better for remaining amusicians' music
played for their own pleasure and that of
audiences who are tiny compared with the
hordes at pop concerts but are far more
musically aware and appreciative. i/L
*The Musician and the Micro, Ray Hammond,
Blandford Press 1983, £6.95.
The Jazz Book, Joachim Berendt, revised edition
1984, Paladin Books, £3.95.
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